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CADET LIFE



'The First Kilometer"
By Collin Campbell



Behind the aluminum, glass,
the concrete, and the steel . .
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to those who become a part of
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I its distinctive sphere . .



A step beyond the barrier
transformation from the individual one
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To the collective One
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Hiding beneath a collection of blue
the I, the face ....
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Movements of
each hour

that shape a day
from reveille

to class



From a lab

to the dining hall
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From intramurals

to drill
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from study

P

to sleep .
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Still identity
never fades.
Perhaps, at times,
it is enhanced

by those quiet moments





The girl
who brings the glow-
that brightens a

sometimes gray world
for just a little while.
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And merely
by her presence

makes life
fresh and new . .
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The guys
who become more

than just acquaintances,
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ices.

they become
real friends . . .



With whom
to share

this different
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and somehow
special

way of life . . .
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I am myself .

but more than that
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/ cannot explain or interpret . .

I am part
of something
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And that something will always remain
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A part of me. 31



MILITARY
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'First Serviceman to Fly'
By Richard Green
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RICHARD M. NIXON
Commander-in-Chief



1

MELVIN R. LAIRD
Secretary of Defense
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ROBERT C. SEAMANS, JR

Secretary of the Air Force



GENERAL JOHN D. RYAN
Chief of Staff, USAF
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SUPT DIRECTS
OF ACADEMY

F
G

THOMAS S. MOORMAN
Lieutenant General, USAF
SUPERINTENDENT

I
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FIVE YEARS
GROWTH

Lt. General Thomas Moorman became
the fifth superintendent of the Air Force

Academy in July, 1965. Under his capable
leadership, the Academy has experienced
tremendous growth, both in terms of the
size of the cadet wing and the addition of
facilities.

A 1933 graduate of West Point, the
general earned his master's degree from
the California Institute of Technology. He
is a command pilot and has served as

commander of the Thirteenth Air Force
and Air Weather Service. At rest .... the superintendent with

Mrs. Moorman on vacation in Le Beaux,
France, June 1969.

At work General Moorman with
his aide, Mai. Larry Means.
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Supt's staff serves in
advisory, support capacity

CoL J. L. Lannon
Chief of Staff, USAFA

CoL B.E. McCartney
Special Assistant to the Chief of Staff



CoL H.C. Wolk
Command Chaplain

CoL CW. Upp
Command Surgeon

Col. P. Manners
Command Dental Surgeon

Col. M.E. Kinevan
Command Staff Judge Advocate

toi. L.C. Black
Commander, Preparatory School



Col. R.L. Davis
DCS, Personnel

Col. G.R. Alexander
DCS, Operations

Col. M.E. Wilt
DCS, Comptroller

Coi. J.M. Torbet
DCS, Materiel

Col. W.F. Allbright
DCS, Civil Engineering

Col. W.R. Jarrell, Jr.
Cadet Registrar

Col. J.F. Sunderman
Director of Information



.>*�*.

Col. A.H. James
Inspector General

Lt. Col. T.D. Cameron
Command Executive Officer

Maj. G.N. Amelio
Director of Protocol

\

Maj. M.P. McRaney
Asst. Director of Protocol

Lt. Col. W.R. Soper
Director, Administrative Services

Maj. L.C. Means
Aide to the Superintendent

Capt. R.P. McLeod
Assistant Executive Officer Capt. F.L. Metcalf

Alumni Secretary



COMMANDANT
LEADERSHIP,
INSTRUCTION

ROBIN OLDS

Brigadier General, USAF
Commandant of Cadets



r OF CADETS-

MILITARY

Col. Daniel J. Nelson
Vice Commandant

Lt Col Loren E. Decker

Executive to the Commandant
Maj. Robert C. Oakes

Executive for Honor and Ethics
Capt. James H. Mullen
Aide to the Commandant
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CADET PERSONNEL AND ADMINISTRATION 3

Front row (from left): Maj. J. J. Till; Mai. W. O. Nations; Back row: Capt. R. A. Zawacki; Lt. Col. F. R. Nealon; CWO W. |
DeHaro.

Personnel-admin., lo

staff support for Ci

Lt. Col. Francis R. Nealon
Dir., Cadet Personnel and Administration



Lt. Col. Harold A. W. Tibbs
Dir., Cadet Logistic Support

logistics provide
COC programs

CADET LOGISTIC SUPPORT
Front row (from left): Lt. Col. H. A. W. Tibbs; Maj. L. J. Moore; Back row: Maj j
'filler; Maj. C. E. Burnett. White, Jr.; Maj. j. e. Bailey; Capt. G. 0.
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Maj A. J. Burshnick; Maj. D. W. Burger.

Many cadet instructional programs
supervised by Ops, Plans

Lt. Col. Vernon L. Frye
Dir., Cadet Operations and Plans
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Col. John E. Pitts, Jr.
Deputy Commandant for Military Instruction

Military training includes instruction
in command, staff positions
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Front row (from lett); Lt. Col. P. E. Vogel; Cmdr. W. K.

Perry; Lf. Col. J. A. Nohe. Second row: Capt. J. G. White;
Fit. Lt. W. W. G. Hardy; Capt. A. W. Beck; Capt. J. E. Speight;
'^^\. J. C. Gentry; Maj. J. D. Richards. Third row: Maj. F. N.

Hopewell; Maj. J. D. Cannon; Mai. H. W. Anderson; Mai. J-

MILITARYTRAINING
Henjum; Maj. J. H. Cochrane; Maj. R. W. Davis; Sqdrn. Ldr.
J. B. M. Dobson; Mai. K. L. Holden. Back row: Mai. D. A.
Emerson; Mai. J. C. Gentry; Mai. C. M. Summers; Mai. S. P
Schneider; Maj. J. R. Harding; Capt. A. M. Silva.
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Military tactics learned first hand . . .

. . . . transition in the 'lab'
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Navigation training pr
with exposure toth

I

I
Computing the drift angle ... . y



g provides the cadet

tope rated specialty

Lt. Col. Bryan W. Brunzell
Ch., Navigation Division

Front row (from left)-Lt. Col. E. R. Therkelsen; Lt. Col. B.
W. Brunzell; Lt. Col. G. J. Vehrs; Maj. W. A. Newsome, Jr.;
second row: MSgt. R. e. Nute; Maj. D. E. Kosovac; Mai. K. W.

Znrt' '^^'- ^- ^- Powers; Mai. E. E. Jernigan; Mai. J. B.

^anaers, Jr.; Mai. J. B. Pickens; Mai. W. C. McPeek; SSgt
'-� Treece; TSgt. L. A. Cronk; Third row: TSgt. R. G. Flick-

NAVIGATION DIVISION
ner; MSgt. M. J. Murray; Mai. G. K. St. Clair; Mai. B. T.
Parker; SSgt W. R. Bennett; Capt. T. R. Roll; SSgt. J. A.
Thompson; SSgt. J. C. Bueck; Back row: TSgt. H. A. Dalzell;
Mai. R. H. Plummer, Jr.; Maj. G. R. Fessler, Jr.; Maj. H. L.
Bockelman; Mai. L. J. Johnson; Maj. K. H. Hinkle, Jr.; Maj.
J. I. Louderback; Mai. C. M. Bowling.
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Airmanship gives the C2

into the flying Ai

Maj. Grant C. Stanfill
Chief, Airmanship Division

AIRMANSHIP DIVISION
From left: Mai. D. W. Stockton; Mai. C. J. Cunningham; Mai. G. C. Stanfill; Mai. C. D. Elliott; Capt. L. B. Freeman.



cadets an insight
Air Force

Pre-f light briefing .

Flight

Call tower for clearance . . .
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Col. S.V. Spragins
Deputy Commandant for the Cadet Wing

Lt. Col. R.L. Rodee
First Group AOC

Lt. Col. Van L. Crawford, Jr.
Executive for the Cadet Wing

Lt. Col. C.H. Garner
Third Group AOC

Lt. Col. J.A. Magee
Second Group AOC

Lt. Col. J.O. Robinette
Fourth Group AOC
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Maj. D.W. Thompson
AOC, CS-01

^

Maj. A.D. Hache
AOC, CS-04

f^

Maj. A.P. Wenstrand
AOC, CS-06

Maj. F.G. Stritzinger
AOC, CS-03

Maj. R.L. Clamme
AOC, CS-07

Maj. G.R. Thompkins
AOC, CS-02

Maj. H.L. Bodenhamer
AOC, CS-05

Maj. M.A. Melville
AOC, CS-08



Maj. J.R. Campis
AOC, CS-09

Capt. J.E. Wilhelm
AOC, CS-11

Maj. D.J. Burke
AOC, CS-14

Maj. L.W. White
AOC, CS-12

Maj. E.J. Montgomery, Jr.
AOC, CS-15

Maj. M.E. Levell, Jr.
AOC, CS-10

��i�^

Capt. G.C. Davis, Jr.
AOC, CS-13

'^

Maj. W.D. McWilliams, HI
AOC, CS-16
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Maj. T.W. Allison
AOC, CS-19

Maj. M.J. Dugan
AOC, CS-17

Maj. J.M. Reid
AOC, CS-20

Maj. B.L. Grace
AOC, CS-18

Maj. F.L. Wells
AOC, CS-21

Capt. N.P. Delisanti
AOC, CS-22

Maj. H.R. SuUivan
AOC, CS-23

Capt. CE. Hart
AOC, CS-24



Capt. D.E. Wells
AOC, CS-25

Maj. R.I. McCann
AOC, CS-26

Maj. P.W. Chase
AOC, CS-27

4^Sj*
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Maj. T.C.Richards

AOC, CS-28
Maj. R.P. Hohlstein

AOC, CS-29

Maj. B.R. Fuller, III
AOC, CS-30

Maj. J.R. Gilchrist
AOC, CS-31

Maj. W.V. Finn
AOC, CS-32



Maj.V.P. Hart, Jr.
AOC, CS-33

Maj. E.N. Giddings
AOC, CS-35

Maj. T.C. Wilkinson
AOC, CS-36

Maj. C.H. Davis
AOC, CS-39

Maj. T.D. Layne
AOC, CS-34

Maj. R.M. Blocher
AOC, CS-37

Maj. D.D. White
AOC, CS-38

Maj. B.G. Waddle
AOC, CS-40



THE CADET WING



"Early AII-AAetal Airplane'
By Collin Cannpbell
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Carl P. Upson
President

Harry Arnold
Vice-President

1970 Class Officers

Secretary Treasurer Historian

Terrence L. Petrzelka Paul Rossetti Mark G. Ewig
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THOMAS GORDON ABBEY "Tom"
Tom comes from the not-too-distant plains of Kansas,

where he lived for the first eighteen years of his life.

Receiving his first battle scars on the "intramurder"
fields, he limped up five floors to "Playboy" Squadron.
Obviously with his newly assigned serial number,
7-0-0-0-0-0, he was the biggest "zero" in his class. After
two years in Nineteenth Squadron, he moved to Twenty-
fourth. There he added the Commandant's wreath to the
Dean's star. His plans include graduate school, although
the plage and time are yet unknown. Hopefully, he would

like to continue his Far Eastern Studies at the University
of Hawaii (for purely academic reasons).

JAMES WILLIAM ABELLERA "Abbey"
Abbey arrived at USAFA as one of those carefree, il

lustrious members of the Madrid gang. Dedicated to the

principles which make an Academy free, Abbey proved his
worth and value early in the game astounding no one by as

sailing everyone's list. Choosing economics as his life's
work. Abbey belied his major by maintaining a permanent
state of financial disaster. During his interment at the Uni
versity of the Air Force, many were fortunate to call Ab

bey their friend. Always an integral part of every party.
Abbey was gracious enough to spread the wealth at every
opportunity. In the future Abbey is looking forward to the

"college life" on the West Coast and everyone who goes
with it.

~'

JOHN ROBERT ABERLE "Abe"
John came to USAFA from Madison, Wisconsin not too

sure just how much he wanted the flying force. Now after
T-41 solo he is seriously contemplating flying helicopters
for Air/Sea Rescue work. As soon as the Air Force allows
him to, "Abe" intends to get into pacification, especially
into civic action. In this field he expects his flying experi
ence to be invaluable. If these do not turn out, he will try
for Public Relations.

JEFFREY LOUIS ACURSO "Jeff"
One of the best leapers at the Academy, Jeff started

his career at Cal Poly with the triple jump. His academic
endeavors include the Master's Program in astronautics
and he has successfully competed with the Dean all but one
semestei�What a striver? He came from Lynwood, Cali

fornia, trying to get to the moon as an astronaut but was

waylaid by the Academy. Finding nothing better to do, he
broadened his horizons by becoming a shutter bug and howl

ing on the lower side of the choir. The future holds grad
uate school, pilot training, and maybe marriage in that

order of precedence.

DENNIS WILLIAM ADAMS "Denny"
Denny is one of the wings few Army veterans. His

"grunt" training must have done sc-me good because he has
made the Comm's list every semester. The "balding old
man" could often be seen running around the dorm creating
innovations. From eleventh for two years Denny moved to

thirty-two where he spent a semester on wing staff and was

group commander his firstie year.
In the winter, Denny was usually down slugging it out

in the boxing room (he was wing champ, of course). In
dustrious application in his poli sci major brought recog
nition from the Dean�one way or another. His cadet life
was full of constant challange for four years and Denny met
each with the same impressing determined shoulder-shrug.
However, he usually did a good job when it mattered. His

ability to grow hair was unequalled in the wing (why didn't
it ever show?). He looks forward to a flying spree with ap
proval from the surgeon general. His plans seem to be

heading away from the altar, though . . . but even the hardest
rocks will eventually crack. Will any girl ever be able to

take the place of his Vette? Time will tell.



GARY DONALD ADKISSON "G.D."
G.D., the Navy Junior from Japan, arrived at the Acad-

t'my with two goals in mind, to jump and to fly. He realized
nis first goal in his Third Class year when he joined the
i,cademy Parachute Team and spent three years with it as
3 competitor and Jumpmaster, becoming the first cadet in
Academy history to earn the Senior Parachutist wings.
���.fler graduation he'll tackle his second goal, in Pilot Train-
� ng, with an eye on a fighter slot, eventually Test Pilot
School, and perhaps as Astronaut assignment.

LOREN CHARLES AINSWORTH "Ainsworth"
"Low-rent," "Worthless," or just plain "Ainsworth,"

-; Loren was affectionately called by his closest friends.
Loth of them, changed his academic major from aeronau

tical engineering to general studies after his first lesson in
Math 131. From that first day in math to the present he spent
his time studying hard to be a general and managed to make
the Dean's List twice and the Comm's List thrice. Loren's
activities while at good ole USAFA included the Ski Club,
Saddle Club, Bowman's Club, Auto Sports Club, the Protes
tant Cadet Choir, and the Freshman Pistol Team. However,
as graduation rolls around he will pin on the "Brown
Bars."

BURTON KENNETH AKE "Ken"
Coming from the green farmlands of Pennsylvania,

Ken came to the Academy to become a man. He found the
academics demanding and the military to his liking, so he
set out to make his mark. He did well, assuming a regular
position on the Superintendent's List while representing
his class as Chairman of the Honor Committee. Yet in all
his activities. Ken came slowly to realize that he needed
to set some clear priorities for his life. During his fourth
class year. Ken came to know what had to be kept number
one - the person Jesus Christ. This man born 2000 years
before still asked men to give their lives to Him and in re

turn promised to give new life. Ken accepted that promise
and set out to help others learn about it also. Leaving the
Academy, Ken holds that same promise and objective, thank
ful he found it.

WILLIAM ROBERT ALEXANDER "Alex"
Alex left Trenton, Ohio for the big city of USAFA, and

became a Cadet on 27 June 1966. From the beginning he
managed to make the most of every opportunity to excel.
His efforts gained him Wing-wide fame as the Steve Mc
Queen of Ninth Squadron (w/ chin straps down), and earned
him more than 100 cons his first semester, but failed to
give him enough momentum to make the Comm's Drill Team.
With this abundance of study time (using the horizontal
osmosis system), Alex became a favorite of the Dean's Other
List, and after three years could boast a 2.01 cum.

Athletically, Alex specialized in contact sports, mostly
with the Judo Team, and became the Outstanding Player in
'69 and Co-captain in '70.

Looking back, Alex says, "I wouldn't take a million
dollars for the experience, but then again, I wouldn't give
a plugged nickel to do it again."

KENNETH RAYMOND ALBRIGHT JR. "Ken"
Born in the hills of West Virginia Ken grew up with one

leg shorter than the other. Not discouraged by this handi
cap he decided that he should see a little of the world before
becoming a settled man. Here is where Ken began his mo
nastic life at the Air Force Academy. His first year was
spent staring at the four walls of his room and at practice
tor the Commandant's drill team on Friday and Saturday
afternoons. Not to be stopped by this little set back he went
on to bigger and better things. He established himself as an
academic pro for the next three years. With this behind he
sets forth on a career as an Air Force Officer hoping the
'U'ure will be brighter than the past. It has to be!



RICHARD STEPHENS ALLAIN, JR. "Rich"

Rich came to the Air Force Academy after a trying
year at a civilian college. He hales from the town of New

Iberia, a small town in Louisiana whose only claim to fame

is that "Tabasco" is bottled there. Because of his Southern

heritage and his marshy homeland. Rich was at times called

the "Cajun."
Rich plans to remain a bachelor for a couple of years

yet. Around February he finally broke down and decided to

buy a car. Rich could be found on the ski slopes in the win

ter and i-n the bag during the rest of the year. Rich is look

ing forward to graduation and pilot training with hopes of

flying something hot.

JEFFREY STOCKWELL ALLEN "Jeff"

Coming from Brattleboro, Vermont, the skiing capital
of the world Jeff spent most of his time trying to take ad

vantage of the second best skiing in the country. The love of

flying that brought this Vermonter here was nourished over

the years in the Aero Club. A lifelong desire to join the

medical profession, though, has determined another four

year educational effort in, medical school. An Air Force

career will be followed by an already planned retirement

in Central Park with his accomplices from Fourth Squadron.

JOHN BENNETT ALLEN "Jon-Jon"

No man is an Hand, intire of it selfe; every man is a

peece of the Continent, a part of the maine; if a Clod bee

washed away by the Sea, Europe is the lesse, as well as if

a Promontorie were, as well as if a Mannor of thy friends

or of thine own were. Any mans death diminishes me, be

cause I am involved in Mankinde. And therefore never send

to know for whom the bell tolls. It tolls for thee.
�Donne

RONALD RAYMOND ALLEN
FOUR YEARS. NOW, BEGIN ANEW.

'Ron"

R. J. Almeida

ROY JOSEPH ALMEIDA "Pork Chop"
As a week-old high school graduate, Roy exchanged the

smog and cement of Newark, New Jersey for the chance to

go to USAFA. He began his first year in 23rd Sq. as captain
of the frosh cross-country team. His second year in 29th.

Sq. found him as a member of the cross-country team which

ran second place in the national championships. After 3rd

class year he decided to hang up the ol' spikes and con

centrate on other matters. In 2nd class year he made the

big switch to "Playboy" Nineteen and began serving as an

Honor Representative. It was then that he discovered the

wonderful world of skiing and managed somehow to make it

through his first season unscathed. Almost a permanent
member of the Supt's List, Roy has not had any real big
troubles with the Comm or the Dean - just a few close calls.
A proud VW owner, he managed to wrack up the hot ma

chine on his first extended weekend. Roy plans to snag a

research assignment with the Bioscience Corps after gradu
ation.
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JEFFREY ROSS ALVES "Whale"
Jeff, nicknamed the Great White Whale, came straight

to USAFA from the shores of the mighty Chemung River
and that well known, rip-roaring city of Elmira, NY. While
spending his career at USAFA as a Troll and Maverick, the
Whale has managed to stay off all lists but one, Ac. Pro.
However he has enjoyed three years on the Squash Team
and two years on that infamous Rally Committee. And we

can't forget the hours spent with his one and only "Green
Gertie", his friendly Volvo. Jeff is not sure what the fog
of the future will bring, but he hopes to go to work in Radi
ation Biology and earn a Master's degree in Squash or

radiation biology.

THOMAS LANCE AMMON "Lance"
One of the few Forty-Year men in Big Red '70, T.

Ldoce has�after four years at the Air Force's pride and
joy� learned the tremendous value of pulling it out in
time. His record stands at 4-1. Think about it. Having ac-
qtred a wealth of academic knowledge from within the
hallowed halls of "Paradise", Lance's only disappoint-
meot with "Paradise" is that its computer failed to teach
cadets how to be people.

JAMES EDWARD ANDREWS "Jim"
Jim came to USAFA back in 66 to find four years of

new experiences. Man were there a lot of new experiences;
thini-, about it Bucky. While at USAFA, Jim was known for
his fantastic studying habits, his leadership, and his high
moral qualities. There's a new freedom out there some

where, so HERE'S TO THE FUTURE JIM.

TERRY LEE ANGSTADT "Terr"
Leaving the woods of Pennsylvania, "Terr" came to

USAFA, for lack of anything better to do. Although he man

aged the Comm's List most every semester, he rarely made
the Dean's Team. "Embryo" seems to be his favorite bag,
and he is often found peering through a microscope or cut
ting on a frog. Looking forward to medical school and/or
flying, Terry leaves USAFA with shouts of joy and sighs
of relief.

DAVID FRANCIS ANTOON "Toona"

Coming to the snow packed mountains of Colorado was

a shock for the "Arab", after spending most of his life in
such climatic places as the Mojave Desert, the Sahara
Desert, and most recently. Satellite Beach, Florida where
fie was graduated from high school. However, the military
was nothing new, with his father retired from the Air Force,
�lis older brother already a lieutenant, and his younger
brother finding his way into the "Blue Zoo" a year later.
Dave was one of a few members of '70 to spend his sum

mer leave at Ft. Benning learning how to use a parachute.
The many deep friendships which have developed during his
tour years at USAFA will be Dave's greatest loss upon
Sraduation. His future plans include more cockpit time
and graduate school.



RUDOLPH FERMIN ARAGON "Rudy"
It all started when he came to Colorado to get a job.

Actually he came to USAFA to be a waiter. He got in the

wrong line and became a cadet instead. Throughout Basic
Summer he was continually flabbergasted by the brutal

training just to be a waiter! Surviving that and by then

dedicated to hard-core professionalism he realized he had

a chance to get even with his insidious draft board, so he

stayed. Unfortunately the hours were long and the pay was

terrible. Actually, he likes the old place occasionally and

in the distant future (very distant) he will return to the

vaunted halls and smile, laugh and probably break up into

hysterics.

DANA CHARLES ARBAUGH "Dana"

Dana, a SEAGRAM'S SEVEN SON, left those good
times and pretty girls at the University of Connecticut to

see what a "real" college was like. The initial shock wore

off by the end of third class year. Soon, parties in Denver,

skiing in the Rockies and many trips to TBC brightened up
his life. Firstie year brought a gold GTO, more trips to

Denver, and the T-41 "Aerospace Training Aid." Dana

almost started to like his new school. Living from week
end to weekend with TV and intramurals between, he some

how managed to stay friends with the Dean and Comm. As

a loyal SEVENTH SON, he helped show the wing just what
squadron "INTRAMURDER" meant. His eagerly awaited
future should hold a pair of silver wings and a well stocked
bachelor lieutenant's apartment.

ROBERT EDWARD ARENDT "Bob"

Bob set out for USAFA from Parma, Ohio, his mind

full doubts and assorted phobias. Suffering from insecurity
during his doolie year. Bob joined the fencing team as a

form of escapism. When he found they were trying to kill

him, he tried to solve his problems by becoming a psy

chology major. This hasn't solved any of Bob's problems
but at least now he can name them all. Bob learned to love

Colorado skiing while at the academy. His future plans in

clude pilot training and a certain girl back in Parma.

HARRY ARNOLD ""^p
After graduation from high school at the tender age of

16, Harry decided to leave the boys on the block back in

Nebraska and join the real Air Force. After spending two

years with the men in blue, he was steered to the pearly
gates of USAFA by a '60 grad. After spending his first two

years concentrating on academics, the chorale, and the

choir, he decided to see what the night life in Colorado

was all about. On the weekends during his first class year

his car could be seen making a path to the thriving metrop
olis of Denver in any type of weather. He did manage to

spend time on the Honor Committee, Class Council, and

Fourth Class Training Committee. A regular on the Com

mandant's list, Harry's future plans are up in the air but

you can count on him to follow his personal motto of

"Keepin the Faith".

GRANT CLIFFORD AUFDERHAAR "700151"
After 18 years in the Buckeye state. Grant began his

world travels with a four year detainment in colorful Colo
rado. Undaunted by this, plans show more extensive travels.
The highlights of cadet life show a one-time stand on Dean's
list, F-41, and graduation. With just a few days left at

Aluminum U., he's looking forward to a long Air Force

career and a longer retirement.



JAMES LEE BACHMANN "Jim"
The Bacho-alias Mr. Lucky or Rosemary's Baby- is

one of many to come to the Academy from the land of the
Bengals and Red Legs. Rather than waste his time in the
afternoons studying, he could be found taking out his hos-
tihties on his teammates of the sabre squad of the Fencing
Team, where Jim spent four years trying to defeat his
greatest opponent - Coach Toth. But if all cadets must be
remembered for something, the Bacho's saving traits were

tiis way with women, his appreciation for acid-rock, and his
iiking for parties and having a good time in general-and
tor a good reason. His luck was such "he had to have a

good time and laugh about it, or he'd go nuts".

WILLIAM GORDON BADER "Bill"
Bill was born in the Kentucky Hills, raised in the Treas

ure Valley of Idaho, and now calls the mountains of Utah
hi^ home. With a solid Idaho education behind him, he went
to the Great Pumpkin land of Oregon State University for
college. After a year of prefunctions and fraternity life,
BiH headed east to that small college of the Ramparts. Al
ways believing that "Life is a search for happiness", he
led a constant search for four years among the aluminum
and glass. He was an infrequent member of the Dean's list,
bur managed to make the Commandant's list four straight
years. Guided by the words "consideration" and "am
bition" he plans to start his Air Force career with pilot
training.

GARY MARC BAGLIEBTER "Bags"
Heading west from the protective Catskill Mountain

resort community of Ellenville, New York, Bags hit USAFA
with stars in his eyes and the proverbial hole in his head.
He'll probably be remembered best for his escapades in

flying machines (did you say crashing machines?). Not one
to turn down a challenge. Bags welcomed all opportunities
to prove "there is a way," and four years after arriving
on the scene his motto is still the same - Aut Vinceri Aut
Mori, either to conquer or to die. Always one to oppose
conformity for its own sake, our fair-haired boy chose to
call himself an individual - making his own way, not fol

lowing in others' footsteps, and doing any job without re

gard to popularity, as long as it produced the desired re

sult. Remember, "Winning isn't the main thing - it's

everything."

FRANCIS HENRY BAHNSON III "Frank"
Frank left his small hometown in North Carolina and

journeyed to the Colorado Springs Metropolitan Area to be
come a member of the "MIC." The "Flea" was never one

to accept conformity and thus began his four year fight to
maintain his individuality. Despite it all Frank make re

peated appearances on the Dean's and Commandant's lists

showing that even Southerners can make it at the Academy.
On weekends he could usually be found in the South Denver
area in the "Blue L and M." On weekdays it was the "tube"
room. A member of the infamous "MSINTAFFPS" or

ganization, Frank was known for his ability to tell it like it
IS and how it should be. Small in size but large in spirit he
seeks a rewarding and meaningful career.



JOHN LEE BAILEY "Lee"
Lee came to USAFA a very idealistic young man. He

kept most of his idealism and added a touch of realism dur
ing his stay. He placed great value on education, convinced
that this was the best way to prepare himself for the future
he had in mind. Lee remained true to his convictions, said
what he felt, and went where his conscience told him to go.
He learned more from the people than he did from the in

structors, more about life than academics. Disappointed at
times by selfish human motives he sought always to under
stand the actors. He leaves USAFA hoping to find a satisfy
ing career serving his country.

RAYMOND GERALD BAKER "Bake"

Ray, an Army brat, came to USAFA to see how the
other half lived. Grimly peering through IRI's, SAMI's, pa
rades. Jack's Valley, etc. he had a hard time making out
the glow of today's modern Aerospace Team. A few con

tacts with the outside Air Force convinced him that it did
indeed exist and, satisfied, he began to work toward the
most elusive of all goals - graduation. Doolie year. Air

borne, SEA, intramurals, cons, the Dean, ZI, Saturday
morning lectures, first chapel, Mitchell Hall, haircut in

spections, football games, rings, cars - the good and the
bad run together and make. up the past. Soon the present
will also be the past and the future - graduate school, UPT,
the Air Force - will be the present.

RICHARD ALLEN BAKER "Rick"

Coming straight from the cornfields and hogs of In

diana, Rick came to the Academy with an eye on the sky
and beyond. Academics and military ratings were never a

problem for him as he made the Supt's List every semes

ter. For Rick a job should be done well if at all; "walk

worthy of the vocation wherewith ye are called." Rick puts
out in everything he attempts, from playing some mean de
fense in intramural lacrosse to writing a lab report for one

of his many aero courses. His goals after graduation in
clude an M.S. at Purdue, followed by pilot training, "possi
bly" followed by marriage.

ROBERT FRANCIS BAKER "Bakes"
Born in Alberta, Canada, Baker came to these hal

lowed halls with a great ambition, graduation! After spend
ing a year in one of the better drinking colleges in his home
state of New York, Bakes decided that the excitement and
ROTC was too much for him and came here for a four year
term. Earlier in his cadet career he found that he and the
great god Burroughs had a very strange relationship� they
actually understood each other! Spending most of his time

conversing with the great machine in its labyrinth in down
stairs Fairchild, Bakes scored five for eight in his battles
with the Dean and a few near misses His future sights are
set on Grad School, Pilot training, and an institution far
worse than USAFA - marriage.

JOHN ALLEN BALLARD "Dub"
John walked in from the foothills of North Carolina

Basketball U.S.A. man said here's a uniform so John said
thank ya put it on wore it to work for four years studied a

couple things he liked such as sleep stars ESP hypnotism
guy tapped him on the shoulder said man you're weird John
said Bullfeathers rolled over went back to sleep muttering
if I be not I who will be finally woke up calendar said 3 June
1970 so John took his uniform back to the man who let him
wear it, man said he didn't want it John told the man he
didn't want it either so John took it off and left it lying there
on the floor so if you want a uniform you can go down there
and pick it up.



MICHAEL BRENT BALLINGER "Mike"
Mike came west to USAFA from small town USA, LaRue,

Ohio. Academics came surprisingly easy and he's been a

regular on the Supt's List since the beginning back in

"Tiger Ten". He set his sights on medical school third
class year, and since that time it has remained his fore
most goal. A summer of research at Wright-Patterson
confirmed his desire for medicine, and now all that remains
is getting into med school and four long years of study. The
tirst three years weren't much for social life, but a car

and other interests changed all that Firstie year. Now if he
can remain single long enough to enjoy life at CU, OSU, or
the like; a career as a flight surgeon sounds pretty good.

CARL JOHN BANG JR. "Bing"
Leaving the ivy-covered dorms of Cornell U. and the

avenues of N.Y.C. Carl decided to give USAFA, with its
wind-blown open spaces a try. The Dean's List was short
lived; the Dean taking revenge during the remaining three

years. The tennis team, handball, and squash deprived him
of four years extra bag time. The arrival of the "70"
Knuckle breaker and the wild Z-28, with a future wife living
n the Springs, made the weekends very fleeting and longed
(cr. After learning to fly the "F-41" Bing took Airborne
to reassure himself, and almost bought the farm while
lumping. With his Astro major, his plans include pilot
'-aining and future work in the space field. He wants to live
^nd experience life to the fullest extent.

STEPHEN BENJAMIN BANG "Steve"
One of Steve's prime ambitions when he came to the

Academy was to make the varsity rifle team. His efforts
6S both a shooter and statistician have consumed a large
portion of his free time. The high point of his shooting ca

reer was the team's first victory over Army in 1969. Steve
was a member of the Protestant Cadet Choir for two years
and then resigned in order to go to the First Presbyterian
Church in Colorado Springs. This association has had a

strong influence on his life since then. Of course the ulti
mate goal was to fly, and the T-41 program served to con

firm this ambition. Declining eyesight due to excessive

studying on his electrical engineering major dampened his
hopes to fly planes, but at this writing prospects look good
if Santa Claus is passing out the waivers.

SCOTT SOPER BARKER "Scotty"
"If all mankind minus one, were of one opinion, and

only one person were of the contrary opinion, mankind
would be no more justified in silencing that one person,
than he, if he had the power, would be justified in silencing
mankind."

John Stuart Mill

RAYMOND JOHN BARLEBEN "Ray"
Just to look at Ray, you would never suspect him of

being on the Dean's List; Well your suspicions are right.
Somehow he lucked out though, and made the Comm's List
a few times. The art of leading the varsity soccer team to

victory could have had much to do with the development
of his leadership ability. But then again, it just might have
been the art of "fooling them all." Ray has fooled them
all as a Class Council Rep, First Sergeant, a position on

Wing Staff as a second classman, and Deputy Group Com
mander during BCT. After carefully and diligently ana

lyzing his stay at USAFA, Ray has decided that he would
like to be an officer after graduation. Determination is

Ray's biggest asset. If he doesn't go to pilot training, he'll
go somewhere.



BRADLEY ALLEN BARNES "Brad"

Giving up the cottonfields of southeast Missouri for

the rugged mountains of the Ramparts was quite a change
for an old country boy like Brad. In four years of worrying
about his horse back home, or worrying about making it

through Aero, or just plain worrying about anything. Brad

has developed a knack for keeping off the tour pad and

keeping on the Comm's "good-guys" team. Brad's extra

time has been divided between sword-fighting and blending
his voice in the "worker's chorus", but usually you'll
find him in' his "red rack" dreaming about those brown

bars. His plans include pilot training, and eventually gradu
ate work in Aeronautical Engineering, but mainly grabbing
a big chunk of a good life-�for two.

STEPHEN RALPH BARNES "Junior"
The Air Force saw to it that Steve never stayed in one

place more than four years, but if you ask him where he's

from, he'll tell you California. After a year in a civilian

college, he got tired of sun, surf, and California girls and

thought he'd try the high pay and independence USAFA had

to offer. Not being one to stagnate in one situation for long,
he tried both Dean's teams with a GPA that ranged from

1.44 to 3.70. Football season saw him on many a midnight
skulk for Blackjack from painting a psychedelic limousine

to a less than successful horse thieving trip. On departure
from the Blue Zoo, Steve hopes to hold off marriage for a

while and do a little flying� if not for Uncle Sam, maybe
Continental will have an open slot.

DOUGLAS ERNEST BARON "Doug"
Doug came to us from a family of 10 and that little

known but interesting town of Exeter, N.H. While Doug is

hard at work, we know he's at least staying out of trouble.

He is undoubtedly the most die-hard yankee. Fighting the

civil war with pugnacious southerners is his hobby. Occa

sionally between wars you find him out on the friendly fields

of strife struggling with baseball and intramurals.

Dougs interest are varied and you'll find him trying a

little of everything from scuba diving to flying, horse back

riding to tangling with the feminine mystique. You may not

always find him succeeding but he's always trying.

JAMES FRANKLIN BARRALL "Jim"
After exhausting all possibilities in Mifflinville, Pa.

(both of them), Jim ventured WEST retreating from his bar

ren life at Bioomsburg State College. Finding his time re

stricted to academic endeavors, Jim joined the Dean's team.

He has managed to acquire a reputation for being 110% man

on the intramural fields. Eye trouble during his final year
forced him to divide his time equally between the "bag"
and the pong table. Graduation will leave USAFA far behind

as Jim heads for two months leave in Germany, followed

hopefully by many years in the "Wild Blue Yonder".

MARVIN JAY BARRY "Jay"
A small northeastern Pennsylvania town had been the

home of Jay, his parents, five brothers and lone sister.
Life had been easy until June '66 when he first saw the

South Gate. No one seemed to be too happy about another

confused, bald-headed face in the crowd. But, with the true

happiness seemingly present in all doolies, our young home

town hero managed to finish the summer and enter into the

world of academics. When Firstie year did finally roll

around, there was his younger brother with that "What's

your Vette doing this week?" look. But, our three year
veteran of the Jack's Valley campaign felt he could indure
almost anything for the next year. After all, the days until
he got his final release from the Zoo were getting easier
to count. June was due to get here soon after Christmas.



ROBERT ERNEST BASKETT
The laws of probability are in his favor.

'Bob"

DORSEY BARRY BATTLES "D.B."

Dorsey decided to grace USAFA with his presence
after his local draft board notified him to report for his

physical. After having tasted college life at Toledo Uni
versity, he found basic summer and especially "goon-
squad" much to his "liking". Soon he gained the reputa
tion of being the greatest "rack" man in Academic history,
amassing more time doing horizontal research than the
entire "Fightin' Fourth" squadron put together. When not

sleeping, he managed to find time to become one of the
classiest boxers that the Wing has ever seen. His success

in the ring is matched only by his accomplishments with
the young ladies in Denver, where his "sweet talking"
ability proved invaluable.

OAVID JOHN BATUSKI "Dave"
Since he was not much of a farmer at heart anyway,

Dave decided to give up living in the green wilds of western

Pennsylvania in favor of a few years of living-it-up in the
brown wilds of central Colorado. Although he was on Aca
demic Probation after his first progress report, (an "F"
in swimming), Dave "rallied" to make the Dean's list for
the rest of his stay. While working hard on his astro major
and trying to stay out of trouble, Dave has tried to keep
sane with dreams of the Utopia that comes with graduation.
Even though he is planning to go on to graduate school, he
feels there will be little chance he will attend another mon-

estary. Then Dave will return to the "real" Air Force to

leave his mark.

PAUL ADOLPH BAUER "Paul"
The move from the smog bound shores of New Jersey

to the clean mountain air of Colorado proved to be quite a

four year experience. The initial shock was softened by
training tables and Frat Five, but the beckoning of Arne's

army proved strong. Four years of jumping fences for the
track team must be counted as his major contribution to the
USAFA scene. Firstie year seemed to be consumed in a

shocking yellow Firebird and lots and lots of running, not
to mention ail those fine Track trips!! The future holds a

whole lot of flying, and hopefully a couple years of grad
school and then R&D.

GARY LOUIS BAXTER "Spider"
Back from the beaches of sunny California, Gary re

turned to his birthplace, C-Springs, where he first attended
the Prep School before moving to the "hill".

With his newly acquired home (w/ guardians), Gary
settled down to matching wits with the dean. Unable to be of
much help he decided to try the commandant who seemed to
be a bit more cooperative. President of the Fellowship of
Christian Athletes and Protestant Council member, Gary
began to center on a life's goal that is lasting.

An admirer of philosophy, "secretarily" speaking.
Spider's future plans are no longer single, but they are

shared with a person whose life is centered on the same

goal.



RICHARD MARK BEAN "Beaner"
Graduating from Pueblo East High School, the institu

tion that has produced more Mitchell Hall waiters than any
other in the country, Mark had two courses of entrance to
the Academy available to him. Desiring to help even out the
disproportionate ratio between waiters and cadets recruited
from East High, he chose the cadet route, and although not

always certain that he made the right decision. Athletics,
especially basketball, were Mark's main interests at the
Academy, just as they had been in his earlier life. Gradu
ation appears to have post-graduate study in economics
awaiting him, followed by the still uncertain decision as to
whether to attend pilot training.

JAMES BENNY BECHTEL "Jim"
From the little beaches of Rhode Island, Jim traveled

West beyond the Mississippi to the wonders of USAFA and
military life. By making the Comm's List every semester
and playing varsity lacrosse for three years, he found two-
thirds of the Academy's program to his liking. But for some
strange reason he could never get above the magic mark
of 3.0 and into the Dean's ranks to make himself a well-
rounded individual. Always up for a good time, whether in
the dorm or at a party, Jim decided early that he would
never end up a semester with left-over privileges. After

graduation he plans on pilot training and then a look around.

DREW ROBERT BECKLEY "Drew"

Looking for something like the Air Force he grew up

in. Drew wandered straight out of high school and into our

aluminum wonderland. There may have been better places
to look, but Drew strapped in for a four year ride. Some
times serious, sometimes not, and often in between he

managed to appease the Comm and win a game of musical

majors with the Dean. Regretfully departing our alumi
num paradise. Drew will count friendships formed as his
richest memories and look forward to a set of brown bars
and a pair of silver wings.

WARD DAVID BEIGHTOL "Ward"
Because Ward spent a year at the Prep School, while

the Academy decided if he was ready for USAFA, he be
came the senior member of "The Frat". Being a "brat".
he knew what the real Air Force was like and managed to

keep that thought alive during his five years at the Aca

demy. Ward achieved marginal success in the field ot aca
demics by occasionally beating the Dean and was on the
Com's List every semester. A "plastic pig" kept Ward

busy during most of his weekends, along with catching up
on those things one usually associates with "college life."
A real competitor on the intramural fields, Ward plans to

apply this competitive spirit towards pilot training and the

future.

BRIAN SONNY BELL "Buzz"
Brian grew up in a small Maine potato farming com

munity, Houlton, Maine. Upon completion of high school and
all those other pre-requisites needed to get into the Aca

demy he trooped along fo ol' AFA via the Prep School. By
the time first class year came along, Brian finally got his

name removed from the academic probation rosters. How

ever, sleeping through classes and being one of the original
"Laramie Three" soon produced his name again in print
on the Tour and Confinements list. Throughout his cadet
career, Brian has been motivated to get "something" out
of the Academy-H IMSELF I



JAMES ROBERT BELL "Bellstein"
Yeah, yeah, I've heard it before and it just ain't all

that critical.

TIMOTHY PAGE BENCH "Tim"
Tim excelled in everything he tried to do while at the

academy. He was especially talented in athletics and starred
on the varsity golf team for two years. But he started to
have problems in academics after two years, but he made
up for this in the military department. Tim's hobbies in
clude skiing, scuba diving and auto racing. His immediate
plans include UPT followed by a heavy Air Force career.

WILLIAM HERBERT BENEDICT "Benny"
A member of the famed "SYNDICATE", Bill comes

(.�-om Mesa, Arizona. Although his "love" for the fourth-
class system and the "military way" was always appar
ent, Bill managed to avoid squadron tables for his entire
freshman year and was never known to have served CCQ in
his sophomore year. He enjoyed a good four years on the
track team with its civilian-like atmosphere and maxed the
KFT with a big 500. Bill made a controversial rise to
cheerleader and capped off this brief career with a trip to
Stanford and CDB. His future plans include a hairy sum

mer of travel and UPT.

HAROLD JAMES BENNETT JR. "Skip"
Coming from just outside of the rural community of

New York, Skip had no trouble in adjusting to the high Colo
rado atmosphere. After trying his hand at being a "jock"
he decided to settle down and enjoy life. After two years of
this worthwhile pursuit Skip left the friendly halls of
"FRAT FIVE" and joined the ranks of the then forming
17th fraternity. Somehow managing to hold on to a 3.0 he
learned the joys and sorrows of owning two (consecutive)
Vettes. June third will find him pursuing the Air Force

mission of "Flying and Fighting."

KEITH ERVIN BENNETT "Keith"
When Keith entered the Academy he was a shy, naive

boy from the OK City. With its own unique way USAFA
Puickly changed all that. Academics were easy for him and
later showing his prowess on the tour pad he was awarded
the wreath to accompany the star. Two summers of cadet
training with the army made Keith bless the day his father
wouldn't let him go to West Point. After graduation he will
be trading his 'Vette in for a VW and a marriage license
and will then travel off to grad school at the University of
Illinois for his masters in civil engineering.

J. R. Bell

T. P. Bench

W. H. Benedict

H.J. Bennett Jr.

K. E. Bennett
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RICHARD MARTIN BEREIT "B"
Rick came here from the booming metropolis of Scotts

dale, Arizona. He came here to swim and to become an

academic wonder. A change of ambitions came over him

shortly and he found himself on the Fencing team and the

Dean's other team. "B" is interested in water sports and

especially water skiing. He participated in the Under Water

Swimmers program at Key West, Fla. during his second

class summer where he learned the ancient and unknown

art of being a fish-man. His ambitions in life are to slip the

"surly bonds" of USAFA and to be the best pilot in the Air

Force.

KENNETH MARION BERG "Bergie"
Four years getting ready, ready for one day - June

3rd, 1970. Coming to USAFA after a year in NROTC (that
counted towards pay!) he's really looking forward to the
RAF - and glad to be pilot qualified. Underwater Swim
mers, Chorale, Bluebards, Catholic choir, skiing!, a 1969

"go-fast", a little brown book, a big, beautiful ring, and
more books than he can possibly remember (or wants to).
A Dean's man most of the time, a Supt's man once upon a

time, and a three-time veteran of "Happy Jack's". After
17 years of continuous school he is very ready for UPT -

grad school can wait a while. A part-time philosopher, a

favorite of his is Confucius's saying, "He who aims at the

sky hits higher than he who aims at the earth."

STEVEN JOSEPH BERTA "Steve"
"IF" by Rudyard Kipling

If you can keep your head when all about you are losing
theirs and blaming it on you;

If you can trust yourself when all men doubt you, but make
allowance for their doubting too:

If you can wait and not be tired by waiting, or, being lied
about, don't deal in lies.

If you can force your heart and nerve and sinew to serve

your turn long after they are gone.
And so hold on when there is nothing in you except the Will
which says to them; "Hold on!"

If you can talk with crowds and keep your virtue, or walk
with Kings� nor lose the common touch.

If neither foes nor loving friends can hurt you, if all men

count with you, but none too much;
Yours is the Earth and everything that's in it, and�which
is more�you'll be a Man, my son!

JAMES MICHAEL BETTNER "Marv"
A proud product of the "Region", otherwise known as

Whiting, Indiana, Jim came to a somewhat more than hum
drum life of a basic cadet. Being placed into Niner, and

playing frosh football his fourth class year he soon picked
up his ever lasting nick-name of Marv - short for Marvin
Military. Waiting two years before joining the Dean's team,
Marv was busy working on the Colorado slopes, making
sure to not let one inch of snow go to waste. Being scien
tifically oriented, he chose to major in Engineering Man

agement. Passing time as a firstie, Marv looks forward fo
the "real" Air Force, flying a hot stick, and planning for
two.

GEOFFREY RICHARD BEWERS "Beevs"
"Beevs" or "Beavers" began his first of four long

years in military thirteen. In thirteen he was a participant
in the great savings bond scheme. Third class year he had
many a long parade trying to hold up that 1000 pound guidon
of thirteen's. Second class year he was one of those fortu
nate who were sent to "Rebel Eleven". Geoff spent his

spare time on the Supt's List, trying to get 400 on the PFT,
and playing hooker on the State Champ Rugby team of
USAFA. Prized possessions include good memories of
USAFA and an honor squadron mug. Plans after graduation
include a United Stewardess, a long leave, and pilot training.



PAUL EDWARD BICKLE

Begin the conquest.
In the word of
Truth, the conqueror speaks.
Together, we will drive toward
Ever increasing goals.
Reality is now.
Never shall we falter.
Even as we try for
Success, we shall not
Succeed. All is
Portrayed in the

Everlasting conflict.
Because we will not win . . . today.

'Paul'

CHARLES ROBIOU BISBEE "Charlie"
After refusing several scholarships offers, Charlie

decided on USAFA. There he spent four years studying
as little as possible but managing to stay on top of his elec
trical engineering major. He also made a gallant attempt
at keeping up Thirsty Thirds reputation but since the new

and improved six and one-twenty, not in the dorm. After

graduation, graduate school figures prominently in his plans.
After that a hair cut and shave before UPT.

RICHARD DENNIS BJORKLUND "B.J."
B.J. came to the Blue Zoo from the sunny beaches of

Southern California. After shedding his tan, he soon learned
about the ways of the Com Shop by living up to his squad
ron's nickname, "Thirsty Third." A year of TDY with 28
lead to quite an improvement over doolie year. Such ac

tivities as boxing and skiing brought out the tiger in B.J.

Probably the fastest madman on skis, trees and other skiers

always seemed to get in his way. Slowly the Dean became
friendlier as the semesters went by. Even the Comm had a

change of heart and put B.J. on his list. Easily mastering
the art of flying T-41's, he is looking forward to wearing
the silver wings. A 3rd Lieutenant vacation with the friend

ly skies of C-14rs convinced him that that's the only way
to go.

CHARLES EDWARD BLACK
He went iike one that hath been stunned.
And is of sense forlorn :

A sadder and a wiser man,
He rose the morrow morn.

�Samuel Taylor Coleridge

"Charles"

MICHAEL JOSEPH BLASSIE "Mike"
From St. Louis, Missouri, graduating in 1966, Mike

came to USAFA directly from high school. Mike was an

average student through his first three years at the Acad
emy but the dean's list is still a remote possibility with the
influence of the psychology department. Mike attained ath
letic prominence at the Academy through participation in
squash, varsity tennis, and varsity soccer, helping lead the
soccer team to national prominence in both 1968 and 1969.
During the winter season skiing affected his mind although
the activities of the night before usually impaired his
memory. After graduation it looks like pilot training and
then perhaps graduate school.



CHARLES CARROLL BLATCHLEY "Charlie"
You have been told also that life is darkness, and in your
weariness you echo what was said by the weary.

And I say that life is indeed darkness save when there is

urge.
And all urge is blind save when there is knowledge.
And all knowledge is vain save when there is work.
And all work is empty save when there is love.
And when you work with love you bind yourself to yourself,
and to one another, and to God . . .

If these be vague words, then seek not to clear them.

Vague and nebulous is the beginning of all things, but
not their end.

And I fain would have you remember me as a beginning.
�Gibran

STEVEN JEFFREY BLOMQUIST "Bloomer"

A native of the Cleveland area, Steve found a new life
while at the Academy. After an initial round of success in

track. Doolie math, and the "military" side of life, he dis

covered something was still missing�what to live for? Then

he got the word on a guy who claimed he could fill that

emptiness, and so Steve asked Jesus of Nazareth to own

up to this claim and come into his life. He did. Steve has

since found that to really live you have to die to yourself.
Just as Paul, the disciple, observed, "I have been crucified
with Christ; it is no longer I who live, but Christ who lives
in me."

ALLAN EDGAR BLOOR

Hailing from the potato-chip capitol of eastern Ohio,
Leetonia, Butch had little trouble adjusting to the swinging
night life offered by doolie privileges and the nearby metrop
olis of Colorado Springs. After a normal first semester

in Niner things began to look up for him as he amazed the

third-classmen in his alcove by receiving two "Dear

John's" the week before finals. Not the type to enjoy being
in a rut, his second-class summer options offered a break

from two summers of playing Army in successive Jack's

Valley campaigns and he promptly chose (and received)

Cherokee Trails at Fort Bragg and the airborne course at

Fort Benning. Life began for our intrepid cadet, then in

Thirsty Third, as he discovered the relaxation of skiing,
his enthusiasm for the gentlemanly sport of rugger-foot
ball, and his passion for sport parachuting through AM-490.

Butch somehow fooled the Dean and the Aero department
into thinking he was capable and was chosen for the first

exchange with the French L'Ecole de L'Air during the fall

semester of his first-class year. Feeling extremely lucky
to have participated in such an extravagant boondoggle he

is determined to repay the kindness by becoming an aero

space ace as soon as possible; even if he has to crash five

aircraft during UPT.

MELVIN LYNN BLOWERS "Mel"

Coming from the thriving metropolis of Clearfield,
Pennsylvania, in the beautiful rolling hills of the Appala
chians, Mel ended up as the guardian of honor for the Pink
Panthers of 36. He became accustomed to stars and wreaths
after being on Sup's List for eight semesters. As a dirt

major interested in graduate school, the future holds build

ing airports and probably marriage.



CHARLES EDWIN BOBBISH "Charlie"
"TOAO (the one and only) Blob" as his nickname might

indicate, has an unquestionable accumulation of cadet rec
ords that may stand until USAFA folds. These records
range from the New Dorm lacrosse ball throw (the length
of the original section and back) to co-holding the record
for most cribbage playing time in one semester (4',''2 man-

days). Despite the endless hours he spent devising call-to-
quarters games and playing cards, he made the Dean's List
until the academic light went out during his second class
year. As for future, astigmatism and color blindness, as

well as sight problems of another nature will probably make
itfive and out for the Blob.

CHARLES JOSEPH BOHN III
Coming from a Navy family-

He came. He got FIGMO,
He POSTED.

'Skip"

RICHARD WOOD BONNELL "Rick"
In Rick's early years at the Academy, he acquired the

nickname of "Mother Bonnell" due to his advanced age
upon entering USAFA. He attended college for three years
before coming to the Academy, all out in sunny California.
While a cadet. Rick's favorite hobbies were golf when the
weather cooperated and skiing in the winter. Some of his
other interests were such things as sports cars, good parties
and boon-doggle trips away from USAFA. He anxiously looks
forward to duty in the real Air Force. Some of his future
plans include graduate school and navigator training.

CHARLES JOSEPH BONNER "Joe"
After spending a year at The Citadel in Charleston,

South Carolina, and then a year at a prep school in Wash
ington, D.C, Joe decided to become a six year professional
student and, therefore, entered the Academy to begin his
second fourth class year�glutton for punishment! The men

of the twenty-first found it "difficult" to understand his
southern drawl, but time and effort prove no cure. His
closing years have been spent with the fifteenth squadron,
and upon graduation he will complete a quick year of pilot
training then, hopefully, a prosperous and rewarding Air
Force life.

JOSEPH HOWARD BORES, III "Joe"
Coming from the metropolis of Finleyville, Pa., of

which Pittsburgh is a suburb, Joe decided to put in four at
our institution. A great white hunter for many years, he
picked up fhe nickname "Natty Bumpo" after slaying a

Colorado mule deer and became president of the hunting
club. After two years of intensive military training in 17th
squadron, Joe moved to 26 Barons as an honor rep. Al
though one of the youngsters of the class, he never was

considered a minor in any capacity. Always ready to make
a wager on anything in his favor, it seems he never lost a
het or a ping-pong game. You can bet an "Iron City Beer"
that Joe will do all right in the future, too.



D. S. Bowers Jr.

H. V. Bowie Jr.

A. C. Box

J. E. Boyd Jr.

DONALD STARK BOWERS, JR. "Augie"
Don is one of the few products of Fort Smith, Arkan

sas, besides Dixie Cups ever to be seen in Colorado. Hy-
permilitary Augie came to the Zoo intending to become a

Double-E man, but logically soon developed an inordinate

interest in International Affairs and political philosophy.
Post-graduation plans for our hero include a third sum

mer as Comrade Commissar (by popular demand), then

hopefully grad school and pilot training, and ultimately a

job as one of MAC'S finest. Although Don's philosophy of

life is Often at odds with that of the military, he is forging
ahead with the quixotic idea that he may yet be able to con

tribute something worthwhile to this world, in spite of

everybody.

HAROLD VALINO BOWIE, JR. "Harry"
Harry came out to ROTC at USAFA from high school

ROTC in the motor city. After laughing his way thru Doo

lie summer, he settled into squadron life in double-douce.

After three years as an under class monk, he has finally
make it as an upper class monk. Even though he doesn't

have a car, he doesn't date either. After three years of

planning his career as a non-rated material officer, a

change in government regs will let Harry press on up to

UPT. If all else fails, NBC will be sure to take him as a

sportscaster.

ARTHUR CHARLES BOX "Art"

In 1965 Art left the Bluegrass country of Lexington,
Kentucky for the USAFA Prep School. After a year there

he decided to go to a real "party" school and entered

USAFA with Big Red. After two "Fightin"' years in Four,

during which his parents moved to sunny Florida, Art

went to "Phantom" Twenty-Four. During this time he

managed to go to Hawaii and Europe and sing in the Protes
tant Choir for three years. In between a blue Vet, girls,
and lifting weights, Art has managed to get on the Dean's

List.

JOHN EDWARD BOYD "Boyder"
He was a happy general studies major. When he first

arrived he did not have too many questions. He figured this

was his big chance and everything was set. What he left with

were many questions and few if any answers. From here he

will go on looking for those answers and probably find only
more questions.

K.W. Boyenga

KIRK WARNER BOYENGA "Kirk"

Kirk came to the Academy from Libertyville, Illinois.

He started off his four year existence in Fightin' Four, the

last of the brown-shoe boys and wound it up in Nineteen's

Playboys.
Among a few of the other trips he took were those as

sociated with the chorale and the Baptist Student Union,
both of which he was elected vice-president.

During first-class summer the computer saw fit to send
him to Korea to participate in the Foreign Academy Ex

change Program.
After having his chance for wings shot out from under

him his never-ending battle with the Dean might not have

been wasted efforts after all. He plans to use that vast

storehouse of whatever it was he learned in a position with

Systems Command.
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DAVID JOSEPH BOYLES "Joe"
Giving up the promising future of an axe-wielding

woodsman, Joe set his sights on the good life, becoming a

USAFA cadet. Rapidly disillusioned, fhe dauntless wonder
patched his knickers and placed his faith in that last ray of
hope, "the weekend". Between the ski slopes and the fe
male laden campuses, the Sixth Squadron Morals Rep did
his best to understand the predicaments of his sinning
peers. While usually not on the wrong side of the curve,
Joe's academic record did not burn Fairchild to the ground
r?ither. In like fashion the Comm's Cohorts were not as

tounded by his flashing style. His weeks were spent run

ning around the intramurder playground, dreaming of girls
who don't want to get married, and thinking about that Vette.

VICTOR PAUL BRADFORD "Vic"
Coming to the New World from New Haven, Connecti-

i', Vic entered with a college background and some time
�3, a "brat." Vic made some great friends, saw a lot worth
finding out about, and became one of the Academy's token
Leftists. Post-grad plans include Grad School, That Girl,
putting a lot of miles on a hot blue machine, and flying Jolly
Greens. He'd also like to be involved in social service and
hopes to discover as much as possible about What It All
Means.

JAMES JOSEPH BRADY "Kutfer"
Jim came to USAFA from San Antonio, Texas in order

t(i continue his military career. As a "military brat" he
considered Academy life a logical step in his progression
tht ough the Air Force. He quickly became renowned for his
sad win-loss record at the weekly haircut inspections. He
did n,3ve his redeeming qualities though. Jim always thought
that the Air Force was subtlely directing him toward an

other, less desirable, service by sending him through Basic
Airborne Training, Jungle Operations, Jungle Survival, the
AA/\-490 Freefall Course, and praising his expert qualifi
cation with the M-16. In spite of his achievements as a

cadet he always tried to portray himiself as an avid fol
lower of his beloved motto: "If the min wasn't good enough
it wouldn't be the min."

STEPHEN CHARLES BRAUD "Cajun"
Having shortened his life considerably during a year

of wild frat parties at LSU, Steve decided to come North to
the healthful air of Colorado for rejuvenation. Although
being a doolie wasn't exactly his idea of a healthy life, he
managed fo convince fellow Southerners that Louisiana
swamp living was a far better way to live. When he realized
thaf no amount of Southern charm would influence the Dean
or the Comm, he settled down to his old tactic of keeping
his head above the waterline. Since he has a bad head, the
Air Force won't let him fly; but Steve's future plans in
clude the possibility of grad school and a sweet Southern
belle from New Orleans.

JAMES EDWARD BRECHWALD "Jim"
Traveling as an Air Force brat for eighteen years,

Jim's four years at USAFA turned out to be his longest
stay in one place. He wore the Commandant's wreath
throughout his Academy days, even though he lost sight of

"^J^^sn's star after Doolie year. When Jim was not busy
with the books, intramurals, or the Honor Committee he
could be found flying a glider, snow skiing, or cranking up
nis envied Deluxe Chevrolet. With an optimistic outlook for
a future with the Air Force, Jim will be a success when he
pursues a flying career and a Masters in one area of his
engineering sciences background.



DAUCEY FRANKLIN BREWINGTON "Daucey"

Being one of the few true Americans to come to USAFA,

Daucey set about to disprove the quote "The only good
Indian is a dead Indian." His main area of study has been

physics, especially magnetism. For four years, Daucey
has paid close attention to the RED MAGNET. When not

doing research on the red magnet, one might find Daucey

enjoying the lovely scenery of Colorado. One beauty caught
his eye and after a short stop at the chapel after graduation,
Daucey plans to pursue it on through pilot training and into

the real Air Force.

JOHN RUSSELL BRIER "Pete"

Pete Brier was an Air Force brat who came to the

Academy and should have known better. Those who knew

him, knew him and those who didn't won't learn anything
here. He was known for a remarkable inability to keep his

big mouth shut and here makes an honest effort to over

come that reputation.

BEN MICHAEL BRISTOW "Racko

Racko's most traumatic experience in life was the dis

covery that Oxford offered no graduate degree in Hori

zontal Research so our dark horse Rhodes Scholar candi

date begrudgingly consented to self-elimination from the

competition. He could usually be found spending his free

moments with "Keating's Killers", swinging a big middle

stick for the varsity lacrosse team. Always liking contact,

Racko made his biggest hit when a malfunction forced him

to fly a sailplane straight into the ground. The Academy
now sends the RAF "Racko" with the confidence of knowing
that he has indeed become a whole man.

DAVID DEE BROADWATER "Dave"

Dave, a native of Central Oregon, decided to see what

the military was like. Right away he found that he was not

destined to excell in the military aspects of Rampart U.,

so he turned his efforts to the academics. Not one to go

the easy route, he tackled the physics department, and still

managed to wear the star consistently. He fell from the sky
at Benning, so he could say he had done it. The band saw

a lot of him for four years as Dave held down a first trom

bone slot. Pilot training and marriage are waiting for him

after graduation.

PAUL ALEXANDER BROGNA "Sam

Arriving to the "Climate Capitol of the World" from

Boston way and ole Cape Cod, Sam decided to try his luck

with the military. His luck didn't last too long when he found

out about weekly haircuts. Never being a favorite to make

the Comm's or Dean's List, he never attained anything be

yond the letter A- Alpha Roster. He soon got into trouble

with the Dean, but Sam found that a new academic life lay

ahead in the wonderful world of dirt. Never an A or B stu

dent, he was always liked for helping his classmates out by

being close to the bottom in his major. Plans are still up

in the air, but Sam will follow the motto, "They gave me

4, so I'll give them 5."



ARNOLD MICHAEL BROWER "Mike"
Mike came to the Academy with aspirations of be

coming a pilot and hopefully later, an astronaut. As one of
the smallest members of 70, Mike picked up many nick
names, but the one that stuck was "Growth." Mike wres

tled for two years, but break-away knees prevented him
from pressing on to bigger and better things. SCUBA pro
vided further diversity for this gentleman, scholar, ath
lete. Leaving this June for pilot training, Mike's only com

ment is, "Finally."

CALVIN WILLIAM BROWN "Cal"
Said Confucius while standing by a stream- "It passes

on just like this, not ceasing day or night."

CHARLES MICHAEL BROWN "Bronzo"
Better known on campus as "Bronzo", Mike immi

grated from thriving Tujunga, California. Though rambunc
tious, he managed in four short years to be a member, with
honors, of the Comm's Drill Team and the Dean's Study
Club Not to be thwarted by these minor setbacks, he did
score a perfect record on Comm's List, a fair showing in
fhe boxing ring in three seasons, and a not quite Killy style
on the slopes. Not yet a confirmed career man, he has a
few years yet to make his decision. Come what may, there
are many things that he hasn't done and many places thaf
he hasn't seen, so he leaves this institution whither the
wind will blow.

PAUL THOMAS BROWN "PT"
It has been ordained. This day shall find each first

classman with something meaningful to fill this short space.
I sat pondering that. I looked deep inside myself to find

something of note for now and fhe future. Feeling rather
desolate that this search seemed futile, I looked up a mo

ment and saw you. I mused that it is but a short space that
we share. Let us.

JON ROBERT BRUMBACH "Brumble"

Happiness is the AFA,
Being far far away.
It is Christmas leave
And the sigh you heave
And the C you got
And the tears, a lot,
plus all the smiles
after all your miles.
Let it be said,
"Hold up your head
In prideand bliss.
Gentlemen, you are dismissed!"



J.V. Bruni

R. S. Bryant

R.J. Bshero

F. Buchan

JEROME VINCENT BRUNI "Jerry"
Coming to USAFA directly trom the security of his

Maine homeland, Jerry journeyed to Colorado enamored
with the idea of wearing a uniform and flying (to the moon,

in fact). Jerry joined the Tough Two crowd and easily
adapted to the cadet way of life . . . "no excuse, sir; no

excuse, sir." A great believer in discipline . . . "you didn't

mangle your Form 10, did you?" . . . and in military cour

tesies . . . "post into infinity" . . . Jerry counts the days
until he puts on those gold bars. His interests include his
stereo and playing squash, although he is well known for
numerous sleep records and late-night table tennis matches.
Future plans include a search for "economic truth" at

UCLA.

R.S. BRYANT

"Humility must always be the portion of any man who
receives acclaim earned in the blood of his followers and
the sacrifices of his friends."

Dwight D. Eisenhower

RAYMOND JOHN BSHERO "Bush"

Coming into existence in New Castle, Pa., Ray made
several trips to Florida before entering school in Pa. Not

getting an appointment to the AFA right after high school,
he attended fhe University of Pittsburgh for one year. Dur

ing his doolie year, he wrestled for the freshman team.

Being a daring man at heart, he went airborne just for the
heck of it. While at USAFA he enjoyed many outdoor sports
�especially skiing. This camel jockey would like to trade
in his two-humper for one seater fighter and call it the
"Screaming Camel".

FRANCIS BUCHAN "Fran"

Hailing from the heart of Dixie, Ozark, Alabama, Fran
was the first squadron commander of the Pink Panthers of
36. He came as a stranger to snow, but grew to love the
beautiful winters of Colorado (?) and was bitten by the skiing
bug. While he was not studying Aero or commanding the

squadron, Fran was traversing the countryside from C-

Springs to Fort Collins in his big, new GTO (Gas, Tires and

Oil). Fran will be a success in his TAC flying career with

the quiet, respectable manner that carried him so far at the

Academy.

C. L. Buie

CHARLES LARRY BUIE "Bu"

Larry will always be remembered for his ability to

laugh at anything: Ac Pro, parades, AOC's. He took water

polo seriously enough, however, to make a habit of coaching
wing champs for both Fab First (as a smack) and Phantom
Two Four. When not in the pool, Bu could usually be found
on the ski slopes with the Sunday morning ski team. After
three years of knocking balls around for USAFA's tennis
team Bu gave it up for the good life of a firstie, only to be

tripped up by Ac Pro. Not being one to let little things keep
him down, Bu still managed to set squadron beer drinking
records. Leaving AU, Bu's only plans upon graduation are

60 days of leave in either Hawaii or Spain, catching up on

four yearsof sun.
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JAMES LANIHULI BURGESS "Kahuna"
In the beginning, cognizance is composed of self aware

ness and selfishness. Slowly external factors impinge upon
the self-centered fortress. The centre becomes aware of
something better. Selfishness is mixed with greater emo

tions as awareness expands. Greater doubts arise as smaller
ones are realized. More mature emotions are felt as larger
riorizons are met. PEOPLE, TRUTH, and KNOWLEDGE
have been discovered. Through these are all things realized;
however, the most important is PEOPLE!

JOSEPH GEORGE BURKE "Giant"
Joe, known as "The Giant", kissed his girl as he left

Chicago for the Rockies and has been counting the days un-
t ! he marries her for the last four years. In between these
depressing" thoughts, he has made the Dean's list every

semester. On his way from classroom down to the gym, he
even found time to command the Third Group during first
semester first class year. One of his more satisfying ex

periences was when he was elected to fhe Ethics Com
mittee. He hopes to go to grad school for international af
fairs and then give the Real Air Force a good look.
Sometime, he'd like to come back and teach at good old
USAFA.

W. V\. BURKE JR.
"I see that the old flagpole still stands. Have your

troops hoist the colors to its peak and let no enemy ever
haul them down."

Douglas MacArthur

FRED MICHAEL BURKETT JR. "Burk"
Burk came to the Academy straight from high school.

It was a last minute decision; the main factor was that he
could not perform to his full potential as a civilian.

In a short time he discovered that USAFA was every
thing it was advertised plus a little extra. It was the un-

advertised "little extra" that bothered him as the years
wore on.

While at USAFA his biggest accomplishment was learn
ing to ski. He discovered that skiing was Colorado's only
true asset his very first year.

Now as he looks down the last corridor of these famed
halls he realizes that somehow he has picked up the in
struction, motivation, and experience necessary to become
a member of the RAF.

LARRY FRANCIS BUSH "Larry"
Larry left Camp Hill, Pennsylvania and the foothills

of the Appalachians to come to the Ramparts of the Rockies
and see what Colorado had to offer. He found the climate
unusual, the skiing fabulous, and the Academy challenging
and rewarding. He came a long way from the 82nd FIS, to
the Prep School, to 23rd crash and burn, to finally gradu
ate with the finer men of 29. If there is any word that best
tlescribes Larry, it is motivation. His future looks bright
and well deserving with pilot training in sight. On week
ends you can find his yellow bug in Denver or on some

slope somewhere.



RICHARD ERNEST BUTLER "Rich"
Rich came to USAFA from Riverside, California. He

attended USC where he passed academics but excelled in

Thursday night parties getting ready for the weekends.
While at the Academy he continued to put out for the Dean,
but still lived for fhe weekends- Wednesday night parties
getting ready for Thursday night. A close call with "six

and one-twenty" at a Sunday night party made him think

milk, cookies, and "gator" meetings might be forced upon
his style. Pilot training, a beautiful blonde, and bigger and

better parties, and getting ready for the weekends, are

Rich's post graduate plans.

THOMAS NEAL BUTT "Buttmann"
Ponca City, Oklahoma, has sent many a brilliant young

man to the Blue Zoo in past years, and our Tommy did

something wrong and was sent, too. His first mishaps at

the Rocky Mountain School for Boys were a broken leg from

skiing, a tour in the hospital with mono, and choosing a

math major (later switched to physics). Always identifiable

in his black-on-black paisley shirt and his braces, Tom

held down a paying job in a local band for a year. Flying
has been foremost among his goals for years and, after

painting his eyes red and green so he can see colors, he

plans to "alt on up to smoketitude" in UPT.

CHRISTOPHER NEIL CALVERT "Chris"

Chris is an avid Longhorn fan from the Lone Star State.

He abandoned his warm Texas ways, however, and picked
up skiing his freshman year. Academically, while pur

suing an Aero major, he managed to stay on the Dean's

List for four years. Chris worked up to Math Club Veep
his Senior year. In intramurals his best showing was as a

member of a Wing Champ handball team. After spending
two years solidifying the image of "thirsty third," Chris

moved to thirteen where he enjoyed a reputation as a lover

of boondoggles and a "good time." His immediate plans
after graduation include pilot training and graduate school

at a later date.

MICHAEL PHILLIP CANNON "Mongo"
After arriving five hours late from Chicago and re

ceiving an appropriate welcome, Mike began to wonder
what was going on. Ever since then, although he got on quite
well with the Dean he and the Comm never did see eye to

eye. However, during his junior year, he met the infamous

"Grouper", and joined the Exit. Graduation '69 wiped out

most of the Exit, but Mongo and Mark Emerson built the

Limb, and was reunited with his true bag. Mike plans to

apply some of the Civil Engineering, which he picked up

during the weekdays, to the "wonderful world of dirt" on

the outside and will continue to entertain himself with music,

skiing, and scuba diving.

CHRISTOPHER CARAVELLO "Blade"

Snatched from the corner of 42nd and Broadway, Blade
went on to become one of USAFA's finest. He set his sights
high from the very beginning, and attained perfection in

many diverse areas. Because of his "in" with the Italian

brotherhood. Blade quickly became a familiar sight down at

the Rocky Mountain Kennel Club. Also due to his environ

ment, he derived a certain rapport with females. A Civil

Engineering major, he continuously strove for academic
and military excellence. His success was consistent with
the number of times he was named to the Dean's and Com

mandant's List. Prospects for the future are bright for the

Blade. With his winning ways and common sense, he should
go a long way in the Air Force.



ROBERT EUGENE CAREY "Bob"
"Hey big fella, I saw you out there playing ball Whydon't you come out to Air Force and play for big Ben Theyneed someone good like you. Don't worry about anythingIf you need a car, call motor pool, if you get homesick,

we'll give you a ticket on the first plane going west " So
began one of the great love affairs of the decade, "Bob and
the Academy." Bob showed his love in many ways. He showed
his outstanding military bearing as a member of that elite
Academy drill team during his junior year. Looking to the
future, all that can be said of Bob is "Duty, Honor and 5
years."

TIMOTHY NELSON CAREY "jim"
Arriving from sea level, Tim had already decided toreach for the sky, but was forced fo pause for a while at

7200 feet. It was a bit of a switch coming from Sunny Cal
to Colorado Springs, the social apex of the world. But he
came expectantly, figuring academics tor him would be easyand all that other military stuff would be kind of fun. Then,after the dubious distinction of becoming fhe first cadet in
history to flunk both Math 101 and 102, who would ever
guess that he would still make it through- and even spend a
couple of semesters on the real Dean's Team! Having come
to fly, Tim soon learned about the small planes of the Air
Force and by now is long since committed to flying and
fighting.

?OUGLAS MARTIN CARLSON
Here We come-
Some are flying, some just gliding
Released after years of being kept in hiding.
We're climbing up the ladder rung by rung
We've learned to think
More than you think we think.
Some with questions, some decisions
And some with facts and some with visions
Some are laughing, some are crying.
Some are doing, some are trying
Some are living, some are dying
But demanding recognition one by one
Enter the Young

"Doug"

RUSSELL CARPARELLI "Russ"
Having read all the books and seen all the movies on

service academy life, Russ was sure it was NOT for him.
He decided to give it a try, however, and later remarked
that it wasn't as bad as he had expected�yet, somehow,
much worse.

After coming from New Jersey, Russ fell in love with
Colorado and its outdoor life. Snow was his specialty as
one semester's 3.8 GPA proved.

Although he had managed to maintain a hidden affection
for USAFA, he began to count the days till he could be a

"free man"� and marry that really super-special. Unless
they breed a flying seeing-eye dog Russ, will never be a

pilot. Instead, he hopes to spend 20 as an AF lawyer.

GERALD CARL CARPENTER "Jerry"
Jerry came directly to USAFA ("That's in New York,

isn't it?") from the "Apple Capital of the World," Yakima,
Washington, with the idea that he wanted what he wanted
when he wanted it. Finally getting accustomed to the good
lite at the zoo, he settled down to the long, four-year grind.
In Blackjack and Evil Eight, Jerry excelled in intramurder
tennis ("Pretty tough. Carpi"), lettered in track and even

made the Supt's List! If you look hard in 20 years, you'll
probably find him sporting a blue suit, as well as driving
an old Purple Porsche. But, one thing is for sure, after he's
dead you'll find him buried upside-down.



L.A. Carr

LARRY ALLEN CARR "Larry"
Coming off a brief stint at Oklahoma University, Larry

entered USAFA with a desire to become a career pilot in

the Air Force. Although this desire did not change, it was

overshadowed by an intense desire to graduate.
In the four years preceding graduation, Larry managed

to pick up six varsity and two freshman letters. In doing so,

he took as many "boondoggles" as possible via the base

ball, gymnastics, bowling, and skeet teams. In addition,

Larry was on the first NCAA championship skeet team and

invited to participate in the Olympic trials.

To reduce the strain of the military life, he made life

interesting by changing academic majors 3 times. After

deciding on engineering mechanics, he managed to hang on

in his battle with the dean for his degree.

JAMES GRADY CASH JR. "^""^'x
Leaving behind the peach fields and the sand hills of

South Carolina, Grady came out West to seek his fortune,

but instead found the Air Force Academy. Born and raised

on a farm, he likes the outdoors and loves to travel. Being a

cadet affords a few good opportunities for summer travel

and Grady made the most of it his first class summer, log

ging more than 20,000 miles^nd crossing the U.S. twice.

If you've never heard about the skit in the summer of 1968

when a doolie was shot on the terrazzo in front of 200

amazed tourists, ask Grady, he just might be able to give

you a first hand account.

J.G. Cash Jr.

CHRISTOPHER JEROME CATALDI "Cazald

Chris came to USAFA a product of a tough military

high school in St. Louis. Yes, the time was right for him to

receive the finishing touches the Academy would give him.

A great deal of his time at the Academy was occupied by
courses in Aeronautics. Even so, he always seemed to find

time for things of a non-academic nature. His cravings are

simple, including an occasional trip to the slopes, and the

company of the opposite sex. His prize possession is his

silver vette which he likes to think is the first step to be

coming a fighter jock.

C. J. Cataldi
GEORGE DOWLING CATO "George"

George came to USAFA from the dusty plains of west

Texas. Being a "Brat", he wanted to see what he looked

like wearing the blue. He then spent the next three semesters

trying to see what he looked like in civies. George started

by making the Dean's team and the Comm's, but for the

next six semesters decided that he couldn't use the extra

privileges. (?) He found a home on the track team and got to

travel around the country with Arne's Army. With gradu
ation, a sigh of relief and a look at the RAF.

W.J. Cavin

WILLIAM JOSEPH CAVIN "Bill"

Bill came to USAFA from roaring Reno and the Uni

versity of Nevada. Luckily he ended up in tranquil twelve
where he really felt at home. After two years of feverishly
supporting the post office, Comm's List, and the Bell Sys
tem, his doll girl finally arrived. The Pine Curtain opened.
Bill breathed a sigh of relief, and the priviledge purge be

gan. Bill's activities at USAFA included the Honor Com

mittee, Catholic Choir, and staying off the SDO roster. Fol

lowing a June Week wedding Bill plans a much needed va

cation for two, and ultimately a career for more than two.
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ROBERT TERRENCE CHADWICK "Chad"
"To reach the port, we must sail sometimes with the

wind, and sometimes against it; but we must sail, and not
drift, nor lie at anchor."

�Oliver Wendell Holmes

ROBERT JOSEPH CHAMBERS, JR. "Bob" or "B.J."
Bob spent his entire pre-USAFA life in Orange, East

Orange, and West Orange, N.J. He belonged to "Fightin'
Fourth" in the brown shoe days, then moved out of the caves
to the 28th Squadron. There he was able to indulge in his
interests of pretty girls and driving the "Blue Beast".
Making the Dean's List every semester, despite being an
astro major, helped in the privilege department.

Bob got his kicks from parachuting and T-41, though
fortunately not at the same time. He was a member of the
Academy Skeet Team, and also enjoyed skiing and scuba
diving.

The immediate future holds grad school and pilot train
ing in store for Bob. After that - the sky's the limit!

ROBERT WALLACE CHAMBERS "Bobber"
"I am being driven forward info an unknown land. The

pass grows steeper, the air colder and sharper. A wind
from my unknown goal stirs the strings of expectation."

Dag Hammarskjold

JAMES RUST CHATFIELD "J. R."
"Cream of the crop," or is it . . . It will have to do

for lack of a better term. But a better description might
possibly be wrought through fhe use of some relevant
phrases�-big car, long hair, no tours, but too many cons
.... Average grades, summer school, dull weeks, and
duller weekends .... Too many girls? Ha! .... Trying
fo break 75, good P. E., bad PFT, stay away from officers,
always broke .... "Shut-up, Tony" and "Wake-up, Mac"
.... Oh well, give it up, but he will graduate.

PAUL THOMAS CHEPOLIS "Paul"

Claiming New Jersey as his home, Shoepolish came to
USAFA as a bright-eyed youth, new to the ways of fhe world.
His first semester is not-so-fondly remembered as ending
upon the bottom end of the stick in his perpetual Battle With
The Dean. Having strived to this plateau in his academic
career, he was shuffled to 27th Squadron, and finally found
his place in Academic 3l5t, the Grim Reaper Squadron.
PTC has had in his cadet career more names than any
mortal can recall. But the Apes and the OSI will always
remember him as one of the founders of "Captain Spirit".
Chip is eagerly looking forward fo escaping the snares of
USAFA and spending several happy years of freedom as a

bachelor officer.



D.M. Chereb

R.N.Christy II

C. K.Clark

D. B.Clark III

DAVID MICHAEL CHEREB ''�^l^"
Fighting the system for most of his cadet days has

earned him a mixed reputation from a man of integrity to

a maverick. His exploits and determination have caused

him to oscillate between the Comm's and the Dean's Lists

for his four years with him beating the Dean most of the

time Dave's great interest in economics should help him

in the future to help any organization. Dave likes the mar

ket but so far it hasn't liked him, however, he says a rally

is just ahead and a sailboat not too far behind. He also has

a penchant for warm, sunny days and hopes to go south

soon after graduation.

RICHARD NEIL CHRISTY II J'^ca^pI
After attending the Prep School, Dick came to USAFA

looking for the real Air Force. After surviving four rnore

years, Dick is about to find it. Born to be the Worlds

Toughest Fighter pilot, this Ohio farm boy is eagerly

awaiting pilot training. Dick's fighting spirit showed up

on the mats as co-captain of the varsity wrestling teann,

as well as in his many conflicts with the Dean. With Dick s

love for the outdoors, his scuba and sky diving training,

we might also find this young lad in some jungle as an Air

Commando. There is no doubt that Dick will make it big in

the Air Force.

CHRISTOPHER KUEVEN CLARK y*!V^"
"I was a good general because of, or in spite of. West

-General Dwight D. Eisenhower

DARDA BYRON CLARK III ^eau

Coming to, and stumbling on, the foothills of the Rock

ies Beau had visions of a double major in physics and

chemistry Quickly convinced by friendly boards that he

should study to be a general, he settled into an academic

qroov� not unlike his high school days back in Little Rock.

using academics as a reason not to be military, and vice

versa Beau labored under hammering AOCs all the way_
The "Beep-Beep" and the cloud of dust in early June of

'70 were merely Beau's way of saying "Adios . . .'' and

smoking up to speed toward UPT and, ultimately, MAC and

the Teamsters.

L. R.Clark

LANCE ROBERTS CLARK ""^?!?,"
"Toad" came to the Academy from Milford, a little

town down in the sticks of southern Delaware. He didn't

know exactly what to do upon graduation, so in May of his

senior year he decided to come to the Academy, figuring
it would save four years of hassling with the draft. A firm

believer in the adage "Any points over a 2.0 are wasted ,

he managed to pull a 2.25 and ac pro only 4 or 5 times. His

only claim to fame lies in the fact that he managed to be the

only player "thrown" off the frosh football team, by Coach

Bowman, in 1966. His future includes pilot training and

hopefully TAC tor 5 years.
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WILLIAM COLLINS CLOHAN JR. "do"
With his father as his model, his mother as his in

spiration, and the Almighty as his guide. Bill seeks the
highest and fhe best in all that he undertakes. His only hope
is that this world will be a better place in which to live be
cause he did his part.

MARCK REDELL COBB "Marck"
Arriving at USAFA from the thriving metropolis of

Galva, Kan., Marck spent his first two years with Double
Deuce. During his stay with Double Deuce he became part of
the Wing Color Guard and managed to travel across the
country from Los Angeles to Washington, D.C. while partic
ipating in other activities. Being active in Chorale, Protes
tant Choir, Public Relations Committee, History and Ski
Clubs, and heading the Professional Studies Group and
Russian Club kept his name in place. Marck's academic
major and his interests lie in international affairs. He plans
to go to pilot training after graduation and is looking forward
tothe real Air Force.

EDWARD STEWART COLE "Ed"
Ed came to the Academy from Fort Leavenworth, Kan.,

with a desire to play football, baseball and to fly. Football
was abandoned after an unsuccessful freshman season, but
every spring found him on the pitcher's mound trying to
develop a better curve ball. For four years his life was
'illed with Aero labs, ski trips, haircuts, Saturday morning
excusals, and Squadron parties. He even found time to make
Ihe Dean's, Comm's and Supt''; Lists during various se
mesters in those four years. During his junior and senior
years, Ed decided thaf one semester was meant for being
academic and military, while the other was for being a jock.
With this as a guideline, Ed found his last two years passed
rather quickly.

JAMES ALLEN COLGATE "Jim"
Jim was born in Colorado, moved to Arizona, but

couldn't stand the hot weather, so he came back to Colorado.
He couldn't stand the weather here, but he stayed for four
years anyway. While in a brace, he managed to cut off most
of the blood supply to the face, which earned him the name

"Gray Ghost." His strong desire to FLY has kept him
going. In fact, Jim is usually flying high on some birdbrain
idea. Yes, he is one of the Academy's top falcon handlers.
Between handling the birds and taking trips, he has found
a little time to study. Jim has been on the Dean's List
every semester. The birdman will soon release his feath
ered birds and take over the controls of the big silver birds
of the sky.

ROBERT LEONARD COLLIGAN III "Bob"

Arriving at USAFA with the rest of the Red Horde,
Bob has enjoyed his stay at the Academy. Although always
working hard to keep the Dean away from his door, he man

aged to develop an interest in Colorado's ski slopes, week
ends, beercall and whatever else cadets do to pass the time.
Come June, he is looking forward to graduation leave and
UPT.



PATRICK ALAN COLLINS "Pat"
Pat was born in Fairfield, California and graduated

from high school in Mascoutah, Illinois. As an AF "Brat"
he has traveled far and wide, but forsaking all he came to
the mountain campus. Rumor has it that, in search of aca
demic truth, Pat never sleeps . . . much. At any rate seven

semesters on the Dean's List is his reward. While repeatedly
astounding AOCs with his military manner, Pat has not
made it through four years unscathed. As it is written,
"Let not the peasant voice objection to the Emperor . . ."

CALVIN WAYNE COLYER "Buck"

Buck, called "Pete" by his closer friends, came to

USAFA from North Carolina via the Air Force brat route,
with two objectives in mind: (1) to get a "liberal college
education" (2) to remain a "self sustaining rock." He did
not succeed in the first, and failed miserably in the second.

STEPHEN ROBERT CONNELLY "Conz"
"Conz" was happy to come, happier to leave and one

of the "also rans" in the middle. Dodging the tour pad and
the fourth quarter he was able to remain fairly incon
spicuous during his stay at the zoo. Being one of the elite
of the wing (a rugby man) he was voted most likely to
"secede" by a specially appointed committee.

"One pays most for the things he gets for nothing".
�Albert Einstein�

JAMES RUSSELL COOPER "Coop"
Able to leap long equations in a single bound, faste"-

than a speeding Form-10, more powerful than the "sys
tem", this lanky South Dakota lad rambled in to USAFA
with fhe class of '70 after a short stay at the garden spot of
the nation. New Mexico Military Institute. Coop, never hav

ing to struggle much with the Dean, spent much of his time
on the hardcourt earning three varsity letters in basket
ball. Starting his career in the dungeons of 24th Squadron,
he moved up in the world to the Annex of Tough-Two where
he led his men by example, proving that there is a better

way. Graduation plans will include nav school, waiver
board willing, and a master's degree for the Coop.

GARY ALAN CORBETT "Pie"
Gary came to the Academy from that famous culture

center of the world, Brooklyn, New York, and to his amaze

ment, found out that nobody else "tawked" right. Gary
found the secret of getting max results from least effort
in academics and thus made the Dean's List a number of
times. He spent his doolie year contributing significantly
to our track and cross-country teams, and the next three

years he played intramurals, excelling in handball and

cross-country. Gary's plans include UPT, flying fighters,
and becoming an ace.



JOSEPH ANTHONY CORSETTI "Joe"
Upon graduation from high school, Joe decided to trade

the cement and concrete of New York City for the alumi
num of USAFA. Having a less than outstanding doolie year,
he learned that New Yorkers actually have an accent while
Southerners didn't. Beginning his cadet career in 9th Squad
ron, he picked up a few unprintable nicknames and started
to wait for graduation. With the second class schuffle Joe
moved to 15th Squadron and finally discovered what it was
like to have a good AOC. After graduation, plans call for
medical school, pilot training, and probably a lot of years
in the Air Force.

MARC EUGENE COTNOIR "Marc"
"At every moment you choose yourself. But do you

choose your self? Body and soul contain a thousand possi
bilities out of which you can build many I's. Buf in only one
of them is there a congruence of the elector and the elected.
Only one-which you will never find until you have excluded
all those superficial and fleeting possibilities of being and
doing with which you toy, out of curiosity or wonder or
greed, and which hinder you from casting anchor in the
experience of the mystery of life, and the consciousness of
the talent entrusted to you which is your I."

� Dag Hammarskjold

EDWARD RUSSELL COULSON "Ted"
Ted came to the US Government Home for Wayward

Boys from the middle of Wallace country, Birmingham,
Alabama. Even though he placed infinite importance on
privileges, Ted on occasion took time out on weekends to
join the Commandant's Drill Team and the exclusive Cen
tury Club. While at the Academy, Ted set several records:
obstacle course for the class of '70, a fifty-stitch lacerated
ear while skiing, lost two front teeth while having his wis
dom teeth pulled, and the most instantaneous response to
the class light in the dining hall. Ted's graduation plans in
clude mainly graduation and pilot training and he is looking
forward to a long career in the friendly skies.

GARY NEIL COVINGTON "Tex"
A fair swimmer, a lousy student, and an unflinchingly

loyal Texan, Gary has always managed to keep the authori
ties off balance. His three main claims to fame are: (1)
voted Most Frustrated Lover for four straight years, (2)
only cadet ever to score 800 on English CEEB's and flunk
freshman English; and (3) holder of International Class L
time-to-climb record from Aurora cutoff to 31st Squadron
logbook (6th floor. New Dorm). He'll answer to "Cov" or

"Crash" but prefers "Tex".

PHILIP MARVIN COWAN "Phil"
Phil was raised in the huge metropolis of Ohio City,

Ohio. The big trip to USAFA was the first trip west of
Chicago�what a way to see the world. Phil is one of the few
fortunate (?) guys to keep the same girl through tour years
of incarceration. And she is already to put the stars on her
shoulders shortly after he puts the brown bars on his.



RONALD PATRICK CRAIGE "Ron"

Shunning scholarships to civilian schools, Ron left his
hometown of Schroon Lake, New York, and became a mem

ber of the class of '70. His brother, Don, who had recently
posted as a '66 grad neglected to tully explain cadet life to

his younger brother. In academics he began to manufacture

3.9's consistently for grade point averages. His social life

at the academy was marred by having his girl live in New

York. Ron remembers most "braces" since third class

year, the "physical fitness test", and "summer research"

in California. After tour years at the academy, Ron is plan
ning to get a Masters degree in astronautics at a civilian

institution.

JOHN NELSON CREECH "John"

"Success is to be measured not so much by the po

sition that one has reached in life as by the obstacles he has

overcome while trying to succeed."

TERRENCE LEE CROSS "Tee"

The population of New Holland, Ohio was decreased by
one, to 798, in 1966 when Terry left to seek his fortune at

the "metal monastery." Although many of Tee's relatives

tried to persuade him to go on to college after high school,
he came to USAFA anyway. After two years of struggling
with the Dean, Tee decided to open his books. Early in his

cadet career. Tee discovered the joys of military life. In

his first class year, he decided he was not cut out to be a

Western European Affairs major. Tee switched to general
studies so he could study to be a general. Tee's cleverness,

quick wit, and most of all his affinity for puns kept him in

constant harassment by his classmates. However Tee felt

his humor was just a "Cross" they would have to bear.

PHILLIP LLOYD CROUTHAMEL "Camel"
Phil came to the tin city from the megalopolis of

greater downtown Burlington, New Jersey. Doolie year

brought several stints on the Dean's 'blue' squad. Chinese

finally pulled the GPA out of the hole. The Baptist Student
Union took up much of his 'free' time. Ski Club activities,
including one entire semester in a cast, helped fill those

weekends. Future plans include pilot training and hope
fully a stint at the University of Hawaii for more Chinese

(???) with an accompanying minor in undergraduate surfing.

GEORGE DAVIS CROW III "George"
Dante had his Inferno, King his Selma, and Crow his

USAFA. Twice on the Dean's summer research flight and

thrice on the Comm's weekend recreational team, he leaves
with a head "bloody, but unbowed" after an eternity of four

years. Not particularly in love with the blue, it took a

Major with "soul" to prevent his stereotyping what he had

seen and disliked. George loves South Carolina and hopes
to return quickly to the former to settle with the latter for

a life with time to socialize and meditate, and above all,

be one's own master. So it is with little regret and much

anticipation that the tall, supple, striking, articulate, and

humble swashbuckler heads east, past the jaundiced eyes of

the AP's in his marvelous, mighty machine for the final

time.



JOHN JOSEPH CUSICK "John"
John lett New Jersey with little longing to return, but

when he saw what he had chosen in its place, Hoboken
started looking pretty good! A fourth class year spent with
Connie typified his relations with the Comm, but he did
manage fo clean the Dean most every semester. The pistol
team provided him with trips, weekends, and a few trophies.
Breckenridge replaced the Chapel as a place of worship on

Sunday mornings, and the Zee did the same on Friday after
noons. As a whole man, John looks forward to Grad school
and then, hopefully, a chance to fly and fight.

GARY WAYNE DAHLEN "Gary"
After spending four years at the "University of the

Air" working in the General Studies Masters Program,
Gary has developed a unique relationship with the Dean and
has been elected (?) to both of his lists. He loves fo ski,
and when not studying on the weekends (ha!) he managed
to regularly make the run up to the slopes for a day in the
snow in his "Silver Bullet". Never letting his empty wallet
weight him down, he has often been heard to exclaim "Thank
God for credit cards!"

After reflecting on his years at the Academy a tear
almost welled up in his eyes � his answer to the question
"Why?" had finally been answered . . . "Why not!tl I I'

MICKEY STEPHEN ALAN DAVEY "Mick"
Mick has the rare distinction of being the only cadet

in the Wing with four first names. An avid participator on
the intramural fields, Mick enjoyed several championship
teams. Skiing, driving his Le Mans, and "enjoying the
good life" occupied most of his free time. After T.H.E.
Day, Mick's plans are: waving goodbye for the last time
to the friendly AP at the North Gate, a relaxing, civilian-
type atmosphere at UCLA, and a rewarding career in the
Air Force.

WILLIAM FRANKLIN DAVIS "Bill"
Bill, sometimes called "Pink", came straight to

USAFA from his happy high school days in Brunswick,
Ohio. About Bill's days at our fine Institution we can say
this: He is not going to graduate first in his class, but he
didn't get an ulcer or grey hairs either. He was a rock for
the first two years, but finally lost his heart to a Texas
Belle. After graduation, marriage, and an extended va

cation. Bill will enter Pilot Training. Bill's future lies with
flying, continuing his education, and his Southern Belle.

CEORGE ALAN DAWES "Jungle"
George couldn't stand being away from the military

9fter his father's retirement from the Air Force in '63. He
left his home in Sacramento, only to have it follow him
we and set up in Colorado Springs. However, too much
time spent at USAFA studying General Engineering drove

I'lm to flee Colorado on every vacation. Senior year found
�lim with mobility (a VW?) and he began to love this great
^tate as all cadets do. Nonetheless, thanks will be given
when UPT and a career draw him in "the real Air Force"
"ice again.



"Flin"
JOHN DeFILIPPO ^

. ,,".
Flip came to USAFA looking for that great social life

we all dream about. But weekends found him in his room

watching his fingernails grow shorter ^^Jhe^^^^'^^^" �"

his wall multiplied. Then came his big break; he stopped

getting caught. Except for the weekend a month to keep him

working, he was free; once a week any^^V- "'^,7'"^";;-
titude was a great help in the social spor s but it never

helped him achieve the ranks the Comm heaped extra

pr vfleges on. But John is almost out, and now he's looking

?o7 the "c!al life he had in high school. Will the Air Force

give him at least that much?

DANA BARGER DEMAND i,"�*",t''
A native of Texas and Oklahoma and a Longhorn fan

nine games of the year, Dana came to 13 a skin-headed

g aduatH airborne and the Tall Hall of 22nd, where he

learned his easy-going ways. A tenor, Dana spent much of

his time on tripl for the Chorale. His level-headed approach

to cad^t me made him a real asset, and kept him on Comnn

List for four years. Never one to be nailed by any one glr^

Dana took a philosophy of spreading the wealth around^ A

man of great talents in Spanish language ^n" customs Dana

was unfortunately required to spend a month of his Firs

Class summer "broatiening his cultural experiences

Sg sS?.??, and central America. He looks for fun and

flight in the "RAF".

JAMES KEITH DeORIO
� ""'.'"[l"

The sort of young man the Academy loves to snatch

out of high school, Jim came to the Academy bra"d;sh,ng
his "snappy" crew cut. Soon, well at least when ,t was

al owed, he grew his hair out only to find that the longer .t

became the less he had of it. Balancing his time between

academics and athletics, Jim managed to slip onto the Dean

and Comm's list a few more times than he ever sMpped by

a linebacker. Possessing a "knack for yak," a career of

legal liturgy will hopefully follow graduation for Jim^ A

firm believer in philosophizing, dreaming and singing, this

is ?ne young man who eagerly anticipates the challenges

his life will bring him.

"Tonv"
ANTHONY DeSANTIS . ^ ^ '""J^

Tony spent most of his doolie year *^y'"g *� ^^^^.^^^v �"

pie how to talk. He eventually gave up in that endeavor,

f ustrated by the fact that so many cadets had weird ac

cents Deciding to strive on, he lent his rare nnusical at

tributes to a swinging rock group, "The Ascots"^ for two

'year of fun and profit. He managed to stay o" the Dean

List and after four semesters smoked on up to Sup s. Aero

Engineering a Charger, a T-41 "Super Cessna" spring

bre'ak on th'e ski slopes, and a pretty CU coed have kep him

quite busy most of the time. A'ter graduation, pilot training

with a new roommate sure sounds decent!

ROBERT TERRANCE DESSERT "Jtl^"
After taking out one year to attend the ';Prep School

Terry felt he had the experience for standing in 'ne and be

ginning at the bottom that he needed to attempt cadet Ife^
His efforts were directed towards completely understanding

The System so that he could play the game effectively, but

with r^Mitary success frustrated and academic results un-

; Idic^able he turned to a philosophy of "L-e for today ;
Terry is interested in a variety of sports with sknng head

ing the list. A career as a pilot looms in the future, bu^a
far as the rest of the future is concerned he hopes to take

advantage of whatever comes along and live optimistically
with the results.



DAVID SCOTT DeWITT, JR. "Dave"
Dave arrived at USAFA from his Motown home with a

strong sense of humor and big hopes of continuing his pur
suit of action, studies, and young ladies. Undaunted, and de
termined to not let studies grossly interfere with his edu
cation, Dave danced and sang his way to the lower levels
of the MOM while confusing the Dean often enough to make
his team for the majority of his stay. Dave is particularly
enthusiastic about grinning at young misses, skiing with
abandon, and grooving to the world of music while neurotic
ally manipulating a mean toothbrush. Dave's future includes
"playing with the Air Force's toys," a sincere desire to
take life by storm, and, hopefully, singing lessons.

ARTHUR CHANDLER DICKEY, III "Chan"
Coming from the South, Chan approached this new ad

venture with anxiety in his heart, but stars in his eyes.
However, his vision slowly came back to earth, and he re
alized that his anxiety had been based upon firm grounds.
Trying to help solve the problem and bring a little joy into
the life of one of his fellow comrades-in-depression, he
pulled a no-no one lovely, summer night and for such was
ihackled to his room for two months by one of his class
mates. With such stimulation as this provided by the Zoo,
he became known as one of the more listless of the crop.
But, somehow, despite all of this, he has prevailed and
looks forward to his great escape.

ROBERT ALAN DIETZ "Bob"
Who knows what road will lead from the Academy?

Where will each of us go and what will each of us do? These
questions concerned Bob Dietz all four of his years at the
Academy as he looked beyond his cadet career to the real
Air Force and his role as an officer. His anxieties were

calmed, though, in knowing that he could trust the decisions
for his life to the highest power of all. Academically, his
achievement never matched his potential or his desire for

good grades. He has, however learned a lot about himself
and that's a big part of life.

RANDALL CLIFFORD DILL "Pickle"
Arriving in barren Colorado from tree-laden Massa

chusetts back in the summer of 1966, Randy began his bat
tle toward the bottom of his class academically. Feeling
there must be a better way, he got out of his phone booth
to find there was a brighter world. Choosing Computer Sci
ence to pull him from the bottom. Randy began his daily
routine of taking small offerings to the "Great Iron God."

Sliding quickly through his tirst class year, though. Randy
learned life at the Academy was only what he made it, along
with the help of everyone else. Regardless of the futility,
however. Randy is thankful for one thing - Colorado gave
him the most precious possession of life. So maybe Colora
do wasn't so barren . . .

JOHN NICHOLAS Di NARDO "Dino"
Dino is one of the unsung heroes in the Cadet Wing. Af

ter spending eighteen carefree years in the hills of Pennsyl
vania, he, like a few guys in the Wing, traveled to Oregon
for a year at Millard Prep. School. After entering the Acad
emy, problems set in and like many of the other members
of the Wing, he fought the dean and the bank for four years.
He managed to spread his talents around the Wing by serv

ing time in Thirsty Third, Bulldog Thirteen and the apart
ments of Thirty-Eighth Squadron. As a firsty to took full

advantage of his privileges and could be seen leaving on

weekends in his green bomb Charger. Future plans include
either going to the Mather School For The Blind or enter
ing the Procurement field.



JOHN FORD DISOSWAY "John"
John came to the Academy from George Washington U.

in the East and now hails from Dallas, Texas. Probably the
most well known member of the syndicate, John's best ca

per came in the Spring Ski Trip to Breckenridge. Financial
head of the 100 Sub-Club. Also participated in many GVH's.

Athletically, golf was his bag. Led golf team to outstanding
dual record and finished 13th in the NCAA's in 1968. And
won BYU's Cougar Classic. Also took Colorado Springs City
Amateur. Participated in squash and numerous ski trips in
the off season. Uncertain of career plans but pilot school
could follow graduation.

J. F. Disosway T. E. Distelhorst

THOMAS EDWARD DISTELHORST "Tom"

Tom, one of the last of the old "River Rats", hails

from the Mississippi River bottomlands of lowai High on

his lists of priorities are catfish and mushrooms�and not

far behind are two years in 24th when "men were men...".

Tom spent a good part of his third and second class years

jumping out of airplanes� then, late in his second class year
he realized he was qualified to fly them too, so he decided
to devote his time to controlling rather than abandoning.
As he charges off to UPT with a lot of good memories in

his heart, we wish this good friend a lot of good luck. We

know this ole "plow boy" will have a great time as a "fly
boy"!

M. A. Dobbels J.E. Dockendorff

"Only fifty days to gol"

MARK ALLAN DOBBELS "Coach"

After 17 years of shoveling dust out of his adobe hut at

the Indian reservation of Shawnee Mission, Kan., "Coach"

grabbed the nearest stagecoach and headed West for the

better life on the slopes of the Ramparts. Then a friend

from out of the heavens came down and told Mark that things
would get better. And so they did - and the Dean never could

get him to go lower than a 3.60 GPA for four years. His

last academic year proved fruitful, too, as he finally man

aged to impress the Comm and received the wreath to go
with his well-worn star. Graduation will find Mark in grad
uate school.

JAMES ERNEST DOCKENDORFF "DOC"

Having come from the swinging town of Hanover, Mass.,
Doc arrived at the Academy with the idea of settling down
to a more relaxed atmosphere. Although the first few
months changed him a great deal. Doc finally settled down
and became a mediocre cadet, excelling in neither academ
ics or military. He considers his best accomplishment that
of never being in C-Springs before he was a second class
man. He was extremely impressed with his first visit when
his friends took him to the "K". From then on he could be

found there at various and sundry times on weekends. After

graduation Doc plans to spend his two months recovering
from four years of struggling and hopefully feel his way to

Mather AFB for Nav training. After that who knows what he

may accomplish with his unlimited potential?
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MICHAEL DAVID DOWDALL "Doodle"
All things are full of weariness; a man cannot utter it.

The eye is not satisfied with seeing, nor fhe ear with hearing.
What has been is what will be, and what has been done is
what will be done. Nothing under the sun is new. To those
things which are said to be new, it has already been in the
ages before us. There is no recall of former things, nor
will there be any remembrance of events yet to happen
among those who come after. ECCLESIASTES

RICHARD HENRY DOWNING "Rich"
Coming to Aluminum U. from Fontana, Calif, for a

casual, enjoyable visit, where Rich found weekend skiing,
women and the financial security far outweighing the few
minor disadvantages inherent to USAFA. Rich hailed as a
football hero from the small California high school called
Fohi eager to improve USAFA's national tootball standing
only to find himself playing 2 years of Brown Tide Ball.
Rich picked his major early and fought with the chemistry
department for 3 years before it submitted to giving him a

degree in chemistry. Following graduation Rich hopes to go
to UPT and later fo obtain his Masters degree.

ROBERT JAMES DRABANT "Bant"
"Bant" came west in the summer of '66 to find out

what the blue zoo was really like. He found himself fitting
well into the place by making the Alpha Roster every se
mester, the Comm's drill team one semester and the Dean's
second list numerous times. With these fine achievements
behind him. Bant is now looking forward to a number of
years of flying. Whether it is to be all with the Air Force
or with the airlines has yet to be determined.

SIDNEY PHILIP Dubois "Sid"
Making the transition from a small place in fhe foot

hills of the Catskills to a small place in the foothills of the
Rockies, Sid (Sidney to those who know him best) began his
career as an academic whiz/wheenie with a 4.0 first semes
ter. From then on, social obligations prevented him from

equaling this first effort, but he still stayed ahead of the
Dean. Soaring and T-41 gave him a little air time, but not
enough to deter him from grad school right after gradu
ation�after all, not everybody can be military!

KEVIN JAMES DUFFY "Duff"
Kevin James Duffy was born at a very early age.

Stoughton, Massachusetts, was Duff's stomping ground be
fore he embarked on his student days at Aluminum U. He
came to USAFA for some unknown reason� then and now.

'^ost of Duff's "college life" was spent establishing a con

tinental atmosphere on campus, but not without some diffi
culty. Duff will cut his way through life's woods, reflecting
�nly to learn from past experiences.



C. H. Dunbar

CHRISTOPHER H. DUNBAR "Chris"

Hailing from Glassboro, N.J., Chris is one easterner

who is more than ready to stay in Colorado. He arrived here

at the Zoo filled with great expectations, only to be sadly
disillusioned by the rigors of Doolie year. Surviving his

first year with only minor injuries to his ego, however,
Chris eagerly joined the ranks of the upperclass. Renowned
as a stalwart of 18th Squadron's tube room, Chris has also

been known to devote a great deal of time to the pursuit of
that witch in every man's life-the female. After graduation,
Chris hopes to get to the top of the world from a cockpit.

JAMES MICHAEL DUNN "Fox"

Young Michael was ready to be a Ramblin Wreck from

Ga. Tech. but someone waved a flag, and a jet flew by, and
before he knew it he was a member of Seagram's Seven.

Hailing from Florida, our boy had a rough time adjusting to

the snow and blow military climate at USAFA. Mike was al

ways able to avoid studying by organizing a small but lu

crative poker club. Being one of the Brown Tide's few re

turning lettermen, and record holder in the 60 yard dash,
Mike was recognized as one of the best runners in his

class. He outran the Dean, the Sup, the Com, AOC's, OICs,
SOD'S, and CDB's, throughout his four year visit to the

Academy.

J.M. Dunn
JACOB DONALD DUSTIN "Jake"

Having been born and reared in Idaho, Jake never found
it too hard to survive at USAFA. He started his career in

"Old 24" and then went on to Eleventh as their Honor Rep.
Jake enjoyed playing "cat-and-mouse" with the Dean-

pulling a 2.97 for four semesters in a row�and he managed
to keep the wool over the eyes of the Comm all 8 semes

ters he was here. As a CE major, he decided early in his

firstie year that UPT was the only way to go! He also was

able to land himself in Jack's Valley for six weeks as a

Squadron Commander on ABS and Group O&T on 2nd BCT
his first class summer. Having 3 sisters and 5 brothers,
Jake never had any trouble living with a crowd, but after

graduation he's looking forward to a cute blonde roommate

for a change!

J. D. Dustin

E.C. Egbert

PATRICK LETTERLE EDSELL "Butch"
"If a man does not keep pace with his companions,

perhaps it is because he hears a different drummer. Let

him step to the music which he hears, however measured or

far away."
Upon his arrival at the Zoo, Pat discovered that he did

n't step to the music of the drum that was being played and

that the Academy didn't like people that heard far away mu

sic. Therefore, he spent as much time elsewhere as he

could. This time was spent grov ing his hair, drinking, and

generally, "being happy". Because he got along with the

Dean, he is now looking forward to UCLA and coeducation
and most important, being a person again.

EDWIN CHARLES EGBERT "Gramps"
Ed came to the Academy from a little town in Wiscon

sin looking as if he were 21 and left looking as if he were

31. Adding to his aging during his four years was his daily
battle with the Burroughs B-5500, the Academy's educa
tional computer. Somewhat ot a hermit his first two years,
he made a valiant comeback upon entering the Frat. Skiing
and mountain climbing became his big interests, as well as

golf. Ed is one of the few cadets who really believes it is a

privilege to live in Colorado

i
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NORMAN LYNN ELLIOT "Stormin"
Coming straight out of high school in the big city of

New York, Norm soon found that the "free education" that
he had sought had a price after all. After one semester as

a physics major. Norm found that it wasn't his "bag" and
switched to studying Mech. instead. Enjoying partying more

than studying. Norm was seldom to be found in his room on

weekends except when the Comm had other plans for him.
After graduation. Norm plans to go to Pilot Training to be
followed by a tour with a MAC unit.

DWIGHT FREDRICK ELLIS "Duke"
Duke ignored all advice and joined the Air Force two

days after graduation from high school, in 1964. He learned
quickly about how much say he had in his future as he be
came an Air Policeman. In 1965, he managed to struggle
down a road that led to the Prep School and, eventually to
USAFA. The pressures around here are just too great to
walk away a sane man, so he's decided to let someone else
help him along. He hopes to get some action in the War
Zone before it ends, then he'll be looking for a military job
�n South America.

CURTIS HARDING EMERY II "Tooey"
With wide eyes and a questing spirit, young Tooey

��rame fo Camp USAFA from the sand dunes of Oregon. He
wasn't sure if he really wanted to join the Air Scouts, but
they did have nice campouts. Starting out as a football jock
and ending up as a pseudo-student, he really wanted just to
take every privilege that was offered. Tooey won three
Jack's Valley campaign ribbons, eight toilet seats and a

cherished position on the 1969 All-American Bag Team. He
is sometimes referred to as the "Linus" of 33rd Squadron,
as he's never far from those Red blankets. On 3 June Tooey
will be leaving this institution only to enter another�mar

riage. The future includes pilot training and then who knows?

EDWARD EUGENE EPPING "Big Ed"
Four years ago, a crew-cut farm boy from Kenosha,

Wisconsin stepped off a plane and began his dream. On the
football field, Ed's brutality and unquestionable skills led
him to an Honorable Mention All-American status as a de
fensive tackle after his Junior year, and a pre-season All-
American his Senior year. But the title had to go unclaimed
as a torn Achilles tendon, a week before the season started,
ended the career of the best lineman in the Academy's his
tory- a claim that no one can dispute. Respected both on
and off the field, "Big Ed" hopes to coach some football be
fore going to pilot training and, of course, lead a "tackles
tare" movement to the altar in June.

MARK GERARD EWIG "Charlie Tuna"
Some four years ago, a boy from the "fish city" of

Port Washington, stepped off a plane and became a cadet.
After a big Field Day, Mark began his football career as

starting tight end. Weak knees and middle linebackers
caused him to become a premiere defensive end, achieving
Honorable Mention All-American after his Senior Year.
Charlie Tuna" received his name for rushing punters and
usually ending up literally "taking a dive". Not being pilot
qualified but a member of the Dean's team Mark is thinking
Of attending graduate school in foreign affairs after a short
coaching assignment.



ALBERT FRANCIS FAHY III
� A'*'^

It seems like only a few weeks ago "Alfie" was in

Argentina boarding an airplane to head for the Prep School.

once out of the Prep School and into the Academy he was

challenged with numerous experiences. Some were dis

tasteful and others he will never forget.
^ ^ ,^

He pursued his goal of learning as much as he could

about Latin America. He hopes to either go down to Latin

America and work with the attache or Air Mission, or re

turn to the Academy to teach Spanish.

MICHAEL KENNETH FAIR Mike

"But what things were gain to me, those I counted

loss for Christ. Yea doubtless, and I count all things but

loss for the excellency of the knowledge of Christ Jesus,

my Lord; for whom I have suffered the loss ot all things

and do count them but refuse, that I may win Christ, and

be found in Him, not having mine own righteousness, which

is of the law, but that which is through the faith of Christ,

the righteousness which is of God by faith; that I may know

Him, and the power of His resurrection, and the fellowship

of His sufferings, being made conformable unto His death

if by any means 1 might attain unto the resurrection of the

dead Not as though I had^already attained, either were ah

ready perfect; but I follow after, if that I may apprehend
that for which also I am apprehended of Christ^Jesus.^^^_^^

STEPHEN JAMES FEASTER "^*TX�
From high school in Wllllngton, Kansas, Steve went to

New Mexico Military Institute to find out if the imlitary Irfe

was for him. Still not convinced, he entered camp USAFA

with the Class of 70 to learn how to fly and fight. Instead

he was turned into one of America's finest and earned a

maior in aero, four Jacks Valley Campaign Ribbons, an

Accent as a sere bad guy, a Recondo patch, 40 big ones on

the pad and a love for flying in the T-41 and 3rd. Lt. pro-

grar^s. As he passes into the ^^al, non-linear non^ isen
tropic world as a 2nd. Lt., he hopes to go to pilot training

and learn how to fly and fight.

JAMES GORDON FERGUSON "^^''f''
jTr; had an auspicious and rewarding cadet career

quickly establishing himself as a Pern^anent r^ertnber o, the
militarily excellent, and making occasional entries on the

Dean's List "Ferg" and the Engineering Science maior,

S a challenge 'for the liberally oriented, fought it out

?or four years with Jim coming out on top. Diversions we e

provided, however, by a set of drums, some varsity r fie

competition, and a lot of skiing. Ferg succeeded in winning

the respect of his classmates anC making a lot of friends

along the way. Jim is looking forward to pilot training, and

some time above mach to follow.

ALBERT HENRY FERRARIS JR. *'

From the friendly shores of the Hudson River, Al canne

to the U of SAFA to spend a resttui summer among the

trees of Colorado. Disillusioned, but undaunted, he decided

that four years couldn't be all that bad, and stayed. After

spending his formative years in the "Frat", he developed
an attitude that has carried him through his tour here. It

you can't convince 'em, snow 'em." He decided that being a

fighter pilot was the only way to fly, and set his sights on

pilot training and little else. His future looks bright, and

come graduation day, the Air Force gets a thirty year

member.



WALTER BENJAMIN FEY "Wally"
Showing a rather marked propensity toward procrastin

ation and sloth, Wally quickly found his niche here af the
Academy. For his entire time here, he found himself on
the leeward side of both the Commandant and the Dean.
Posing as a mild mannered "problem child" for Dirty
Thirty, he managed to have a good time when he wasn't
serving confinements or on academic probation. When
questioned about his "hesitancy" to excell, he was heard
to remark, "It's all a question of priorities." Here's hoping
he does better on the outside.

JEFFREY EARL FIELD "Jelly"
A member of Seagram Seventh from the rolling hills of

Grenada, Miss., the "Jelly" had a familiar spot on the
Dean's roster. The Dean could find his name on the Ac
Pro list 65% of the time and naturally Jeff was a veteran
of two R flights. A master of intramurals, however, he
played on league champion teams and sneaked in several
wing championships. Speaking the King's English with a

slight drawl he says, "Jelly is my name and flying is my
game, so let's all go fly the friendly skys."

JEFFREY NILES FINE "Abdul"
Abdul came to USAFA to see the world. After check

ing out Arnold Hall most of his 4th class year, he decided
to aspire to newer heights. His 3rd class year was spent
checking out Ranch Manor, La Vista, and other Denver
night spots.

Moving to the Grim Reaper Squadron, 31, he had to
readjust to his new spartan surroundings. He soon developed
keen senses and set a new USAFA record for happening
to show up in rooms where the occupants were about to
relish eating their first food from home in months. Finer
will go to pilot training next year in hopes of finally escaping
USAFA and really seeing the world.

GARY LYNN FINLEY "Fin"
A Seagram's Seven man. Fin came straight to USAFA

from the high school halls of Columbus, Ohio. Always a

sports enthusiast. Fin had the chance to play hard and win
in Seagram's intramurder. 'Tis a privilege to live in Colo
rado and Gary tried to take advantage of what this state had
to offer. He became a sports enthusiast, and spent as much
time as possible on the slopes. He found Denver had a lot
fo offer, but he paid for it while trying to coax his "goat"
through that sixty mile jaunt. Graduation means pilot train
ing or maybe grad school if he can stay ahead of the dean.

ROGER FRANK FINNERN "Rog"
Roger is one cadet who will be glad to join the ranks

of the "real" world again. Coming to the zoo from Illinois,
he enjoyed all types of sports and recreation. Never one fo

go to extremes (academically), he struck a happy medium

and usually hit the mean. His biggest thrill at USAFA will

be driving out fhe main gate for the last time. From there
he hopes to go to pilot training, become a MAC pilot, and

maybe fly the friendly skies in the future.



THOMAS WILLIAM FISHBURN JR. "Fish"
Fish came to the Academy from Oregon's timber

country. He made the Commandant's list every semester.

However, his greatest academic achievement was being
the only cadet to graduate after flunking the third grade.
He did slightly better at the Academy (no offense intended).
His interests at USAFA included hunting, fishing, flying and

the track team, where he lettered three years and set sev

eral records. After graduation he's headed for pilot train
ing, and, after that, who knows?

ROBERT LOUIS FISHMAN "Bob"
To everything there is a season, and a time to every

purpose under the heaven:
A time to be born, a time to die; a time to plant, and

a time to pluck up thaf which is planted;
A time to kill, and a time to heal; a time to break down,

and a time to build up;
A time fo weep, and a time to laugh; a time to mourn,

and a time to dance;
A time to cast away stones, and a time to gather stones

together; a time to embrace, and a time to refrain from

embracing;
A time to get, and a time fo lose; a time to keep, and

a time to cast away;
A time to rend, and a time to sew; a time to keep si

lence, and a time to speak;
A time to love, and a time to hate; a time of war, and

a time of peace.
Ecclesiastes3:l-8

WARREN TUCKER FLAHERTY "Tuck"

Although a brat, and although having gone to high
school in Colorado Springs and knowing a great deal about
the Academy, he came anyway. His life was centered around
swimming, and he was a member of the Academy's 1969
All-American relay team. After failing physics and EE, he
decided the humanities were his field and majored in West
ern European Studies. His greatest goals after graduation
were to be stationed at a base with a pool and, perhaps,
a tripto Munich in 1972.

JAMES STUART FLOYD "Jim"
Jim came to the Academy as a young innocent from the

rolling green hills of famous Bardstown, Ky. He was a

member of the Dean's Team, but led an otherwise dull life

spaced with a few crises from time to time. He's leaving
the Academy a little less innocer' but just as naive, and

hopes for a good UPT slot and a chance at the front seat
of a flighter. The Air Force just might have a career of
ficer if they treat him good during the first few years.

DONALD EDWARD FORBES "Flats"
"The more faithfully you listen to the voice within you,

the better you will hear what is sounding outside. And only
he who listens can speak. Is this the starting point of the
road towards the union of your two dreams-to-be allowed
in clarity of mind to mirror life and in purity of heart to
mold if?"

Dag Hammarskjold



CLYDE WILMER FORD JR. "Will, the Trapper"
Four years changed him considerably . . . not ac

cording to design necessarily. An individual outlook�may
be. Cadet life and an academic record ... he was obscure?
Not to some. Notoriety comes in funny ways. The record
for haircuts in a week� still intact. An occasional stand on

principle�evasive tactics. Astronautics is a complete re

port on the Los Angeles Rams. A sandal and a summer side-
burn ... A yellow Corvette . . . Freedom.

PETER HANSON FOX "Pete"
Pete left the white beaches of the thriving metropolis

of Port St. Joe in the "Sunshine State" for the white moun

tains of "Ski Country" where he traded water skiing for
snow skiing. Upon entering USAFA, Pete found himself
looking forward to the good times offered by Fightin' Fourth
Squadron. After getting time off for good behavior, he left
Fourth for the Twenty-eighth Squadron where he found him
self master-minding a reign of terror as squadron com

mander. His academic prowess (?) and military genius
(?) put him off the Superintendent's List numerous times
which Pete hopes will help him to enter UCLA for a Mas
ter's degree in management. Upon completion of the anti

cipated hardship tour of college life, Pete plans to enter

pilot training.

DERRICK RAUN FRANCK "Rick"
Rick's claim to fame, other than being straight from

the cornfields of lowa, was academics. However he managed
to lose the Comm as consistently as he beat the Dean.

JAMES DANIEL FREEDMAN "Jim"

Coming to USAFA from the home town of Henry Ford,
Dearborn, Michigan, Jim perceptively discovered the con

straints of the "system." After finishing his doolie year
hundreths of a point below the magical level of a 3.00, he
was informed that a Dean's list berth would entitle him to

extra excursions from this institution. As with many of his

classmates, Jim fell in love with Colorado's winter ac

tivities. Graduate school in the sunny climate of California

appears to be his next stop.

BRUCE DELL FRENCH "Bruce"

Coming from Cal, Berkeley, Bruce was assured a

change in environment, from bare feet and dirty tennis
shoes to three pair of grey shoes, from blue and gold rooter's
cap to a wheel cap. But other than these few things, Bruce
has remained pretty much the same. He is a bit different,
not sharing in all the cadet activities, often being over

bearingly mature, sometimes seeming not to be so mature.
He is uncommonly sincere and often, uncomfortably honest.



DENNIS FAYE FUNNEMARK "Funne"

Denny left the peace and quiet of his farm home near

Wesley, lowa, population 500, for summer camp at USAFA.

After enduring Happy Jack's, he began a long and shakey
career in academics. Although never an AcPro All Star, he

did manage to pull tailgunner position in two semesters of

French, and was lowest-D-in-the-course a couple times.

Never having been troubled much with women, he took up

skiing, soaring, and gassing up his Buick to take up his

time and money. Post graduation plans include bachelor

hood and pilot training.

DONALD FRANCIS GABRESKI "Gabby"
Voted the most likely to succeed-in-what-we don't

know but he's still going strong. As a typical graduate of the

Academy-Don can be recognized for his sharp military
bearing, short hair, and hard military look. Having been

brought up in the "Real" Air Force, he still doesn't under

stand how so few messed up so much for so many. Don

realizes change is inevitable and only hopes it is for the

better-in his own life as well as the Academy's.

DAVID JOHN GALICH "Fat David"

Fat David, the lone wolf of fortieth squadron, spent
his week days in the T.V. room and his weekends in Pueb

lo, doing what, we don't know. Dave will be remembered

throughout the wing for the unique manner in which he was

able to turn a phrase. With his departure, the C-Store sun

flower trade will definitely be in for hard times. Fat-David

always had a kind word for anyone and everyone that he

passed in the halls.

JOHN JOSEPH GALLAGHER JR. "John"

Born in Jackson, Tenn., John prefers to claim Cali

fornia as home, especially San Francisco and the Bay Area

Being a brat, the Air Force life won't be new to him. His

early life as a dependent included a two year stay at USAFA

in 1959-60. Here was formed his destiny and desire to be a

cadet. Starting out well enough in academics for the first

two years, senlorltis hit early, and he was on ac pro by the

end of the first prog. His main extracurricular activities

consisted of sleep and working with the Baptist Student

Union. A product of Seagram's Seven and Frat Five, John

hopes to follow his father in making the Air Force a career

JOHN BRADY GANNON "J.B."
J.B. pounced upon the Academy in the summer of '64,

promptly took the bull by the tail and faced the situation.
Accordingly, he managed to get in on the last of the in

famous turn-out exams and with a devastating display of
mental agility, flunked them. This was the break the Dean
had been waiting for and signed him up for his "Extended
Opportunity to Learn" program. Witnessing the gleam in

his eye, which also attracts old ladies, dogs and children,
the Comm promptly hit J.B. for the position of Wing Com
mander. Because of J.B.'s devotion, dedication and most
of all, determination, the RAF can look forward to an ex

tended relationship with the last of the exceptional flush-
backs.



STEVEN EARL GARBE "Sgt. Rock"
Steve came to USAFA from Western Springs, Illinois,

with one burning desire, to see what the place looks like
from the inside. After three and a half years here he has
an even bigger desire to see what the place looks like from
the outside. Steve started his career by burning up the
track in academics but finishing in the middle militarily.
Majoring in management, Steve hopes to attend UCLA after
graduation, then go to UPT, and pursue a challenging and
rewarding career in the real Air Force.

CRAIG ORLAND GARRITSON "Craig"
Full of high hopes and a burning ambition, Craig came

to the Academy right after high school. Once he mastered
the technique of stepping off on his left foot, Craig knew the
military was meant for him. After making the Dean's List
first semester, he received a severe beating from the Dean
second semester. Undaunted, Craig decided to be an aero

major. Being a masochist at heart, he later decided to get
a second major in mech. Finding women too tame, he spent
many weekends perfecting the manly sport of hunting.
Craig's plans include pilot training as a must. After UPT,
anything that includes flying is all right with him.

OAVID LEE GAW "Dave"
Dave comes from that great city that must be the pace

setter of the nation-Longview, Tex. Spending two years in
�'Tranquil Twelve," Dave learned about the more military
r- spects of USAFA. Unfortunately the Dean felt that he really
�jid not need another aero major so he politely requested
ttiat Dave try some other field, which turned out to be inter
national affairs. Coasting into June Week 1970 beginning in
Sv-ptember of '69, Dave rapidly became the phantom of 16th.
his AOC noted that Dave was the only person on base who
managed to have a four-day work week! Post-USAFA plans
include pilot training first and then-who knows?

ROBERT MICHAEL GERMER "Mike"
After a brief visit to Colorado and the Academy in

April '66 Mike decided a blue suit should lead the way to
education and a flying career. He left his home town of
Manheim, Penn. that June, prepared to find new horizons
and conquer upperclassmen. Failure in the latter was pre
determined. In his first three semesters Mike remained
undaunted but not unscathed by the constant attacks of the
Dean. Firstclass year saw flying replaced by a law career
as his foremost ambition. SCUBA was added to his col
lection of interests and promised to remain a focus of at
tention in the future. Mike departs the Academy looking
forward to an extension of his education and an eventual
career in law.

GREGORY LEE GILLES "Greg"
Being an Air Force "brat", Greg thought he knew

what he was getting into when he came to USAFA, but spent
the next four years recovering from the initial shock. Greg
was a consistent member of the Superintendent's List and
received the dubious honor of being First Group Commander.
Dool e year was an active year for Greg, who was a mem
ber of the Class Committee and planner of the infamous
class "walk-out" at one of the Friday evening meals. Up
on graduation, Greg plans to continue his "work hard, play
hard" philosophy, but, with the conviction that marriage is
tine for girls, but not for guys.

S.E. Garbe

C. O. Garritson

D. L. Gaw

R. M. Germer

G.L. Gilles
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RITCHIE PEERY GILLESPIE "Dizzy"
Ritche came to fhe Academy after an uneventful year

at the University of Pennsylvania in search of the adven
tures and misadventures the blue uniform has to offer.

Beneath the hard core, fighter jock exterior, lies an un

orthodox soul to Academy tradition. With a mind that knows
what is really critical, it will only be a matter of time

before his hand will be trained to fix the critical situations
that the fighter jocks of his class will someday get them
selves into.

STEVEN THOMAS GLASS "Steve"

Steve, the hero of his hometown, left Tonawanda, N.Y.

to conquer the world, or at least that small corner of it

known as USAFA. He suffered a traumatic setback during
basic summer but being versatile, Steve managed to adapt
to the military system by completely ignoring it. He com

bined his love of flying with his distrust of engines and

joined the soaring program. Being one of the Dean's favorite

sons, Steve plans to go on to graduate school after gradu
ation. Then, squinting his way through the eye exams, he

hopes to press on to pilot training.

NORMAN THOMAS GLITZ "Norm"

Coming from the thriving midwest metropolis of Des

Plaines, III., Norm was a complete stranger to the military
way of life when he came to USAFA. While alternating be

tween the Dean's two lists, he discovered that Colorado's

only possible redeeming features were snow and an oc

casional hairy buffalo. For the first three years of his stay
in Colorado, weekends would find him burning up the local
ski slopes, but his fourth year, one could more likely find

him at one of the many events sponsored by the Aufosport
Club. His one great ambition in life is to be the world's best

fighter jock, a single one.

FRANCIS CHARLES GOELZ "Mighty Midget"
A person doesn't have to be tall, dark and handsome

to catch the people's eye. The short person can succeed just
as well. Short people seem to be more energetic, more vi

brant in things they do. It is true, "Good things come in

small packages".

EFRAIN ULLOA GONZALEZ "Ef"

Coming to USAFA from the fun state of California, Et's
greatest ambition is to find out how it compares to other

places with whoever wants to tag along. He claims that
there is still a place on earth where he can live it up for a

dollar a day and a full tank of gas. As unpredictable as the

wind, he is apt to make decisions at the spur of the moment
and not worry about what will happen until it happens.



PAUL GERHARD GOODNOW "P.G."
"This combination produces a great deal of activity

and persistence. There is a liability to become headstrong
and go to extremes, also a love of fame and a desire to be

at the head of things. The native is independent and dis

likes control. He is rebellious, often discontented, and will

usually change his occupation more than once. The parents
will affect the life considerably and he may not get on with
them. The strong impulse in the personal character can

bring many sorrows."
John Lynch

BRUCE PAULEY GORDON "Flash"
Born near the small burg of Boston, but for the last

thirteen years making his home near the women and beaches
in sunny Florida, the Flash dropped out of the U.S. Air
Force in 1966 to take his cage alongside fhe others in '70
at the Blue Zoo. A steady performer on the AC Pro list he
somehow managed to evade the Dean long enough to sneak
into the graduation line. His plans include wine, women,
song, and maybe if there is any time left � the Air Force.
The love of the wild blue yonder will probably keep him in
the Air Force for a few more years to come.

WILLIAM JOSEPH GORMAN JR. "Man-Mountain"
Bill blew in from Chicago hoping to found a local chap

ter of the Cosa Nostra at the Zoo. When the swearing - in
officer wouldn't let him plead the Fifth, he somehow found
himself wearing a blue suit instead of running from them.
Once he settled down to working off his time in the stir,
he became a CE major in hopes of tunneling his way out,
made the Warden's List a couple of times and with a 3.9
cum never had to sweat being put in solitary. All that time
on the rock turned him into one, a policy he hopes to con

tinue when he gets time off for good behavior. When Bill is

finally paroled, his plans include grad school and becoming
the Air Force's top civil engineer.

JOHN GLEN GORRELL "John"
He came to USAFA from a very small town in Southern

Illinois known as Mt. Vernon, a year after graduation from
high school. Known as "Old Man" because of his thinning
hair, he traveled the hallowed halls of Vandenberg in the
pursuit of being a "whole man". His major achievements
were in the academic field, especially the dirt field. After
graduation, his hopes are for grad school and then an as

signment at pilot school.



THOMAS MICHAEL GRACZYK "Tom"

Tom began his military career by attending a prepara

tory school for West Point. While there he had the privilege
of taking a trip to the Hudson River campus. Not to infer

that this had any bearing on the matter, it was but a short

time later that he accepted the opportunity to attend the

AFA! Thinking at first that he might have mistakenly entered
through the portals of Dante's Inferno, he finally came to

realize that he was merely vacationing in purgatory in pre

paration for the ultimate and arduous climb to the top.

THOMAS JOHN GRAFF "Tom"

After high school, Tom came to USAFA with intentions

of leaving, hopefully with graduation. Fourthclass year

changed these plans and was marked with two unsuccessful

attempts at resignation. The year ended with a standing on

the aptitude, academic and conduct probation lists. Staying
became a challenge resulting in various degrees of im

provement in all three areas. He now considers his four

years as valuable, and is looking forward to graduate
school and marriage after graduation.

STEPHEN HOWARD GRAVROCK "Rock"

Rock came to the academy expecting to set the world

on fire. When it proved inflammable he became somewhat

confused, and then slowly set about learning the complexi
ties of the Highest Hilton. His four years at the academy
have taught Steve many things within and without the pre

scribed curriculum, as the jump-wings on his pocket, and

the key to a Morgan in that pocket, would indicate.

CHARLES DAN GRAY "Chucker"
The good times of the Prep School screeched to a hault

as the "Man of Steel" stumbled into the Aluminum Prison.

Resolving himself to his fate, Chucker settled down to do

some mean work in preparation for his eventual liberation.

What's amazing is that this freedom lover still managed to

have a good time while he served his sentence. Recreation

periods would nearly always find him at some sport, whether
it be girls, skiing, or handball. After 3 June "Big Charles'

plans to learn how to fly something faster than his T-41,

also some mixing it up with the real world.

LARRY LEROY GRAYSON "Larry"
Larry came to us from that good clean 'tun' town of

Salt Lake City. Being an Air Force brat he decided to get
away from the salt, seagulls and crickets of Utah and talked
himself into playing on the Moorman team in Colorado
Springs. First on his list is to be a fighter pilot; after that,
with his vast experience in every mutation of weather, he

wants to be a meteorologist. Larry has put marriage last

on his list. His main interests are a local girl, bow hunting
and a big boss 442 (though not always in that order). Larry
leaves behind a brother in '73 and managed to graduate,
reflecting great credit upon himself and his parents.



KENNETH LEE GREENE "Ken"
Ken came to USAFA from the small town of Middle-

town, Ohio. Used to smog crowded skies from a nearby
steel mill, the clear sky in Colorado proved a welcome
change. Not known for his academic prowess. Ken had to
find other sources for the release of his emotions. This
he did on the intramural fields as a frustrated football
player. Somehow he managed to make the Commandant's
List all but two semesters, showing that he may be of some
use after all. Ken looks to the future and flying something
a lot faster than a T-41, maybe even as fast as a rocket.

MICHAEL DEAN GREGERSEN "Mike"
Majoring in history and taking correspondence courses

with the Air Academy National Bank in personal estate
management, Mike came to the Academy from a well-known
high school graduate institution in Otay, California. Hailing
from Imperial Beach, Calif., he never quite got acclimated
to the Colorado winters. Running his way to jock ramps
during his Fourth Class year, he became noted for his
cross-country and indoor track abilities. Coming from a

Navy family and being trained by the Army (AOC's) for a

cockpit job in the Air Force, Mike, through no fault of his
own, made the Comm's team four semesters and barely
evaded the Dean. Unlike everyone else, Mike is going to
UPT and then on to helicopters in Air-Sea Rescue.

WINTHROP HUNTINGTON GRUENING "Wink,Wink"
Win came to USAFA from the friendly town of Juneau,

Alaska and only by virtue of that fact is he considered one
of the coolest guys in the Wing. He launched his cadet ca
reer in Tough Twenty where he didn't make many waves �

just a lot of friends. He then switched to the rabble rousers

of 31st and continued his winning ways. Win's attitude to
ward the Dean was one to admire. Except in a few isolated
cases, he proved the little known but interesting theory that
the less you study the better you do. The future holds some

shiny pilot's wings and the possibility that a foxy girl may
someday tie him down.

STEPHEN VOELKER GUENARD "Steve"
Steve came to USAFA from the booming metropolis of

Lake Providence, Louisiana. He resided in Fourteenth
Squadron for two years before deciding to settle down in
Eleven. Taking to the water like a catfish, Steve was al

ways a leader on the squadron swimming and water polo
teams. His first love is flying, but when he's not in the

friendly skies you can find him on the road to Greeley or a

snowy ski slope in his Mach I. Steve's immediate plans
after graduation include pilot training and a good look at
what the real world has to offer.

GARY EUGENE GUMBERT "Gumbie"
"Oh, threats of Hell and Hopes of Paradise!
One thing at least is certain- This Life flies;

One thing is certain and the rest is lies;
The Flower that once is blown for ever dies."

Rubaiyat of Omar Khayyam



JOHN MARK GUNYOU "Snoop"
Snoop made his break to the Rockies from the wonder

ful rolling hills of the Buckeye State. Although many of his
anti-establishment friends and classmates put him down for
his large-scale sellout to materialism. Snoop gained their

sympathy by becoming a professional mooch, one of his
few redeeming social values. He plans a continued sampling
of fine wines, easy-riding, worldwide mooching, and copaset-
ic relationships. Easily satisfied, yet never one to turn down
a good thing. Snoop always tried to live the truth of the age-
old maxim: "If the minimum wasn't good enough, it wouldn't
bethe minimum."

JOHN MICHAEL GWINNUP "Gwump"
Mike came here from the sunny land of Southern Cali

fornia and promptly decided that the weather, among other

things, was much nicer in San Diego. He came here with

the ambition to major in some form of engineering but after
his second semester with the Math department he decided
that Psych was a much more interesting field. Among his
claims to fame af USAFA are participation in the Eagle
Cruise Fiasco, CIC of the Cadet Band, and the Green Mon

ster. Plans are pretty vague with Nav training most likely.

DOUGLAS STEVEN GWYN "Short Rent"
He arrived from North Carolina with visions of tearing

the world up, but for some strange reason events did not

turn out that way. The world always seemed to be down on

this savior of mankind. The big black box on the second
floor of Fairchild occupied most of his "valuable" time.
There seemed to be a definite correlation between his po
sition on the military order of merit and the length of his
"salad." Just let the computer figure that one out! He has

hopes of going back to the "real" world someday, wherever
that is. We sure do hope that he makes it!

JAMES DANIEL HAAS "R.P.M."
A native of Millville, N.J., young Jim followed his

brother's footprints to the hollowed glass and aluminum
halls. Inspired to great things during "Doolie" summer,

Jim passed directly to "Go" without hesitating to collect
his two point, and spent most of his free time during his
3rd and 2nd class summers on the Dean's special Research
team. Undaunted, however, he 0"ercame his tendency to

sleep through and arrogantly defied the system with a three

point in his senior year. He looks forward to a successful
career and a snug cockpit.

LOUIS FRANKLIN HAGAN JR. "Festus"
Born in the hills of Georgia, he came to the hills of

USAFA to seek his fame and fortune. Finding a scarcity of
both, he stayed on to see what else he could find. Four years
later, he still is not sure what he has found. Things he has

lost: much of his accent and a certain naivety. Things he

has found: a love of mountainous scenery and clear air. Con
clusion: maybe it wasn't such a bad deal after all.



WAYNE SCOTT HAGAN "Pagan"
After a one-year tour in southern USAFA land. Pag

decided that being a cadet was for him. Not only was the
atmosphere appealing, but "ski fever" had taken its toll.
It didn't take long for him to find that it's a great place fo
be from. So it went from Airborne to Ac Pro with a 3.27,
or better, but as the end drew nearer and dearer, he realized
that it wasn't all that bad. Where to next? Well, he wasn't
sure, but UPT and NASA sounded good for a start

RICHARD DANA HAINES
Those of us who walk in light must
help the ones in darkness up.

For that is what life is all about
and love is all there is to life.

� Rod McKuen

'Dick'

JOHN STANLEY HALE "Hulk"
"This is the safety-catch, which is always released

with an easy flick of the thumb. And please do not let me
see anyone using his finger. You can do it quite easy if you
have any strength in your thumb. The blossoms are fragile
and motionless, never letting anyone see any of them using
their finger."

Henry Reed

MARK PAUL HALE "Mark"
Mark decided early in his life that the Academy was

the place for him. Since that summer day in his early teens
until his entrance into the great aluminum and marble won
der, he has always carried that ambition. The Academy
was good to him. In exchange for four years of "free" edu
cation and the "valley" it gave him the opportunity to
travel. Third Class summer it was Europe and consider
able expense in getting back to USAFA. The following sum
mer Mark experienced the sweat and rain of the jungles of
Panama. After graduation it is UPT and hopes to fulfill his
greatest ambition.

DENNIS GENE HALL "Denny"
Dpnni!^""'",^ '^�'^^'^ *'*^ fraternity life in Hometown U,
tain. .1 l'^'^^'^ *� ^'y '^'^ *'"9S, and from the Ozark Moun-

confol ? f *� ^^^ '^'"^ �* Colorado. His vain attempts at
urmiTy turned his visions of grandeur into a living night-

nis fm,n!r^ ^^ escaping the wrath of the Comm shop. Den-
sports h *'^'^^''' ^"^ ^'^ "'"" "^'e're in academics and

gradii^tronv, 5�"''^^' "�* necessarily in that order! After

school inH M""^' *� ^^^^ "^'S faf^e and fortune in grad"'"and in the air.



DAVID BRUCE HALLMAN "Dave"
"All things move within your being in constant half

embrace, the desired and the dreaded, the repugnant and
the cherished, the pursued and that which you would es

cape.
These things move within you as lights and shadows

in pairs that cling.
And when the shadow fades and is no more, the light

that lingers becomes a shadow to another light.
And thus your freedom when it loses its fetters be

comes itself the fetter of a greater freedom. Cherish this

day for today is the first day of the rest of your life."
"The Prophet" by Kahlil Gibran

WILLIAM HENDRIE HAM JR. "Hambone"

Practicing black magic at his EE bench during full

moons, Hambone has created for himself a dynamic con

dition within his model first class room. Noted for his
minor in house-keeping, he managed to scrounge a free

steak dinner from 36th squadron's incomparable AOC. Not

very militant in his own reich, his pigeon-toed, knock-
kneed antics made him one of the best frogmen on the Pink
Panther water polo team. Being able to successfully manage
the Dean's team every serrfester. Bill hopes to take a seven

month trip to Stanford for a little grad work in "Double-
E" upon graduation. Even nuttier than that he wants to go
on to flight training with a little transfer credit gained in

his T-41 "Bugsmasher".

LESLIE JARVIS HAMBLIN "Jarv"
Sometimes known as "the quiet revolutionary" Jarv

has a tendency to become vocal at the most inopportune
times. Although he always tried to use reason, this has
proven unacceptable in certain quarters. It seems as thougn
his years at USAFA were spent in a state of continuing
crisis. His plans include pilot training and marriage to a

"sweet young thing" from California.

GEORGE GRAY HAMILL "Bill"
After quitting the Cub Scouts because he couldn't stand

the regimentation. Bill still managed to find his way into
the Air Force Academy. In spite of not winning any great
plaudits from the Dean, through his intense quest for an

swers. Bill displayed an intellect with which to think for him
self. Surely the Air Force holds a niche for an officer of
Bill's sincere, driving character � an individual; holding
the faith that, "It is not important that we merely com

pete: that it IS important that we endeavor to excel. That
means, we do with all our 'heart and soul' that which we

find at hand to do."

GORDON WINSTON HAMMERUD "Man-Mountain"
Winston began his cadet career in the ninth squadron.

Here he made many friends. He also quickly adjusted to
cadet life after a few months and picked up terminology such
as "max," "IRI," and "SAMI." He was nicknamed ".Man
Mountain (who knows why?) during this year. The name

semi-stuck, and, now, as a firstie, he is still often called
by that name� a name which appropriately fits his claim-
to-fame of being the shortest cadet in '70. After a year in
25th squadron, Winston entered the 18th squadron where he

spent his final two years at the Academy. His greatest de
sire is to communicate the fact that Jesus Christ is the
answer to life.



DANIEL EDWARDS HANCOCK "Dan"
Dan came to the Rampart Wind Tunnel from that well-

known village of Minnetonka, Minn. Before his arrival he
tried one year af a civilian university, but decided that it
was too expensive and gave him too much free time. As
well as changing schools, he changed majors from Chem
to Astro to Comp Sci to Math, his one true love. Although
studies have never kept Dan down, he's trying hard to gradu
ate with that elusive 3.00 cum. During his four years, Dan

has managed to visit the other three service academies and
he agrees that the USAFA is the best place to be ... . from.

BRAD JEFFREY HANSEN "Fred"
"We shall not cease from exploration
And the end of all our exploring
Will be to arrive where we started
And know the place for the first time."

MICHAEL COLLINS HANZEL "Mike"
With a bit of Pittsburgh's soot still in his hair, Mike

came west to USAFA for a breath of fresh air. Mike de
cided to play the Dean a doubleheader while he was at
USAFA, trying to win in both the International Affairs
master's program and political science. He thinks that
his classmates gave him his greatest responsibility while
at the Academy, when they elected him an Honor rep. Upon
graduation Mike's immediate goals are pilot training and
grad school, and after four years of battling the dean, Mike
is looking forward to the "real" Air Force, a rewarding
career, and most important of all, a happy life.

WILLIAM KIRK HAPP "Kirk"

Always thinking that the best way to travel was to fly.
Kirk decided that the only way to fly was to get into the Air

Force, and that the only way to get into the Air Force was

to get into the Academy. After four years of splashing back
and forth in the swimming pool in the afternoons and the rest
of the day beating his head against the aluminum and glass
walls he is finally ready to leave all the games behind and
start a life that is worth living.

ARTHUR HANS HARDY "Art"
In the summer of 1966, 17-year-old Art left the thriving

metropolis of Ipswich, Massachusetts with stars in his
eyes and a dollar in his pocket. After four years as an
aero major the stars have disappeared but he still has the
�llar. In his fight with the Dean he has been on both the
good and bad lists. Now the stars are starting to appear

J9ain as he looks forward to graduation, marriage, pilot
training, and ultimately a stint at Edwards as a test pilot.



WILLIAM STONE HARGROVE "Bud"
In no respect has nature deserved greater gratitude

from us, knowing to what tribulations we were born, than

for having invented custom as a means of mitigating our

misfortunes, which soon makes us familiar with the worst

evils. No one could endure adversity, if the continuance of

it had the same power which the first blow had. The same

prison surrounds all of us, and even those who have bound

others are bound themselves - unless perchance you think

that a chain on the left side is lighter. In every condition

of life you will find amusements, recreations, and pleas
ures by virtue of the gift ot God which is called liberty.
With God's will, we can use this gift to the fullest during
our one short episode in Life's scene.

CHESTER BRUCE HARMON "Bruce"
Bruce came to the Academy from Jupiter, Florida,

where his father retired from the Air Force. He chose to

major in aeronautical engineering, but when he can be torn

away from the gas tables, he enjoys skiing, basketball, golf,
and chess. Professional aspects such as partying and flying
have caught his interest, too. His short range goals include

a hardship tour at Purdue for a masters degree and then

pilot training. Eventually, he hopes to be an astronaut.

TILFORD WARREN HARP "Til"

Having heard they fly planes here. Til gave up the good
life of an enlisted man in the RAF and entered the Academy,
following a brief stopover at the Prep School. He quickly
learned to love his home of Ponca City, Okla., more than

the Blue Zoo. Dreams of C-141's in Germany and later a

master's degree in history occupy his vacant time, inter

rupted by a bridge game at anytime.

MICHAEL CURRY HARPER "Beast"

Mickey, better known as "the beast" or "MatOff '

to his contemporaries, led a charmed life at USAFA. After

six semesters of Ac Pro and not a single R-Flight, Mickey
soared to a Two-double zero cum and assumed the privileges
of a real Firstie. With his new found freedom, a pack of

"poos", and a red Jag, the Beast blazed a trail to the local

bars. His major was Gen Stu and he gained a mechanical
touch rarely seen at USAFA. He'll never be famous for his

Academic endeavors, but no one who really knew him will

forget his big smile and a friendly, "I weigh one hundred

pounds."

W. S. Harrell Jr.

WILLIAM SOMMERVILLE HARRELL JR. "Willie"
Being from an Air Force family and having never gone

to the same school for more than two years. Bill arrived
at this "small private boys school in the mountains" in

mid summer of 1966. Having military bearing and academic
aptitude in a varying degree. Bill has made the Comman
dant's and Dean's list both but has never been able to scare

the Superintendent to any great extent. The future is still

hazy for this young traveler but with his quick wit and good
sense of humor, success should find him whatever path he

takes.
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RICHARD HUNT HARRINGTON "Rich"
Coming to us out of the jungles and cantinas of Pana

ma, the "stump" was set upon becoming the world's hot
test fighter ace. He started out majoring in Far Eastern
Studies, but after four semesters of Chinese and a couple
of bouts with ac pro, he advanced to General Studies. Rich's
extra activities around USAFA include skiing, driving his
blue bomb, and party going. After graduation, he is planning
to travel around Europe for two months and then will re
turn to pilot training and continue to pursue his flying am
bitions.

RANDY LEWIS HARSHMAN "Randy"
Graduating from high school in Seattle in 1966, Randy

came directly to the Air Force Academy. While at the
Academy, Randy was on the Dean's List every semester
but never felt the need or inclination to try to attain a
nebulous wreath. Being one of the hard core. Randy could
not see sacrificing one's principles to be one ot the group.
Randy will undoubtedly go to graduate school somewhere
upon graduation.

LLOYD CULLEN HARVESON JR. "Lloyd"
Getting tired of the hot humid life in Texas, Lloyd

decided to try the dubiously famous climate of Colorado.
Sticking to the ski slopes in the winter and the water in the
summer, he was an avid skiier and scuba diver. He was
pretty lucky at outthinking the Comm and was passive to the
Dean, just wanting to graduate. It looks like the poor guy
is going to bite the dust after graduation and fly the friendly
skies of ... .

JOHN FRANK HARVEY III "Harv"
Discouraged by the lack of morale and discipline,

Harv retired from the R.O.T.C. ranks at the University of
Oklahoma and began seeking a suitable replacement. Having
heard about a small Western boys school nestled high in
the Rockies he decided to investigate. So after several
hundred missions under the Comm Shop, Academic Building,
and the Dirt Dept. he decided to accept a high paying prestige
job in the Real Air Force. After UPT it's the Wild Blue for
Harv.

JOHN HERBERT HASELTON "Hazie"
'" �'"ne of 1966, Haz left Newport, Vermont, in search

Of Better skiing. Ending up in Colorado and needing a place
.� ^1 ay- lie came to USAFA, a place where he had heard theyDUiit men. in between skiing trips, John managed to make
ne iupt s List every semester. In any case, John hopes for
waiver and pilot training after graduation. Reflecting the

will 1,^ <^�ynhill racer and a lacrosse attackman, Hazie
make lasting impression on the Air Force.



KENNETH AHMED-UNICE HASSEN
^.

"'*�""

Tcan't thmrof much "cheerie" to say about this place

other than the association with all the guys - I wouldnt

change all the friendships for anything. Life begins anew

on the third of June, graduation day.

LEWIS MARVIN HATCH IV "Lew"

Lew an alumnus of Double Deuce and the Gnr^ Reapers,

has proven to be a steady worker in his never-ending strug-

afe Cards graduation. His academic advisor's greatest

?hal e^qe Lew has: changed majors four times, been on

-pro'" ?hree tTmes, been on Dean's List three times, car^
ried a double overload, carried an underload, and dropped

Zee courses during one semester. Known as Rock

Lew turned his attention to skung and SCUBA diving.

Te^m ng his stay at The Zoo as, "the ultimate in sado-

masrhism,'' Lei plans to fly and fight (while never for-

getting it) after graduation.

"I iff"

JOHN ELBERT HATLELID J:!�
John gave up all of that good red dirt of Ponca City

Okla , to enjoy the pleasure of living in Colorado. He spent

the first two years in Tranquil Twelve trying to reach the

Dean's list but missing by a total of less than 0.1 for three

semesters effort. He moved on to Seagram's Seven and he

best couple of years possible. A strong desire for pi o,

training was hampered by 20/20 vision or was 'ttt^at re

fractory error. So, if and when graduation rolls around it

may bring the school for the blind or maybe graduate work.

SCOTT RICHARD HAWTHORN f""
After finishing high school in Trenton, N.J. Scott Poi-

ished the "officer material" in him at prep school in wasn

ington, D.C. As a freshman, he found track and training

tables (not necessarily in that order) to his likmg. Aca

demies were never a problem. His love of science and main

was clearly evident in his (?) decision to continue a secon"

semester in Comp Sci. Never one for programs, scot s

future remains indefinite. Pilot training is quite Possioie,

but political science inclinations may call for other

deavors.



FRANCIS SYLVESTER NAMING JR. "Hummer"
After excelling for two years in the University of

Pittsburgh at Johnstown's ROTC program. Hummer came
to USAFA for a little advanced training. An avowed "num
bers" major, he quickly rose both academically and mili
tarily to gain repeated recognition on the Dean's and Com
mandant's Lists. The formation of The First Circle helped
Hummer realize his singing ambitions and filled up his
leisure time between Choir and Chorale trips to all parts of
the country. Frank's plans after graduation include grad
school and marriage (though not necessarily in that order)
and hopefully a home with the Systems Command.

TIMOTHY GEORGE HERBERT "The Huk"
Tim hails from San Francisco. After adjusting to the

trials and tribulations of cadet life, Tim settled into an
existence of study and looking forward to the day of gradu
ation. Entering the Academy with the idea that he wanted to
fly more than anything, he soon changed his mind and be
came one of those weird men who brought back pig embryos
and cat's legs to study in his room. He wanted to become a
doctor. After graduation, Tim hopes to go to medical school
and then practice medicine, for a very long time, as a doc
tor in the real Air Force.

MOSES HERRERA "Mo "
Moses comes to us from the little known but interesting

town of Palestine, Tex. He was a Texas Aggie for two years
before being offered the "great" opportunity to come to
USAFA. Having always preferred the path of greatest re
sistance and being of questionable intelligence, he came to
the Academy. His involvment with people resulted in the
organizing of the new Big Brothers Club. After graduation,
he hopes to enter the management program at UCLA and
then go on to UPT.

WILLIAM STANLEY HESCOX "Bill'
Bite off more than you can chew; then chew it.

TIMOTHY KING HEUBLEIN "Tim"
'T. K.', that favorite cocktail, has established him

self as one of the more dedicated, motivated cadets here at
the Zoo, leading many crusades against waiters, head
waiters, long hair, sideburns, and anti-water polo fans.
Being oriented towards a flying career, he is looking for
ward to pilot training, followed by the chance to put the
wheels in the wells, go into afterburners, and shoot enemy
birds out of the sky.



R.C. Hilb

J. Hinderhofer

STEPHEN LOUIS HEYROTH "Sloth"

Steve came to USAFA with wings in his eyes and a

"well broken-in pair ot black, low quarter, military cut

shoes" on his feet. He lett with brown bars to show for

four years of work, the same wings in his eyes, and the

same pair of shoes, somewhat better broken in. At the

Academy, he usually made Com's List. The Dean's List

was something else. Steve's constant struggle against the

EE department was valiant, but futile. Steve's plans call

for pilot training and a fighter assignment. Watch for him

in the future. He'll be the one flying upside-down.

DAVID KINGSLEY HIGGINS "Higs"
Dave came to USAFA from Fort Wayne, Ind., after all

the women in the Mid-West had been charmed by his exu

berant personality. Seeking new conquests, he played on the

nationally respected varsity soccer team and somehow man

aged to make himself invaluable to their success. In the

academic world, Higs found himself continually battling the

Mech Department about the uselessness of math for en

gineers. Dave's main ambitions include being the first '70

grad with fantail burns, marriage to a wonderful gal the
week of graduation, and pilot training.

ROBERT CLIFFORD HILB "Bob"

Leaving civilization, he came west expecting to see

cowpunchers and cowtowns, and he did, but he found skiing
and mountains too. Always longing for the better part of the
country, he managed to spend four years on the sixth floor

since he figured that this would give him the best view of the

Atlantic Ocean. Undecided about his future, his ideal would

be a pilot with a doctorate for a few years and then to space
and the stars.

ROGER LEE HILL "Rog"
Hailing from the thriving metropolis of Springfield, Va.

Roger headed to USAFA with the aim of being just what he

had been in high school - the Big Man on Campus. Weil, a

couple of upperclassmen had a few things to say about his

plans so he decided to remain as inconspicuous as possible.
With girls all over the country, Roger kept on his toes trying
to keep their names straight, and even found time to study
a little 'Engineering Management' and ski on the side.

Counting the days until Graduation, Roger hopes to attend

pilot training, (provided he doesn't go blind before that) and

then get a Master's degree after he sees what the "rear

Air Force is all about.

JAMES HINDERHOFER "Hoop"
Sent to USAFA from the ever-growing town of Rose

Valley, Pa., "Hoop" always enjoyed tennis and squash in

intramurals, but became frustrated as a basketball ref.

Starting out slow in academics, Jim made the Superin
tendent's list by his first class year. Although Jim's in

tentions in heading towards USAFA were sports and flying,
his favorite pastime became shower parties. Sporting a hot

car, Jim is heading for a fighter slot, a Masters in Mech,
and a cute little blonde from none other than Rose Valley.



STEVEN WILLIAM HOAGLAND "Hoagie"
Hoagie came to Colorado where "tis indeed a privi

lege to live," from the sunny, palm-speckled landscape of
California's Sacramento Valley. In spite of the vast dif
ference in climate however, he found Colorado's ski slopes
to be excellent compensation for the lack of balmy breezes.
While attending our beloved institution, Hoag has devoted
a great deal of time to his competition with the Dean, often
to the exclusion of many of the more relished rewards of
life, but he vows this will change. His future includes a
certain green road machine, pilot training, and an exten
sive plan to make up for all lost time.

JAMES HARRY HOFFMANN "Hoff"
Our B Flight prototype from Wisconsin is known for

his dedication fo his state's pastime ("Beer call, any
time, anywhere"). A member of the Fun One Night Crew
for two years, Hoff is a true "Rock of Ages." Unfortu
nately, his relationship with the dean has not always been
so solid. Fond memories of the system will be left behind
in a golden blur as the Flight Chaplain heads his LeMans
south for UPT and a TAC slot.

RANDY GLENN HOLDMAN "Randy"
After living in Bonne Terre, Mo., and attending a year

of school at Mineral Area College, in Flat River, Missouri,
Randv finally made it to a place that is on United States'
maps. As a dirt major. Randy managed to resurface the
runways he destroyed with his T-41 carrier landings. Con
vinced that the best view of USAFA is from the rear view
mirror of his Red Streak�the only convertible "Judge"
west of the Mississippi, Randy will leave on 3 June 1970
for a good summer in the Ozarks and hard work at pilot
t.raining.

MARCUS CHARLES HOLLEY "Gor"
i ran with the pack at the start
but my race is now run

on a track different from the rest

A chequered flag will fall
for me alone
at a time i do not know

i will make my way
tothe winner's circle

where i will collect rewards
i cannot now comprehend

Until such time i have no recourse

but to keep running
urged on by the non-existent cheers
of a crowd that never showed up

JUDSON WILCOX HOLMES JR. "Jake"
'^'"'''"9 the rigors and regimentation of the Universityot California at Santa Barbara too tough, Jake decided to

oask in the social atmosphere of an eastern college. Recog
nition awarded Jake during his stay included Order of the
uean, other Order of the Dean, Order of the Tour Pad,
uraer of the Alpha (eight consecutive times), and Order
toGet His Hair Trimmed.



ROBERT GARRARD HOLT "Bob"

Bob entered "college" fresh out of a Dallas high
school, hoping to escape the draft. Little did he know what

was to befall him. He slowly learned what it meant to be

military, after failing to salute General Seith, during First

BCT; what it meant to be on time, after signing in three

hours late from a Doolie Thanksgiving ODP; and what it

meant to be academically proficient, after two tours on the

Dean's Team, with a three point average. The future maybe
holds a set of wings, maybe not; maybe a graduate degree,

maybe not. C'est la vie.

VICTOR JEROME HOOPER "Hoope"

Staggering down from the "moon-lit" hills of Tennes

see, Victor J. Hoope, that mysterious member of 33rd squad
ron' when there were only 32 squadrons, will someday tell

exactly what happened that night when the Wing was having
it's pre-Navy game riot. The only cadet ever to be nomi

nated for the Purple Heart after a Jack's Valley Campaign,
big Vic got the scare of his life when he was gunned down

on interior guard duty. When he was not at war during his

first three years at USAFA, Vic could weekly be seen

climbing the crimson walls of Lo-Hi. However, upon enter

ing his senior year, Vic found the true meaning of con

firmed bachelorhood as he "broadened" his horizons and

occasioned campuses.

JOHN RANDOLPH HORNOR "John"

Fresh out of high school, he passed through the por

tals to become one of the 'cream of America's crop.' There
were four long years ahead of him then, but when it was all

over he had to be thankful for what he had gained: knowl

edge, experience, motivation . . .

WELDON PAUL HORTON "Paul"

Out of somewhere in the Texas desert, Paul came to

the "Garden-Spot-of-the-Rockies" for a pause, to refresh.

The only thing wrong was they didn't tell him that forceful

winds wouldn't let him leave for a while. A "Dirt-Major",
Paul found an excellent school here. With so many "diggers
and fillers" there is little doubt that he is not an expert on

such matters. Besides, it beats cadet pay! His future plans
are in the air� anywhere that there is action, he'll be up

front "pressin' and smokin' ". We look for the coming
years to be productive for the Air Force as well as for

Paul.

SCOTT MITCHELL HOVERSTEN "Hove'

16 Dec 47- the beginning of my autobiography
i pass bewildered into the world of Light

27 June 66- isolation
i pass bewildered into the world of Aluminum

3 Jun 70- rebirth
i pass bewildered into the Real World

Date Unknown-
i pass bewildered into that great sack in the Sky



AUBREY ASBURY HOWARD JR. "Aub"
Hailing from Salisbury, Maryland, "Aub" came to

Colorado with high hopes of flying, liked what he saw, and
stayed for four years. Upon arrival he had great expecta
tions, buf after one semester of Academic diligence, he
decided to make graduation his goal. Even though he came

here to learn about fhe "real" Air Force, he spent four
tours in Jack's Valley and one at Airborne. He is looking
forward to pilot training, becoming a fighter jock, and en

joying a few years of bachelorhood.

HENRY MICHAEL HUBER "Mike"
Four years ago Mike pulled up stakes in the Dutch

Country of Pennsylvania and came to USAFA to make the
grade, but it seemed that his only grades were near misses
at the Dean's List. A true veteran of Jack's Valley, sum
mers found him out there chasing doolies more than one
season, but not this summer, for after graduation he hopes
to begin his career at pilot training, modestly becoming the
hottest fighter pilot in the Air Force.

KENNETH ALAN HUDACSKO "Hud"
Ken came to the Academy, after applying to no other

school, straight from high school in New Jersey and found
himself a Friend. Being overwhelmed by the relevance of

being a Christian, Ken sought, although not always with the
greatest success, to submit his own will to God's. While he
was at USAFA, it tried to change him, but he could never

understand that being aggressive and competitive were all
that virtuous ... he was sure there was another way. For
the future. Ken thinks that peace is a pretty good profession
and he looks forward to serving with those who think so too.

WAYNE ANDREW HUDAK "Huder"
Since Wayne came to the Academy he has probably

acquired the distinction of having more nicknames than
anyother cadet. "The Serb", "Kahuda", "Little Feller",
has distinguished himself in all areas of cadet life. Known
for his prowess on the Lacrosse field he never ceased to
amaze his opponents with the mammoth strength that
springs from his minuscule body. A regular at Loretto
Heights, he still insists that he visits there only to meditate
in its religious atmosphere. Upon graduation� look out Air
Force.

TERRY CRAIG HUEY "Rube"
Over his four years as a cadet, Terry viewed more

and more facets of cadet life with less and less significance.
..'^^"'^^siasm for intramurals, however, never waned; he
ived for wrestling season. As for the other supposedly es
sential areas, he just existed and endured.



GEORGE CRITTENDEN HUGHES "Critt"
Son of a Whoop, born at West Point, Air Force Brat

all his life. It was only natural that Critt be sentenced to

four years at USAFA. After struggling through a major in

math, he plans on a year of hair-growing at grad school
and then pilot training.

FREDERICK OLIVER HUMKE III "F.O."
F.O. came to USAFA from Dallas, Texas and is recog

nized by his classmates as a true Texan. No one could find
a reg against it, so F.O. succeeded in upholding the image
of his state by owning and maintaining a horse during his

stay at USAFA. Graduation plans include a return to God's

country for pilot training the same way he came�single.

CRAIG RAY HUMPHRIES "Craig"
Having no military background and hailing from a town

comparable in size to the Cadet Wing, Craig arrived at the

Academy in the summer of 1966 not knowing what to expect.
After a year of changing his civilian ways and learning all

about the Air Force, Craig decided that he had been spend
ing entirely too much time on the ground. Upon graduation,
Craig plans to trade his canopy for something that flies high
and fast. With his attitude and determination to succeed,
TAC should be quite willing to oblige this wish.

JEFFREY ALLEN HUMPTON "Jeff"

Although Mr. Humpton did not make it through the

Academy in the normal four years he did not make it through
high school in four years either? He was a sophomore in

high school for two years and a turn-back at the Academy.
(a 0.86 GPA at one time).

Jeff spent the first three solid years here with the Dean
and without leave. The Flight Surgeon got one of his Christ
mas vacations too.

His graduation is in December of 1970, one semester
behind the 600 plus classmates who graduated in June but

way ahead of the 400 who didn't.

CARROLL REECE HUNEYCUTT "Hun"
Hailing from the beaches of North Carolina, Carroll

came to the Academy to fly airplanes. Although he was be
low a 2.00 most of the time, he managed to beat the Dean
and get on the four year plan. With two sessions of R-Flt.
to help him maintain his character, he finally got to the
RAF and into the T-41 (flying training aid) program, to

come out with the highest "C" in the course. Known for
his "Southern Twaaang" and extremely Military attitude,
Carroll looks forward to the impossible-never-will-get-
here-date of June 1970, when he exchanges his boards for

bars - or is it stars that cadets get when they graduate?



THOMAS VERNON HUSE
If its going to happen.
It has to happen now;
If its never going to happen.
Help him someone, somehow.

Life can be a happy place.
Yet filled with dedication;
Spent not in trivialities.
But in reality.

"T.V.'

KARL THOMAS HUTCHINSON "Hutch"
Known also under the alias of "Penguin" and "the

Source", Karl is unique among cadets. After a slow start
his Doolie year, he quickly dropped something over 600
slots on the MOM and still stayed off Aptitude Pro. Aside
from a few slips in PE, however, his academics took the
opposite turn. Grad school, maybe Pilot Training, and possi
bly a position as an astronaut now await USAFA's most
fouled up product yet.

JAMES MICHAEL JACOBSON "World"
Whirling into Colorado from the plains of lowa. World

was sucked into the windswept heights of USAFA and wound
up a constant on the Dean's and Comm's Lists. Despite
being accosted by Big Charles, Cryin' Charlie, River Queens,
and the Wild Moose, World managed to finally climb to that
protruding pinnacle of pomposity, the first class year. Under
the apt tutelage of "Fat Hogger," World learned that the
fairer sex is sometimes foul, and vowed to forsake the
sensuous pleasures of life for a career in medicine.

DAVID WARREN JACQUES "Frog"
He came to the academy fresh out of high school in the

thriving metropolis of Algonac, Michigan with high hopes of

achieving scholarly recognition, only one thing stood in my
way - Firstie Fall - where it was my pleasure to take six
poli. sci. courses and English 450. June 3rd means a pair
of gold bars and a look at the R.A.F. only time knows where
the years will put him.

JAMES THEODORE JEFFUS "Jeff"
After spending three years as a Cadet in high school,

Jeff decided to go for the Cadet Longevity Award, and ended
up at USAFA. While here, in spite of such traumatic experi
ences as Airborne, Survival Instructorship, and a vacation
in Vietnam, his dispositon actually improved. He managed
to make the Dean's List every semester except his first�
in spite of his noted dislike towards anything involving
mathematics. While in Vietnam, Jeff learned that the best
way to see the countryside beauty is low and slow, so after
a possible stint in graduate school for history, he plans to
get into Special Air Warfare.



ROBERT PATRICK JENNEY "Bob"

dob ( orne to lfi(' A( ndomy dlrer.tly out of high ir fiool
Ho ( ntno bf'cnino h<! wnnlpd lo fly nnd hu flyurird thflt Al A

wn^ th(f b<!%l pli((- for thot -,or1 of Ihlny Altfioijgh he �oon

found thni II wn-. not pilot Irniriiriy nmi find riotion* to leave,
ho dutldi.'d to �,\ny nnd w il ttilriy, would y�rf better. If

thiny, din yot holtor ho novor found out ',till tfio four ytari
ho s|)orit didn't hurt filn'i a yrcot deal, at Icait tie tri�!4 to

tell hlm-.olf that. Only time will tell.

WILLIAM HENRY JENNEY "Bill"

Bill spent four years at the Academy and enjoyed thit
� his first Air Force tour.

RALPH ORRIN JENNINGS "RaK"

Hailing from the sandy shores of the Shiawasice in

Owosso, Mich., Ralph brought with him his favorite book.
Daddy Was an Undertaker, and a mind that almost quit
twice Doolie year. But his intense desire to fly, and a little

prodding from the concerned Third Class and a colonel in
the math department pulled him out of the grips of the Dean.
First Class year saw him with three rings: one on the fin

ger, a key ring in the pocket, and one in the nose. And now

with those three rings comes what all fhe preparation was

for - pilot training and admission into the RAF.

JOHN GAVIN JERNIGAN "Okie"

Coming from the plains of Oklahoma, John was amazed

by such unheard of things as mountains and pine trees.

However, he soon made the necessary adjustments and

settled down to four years of hard work? The hard work is

questionable because John could usually be found logging
time in the rack or in the tube room. Since pilot training is

out, John plans to go to medical school. You can plan on

seeing the "Okie" some time during your career since

Uncle Sam holds his contract until June of '87.

CHRISTOPHER WARD JOHNSON "Chris"
Coming to USAFA from an Air Force family. Chris

found USAFA far different from the soft life of a brat. A

good athlete in high school, he found that putting out on the

fields lessened the odds of having "training' formations.
Seeing an opportunity to do something exciting, he went
airborne after doolie year, and joined the parachute team.
This lasted until he broke his ankle, which was a year to fhe

day after his first jump. The only things he studies are the
courses dealing with his major, Far Eastern Affairs. Chris
Is looking forward to many. Future plans include pilot
training, and flying choppers with some Rescue unit.



CRAIG LIONE JOHNSON "Craig"
Craig emerged from the backwoods of Pennsylvania

near the huge metropolis of Port Allegheny in the year
1966 to travel to USAFA and begin his career as a cadet.
One would think that to rise from such lowly beginnings
would be nigh impossible but Craig has proved us all wrong.
Somehow he managed to make the Superintendent's List
almost every semester while grappling with a major.

However, contrary to popular belief, Craig is not really
as straight as he looks or acts. As an all-around good guy
and devil-may-care flying fool, Craig will someday hold a

high place in the select group of individuals who fly and . . .

.?.... and don't you forget it !

GEORGE JOHNSON "Hip Nip"
Every man is an individual, an entity to himself. To

be different in the face of mass conformity, to remain your
self despite regimentation and the learning process should
be your goal. All too often this requires supreme courage,
for to be individual is to be branded a rebel.

JAMES WILLIAM JOHNSON "Jim"
Scorned by that military bastion on the Hudson River,

this Air Force brat from Belleville, III., decided to "strive"
for bigger and better things. Following a hectic year at
Southern Illinois, a basketball power at the time, he suc

cessfully transferred to USAFA. The next four years brought
much hard work and a little bit of fun. Academics posed
quite a problem at the beginning; but, after diligent efforts,
the cum. is a 3.00. Plans include a June trip (what's this
about an aisle?) and UPT.

PAUL RAIFORD JOHNSON "Paul"
At first he wasn't sure why he came. He didn't have a

military background; Mom and Dad weren't pushing. He
didn't know what the Air Force was all about, but he was

there learning and trying. Clubs took some time; Academics
took most of the time. He went to as many meetings as any
one else. He did, however, grasp onto the important thing:
"If any man be in Christ, he is a new creation." "In
Christ" there is meaning. He had found why he came� to
become a new creation.

STEPHAN WILLIAM JOHNSON "Steve"
Born in the "land of the big freeze", Minnesota, Steve

let a friendly high school counselor talk him info applying
for a place called USAFA. After getting the reject slip from
Cal Tech, he decided short hair might not be too bad and
joined the "cream of the crop" at the Academy. His inter
ests included acquiring a skill that far surpassed that of
the local hair butchers. Plans don't include flying training
but he hopes to be able to do something worthwhile for fhe
Air Force.



PirHARD LEROY JOHNSTON "DiCk"

ofck's name RICHARD LEROY when translated means

"King of Kings". After being associated with him for

awhile his royal qualities become apparent. First, tnere

fs hi attitude towards his temporary kingdom the Air Force

Academy. He will long be remembered for his statements of

"1 love it here!" His entire life, you might say, was

modeled after the leaders of the past. Caesar once re

marked after the conquest of Rome, "I carrie, I saw I

conquered." Dick's victorious statement will be, I came,

I saw, I left."

ROSWELL MACCALLUM JOHNSTON � "Ross"

The phrases of four years, they linger yet-
"Let'shavea pep rally!"
"We gotta get out of this place!"

Abbreviations bring memories to discard and to keep-

BCT, AOC, SI, PFT, HV, CCQ.

some things made you joyous, some made you weep-

Hit the slopes, Class Ring, Mandatory Chapel, June Week.

But through it all and to the bitter end.

Each and every one of us did-his very best.

To make it, to be proud, to be men.

And to be there to graduate with the rest.

FREDRICK MORGAN JONAS "Roundman

The Indian comes to us from Gallup, N^M the "Heart

of the Indian Capital". Four summers ago the tribe decided

?hat it was time that he struck out on his own, so he came

to Colorado, only to end up at USAFA. After imunng his

knee his interests turned to art and the Talon, and gaining

weight, in two years he succeeded in gaming weight, and

thus entered Frat Five as the Roundman. Since he s the

academic type, it'll be grad school after graduation, and

then who knows what, where, or why?

JAMES RONALD JONES ""�"!k"
"Honez" is a Georgia boy but "from down on the

farm" he's not. Before coming to USAFA for a few aughs.

he called Atlanta home-still does, as a matter of fact After

graduation Ron will take up the challenge offered by pil o

training, where he will make life more bearable for his

classmates and, incidentally, may learn to fly.

RAYMOND ARMAND JONES
. .,n "nltZr

Teer in Frat Five and moved on 27th and Dirty Thirty. To

^dd a little excitement to cadet life, he wen. airborne thr

class summer and UDT second class summer. ,His only (.

complaCt in four years was Colorado's distinct lack of

ocean.



REUBEN DAVID JONES JR. "Herman Coyotte"
After a smashing first year in academics, finishing

with a 3.3, he decided it would be easier to set records in
the opposite direction. He promptly set himself to the task
and made low man in five courses in two semesters. Un
daunted, he soon struck upon the realization thaf the truly
important things in life are fast cars and fine women
or maybe that's the other way around too. None the less he
was dubbed with the name "Herman Coyote", and set about
devoting his entire career to the pursuit of the truly im
portant things.

REX WAYNE JONES "Rex"
"Transient sorrows, simple wiles.
Praise, blame, love, kisses, tears, and smiles."

-Wordsworth
. . . living the insomniac's dream . . .

RONALD VINCENT JONES "Ron"
Ron was born and raised in lowa where he spent a

happy childhood living in small lowa communities. After
graduation, Ron joined the Air Force and spent fhe first
year of his career at the Air Force Academy Preparatory
School. Entering the Academy with the class of 1970, he
spent the first two years of his Cadet life as a member of
iSth squadron, during which time he became a Physics
major. In his first class year he bought a Jeep so he could
enjoy his favorite pastime of camping and fishing. Ron

plans to get married immediately after graduation and
then plans a career in the Air Force.

THOMAS CHRISTOPHER JONES "TC"
After having led a mild, sheltered life in the booming

metropolis of Trumbull, Conn., TC came to USAFA where
he could be sheltered even more. He first distinguished
himself as one of the more shining examples of fourthclass
initiative in the AB complex. He then came through third
class year with the class of '70 record of 26 times on

CQ and 6 on security flight. Not finding mathematics
agreeing with first class privileges, TC became 29th's
leading interior decorator and fix-it man. Plans for the
future include pilot training and making his Spider number
one on the SCCA circuit.

CHRISTOPHER JAMES JOY "Chris"
Upon graduation from high school, Chris decided he

did not want to spend any more cold and windy years in
California. He packed his bag and headed for that warm
and sunny mecca of USAFA. An on-again, off-again mem
ber of every list, Chris served 50 confinements his 2� year
without a CDB. With his fiancee in Santa Barbara, Chris
spent most of his firstie year on the ski slopes or paying
tor air fares between Colorado and California. If every
thing goes as expected Chris hopes after marriage, to spend
the next three years at law school so he can keep himself
out of trouble in the future.



ROBERT MAURICE JULSONNET "Jules"

Seeking only the best in life, Jules entered the hallowed

halls of USAFA. Cognizant of the fact that he would gradu
ate a gentleman and a scholar, Jules was eager to partic
ipate in cadet life. Finding this life a bit routine, he im

mediately sought extra curricular activities. Intercollegiate
sports and ski club offered avenues ot escape. All week

ends appear to tire Jules. He recuperates during most of

the academic week. He gets his share ot "bag-time." May
be the skies can provide the adventure Jules craves.

WILLIAM LINDSEY JUMP "Shade"
The Shade made his break from the wonderful rolling

hills of the Buckeye state into the Rockies but was im

mediately turned down in his quest for off-campus housing.
He then launched a campaign covering a four-year period
to prove to the Commandant the age old maxim, "to min

is to win." Actually Shade signed up in order to beat the

draft. He sure fooled them this time, didn't he?

HENRY DAVID KAISER "Hank"

Four years of intramurals and academics has left its

mark on Hank�scars and brain damage primarily. After a

try at most of USAFA's airmanship programs he came to

the conclusion, "If God would have wanted man to fly. He'd

have given him a birdbrain�and here I am in the Air Force."

With any luck at all, (contrary to previous experience). Hank
should be able to hold all time records of worst skiier, most
terrible math student, and happiest to graduate.

GEORGE GEOFFREY KAMMERER "Geoff"
After living in C. Spgs. for six years and having been

graduated from Wasson, he came to realize what a swinging
place the Academy really was. Geoff passed up the oppor
tunity of working his way through CSU for a "free" edu
cation by taking up the hometown title of "zoomie." Well
known for his numerous and varied experiences with the
fair sex, he is mistakenly referred to by his friends as a

lecher. Actually, as is plainly visible, he is merely a shy,
reserve victim of circumstance, falling in love with any
beautiful, kind, intelligent and resourceful girl that comes

along. Geoff has visions of flying mini-motors for MAC and
TWA.

TIMOTHY ALBERT KARNOWSKI "Karno"
The fat man ceased his wonderful California existence

upon entrance to the Academy in June of '66. He is a charter

member of the Dean's Team after four years of never being
off ac pro for more than once a semester. He met the class

committee on four different occasions and still survived.
He had been branded as being establishment oriented be

cause of his desire to go to pilot training and earn his wings.
He awaits the third of June so that he may begin life anew

after having spent four years in suspended animation. You

only live once, he says, so you may as well live.



PAUL MICHAEL KATOSH "Paul"
A member of the famed Syndicate, Paul hails from

Westland, Mich. Although involved in many capers while at
the Academy, his most famous came on a Vail ski trip.
Athletics have always been a part of his life, and he con

tinued to participate while at the Academy. In his junior
year he played on fhe J.V. Basketball team, and he always
thought more of intramurals than academics and the "mili
tary way". Looking forward fo graduation, he plans a long
haired summer in Europe and hopes to get through pilot
school and into TAC.

JAMES PAUL KAUPPILI "Jim"
Jim came to the Colorado Springs branch of the Play

boy Club from Jackson, Mich. Chasing bunnies in Denver
and on the slopes Jim kept himself busy on the week-ends.
The Dean didn't quite agree with this liberal policy so a

never ending struggle between the two soon developed.
Choosing a major was a major problem. Jim was forced to
drop back and punt three times, finally choosing engineering
science. This cadet liked sports, cars, and girls. He was

active in many of the clubs and if you had trouble finding
him the weight room was a likely bet. Jim's plans include
F-4rs, waxing his 'vette and avoiding marriage.

THEODORE ERLE KEEFER, III "Keef"
From the gates of San Francisco "Keef" wandered to

USAFA. The first two years were quietly passed in frat
five. At the close of this time a number of events changed
his future. In quick succession he started graduate work
in long distance phone calling and letter writing, switched
from math to philosophy as a pursuit, and set the foun
dation for his last two years by going udt-seal teams and
airborne in the same summer. As "Keef" leaves USAFA,
his plans are unknown to most, wishy-washy to a few, but
clear and justified to him. He has resolved to "do it -

definitely 101%".

MICHAEL MARTIN KELLER "Gronk"

Hailing from near-by beef country, his first trip to the
famed halls of USAFA from Nebraska was a short one.

Having spent those last days of June at the USAFA sum

mer resort area, he immediately became FIGMO and has
remained in that wonderful state for the last four years.
To take up the spare time after football practice, he majored
in "dirt" and on weekends could usually be found on the
ski slopes or commuting from Toad Manor in Denver. After

graduation, he plans to navigate his blind way to the people
and lands of the world.

CHARLES LEAMOND KELLERMAN JR. "Chuck"
Chuck hails from a happy home in Missouri where he

served a previous tour af Southeast Missouri State College.
Looking for an easier way of life, he decided to attend

USAFA. Following this background, he has struggled through
the civil engineering curriculum making the Dean's List a

couple of times. In athletics, his experience includes four

I'ears of intercollegiate lacrosse, two years of intercol

legiate wrestling, and a few enjoyable seasons of intra

murals for 18th, 21sf, and 40fh squadrons. His main extra
curricular interest has been having a good time� including
90od parties, good friends, good girls, good music, good
food, and good drink. Next stop � pilot training! !



MICHAEL SCOTT KELLEY "Mike"

From Merrillville he came, one of three ready to set

the world on fire. Somewhere along the way he got side

tracked. His lack of time for the Dean was surpassed only
by his inability to grasp the importance of military bearing.
He did, however, find time to excell in sports. Two letters

in varsity basketball and two in varsity track were respon

sible for most of his time. After graduation, leave and

marriage and after that who knows, maybe even some time

in the real Air Force. He came. He saw. He left!

RONALD THOMAS KELLY RO"

Hearing about the great benefits beyond the Hudson

River Ron decided to try his luck at USAFA. Entering a

day later than the rest of his class, he quickly found out

that there is a distinct accent difference between New Yawk

and Denvah. Having an interest in all sports, he stays oc

cupied with skiing on most winter weekends. You can al

ways find him with something on his mind, though he'll us

ually keep it to himself. He cherishes friendships and is

thankful that USAFA has offered so many fine opportunities
to meet and talk with other*. After graduation he heads for

Nav school.

WILLIAM WARREN KELLY "Bill"

Bill came to USAFA after 18 years of exciting living
on a dairy farm in northern N.Y. He became a man of few

words, no patience, and the philosophy that if you can't win

fairly, then win unfairly, and if that doesn't work, then just
forget the whole idea. Part of the "Frat Foursome' ,

bridge is a constant pasttime. After the Dean took more of

his privileges for five than he did. Bill is on the comeback.

JEROME ROBERT KENDALL "Jerry"
Being a firm advocate of the man-whole concept and

possessing powers and abilities far beyond those of mortal

men. Jerry decided to avoid the draft and go to USAFA.

Spending several sullen, silent, sombre seasons suffused
in the suffocating slime of the slilting, silver, sepulchral
sabbatical seemed certain to improve this young man's

overall attitude. It fashioned him into a bitter, sarcastic,

dog-kicking, child-beating, tantrum-throwing, degenerate,
old man. To quote this fine fellow of infinite jest, "How

do I love USAFA, let me count the way."

C. A. Kennedy

CHARLES ANTHONY KENNEDY "Chuck'
In 1959, the Academy was built in a desolate, moun

tainous land near the remote town of Colorado Springs,
Colorado. Shortly thereafter a young, energetic youth real

ized his vocation and applied. His quick wits and athletic

development made him many friends. As a cadet he had

typical grades, typical talents, and the typical haircut ot

most other cadets. But in his senior year, a sweet young

thing entered his life, which completely changed his whole

personality. We tend to think he went from bad to worse.

His opinion is probably different from ours.
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JAMES GEORGE KEOWN "Jim"
Back in '66, Jim decided to give up the crisp, clean

air of Pittsburgh for the scenic wonders of Colorado. Laugh
ing his way through "Doolie" year, he managed to get
named fo the Dean's, Comm's and Supt's Lists and Aca
demic Probation within the space of five weeks. He started
in 20th Squadron and moved to the Roadrunners of 32nd in
the Second class shuffle. He was always well known for his
cheerful attitude and uncomplaining acceptance of situations.
Plans include grad school and pilot training.

ROY CHARLES KESSELL "Roy"
Hailing from Kansas City, Mo., Roy came to the Acade

my looking for bigger and better things after two years on

the campus of the University of Missouri. After an unevent
ful Doolie year, he met his "true love" on the ZI Field
Trip and has been going to Spokane, Wash., on vacations
ever since. Being a truly dedicated "dirt man", he was

elected Civil Engineering Club Activities Officer. First
Class year saw Roy as a Squadron Commander on SERE.
Roy is looking forward to graduate school, pilot training,
and a career as a fighter pilot.

BRIAN LLOYD KESSLER "Brian"
Although his allegiance switched from a buzzing eastern

metropolis to that golden playland on the west coast, Brian's
pace never slowed. After painfully learning to convert apti
tude into achievement with a minimum of waste, he used the
dividends from that efficiency to seek and achieve more

challenging goals than seemed consistent with his attitude
�or lack thereof. Believing that the mission of the Air Force
was to fly and fight ... at least cost, Brian decided to pick
up a second major in economics.

CLARENCE GORDON KING JR. "Gordy"
Gordy came to that small, aluminum. Rocky Mountain

monastery straight out of high school in San Antonio. He

has been in the Air Force since the day he was born as an

"Air Force brat" and has lived in the Philippines, Alaska,
and a good deal of the United States. Upon completion of
medical school, he has visions of pilot training, and hope
fully astronaut training.

GEORGE RANDOLPH KEYS JR. "George"
Time present and time past
Are both perhaps present in time future.
And time future contained in time past.
If all time is eternally present
All time is unredeemable.
What might have been in an abstraction
Remaining a perpetual possibility
Only in a world of speculation.
What might have been and what has been
Point to one end, which is always present.
Footfalls echo in the memory
Down the passage which we did not take
Towards the door we never opened
Into the rose garden.

Thomas Stearns Eliot



CLIFF RODNEY KING "C. Rodd"

Coming to the Academy from Albany, Ga., Rodd was

ready to go home the first time he saw snow. He soon ad

justed to the weather and the system, after a disheartening
Doolie year, and learned to live with them both. Often won

dering how he became a "dirt major", he spent long hours

plugging and chugging; although the weekends rarely found
him at USAFA. After playing freshman football, he found
intramurals more to his liking and helped 18th Squadron to
be outstanding in "intermurder." Rodd plans to be a pilot
and someday to become a "southerner" again.

CLIFFORD ROY KING "Mr. King"
Cliff came to the Academy from a Peace Corps family,

having lived in such exotic places as Recife, Brazil, and

the Marshall Islands, which he now calls home. After get
ting over the initial shock of finding someone else in the

same class who had the same name, "Mr. King" com

pounded his problem by deciding to major in civil engi
neering. But "Mr. King" was destined by the Computer
and the Department of Defense for "greener pastures."
The Computer sent him to Thirty-Five and the Defense De

partment, because of his great grasp of the French language,
shortened his sentence to half a year by sending him to

France. After five months there Cliff happily left for his
home and alma mater, USAFA.

TIMOTHY ALAN KINNAN "Tim"
Tim came from the pollution of Lake Erie to the clear

air of Colorado, and developed a real liking to it, spending
a lot of time outdoors. Tim managed to spend every se

mester with a Dean's List star, by logging many hours a

week with the Astronautics books, but he was never ready
to turn down a good party. The big passion is flying, and

after summer T-41, the next stop is Undergraduate Pilot

Training. He spent time with the Cadet Band and the Photog-
graphy club, not to mention the Ski Club, Aviation Club,
Saddle Club, and Protestant Choir. Now he looks forward
to flying or engineering job, and the simple joys of family
life.

WILLIAM HENRY KIRKMAN "KirkO"
This military man came to the Bird Farm from the

beaches of South Carolina where he worked as a Honda
mechanic. He first saw the Academy when it was located
at Lowry AFB. Since then, he was away only two years
because his father was with the Math Department for a five

year tour. As a cadet, he managed to make the Dean's Team
and the other Dean's Team. He also made the alpha roster
for eight straight semesters. As a E.E. major, he spent a

good portion of his studying time designing and building
new cadet labor-saving devices. His fail-safe television sys
tem and electronic curtain openers are two of his more

famous inventions.

DOUGLAS HAYWARD KIRKPATRICK "Kirk"
Kirk came to USAFA to get the best engineering de

gree that was offered anywhere so cheaply! Only
slightly disillusioned by the first three years spent climb
ing out of the hole he fell in during BCT, he started Fall
T-41. Flying was obviously the only route to take in the
Air Force. That Pilot Indoctrination Training started him
on a flying kick that should last about twenty years, or so.

If the Astronaut School doesn't recognize quality material
soon enough, he may have to go Test Pilot. Then, of course,
if the Force can't see it, the CRAF will certainly welcome
a motivated flyer. After four great years learning about the
Real Air Force, he leaves USAFA with one grand thought,
"I Have To Fly Planes".



CLAYTON MURDOCH KLINE "Clay"
An old path ends, a new begins;
May the new be brighter than the old.

GEORGE ALFRED KLINE "Kliner"
Kliner came to USAFA from a small town in the de

pression area of Southern Illinois. He found it tough in the
"big times", but never lost face. It seemed that no matter
how hard he tried, he always ended up in the middle. His
noteworthy accomplishments include being signed up for
everything there was to be signed up for and having six
Aero courses in the same semester. Future plans are pilot
training and then the friendly skies of MAC. He is looking
forward to seeing some of that "wild blue" up there and
trying everything at least once.

DANIEL GEORGE KNIOLA "Dean"
Using this space to explain what he did with America's

tax dollar as a cadet would be trivial. Graduation is not a
window of the past but a door to the future. He's seen minds
slowly close over the past four years. But now as you read
this he only hopes the darkness has been noticed and keys
have begun unlocking the caged potential in most of us.

Leaving the sterile atmosphere of the Academy, can we
now make a relevant contribution to the advancement of
mankind? He likes to think so, for fhe sun will shine on a

brave new world under the direction of a brave new gener
ation. Be alive.

DAVID PATRICK KNOWLES "Davey Dimples"
Looking back over four years of one's life is no easy

task, and he dislikes the idea of doing so in the form of a

history. "My history as a cadet" has a backwards con

notation. "It's" only words: Nauvoo, Illinois�"doolie"
year, misery� third class year, 20th squadron,�second
class year, 3rd squadron, honor representative, chorale,
first taste of responsibility� first class year, fun for a

change, 34th squadron commander, a real live car, a real
livegirl.

More important is the value of that history. Where is it
pointing? It was good for more friends, capable and willing,
than he had ever dreamed possible. It was an education, not
only academic. It was fun. The value gained from taking a

step backward, looking around, forming an opinion, and
taking two steps forward, if only to be pushed back again,
can never be lost. Thanks.

ROBERT GREGORY KOEHM "Greg"
Greg left the farm in southern Illinois with a dazed

look in his eyes and a few wrong ideas about a certain in
stitution of higher learning. He soon met his true enemy and
battled the Dean for eight semesters with the final outcome
in doubt until the gun sounded. During his stay in the Rockies,
Greg continued to pursue his hobbies as an outdoorsman
and developed a taste for skiing and travel. After gradu
ation he looks forward to flying, a little freedom, and a
long bachelorhood.



PHILLIP THEODORE KOLBE "Troll"

Back when parkas were blue (summer '66), a little guy

crawled west towards three thousand tons of aluminum

known affectionately as the Blue Zoo. His first two years

were rather uneventful, marked only by fourteen "Dear

Johns" and a few scrapes with the Comm. Finding "da

Trol" during his first class year was no problem, just go

to the tube room! If he wasn't there, you could find him

with his roomo Shaf trying to figure a new angle on beating
the system. Oh well, anyone with Hie Amor Haec Patria

Est in his class ring can't be all bad!

PHILIP CHARLES KRASNICKI "Phil"
After a year at Michigan State, "The Kras" decided

to give up a promising collegiate career and attempt to

scale the heights of USAFA. During his first year Phil was

recognized for his academic achievements and enrolled,
"Magna cum lauda" in the dean's five year program. Doo

lie year found him taking his frustrations out on hapless
upperclassmen as he racked up a 6-0 record in boxing for
"Frat Five". During his spare time Eight's Athletic Of
ficer can be found taking part in Catholic Choir or horse

back riding. Future hopes include: Graduation, pilot train
ing and, becoming a C-130 or C-141 pilot.

JEFFREY IRVING KRAUSER "Jeff"

Hailing from Napa, Calif., Jeff gave up a promising
future in the land of plenty to travel to far off USAFA. Pack

ing his skis, golf clubs, and tennis racquet, he arrived to

be greeted by his friendly new squadron, Fightin' Fourth.
Jeff, who says "It's not that I like work less, but I like fun

more", then settled back to a very profitable and enjoyable
senior year. After graduation, Jeff plans to pack his com

puter books, skis, golf clubs, and tennis racquet and head
back to California and the AFSC.

RANDALL GERALD KRENTZ "Jerry"
From the town of Oshkosh, Wise, came this "Packer

Backer" to the Ramparts of Colorado for a four year stay
at the Blue Zoo. The Commandant saw fit to honor him for

a couple of semesters and the Dean even smiled in his di

rection once. However, all wasn't work in the Rockies.

Skiing, squadron parties, and stewarding took up civilian
hours while the military made him a real "jumper" and

allowed him to see quite a bit of the country. Eventually
Randy hopes to settle down. But until then there's a lot of

flying to be done and that means fighters and TAC. Look
out Air Force�Jerry's coming!

JOHN JOSEPH KUPKO II

We will not walk with most men
but ahead of them.

We will live as we were meant to live
with humor

and hope.
And when we see a job undone

we will do it.
And when we are unthanked and unloved

we will goon.
And when we're done we'll look back

and laugh at most men
and cry for most men.

'Joe"



MARK EDWARD LACAILLADE "Lac"
Lured by the promise of Colorado powder, Lac made the

big move straight from high school in New Hampshire to
USAFA. During his stay in the Hallowed Halls as a member
of Seagram's Seven he managed to befriend the Dean, avoid
the Comm, and learn what a good intramural team really is.
Lac finally made the "grand gesture" senior year when
he was one of the courageous nine to tube the Gorge. The
possessor of a hot XK-E, he'll use it after graduation to
get as far away as fast as possible.

HARRY MICHAEL LAMBERT "Mike"
Mike came directly to USAFA from the world-renown

metropolis of Enon, Ohio. His first years were spent in 17th
Fraternity before moving on to Evil Eight. Burrough's then
struck again and Smallman moved to brand new 33 where
he found that other pygmies actually existed. His interests
while at the Academy included intramurders and various
and asundry clubs, including the Ethics Committee. After
�graduation Mike's plans include UPT and possibly grad
school in Physics.

SAM MAY LAMBERT "Sam"
Coming from the mountain state�West Virginia� this

hillbilly was noted for his endeavors on the slopes and
peaks of Colorado. Sam's Volkswagen bus which hosted
several Pink Panther pre- and post-game parties was re-

parably busted when he tried to tread ne'er a mountain

goat would dare. Like his brother, Sam made the Alpha
roster eight semesters in a row. As a member of the
permanent shower party after being initiated following
his soloing in the T-41 bug smasher, Sam again was flying
high. His plans after graduation include renewing his ac

quaintance with the F-41 in flight school.

GERALD WAYNE LANDS "Gerry"
Hailing from Texas, and hearing no answer, Gerry

spent a year at the Prep School waiting for his big chance.
When it didn't come, he accepted an appointment to the
Academy. Starting off on the right foot (as opposed to left),
Gerry was a stage hand for the Sixth Squadron production
ot "Harvest Moon." Gerry was the only firstie to buy his
car with a five million gauss magnet for a back bumper.
Fortunately, this bumper was destroyed the third time the
car was hit, and he had a stock bumper on by Thanksgiving.
He hopes to leave for pilot training with enough car to break
the Colorado to Texas land speed record.

JOHN BENNETT LAUGERMAN JR. "Laogs"
"When the time comes that you look back down the

trail in nostalgic wonder, remembering the accumulated
hours and the far places and the almost forgotten ships you
have flown-when you recall the judgments and decisions,
some right and some fearfully wrong-when word tor word
there comes to mind accompanied by the dull chatter of long
silent guns some muttered snatch of prayer- then you must
ask yourself as I have-what did I seek that I had to find in
the sky?"

-Gill Robb Wilson

M. E. Lacaillade

H. M. Lambert

S. M. Lambert

G.W. Lands

J. B. Laugerman Jr.
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KENT WALTER LEHMAN "Cowboy"
The Nebraska "Cowboy" has spent his time here at

the academy diligently seeking an education despite the

academics. He hopes to find a place for himself in the field

of medicine. He has found that if one utilizes all available

"bag" time, one is only here essentially 1.973 years.

ERNEST VEOLAN LEIGH JR. "Ern"

The lure of something different sidetracked Ern from

heading to the University of Florida and directed him to the

Academy where the difference he sought proved to be both

demanding and rewarding. Ern decided to manifest his wan

dering academic interests in a degree in Engineering Man

agement, but his outside interest never changed. Never one

to shirk from gas bills, Ern'and his alcoholic Cobra have
indeed made Colorado a richer place. After a semester of
T-41 flying, Ern is convinced of his place in the cockpit
after graduation.

GLENN ROGER LEIMBACH "Slice"
Glen came to the Academy from the sprawling metrop

olis of Jackson, Minn. He brought with him to USAFA a

desire to play football and fly. After sitting out a year be

cause of a knee injury suffered in Spring Football of his
fourthclass year, he went on to make the starting line up
at right linebacker during his second and firstclass years.
Glenn's interests haven't changed much. He still enjoys
everything connected with the outdoors. After graduation
he plans to see the world and have a good time doing so.

JOHN PHILIP LENIHAN JR. "Leprechaun"
At the tender age of 17, the world's tallest leprechaun

decided to swap the peace and serenity of the Motor City
for the exciting life of an AFA cadet. Undaunted by his

mistake. Leprechaun at least discovered that the Tin Palace

would afford him an excellent opportunity to catch up on

lost sleep. He has always wanted to join the Real Air Force,
but he has a greater desire to go back to Michigan for medi
cal school where he can brush up on his bedside manner.

So when he packs his skis onto his shiny red sports car

next June Week and heads for the gate, you can be sure that
the Leprechaun will go far away.



RICHARD JOSEPH LESCH "T.H.E. Lush"
On June 26, 1966, a proverbial "high school hot dog"

arrived at the Academy from fhe thriving metropolis of
Mansfield, Ohio. Rick came here with the goals of being a

"steely-eyed killer", a CE wizard, and a 4.00 mean setter.
Due to his great love of TV and fhe rack, he has since had
to settle for being a pool shark, a Poli Sci major, and a

shakey 3.0. Known for his easygoing manner and his refusal
to get "too involved", he is one of the least likely candi
dates for the "Group Commander of the Year" award or

a June wedding. Rick is toying with the idea of pilot train
ing and can't wait to get at the "real world".

DENNIS ALAN LEUTHAUSER "Denny"
Lunker was the second Leuthauser to enter USAFA

from that conservative lowa capital, Des Moines. They
finally found a position for him to play on the football team
other than just plain place kicker. When the "golden toe"
was in the off-season, he could be found almost every week
end making his way down those infamous Colorado ski
slopes. Study? Who had the time? Although he did pull enough
B's to keep a decent GPA. Plans include pilot training, grad
school, and possibly coaching.

JAMES REX LEVOY "Rex'
A tour in Germany, and the P-School foo;
Rex entered the zoo, pushin' twenty-two.
A paragon of virtue from the word go.
He does his thing in rain, wind, or snow.
An odds-on lifer, but no fighter jock.
He'll drive those trucks and guard his stock.
A leader of men, as well as that other sex.
The Wing will long remember ol' Lacoochee Rex.

ROBERT MICHAEL LEWIS "Bubba"
Bob came from Las Vegas without the slightest idea

of what to expect from USAFA. Through bad times and good
times Bob has survived. The bad times were related to the
Dean, and the good times to football. Bob hopes to become
the blindest navigator in Air Force history.

MATTHEW KENNETH LIGOCKI "Lig"
Matt came to the Academy straight from one of Chi

cago's famous ghettos. After getting use to the fresh air
and blue skies, he smoked through his doolie year on the
good side of the dean. The books demanded so much time
thaf Matt sometimes had to spend as many as one weekend
a month on the hill between boondoggles. He plans to make
a brief stopover at Ohio State fo let them print up his Mas
ters degree before going on to pilot training.
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S. E. Limoges

W. D. Lincoln

T. A. Lindholm

SYDNEY EUGENE LIMOGES "Lemon"

Syd is a small town product from New York with big
hopes. His main interests were flying, sports and girls, not

necessarily in that order. He hopes that his flying career

will be approved by the "medicine man," while he found
both sports and girls to be injury plagued. Syd's cadet ca

reer went from the depths of Ac Pro to the Dean's List with
a time with the Comm's Drill Team thrown in. Hoping to

see less of these contrasts in the Air Force, Syd has his

sights set on flying and being fhe first grad in the astronaut

program.

WILLIAM DALE LINCOLN "Line"
With a steely-eyed glare in his baby blue eyes, young

Line left California to become a "sugar jet". After four

years of unsuccessfully trying to decipher the logic of AOC's
and Mandatory Sunday Morning Military Training Class, he

was last seen muttering something about parole academics,
and other subjects not related to reality. Although, he is

basically a down-to-earth type. Line's plans are to have
his head in the clouds as much as possible and to acquire
such novel hobbies as Thud-driving.

TENNY ALBERT LINDHOLM "Lindy"
After living the good life on the beaches of Hawaii for

12 years, this barefoot kamaaina migrated to the big island
in search for excitement. Foresaking four years at the Uni

versity of Hawaii to see what the Air Force had to offer,
he wound up at USAFA with the usual doubts and spinning
head. Excitement was slow in coming, however, due to an

exceptionally slow fourth class year, and everyone, including
himself, began to wonder "What is he doing here?" All in

all, though, USAFA has been good to him, and if he gets
through T-41 without hurting anybody, we'll see him flying
something big and powerful someday. He also hopes that the
Air Force will deem it necessary to send him to grad school
in the near future.

CHRISTIAN LINGAMFELTER "Tor"
Chris was a drifter before he came to the Academy.

He attended two years of college at three different schools.
However, his drifting days were over when he drifted to
the Valley of the Winds in June 1966. The only drifting he
did after this eventual move was in the fields of squadrons
and girls. Chris has made a few accomplishments since he
has been here. In the area of athletics he was a member of
the "best" wing champion rugby team the Academy has
ever seen. He also had an uneventful year on the doolie
football team. After graduation Chris wants to slip the surly
bonds and has every intention of m3king the Air Force a

career.

J. R. Lipp

JOHN ROBERT LIPP "Louie"
Louie's past five years at the Academy have been

spent "up in the clouds". The Academy prep school found
him dreaming of "the Hill" a good education and the cadet
way of life. But alas, once there, these were replaced with
limited ODPs, limited time and a limited Doolie way of life.
He still maintained, however, the ability to dream of better

things to come. Summers were spent at Airborne, Under
water Swimmers School and flying F-4s on Third Lieuten
ant in Vietnam. His future includes Intelligence work and
the change from illusion to reality.
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DALLAS NEVILLE LITTLE JR. "Dal"
Dallas comes from and is named after that well-known

southern metropolis, Hattiesburg, Miss., where he was

graduated from high school. In deciding upon a college,
Dallas was captured by the phrase, "Go West young man."
However, Dallas did not travel far enough west and ended
up at the Air Force Academy. His four year undergraduate
work at the Academy consisted of designing sewers, latrines,
and other important Academy installations. This pride has
extended to a pride in himself, the Academy, and the Air
Force. Dallas was elected to the Cadet Professional Ethics
Committee and managed a slot on the Commandant's List,
Dallas is looking forward to a rewarding career as an Air
Force officer.

EDGAR JAY LOBIT "Jay"
Realizing that no one from Turpin, Ark. has ever be

come a great success didn't really affect Jay when he set
out to make his mark on the world - primarily because his
hometown is Guymon, Okla. Not being familiar with the ways
of navigation, he was only mildly surprised to find himself
at USAFA instead of Rice, but figuring that being "180 out"
wasn't too bad, he resigned from civilian life at the tender
age of 17. He entered the Academy as Jay Lobit, he left it
as Jay Lobit, and regardless of what the future brings that
is what he will remain - an individual.

JOHN STANFORD LOCKETT "Stanford"
Leaving sunny Florida behind him, John headed for a

flying career VIA the Academy. His interests in medicine
caused him to join the pre-med program during his first
year. The ski and scuba clubs offered some excitement
during the academic years. Skin diving, a new 'Vette,
and a Pan Am stewardess kept his First Class weekends
filled properly. He plans to fly with TAC fighter units and
then NASA after medical school.

ROY C. LONG JR. "Bear"
Soon after arriving at the "Blue Zoo" Roy received

his new name, "The Bear". From this point he was amazed

by the bureaucracy of the system, stunned by the authority
of the Comm Shop, and given the proper fighting spirit to
ward the Dean Shop. Never quite getting over his first few

jet rides, he decided it was time for the Bear to put his
paw mark in that long hall of fighter pilots. In leaving he
wishes all the best of luck and donates his rack to anyone
with fhe ability to hibernate.

CHARLES HENRY LONGNECKER "Hank"

Tallest member of the famed SYNDICATE and charter
member of the 100 sub-club, took part in numerous G.V.H.'s

during his stay at the Academy. Will always be remembered
by the football team for his ability to forget everything at
least once. One of his greatest achievements was to drink
ten cokes in less than fifteen minutes while only a sopho
more. After graduation he hopes to do graduate work in
mech and then on to pilot school.



ROBERT BRIAN LOPERT "R.B."

Seeing USAFA from 1500 miles away early after high
school and that a life in southern California chasing waves

and girls and being chased by the draft might get old, Brian
threw his name in the raffle for nominations. Good or bad,
he won the prize and spent the next four years going through
the man-molding process. A double major in physics and
math raised his grade point average and skyrocketed his
cumulative late lights. Now he leaves USAFA a little stronger,
a little taller, a little smarter, minus four wisdom teeth
and a ring to remind him of it all.

RICHARD EARLE LOTZ "Rich"
Rich left the "Queen City of the Plains" to fulfill

USAFA's need for hard core professionals. Life af the Blue
Zoo started off slow but soon tapered off. The first week
end after BCT, Rich managed to sign-in two hours late
from a special permit. Unharbored from the rough realities
of life, he was able to excell on the varsity fencing team

and dabbled in chemistry. Rich's future plans include re

search and maybe the Air Force. LSD: Better living through
chemistry.

DAVID EDD LOVE JR. "Dave"
Not satisfied with a permanent address in Denver,

Dave decided to live closer to the mountains and moved
50 miles south . . . the LONG way, with a year's layover
at Millard. Perhaps that's where he "Pooh" picked up his
smoke-on complex: More education after graduation (at
UCLA no less!); another new roommate (this one much
more permanent and of his own choosing): and more free

time. Still, his short four years at the Zoo have held some

interesting experiences, like the three times he changed
squadrons only to have each one take Honor Squadron the

year AFTER he left, after which Dave chose a hitch as

Bulldog Exec in lieu of a command position on the Comm's
Drill Team.

GREGORY MICHAEL LOWE "Gregor"
Greg hails from the lush greenery of the Arizona des

ert. Phoenix to be precise. Being a bright, strapping fel
low with 20/200 vision, the Air Force figured he was ex

actly what they needed, so, at the tender age of seventeen,
they bundled him off to good ol' USAFA to advance his edu
cation in Physics and develop his limited gymnastics skills
in intercollegiate competition. What he developed was an

insatiable appetite for high quality liquor, a refined taste
for women, a love of nightlife, and an abiding dislike for
cold weather.

JOHN WILLIAM LUNDBERG III "Lummy"
Lummy didn't come from any place in particular, in

fact, USAFA was the first place that he ever lived for tour

years in a row and hopefully the last. His main interests
were music, beer, and graduation in that order. In the
future he hopes fo earn his wings in the real Air Force and
see the rest of the world, leaving USAFA with one thought,
"I Shan't Return."



DARRYL VERNON LUNDGREN "Squirrel"
Squirrel left the trees and invigorating climate of

Duluth, Minn., and ventured west to sunny Colorado where
he entered USAFA on 27 June 1966 as one of the shortest
and youngest members of the Class of '70. Bettering his
high school GPA by .5, Darryl was regularly on the Dean's
List, with an occasional sojurn on the Superintendent's
List. With his natural liking for trees. Squirrel could be
seen spending most winter weekends on the snowy ski slopes
of Colorado. After graduation, Darryl intends to continue
his study of short people by going to graduate school in Far
Eastern History and then off to pilot training.

MICHAEL JAY LYGA "Moog"
Moog came to the academy a firm believer in trying

everything once. He tried academics once; he tried
the military way once; he tried love once-
maybe twice; he even tried going home on leave once
Moog is a versatile type of person who can communicate
with and understand "almost" anyone. This accounts for
his unusual array of friends. As they put it, "Moog is a
moody, outspoken person you can't help but like, but can't
possibly live with. Moog's plans include some long awaited
travel and relaxation, going to pilot training, and trying
many more things at least once.

DAVID MICHAEL SHOTTS LYONS "Mike"
Mike came to USAFA from the backwoods near Lin

den, Pa., after a year at little-known Lycoming College.
His immediate goal was to pursue the Dean, and, as a math
major, he competed with the likes of Kraay and Finley. In
contrast, Mike wasn't known to strive in certain other areas,
specifically the commandant's side of the house. While a
fervid ski buff, he was one ot the first cadets to "take"
the slopes at Steamboat Springs and Crested Butte. Also,
along with some more violent members of Seagram Seven,
he managed to "tube" a couple ot the wilder rivers in
Colorado. His plans include graduate school in mathe
matics, pilot training, and good times as a temporary
bachelor.

ANGUS JOSEPH MacDONALD "Mac"
Emigrating from that sea level town of Boston, he had

his hands in a lot of activities at USAFA. His interests
ranged from Bluebards to karate. Not planning marriage
in the near future, he intends to make the most of his bache
lorhood while at pilot training. Afterward, he looks forward
to a single seat fighter, test pilot school and hopefully on
to being an astronaut. In addition, if he loses his intense
aversion to academics, one would not be far off in predicting
grad school for this brilliant scholar.

ARTHUR STRONG MacDONALD "Art"
From Billerica, Massachusetts, Art came to USAFA

in pursuit of pilot's wings. Unfortunately, the Academy pro
vided a lot more opportunity to talk about flying than to

participate, although he did manage to get in on one or two
Aero Club boondoggles. Many of his attitudes changed over

four years, but T-41 put things in perspective: he was as

sured that his love of flying gave him and the Air Force at

least one thing in common. Hopefully, the future holds a

new wife, the pilot's seat in something very fast, and event

ually a set of astronaut's wings.



DAVID FORREST MaeGHEE "Dave"

Dave (Speedy), atter 21 years as a "brat", decided

to try the Air Force for himself. Coming to the Academy
via Prep School he was a "little" kid who liked to play
football. Thanks to an inspiring doolie year Dave grew into

a big boy and soon became Ben Martin's tight end. Dave's

cadet record is impressive and includes terms on both

the Dean's List and Commandant's List. In his spare time

he partakes in his favorite hobby, dating. Graduation will

turn out Lt. Dave, a man destined to continue a monk's life
of poverty and obedience in fhe Air Force, but there is one

consolation - he'll be a married monk.

RICHARD STEPHEN MaclSAAC "Steve"
"Mac", born the son ot a fighter pilot and proud to

die one someday, will have to be remembered as that fun
& ski loving dude in the green 'Vette who could be found
on any Fall afternoon chasing Ben Martin's hat around some

football stadium (holds AFA record for Most catches in one

Game, eight in the AFA vs. Oregon game, 1969). Mac is one

of those P-schoolers of the Class of '66 who made it through
Zoomie Land. ^

ROBERT JOSEPH MACK "Bob"

Coming from fhe flatlands of Chicago, Bob was defi

nitely impressed by the mountains and the snow of Colo
rado. That's about all that impressed him, however. Spend
ing most of his time skiing or watching TV did not exactly
mold Bob into the scholar he thought he would be. Gradu
ation finally arrived after four long years and Bob was off
to pilot school and probably a refresher course in Spanish.

FRANK JAMES MADISON II "Frank"

Hailing from the rolling hills of Appalachia, Frank
came to the Academy armed with a taste for country music
and a keen eye for pretty women. Maintaining his sense of
humor for four years. During the springtime, Frank would
be down on the green fields of USAFA throwing his discus
for the Academy's Track Team. When not studying, he could
be seen attacking the highways of Colorado in his not very
new MG coupe. Frank's aspirations include pilot training,
a Masters degree. Test Pilot School, and astronaut training.

BRIAN ANTHONY MAHER "Mugger"
After roaming the streets of Brooklyn, N.Y. for seven

teen years, Brian saw that there was more to life than
stickball and hanging out on the corner. So, being young
and stupid, he turned in his blackjack for an M-1 and came

to USAFA. While attending the "Palace of Professional
ism", Brian made new friends, picked up a new nickname,
and somehow managed to stick ouf four long years. He

picked up Aero as a major but strive though he would, he
didn't pin on a star until seventh semester. Brian's main
objectives are to fly as much as possible, ride the rapids
again, and make a very pretty secretary his roommate for
a long, long time.



RICHARD MYRON MANDAS "Mandy"
Rich came fo Colorado with visions of F-105's dancing

in his head. Today he is not only dreaming of F-105's but
sends a weekly letter to Washington telling of the finer
points of the "Thud' trying desperately to convince some

body up there to keep the 105 in the Air Force inventory.
While waiting tor the Air Force to give him his own

"Thud' sometime in '71, Rich has an intense desire to
learn . . . learn how fast it really takes to get back from
Denver, how much T.V. can a firstie watch in one week,
can a man live on greasy bacon alone, and can a man go
through a whole day without waking up once.

This Seventh Son is looking to show the real world what
he is made of come June.

E.F.MANN
He has achieved success who has lived well, laughed

often and loved much.

WILLIAM THOMAS MANNING "Wildman"
Wildman earned his name for his docile nature and his

unreal gratitude for the Dean's most benevolent invitation
fo stay for the count of five. He has run in the best of cir
cles on his wire wheels, mainly between the butcher shop
and Camp Swampy. His one ambition is to get some "re
caps", so he can kick the tires and get going on something
big.

ANTHONY RICHARD MARIETTA "Frog"
Tony hails from Indianapolis, where he began playing

football at the age of 9. During his stay at the Academy,
Tony has been a permanent fixture of the Commandant's
List, class council, executive council of the Fellowship of
Christian Athletes, and the Catholic Choir. Athletically,
he earned three varsity football letters and was a member
of the Karate team. Academically, he wishes to remain
anonymous. After graduation, Tony hopes to enter into
some area of biological research.

CURTIS MILTON MARONEY "Curf"
Afriend of mine asked me
Where has he been?
Where is he now?
I said he'd been set free
Shares a little joke with the world
somehow

Sounded like he'd make a halo
When I heard his laughter floating
It's all for fun you know
He said he just let go
Shares a little joke with the world



GREGG FOSTER MARSDEN "Gregg"
Through the nearly four years of ecstacy at Rocky

Mountain Boys' School, Gregg managed to live by his motto,
"You're only young once", most of the time. Doolie year
saw lots of Ac Pro and a few CTF's for good conduct, but

passed by rather uneventfully. The establishment even

"made" him take a three week paid vacation to Europe
as a reward for such outstanding efforts. Looking forward

to a good spot in UPT, Gregg will take from USAFA many
experiences and a degree in how to be a general.

BYRON PATTERSON MARSH "Buddy"
Call the Blue Ridge Mountains of Asheville, N.C. home.

Buddy came to USAFA in 1966, and received his first of

many "Dear Johns" postmarked on the day of his arrival.
In a very short time he realized he just wasn't cut out to be
a book nut, so he turned to the better thing's in life. In ad

dition to his aversion to studying. Buddy has learned to

appreciate the finer things in lite�warm weather, beauti
ful women, and fast cars. Never renowned for his out

standing study habits but famous for his yellow Jag, this

pre-med plans a career as a flight surgeon.

ROBERT ALAN MARSHALL "Bobby"
The members of the junior varsity football team gave

Bob the distinguished title of "Bobby Brown Tide" be
cause of his veteran experience and his devotion to the
"Tide". He and his partner in mischief, Mike Reiley, be
came famous (or notorious?) for their weekend adventures
with or without the rest of the team. His main ambition in
life is to fly and fight, so four years at the Academy should
put him well on his way towards reaching his goal. Bobby's
main activities here at the Academy included football,
rugby, weightlifting, getting into and out of trouble, and
trying to pass.

MORRILL ELWOOD MARSTON "Bud"
An Air Force "brat" from the first. Bud would have

felt lost away from the blue surroundings: so, being a glut
ton for punishment .... Originally intending to major in
mech, he soon realized the folly of this choice and switched
to a double in international affairs and political science.
During his wealth of spare time at the Academy, Bud en

joyed such things as the rack, skiing, trying out his warm

smile and personality on the local girls, and more rack.
After a long awaited PCS from USAFA, his plans for the
future include flight training and an exciting tour away
from the altar.

GREGORY STUART MARTIN "Meg"
After being a brat for 18 years, Meg entered the Acade

my with the intention of being a general after four years of
trivial training. He soon learned that becoming a 2nd Lt,
was enough of a goal to keep him busy for that period. The
Parachute Team occupied, by far, the majority of his leave
periods and freetime and he hopes that freefall will only be
surpassed by flying. With gold bars and silver wings as his
immediate objectives Meg is looking forward to an Air Force
career.



MAURICE LANGHORNE MARTIN JR. "Marty"
Early in his cadet career, "Marty" developed a taste

for cheap wine. Undaunted by lack of privileges, or re

strictions, Marty, who probably invented the OTF, put more
miles between himself and USAFA more often than one

would think possible with his short legs. As for the future,
who knows, but if you ever want to find Marty five or six
years from now, you might try the New Colony Cafe in
Moosejaw.

M. L. Martin Jr. S.W.Martin

STEPHEN WRIGHT MARTIN "Skwid"
Skwid came from Okinawa, swam alot, studied a little,

worried less, and did not care much for SAMI's, major
reports, or autobiographies.

As blind as they come, he pointed to Maeterlinck, who
said, "Men's weaknesses are often necessary to their pur
poses of life."

J. H. Martinson D. A. Massey

JOHN HAMILTON MARTINSON "Marty"
Forsaking the Ivy League, Hudson High and suburban

New Jersey, John headed west to Aluminum U. Doolie year
was highlighted by the successes of the BCT Diggers and
llth squadron. Being on the Dean's First Team, he greatly
values fhe Academy's all-around education. Always willing
to help out a friend, Marty feels the spirit and comraderie
are the best virtues of the Academy. Golf and bridge are

his specialties. He looks forward to graduate school and a

career as a test pilot and aircraft systems designer.

DARREL ALAN MASSEY "Darrel"

This grinning country music lover came to USAFA
from the red hills of Commerce, Ga. His academic abilities
led him through the tough five-year program via fhe Acade

my Prep School. 'Darrel managed to get on Academic Pro

bation seven out of his eight semesters without even trying.
Having survived a double malfunction at airborne and nu

merous academic boards it appears that Darrel will be

able to find the path of alleviation from the hopeless quag
mire of eternal futility.

'Sometimes it IS a privilege to live in Colorado.'



ARLON SHIGERU MATSUNAGA "Mat"
After living eighteen years in the sunny islands of

Hawaii, Mat yearned for a different atmosphere. Colorado
wasn't exactly what he had in mind, but since his surfboard
couldn't travel any further, he decided to stay. After spend
ing one semester on the Comm's list. Mat decided he had

enough of fhe military system. Besides being an avid en

thusiast of the "red rack". Mat also found interest in

playing bridge during evening call to quarters. Plans after

graduation may find him in the cockpit of a C-141 or as a

forward air controller flying the friendly skies of "you
know where."

MARCEL WILLI MAYER "Marc"
From the windy city of Chicago to the smoggy sunlight

of L.A. to the clear Colorado skies came a not so young
man with his hopes high and his pocketbook low. That's how
it was for the next four years. Marc started out in hopes
of being an Astronautics major, but ended up in General

Studies, due to the "suggestions" of an Academic Board
and several semesters on Academic Probation. As far as

the future is concerned the "friendly skies" are his ob

jective, but his goal will always be� "ad stella".

ROBIN KENT MCALLISTER "Robin"

Recruited from the suburban town of Daretown, N.J.

Robin planned on playing lacrosse, but alas his fighter
pilot frame deprives him of that goal. However, he still

managed to keep his real aim high-the number one fighter
jock of the class of '70. In addition to his dreams, Robin

made the Alpha roster eight semesters in a row which is

some type of record for him since he has lived in ten dif

ferent places and three countries in his short twenty years.

Upon graduation another institution will quickly catch his

attention, along with UPT and a career as a pilot.

ROBERT JAMES McBRIDE JR. "Bob"
Bob was the second son to leave his great home in

Indiana to attend the Academy. His older brother Pat was a

member of the graduating class of 1968 and was probably
the greatest single influence on Bob's desire to come to
Colorado. Bob gained a couple of things at the Academy that
are very important to him. For one, he acquired some very
good friends who helped him very m ich and made his stay
much more enjoyable. Secondly, he learned to appreciate
how much his parents and family had given to him. Bob

hopes to go into procurement for Systems Command after

graduation.

JAMES JOSEPH MCCANDLESS "Jim"
Jim was born of a military family in Wurzburg, Ger

many, lived seven years in Yokohama, Japan, and two years
in Taipei, Taiwan. After remaining on academic probation
for two and a half years, he discovered during his First
Class year that he would not be able to fly. He now plans
to go to weather school or language school.



ROBERT RUST McCARTY "Bob"
Rowdy at heart and a student by force. Bob, another

of the versatile creatures emerging from the "downtown"
Elko menagerie, came to USAFA to exchange whims for a

little security (a blanket job indeed). Sharing among friends
a not-so-common goal but common existence. Bob, lifting
an occasional glass and pencil, found more to observing than
doing. The best life is a well spent one, but he seemed to
profess "today is the first day of the rest of my life."

WILLIAM JOSEPH MeCLELLAND "Joe"
After spending two years at a real school in a real

fraternity having a real good time, Joe decided to get a
real education. A glutton for punishment, he let the Mech
and Math Departments teach him what they could and ended
his Junior year with a 3.00, no wasted effort. After shooting
with the rifle team for four years he'd like to try a gun
mounted in an F-4 and continue with his horizontal research.

BRIAN JAY MCCOLLOUGH "B.J."
Straight from the farmlands of northern lowa, B. J.

came to fhe Ramparts with one thought in mind. He wanted
to fly. After four years of hard battle wifh the Dean, his
eyes are still in excellent shape, so it looks as if B.J. might
fly after all. As one of the more uncolorful civil engineer
ing men, B.J. plans to leave on 3 June 70, drive 800 miles
to the green fields, pick up a partner to help make the
decisions, and then head for the blue skies.

MICHAEL JOSEPH McCORMICK "Tusky"
He entered the Academy with many dreams and goals.

Some were fulfilled and others were not. However, he did
find strength, challenge, terror, weakness, ambition, moti
vation, satisfaction, depression, disappointment, happiness,
and good times. He has emerged with a trust and confidence
in those who were strangers just four short years ago. He

leaves now, having taken what he needed from his friends,
and looks forward to what the world has to offer.

ROBERT EDWARD McCOWEN "Bob"

Coming from the Northern reaches of Michigan, where
log cabins and dog sleds still abound, Bob decided to be

come a cadet in order to enjoy a more South-like climate.

Bob started out his Air Force career in great style� he was

in an airplane crash while coming to the Academy for Basic
Summer. After spending a quick (?) seven weeks in limbo,
he reported to Dirty Dozen for his first look at academics.

After spending a summer in Panama learning to hate the

iungle. Bob was caught in the second class shuffle and sur

faced in Twenty-fourth. He ended a sterling four years of

academics by taking Chinese, French and Russian simul

taneously.



MICHAEL ROSS MeCRUM "Mike"
Mike came here in June, 1966. After a tear-filled

farewell to his family, he turned to the Battle Ramp and
its inspiring plaque "Bring Me Men." His freshman year
he made the wrestling and baseball teams. He had a routine
third and second class year: privileges with nowhere to go
and no way to get there anyway. This year he is concen

trating on expensive, fun-filled 2V2 day weekends with
41/2 days rest in between. If life keeps going at its present
pace, Mike should return to reality in June, 1970.

JOHN PORTER McCULLOUGH "John"
Questioning, criticism, dissent - their importance in

a society or a sub-societal organization should not be mini

mized. Do we dare, as John Stuart Mill pointed out, risk

closing our eyes and minds to a possible truth or improve
ment by suppressing words, ideas, and attitudes that do not

correspond to conventional, accepted thought? No matter
how much we may desire unity in a society or organization,
by suppressing dissent to achieve this superficial unity we

vitiate one of the major promises of the free society of in

dividuals that we seek to unify - the value of a single, in

dividual thought or belief and the right to express it.

BRYAN LEE McDOWELL "Mae-D"

Cowboy boots, levis; '55 Chevy; choppers; vin rose;
beer, any brand, lots; organ, trumpet, guitar, bass, blue-
eyed soul, the Critical Mass; Comm's List '67, Dean's
other list '67-'68, R-Flight '68; 23rd, Thirsty Third; 34th;
snow skiing, water skiing, fishing, hunting, rock climbing;
"But Sir, I just got it cut"; 1st BCT 3 times; Doolie
Brother; CDB '68; Fastback; Beard over spring break; next
to chewing tobacco and flying I like girls; met every state

policeman between Winter Park and Steamboat Springs and

got out of it clean; "I'm outta heah, y'all be careful now."

BRUCE RANDOLPH McELRATH "Bruce"
Coming to the Academy from an Army family, Bruce

rapidly discovered that the Air Force was infinitely su

perior and decided to make a career of flying. Suffering
only a few minor setbacks on the Dean's Team, and the
Comm's Drill Team, he has managed to maintain his sense

of humor�even with five Jack's Valley Campaigns. His plans
include UPT, and flying anything the Air Force will let him.

CORNELIUS DANIEL MeFADDEN II "Mister"
In spite of the standardization, frustration, cliches,

and immaturity, something must have been worthwhile,
because that's his portrait over there. The maturing proc
ess here comes with the transition from open rebellion
fo quiet change. But graduation will be bittersweet. For

posterity's sake, this won't be inspiring, poetic, funny or

pious, just relevant: Academic mediocrity was easy . . .

the Air Force has little need for clinical psychologists
. . . but cheerleading was not a vicarious kick . . . and
slipping the surly bonds for a while wouldn't be bad at all.
Parting shot: "Man, you've got to be able to laugh at it
all."



FRED THOMAS MCGREGOR JR.
Once in every lifetime
a little bird may come
alone and forgotten
knocked down by the sun.

Every man may choose
to turn and walk away
or fake the bird into his hand
and bid him stay.

� Rod McKuen

'Fred"

WILLIAM ROBERT McGUIRE "Crip"
Having decided the University of Idaho was too small

for the proper cultivation of the finer things in life, Mac
came to USAFA w/stars in his eyes. After suffering through
five semesters of academics, three years on the ski slopes,
and basic airborne, "Crip" earned his nickname by spend
ing Spring Break in the hopsital w/broken leg from the
"fields of friendly strife" in the non-contact sport of
soccer. With nothing left but bridge, girls, and a new

'vette to occupy his first class year, "Crip" might make
it to graduation w/3.00 in that fine field of computer science.

GERALD ALAN McKEE "Fuzzy"
Hailing from warm, sunny Arizona, Jerry adapted

slowly to the Colorado snow and cold. But the great ski
country helped and when he saw how great the hunting and
fishing were here, he decided that maybe Colorado wasn't
too bad, even though it wasn't always Indian Summer and
Springtime in the Rockies. Giving up the good life at the
University of Arizona wasn't easy either. Grad school
beckons directly after graduation. But a rewarding experi
ence flying F-41's showed him that flying is the only way
to go.

RAYOLYN LEE McKELVY "Mac"
Coming to the foothills of the Rampart Range from

the foothills of the Appalachians, Ray established a pattern
of anonymity for his doolie year. Hazed and harrassed, he
managed to survive the rigors of his thirdclass year when
he moved from 14th Squadron to Sexy Sixth. Always inter
ested in flying, Mac got into the T-41 program and almost
got out the hard way, but his IP pulled it out so that Ray
could live to fight another day for the USAF. In the future
one can find Ray smoking up to speed in whatever he is
doing, be it flying, practicing law, or changing diapers.

GREGORY BORN McKEENA "Greg"
Noted for a thundering right in the ring, the Ironman

from Pittsburgh was also able to unscramble enough of his
brains to make if to sunny southern France and away from
USAFA for one semester, thus participating in an endeavor
which aroused jealousy in the souls of fellow cadets. For

tunately due to an easy going attitude he managed to make
the adjustment upon his return, and should the Flight Sur
geon pull through pilot school and future astronaut are defi
nite ambitions. Should this not occur, an M.S. in Materials,
a subdivision of Mech, is in the cards, with a little luck

though, "The Kid" will be able to beat his head against
the Tech orders of some future aircraft, as opposed to the
fists of those who missed the thundering right.



JAMES LEROY MCKINLEY "Lee"

Hailing from that huge base in the heart of Georgia,
Lee was T.H.E. original Air Force "brat". At fhe tender

age of eighteen, and for vague and uneasy notions that are

still only vague and uneasy, he applied for USAFA. In the

four years of his existence there, he let his feet touch ground
occasionally. For the future, Lee welcomes whatever chal

lenges and experiences life has to offer and hopes this will

include, for a time, a tour in the front seat of a hot A.F.

fighter.

ROBERT DEAN MCKINLEY "Bob"

It was in the summer of '66 that Bob left his home

town of Albuquerque, to attend a relatively new boy's school

a few miles north of the thriving metropolis ot C. Springs.
As someone once said, Camp USAFA is one of the few places
where you attend camp practically all year and go home for

a few weeks in the summer, and yet, it kept Bob off the

streets.

ROBERT LEE MCKINNEY "Bob"

Bob came to USAFA from Rialto, Calif., and was

immediately impressed by the warmth and friendliness of

the school. In fact Bob was so impressed that friends and

family didn't convince him to unpack his bags and leave

them unpacked until he was a Junior � by that time he figured
he had sort of committed himself. Bob has always been

one to take life in stride and as a result all of the Academy's
little problems didn't affect him too much. Bob's life at

USAFA has been characterized by his easy manner and

friendly disposition. He looks forward to living a rewarding
life regardless of where the future takes him.

RUSSELL EVANS MCKNIGHT "Russ"

Smoking in from the Garden State, Russ tried to break

his body wrestling and running. Failing here he tried both

the tour pad and the drop zone. He tried the Comm's List

and the Comm's team but finally decided that a quiet spot
in the Panther Division with a Bridge table and a Keyboard
was T.H.E. Way. Russ is looking toward UPT, single
seaters, and single girls.

GEORGE ECKERT MCLAIN JR. "Jungle"
"Jungle" migrated to sunny Colorado from San Jose,

Calif. A frustrated water jock. Jungle played on the Water

Polo Club and was a swimming manager. A fairly permanent
listing on the Alpha Roster and the Star team, the only
Comm's list he could claim was the tour and confinement
sheet. Not being one to rush into things, George is going to

wait until the middle of June to tie the knot with "the girl
back home." Then it should be on to Med school for four

more years of fun and games.



JOHN ANDREW MCLAUGHLIN JR. "Jack"
Hailing from the lush, tropical beaches of Florida,

Jack came to this arctic resort for his health and has been
in a fog ever since. Always keeping foremost in his mind
his primary purpose of graduating and never worrying about
the small stuff in between, he breezed through here and out
the South Gate every weekend in his VW Fastback sports
roadster. With friendship in his purpose and conviction in
his goals, he looks forward to pilot training and the real
Air Force.

MICHAEL ROBERT MCMILLAN "Micmac"
There once were times when he'd walk and look at

the grass and kick at the dirt with his feet and he'd look
up and everywhere the blue stretched on and out and up as
far as the mind could see and he'd look back down at the
dirt and wonder if he'd ever reach the sky. Then one day
that all changed. He hurls through the air now and glides
swiftly over a molten landscape of clouds unreal to even
his knowing mind, spinning downward laughing at gravity
as the earth spirals toward his eyes and yet there are
times even among the wispy clouds when he looks down
and kick af the dirt with his feet and wonder if he'll ever
reach the sky.

BRUCE KEVIN MCRAE "Reverend"
Casting a 6' 5", Bruce came from the far north woods

of Michigan intent on accepting a challenge or trying some

thing new, whichever came first. From his high school
class of 23, Bruce broke into the academic scene at USAFA
by making it around the 1.50 mark for part of the first
semester. Whether it was intercollegiate football or bas
ketball, or just newfound interests, Bruce strayed away
from the "list" teams. His thoughts for the future include
pilot training, hunting, and remaining in bachelor status
for many years to come.

PHILLIP STANLEY MEILINGER "Phil"
Phil comes from Chicago and for some reason returns

there every chance he gets. He says he's been fortunate;
he started with great parents and while here he's had two

fine A.O.C.'S and a lot of great upper classmen. There
is one thing that Phil has always had in his favor � he's

liked it here. The Academy has given him a lot and he's

given a lot in return. What lies ahead? There will be pilot
training and a long career. First, and most importantly
though, he marries his great little girl. Twig, and then

they start a family with a goal of having at least fifteen

little Meilingers to keep them company.

THOMAS ANTHONY MENARD "Tom"
Tom was born and reared in the wild, woolly, and some

times wet Northwest. After high school he migrated to the

high country where, if nothing else, fhe weather improved!
He started his Air Force career off right � in Frat Five.
From there he went to 26 and finally 31. During this interval
he moved from the old to the new dorm so many times that
life looked like one big yo-yo. Living from one club trip to
the next, Tom has a passion for fast "Ramblers" and is

always looked at in distrust as one of those "weird" physics
majors.



LLOYD GARTH MEYER

Courage istofeel
The daily daggers of relentless steel
And keep on living.

Douglas Malloch

'Lloyd"

FRANCIS PHILIP MICHAUD "Frank"
Frank came to USAFA from somewhere up in Maine

where only polar bears are known to exist. After three

years of dean's list, E.E. labs, and skiing Frank, deciding
that he had soaked up quite enough of the "whole man"

concept, took off for a semester at the French "ECOLE

DE L'AI R". If he can make the adjustment from the French

Riviera to the Dark Ages at USAFA he plans to graduate
in June.

GORDON ROY MIDDLETON "Gordy"
Gordon R. Middleton is from Santa Ana, Calif., where

he was graduated from Corona del Mar High School in

1966. He lettered three years in varsity tennis and two

years in junior varsity basketball at the Air Force Academy.
He also assisted in coaching the freshman basketball team

during the 1968-69 season. He majored in physics and plans
to go into either health physics or bio-physics and is look

ing forward to a June wedding.

HERBERT SEELIG MILLER "Herb"

With a few well chosen, drawled words, this "ridge-
runner" from Arkansas could place organization on the

road to total chaos. When he couldn't play. Herb found his

services could be used in the realm of support through
the Rally Committee. Although a "weekend" person, Herb

occasionally managed to get in step with his school long

enough to make the Dean's list a time or two. As graduation
approaches. Herb has a million questions, and the Air Force

and pilot training will get the first crack at answering them.

MARK KEVIN MILLER "Mark'

As a practical joke Mark decided to come to USAFA.
He couldn't believe that he could have been accepted, so

he put his surfboard and pool table in moth balls and flew

out to the "land of the big hurt" with a hangover to look

his best. In anticipation for flying he became an aero major.
This timely decision ruined his 20/20 to 20/200 by the

middle of his sophomore year. The rest of his years at

the Academy were spent in alternately losing his glasses,
breaking watches and signing out. He received his first

"Dear John" as a senior. This left him with no permanent
scars, but not too many girls would date him twice the rest

of that year.



DONALD WILLIAM MILLS "Don"
A Seventh Son, Don spent a short tour of duty at a civilian

university and then came dog sledding to Colorado from the
frozen, perma-frost region of northern Minnesota. Never
excelling in anything but Ac Pro, Don settled down to a
double major in geography. He was one of the many hope
fuls for UPT that saw the prospect fade shortly after coming
to Colorado. He now hopes to get into nav school. After
graduation, he would like to fly in the back seat of an RF-4
or go into Special Air Warfare.

STEVEN ALAN MINNEMAN "Steve"
Coming to Aluminum U from the thriving metropolis

of Hebron, Neb., Steve found the USAFA fencing team could
use his 76 inches. After a year of this sport he thought being
manager would be more to his liking. After being a mech
major and then a math major, he then found that although
the B5500 disliked him, that he got along better with Comp
Sci. His future interests lie in either Navigator Training
or continued "communication" (?) with computers.

JOHN ROBERT MITCHEL "Mitch"
John went to school at the University of Wisconsin-

Milwaukee before USAFA decided he was ready. While at
UW-M he was in ROTC which gave him an idea of what to
expect as far as the military is concerned. Not letting this
discourage him, he accepted an appointment just in time
to enter with the class of '70.

Lacking the grades and desire for graduate school
upon graduation, he looks forward to pilot training and
eventual assignment with a flying unit in the Air Force.

FRANK EUGENE MITCHELL JR. "Mitch"
Mitch left the easy life in a small midwestem town to

search for the easy life at USAFA. After the initial shock,
he settled down to the task of beating the Dean and avoiding
fhe Comm. The Dean was successfully beaten back year
after year and the Comm never did see much of Mitch.
Not one to overexert himself, he could usually be found
either in his rack or in the TV room giving El to third
classmen. Mitch is looking forward to greener fields at

pilot training and as a fighter pilot.

HENRY PRESTON MITCHELL "Mitch"

"Strange, is it not? that of the myriads who
Before us pass'd the door of Darkness through.
Not one returns to tell us of the Road,
Which to discover we must travel too."

Ruba'iya'f of Omar Khayya'm



WILLIAM PAUL MOCKOVAK "MOCk"
A native of Danbury, Conn. Mock found life at USAFA

a most trying experience for his first two years. An original
member of Frat Five, he also saw action in Redeye 25,
but the big shuffle put him in 17 and for the first time he
found a true home. Mock never had any desire to be a form
10 leader; although he received his share, and in 17 he
could just relax and be the gullible person he was always
meant to be. A dedicated psychology major, someday he

hopes to find out what actually makes people tick.

DEAN BURGETTE MOHR JR. "Dean"
Dean is an Air Force "brat" who has travelled ex

tensively with his family. His Father is an officer in SAC.
After a year at Michigan State University, Dean moved

up in the world and became a "doolie". During his cadet
career. Dean participated in basic cadet training details,
including "K" Sqdn., Third Lt., and, or course. Airborne.
He pursued a degree in political science; plans include UPT.

JOHN DANIEL MONAHAN JR. "Mono"

'"Maybe a long life does have to be filled with many
unpleasant conditions if its to seem long. But in that event,
who wants one?"

'I do,' Dunbar told him.

'Why?' Clevinger asked."
-Catch 22

Mono decided to try the Air Force life after seeing
how his father had done at it. Painful as it was to leave
the beaches of San Diego behind, he soon found substitutes
for them at the Academy; like tours, restrictions, body
casts, economics, the Riverside Co. Jail, and Saturday
morning lectures. Undaunted, he plodded through the years,
catching brief and fleeting respites on the intramural fields,
the Mansion, skiing, more parties, and leave. The Dean
held little fear for this intrepid scholar, while the Com
mandant held a stacked deck. Nevertheless, Spring ap
proaches, and the Air Force prepares itself to embrace
another fledgling into the fold.

"Why?" Mono asks.

GEORGE MELVIN MONROE "George"
Far better it is to dare mighty things, to win glorious

triumphs, even though checkered by failure, than to rank
with those poor spirits who neither enjoy much nor suffer
much, because they live in the gray twilight that knows

not victory nor defeat.
Theodore Roosevelt



ADOLFO GEORGE MONTOYA "Jungle George"
At the age of five, after having been deported from

Colombia for the general welfare of that country. Jungle
George made his home in the concrete jungle of New York

City. After thirteen years of jungle survival, he was finally
captured and placed in the confines of the Blue Zoo. Having
been cross trained in Latin American Affairs, it is hoped
that the Jungle Man will migrate south and aid Washington's
Great White Hunter in his efforts there. It is hoped that
his stay at the Blue Zoo has not destroyed his survival
instinct but only time will tell.

FRANCIS TIMOTHY MOONEY JR. "Tim"
A shillelagh-totin' horseman whose single bagpipe

record was alternately labelled "mental cruelty in C-

sharp" and "death of a thousand cats" by friends, Tim

delights in riding hunters and jumpers, oil painting, sport
ing colorful clothes and/or hair, bagging it in, and groovin'
to the best in hard rock and soul sounds. His primary as

piration in life, aside from getting a tan, is to attain a posi
tion as one of the U.S.'s foremost Japanese-scholars and
to work toward a greater rapport between our two countries.

PHILIP CRIST MOORE "Phil"
Phil came to USAFA from Bloomington, Ind. He began

his cadet career in "Crash And Burn 23rd", where he
soon developed a great pride in '70. After two years, he
joined The Bulldogs Of Lucky 13th as First Sergeant. As
a firstclassman, Phil finished his stay as Squadron Com
mander. His leadership and time was also given to The
Academy Skeet Team which he captained. Phil spent four
long years studying dirt (civil engineering), but his plans
are pilot training and a certain young lady. If the past is
indicative of the future, Phil will always be on top.

JAMES EDWARD MORRISON "Jim"
As the little cretin from Albion, Jim has had a vast

amount of experience in buying and selling Fords � any
make, any year. He was one of the leading members of
the Pink Panther bridge club. Jim also managed to make
the high flying team of F-41 troops with little trouble,
except for "screaming Joey." Having memorized the route
to Denver, Jim became a familiar figure on the D.U. campus.
His time was also taken up as "cougar" flight commander,
one of the experts in saber amputation. The future holds
a slot at pilot training for Jim with the desire to fly fighters
in TAC.

CHANNING SAMUEL MORSE "Chan"
Chan came to USAFA from that garden-spot in the

desert, Yuma, Arizona. He was well on his way to becoming
a "professional student" after a year at the University of
Arizona when he discovered a place where they paid you to
go to school and would graduate anyone still breathing after
four years. Coupled to a fear of earning a living in the real
world most of the credit for his breathing for four years
goes to the "Hard Core" of Fabulous First, doolie and
third class years. The sensible approach to Cadet life learned
there carried Chan through Thirty and Thirty-Eighth squad
rons to graduation. C. S. Morse
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JACK DAVID MUELLER "Mule"
More powerful than ammonia, faster than a speeding

shrub, able to leap tall grass on the second try, yes, it's
the "MULE". The Mule's real talents weren't fully rec

ognized until his second class year when he became the
28th squadron Party Rep. That was also the year that his
academic record ceased its downward plunge and soared
to new heights, putting him on the Dean's List for his last
two years. With his Academy background behind him, and
the Academy as far behind as possible, he hopes to start

his Arr Force career as a navigator.

JAMES ORVILLE MULFORD "Mulf"
Out of the wild hills of Winner, S.D. Jim came to the

Academy ready to make the transformation into the military.
Although still a civilian at heart, Jim dove into academics
and hasn't been off the Dean's list since entering the Acad

emy. With a strong voice and a restless heart he sang his

way into the Cadet Chorale, that took him to every major
city in the United States. Jim's plans include pilot training
and some more work with computers.

Dag Hammarskjold

DANIEL JAMES MURPHY "Murph"
Skiing out of the White Mountains of New Hampshire,

Murph found the sunny slopes and stretch ski pants of Col
orado to his liking. Murph's finest memories during his
existence at USAFA will be (1) 1.49 to 2.89 during a final

prog (2) the 32 minute Denver-USAFA trip (3) strafing
Wyoming's Interstate 80 with a T-34 and Leaving USAFA
as a commercial pilot, Murph sees flying as his main career

interest.

RICHARD CRAIG MURROW "Dixie"
From Long Island, New York, and life as a military

"brat". Rick came to USAFA with the class of 70. Since
he arrived, he has made the Dean's List every semester
and the Superintendent's List several times. Becoming
an aero major because it was the thing to do. Rick hopes
to go to graduate school upon graduation. Among the scars

Rick will carry with him when he graduates is the one he
received from "the establishment" for initiating the air
gardens. Definitely not the best potential pilot, he earned
the name "Dixie" � short for "Dick the Fighter Jock".

ERIC JOSEPH MYERS "Big Red"
Eric blew into Colorado and the arms of USAFA from

the badlands of Oklahoma with stars in his eyes and an

uncontrollable urge to see the world. Believing that lead
ership and human relations were more important, Eric
was consistently confronted by the Dean but eluded him
under unbelievable hazardous conditions. Challenged by the
opportunities and problems of our country and guided by
his own personal motto, "A milestone is not a resting
place," Eric is determined to leave his mark through faith
ful, unselfish service to the Nation.



DOUGLAS NORMAN NAVERSEN "Doug"
Having had a close association with the man from Ohio,

I can say that he came to USAFA not exactly knowing what
he was getting into. Despite a fairly motivated doolie year,
a Marine almost crushed him as a third classman. How
ever, displaying great resilency, spirit, and a stick-to-it-
ness seldom seen, he bounced back the next year and did
good. As for his accomplishments, he says that one of the
most worthwhile was being on 23rd's Wing Championship
water power team. He also appreciates the many opportu
nities he has had during his four-year tour at fhe Academy.
The Nav IS presently looking forward to a lengthy summer
vacation, medical school, and then serving off his forty-
five year commitment as an Air Force physician.

BRIAN LEE NEALY "B"

Having spent eighteen carefree years in the Garden
State, Brian decided to try four more at USAFA. He found
that the Comms List was directly proportional to haircuts
times GPA. The GPA never hurt him, and the haircut never

put him on it either. Upon arrival, the Hard Core Niner

Group accepted him as a member, in which he is still a

member in good standing. Back in New Jersey, he thought
that snow was good only for closing school but after Doolie

year he found little time for anything but skiing in the winter.
His favorite major, ,^ERO, occupied what little time was

left. Graduation sees him as a fighter jock.

DENNIS EDGAR NEWHOUSE "Denny"
Forsaking the dreary midwest for fun-filled Colorado,

Denny soon found USAFA wasn't quite what he had expected.
But, he decided to overcome and, through his valiant efforts,
soon became a member of the Comm's Drill Team. Never
overly fond of studying, he soon discovered the Inverse-
Square Law and became a recurring member on the Dean's
List. Having discovered the secret of success, he now had
time for the more important things such as girls, sleep,
parties, sleep, more parties, and of course, girls. Having
set graduation as his goal, he bids good-bye to Colorful
Colorado and goes to join the Real Air Force.

CLARK REED NICHOLS "Clark"
From the plains of North-Central Texas came Clark

to USAFA. After a two-year hitch with "The Playboys,"
he moved downstairs to join the boys in "Blackjack." Here
he spent his remaining days picking his guitar in peace,
interrupted only once by a tour as Wing O & T. As a glider-
guider, navigator, and T-41 jock, Clark believes that flying
is the only way to go. Because he believes that experiences
make a man's life, Clark wants to go many places, meet
many people, and do many things. USAFA and Clark will
both sigh in relief as the Young Texan rides into the sunset
(west to UCLA) after graduation.

GLENN LEWIS NIELSEN "Slug"
Coming from a small, farming community in southern

Utah, Glenn was somewhat awed by the bright lights and
ever-present night life to be found at USAFA. However,
he managed to survive the initial shock and realized that
he would have to forgo some of the sensual pleasures to
be found at dear, old USAFA and buckle down. The academic
year started and this reflection of Einstein found that pres
sures were so nonexistent that he decided to kiss off every
thing and spend the first year here on Academic Probation.
Seeing no future in this venture, Glenn decided to find some

outside interests. But his luck followed that of his other
ventures so he decided to begin debating and to join the
Math Club, Art Club, Ski Club, History Club and various
other equally challenging occupations.



ROBERT LEE NIEMAN "Fred"

Coming to the Academy with a flair for James Bond,

dancing, and girls. Bob proved he had an exceptional ability
in the water as well as in the rack. An All-American free

styler, he captained the Swim Team and showed his leader

ship in athletics. Never one to rub elbows with the Dean,
Bob did stay out of trouble� some of the time. His sense of

humor and loyalty have endeared him to his triends. With

so much going for him. Bob can only find success in the

Air Force, and whatever he does.

JEFFREY WARD NOE "Jeff"

Jeff came to the Land of the Big Hurt from Los Altos,

California, although he presently hails from Bellevue,

Washington. Jeff never was very impressed with the aca

demic facet of cadet life and consequently spent about 75%
of his cadet career on academic probation. The one thing he

did, and did well because he enjoyed it, was flying the F-41

Silver Rocket. First Class year brought the joys and bur

dens of maintaining his gleaming white, gas guzzling, 427

Thunderhog. For Jeff, graduation holds the promise of UPT

and hopefully a fighter slot. His outlook on life is best re

flected by his career statement; "Why should 1 work when

I can fly?"

COLLIE EDGAR NORMAN "Collie"
Collie stepped into this new "college" life to find that

no one had ever heard of Clyde, Ohio. Realizing possibly
the pretty catalogue hadn't told everything, he decided to

take the advice of the voice of God (known among the elite
as a "firstie") and blend into the wall. Coming out now and

then to sing in the Choir and shoot on the pistol team, he

managed to steer clear of the bigger obstacles�academics

and other such minor problems. Surprisingly enough for one

who believed that the only purpose for week-days was to

get ready for a party. Collie managed to wear the wreath of

the Comm's List throughout most of his internment at

USAFA. Plans for graduation center around marriage to a

certain girl back home who won't have to wait much longer.
The future? As a poet long ago best said: "Give to the
world the best you have and the best will come back to you."

JACK BRUCE NORMAN "Jack"

Leaving the land of liquid sunshine. Jack found his way
fo USAFA from the Pacific Northwest. Plunging in with both

feet, he adapted to the rigors of Doolie year and managed to

land on the Superintendent's List where he remained for his
cadet career. While in 3rd Squadron, Jack was elected as

an honor representative, then spent a year in 32nd Squadron
on his way to the newly created 37th Squadron where he
served as first class honor rep and squadron commander
for a semester. A "down to earth" type. Jack was attracted
to the Civil Engineering Department and plans to pursue
this field in grad school. Fort Benning provided him an op
portunity to break certain ties with the earth when Jack be
came "Airborne" as a cadet. Flying of a more desirable
nature was pumped into Jack's veins during the T-41 pro
gram and pilot training is definitely in his plans for the
near future.

RUSSELL ALAN NORTHROP "Russ"
"USAFA - A great place to be from"
Never having been much west of Delaware before that

fateful day in June, 1966, Russ still prefers the hills.
beaches, and a pair of loving arms in Norwalk, Conn.
(Where his home is, too.) One of the most spirited and least
talented singers in the Catholic Choir, he is always ready
to pack up the "G-tar" and "Go East, young man." Two

motivating years of Fightin' Four gave him a whole semes

ter of star and wreath, but Snoopy and the Pink Panther
have shown him the error of his ways, and kept that pocket
nice and clean. Aspiring toward such demanding goals as

graduation and summer leave, he plans to do some serious

striving in pilot training, and will be happy with any F-106
slot at Otis he can get.



CRAIG MARVIN NORTHRUP "Mole"
Raised in an all Air Force family environment, it

seemed only logical to Craig that USAFA was the place for

him. As a freshman, Craig pledged Frat Five at a time when
mere mention of the Western Skies still sent the establish
ment reeling. Highlights of those first two years in the Frat
were numerous Mayflower parties, being on a wing champ
football team, five space available trips to Europe to see

his family, and finishing third in honor squadron competi
tion. As a second semester fastback, Craig learned the

meaning of "nothing's critical" and became an expert on

GTO's. Firstie year found The Kid spending more of his
time with a certain co-ed and itching to get into T-41. The

future looks rosey as Craig counts the days and prepares to

make a new nitch, this time in the RAF.

DOUGLAS RUSSELL NORTON "Dugger"
A bear for punishment, Dugger came to Congress's

version of Disneyland East from the enchanting shores of

Culver Military Academy. Famed for being the Doolie who

informed the upperclasses that they were deficient in spirit,
he soon came to be loved by one and all. As the only cadet to

receive a cane and a seeing-eye dog on consecutive Christ

mases, and since the Air Force doesn't permit flying by
the Braille Method, it looks like he'll have to face the out

side world on the ground. Dugger is planning a career coun

ter-espionage (Spy vs Spy) or intelligence (Blind-Man's
Bluff).

STEVE CLINTON NOYES "Peter"
Steve hails from Centralia, Washington. He plans to

continue his studies in some branch of natural science,
probably forestry, while serving his five year military com

mitment.

GLENN RAYMOND OAKESHOTT "Ray"
The mountains and the sea are great avenues of ad

venture precisely because the mountaineer and the seaman

have to study something of greater value than the habits of

the internal combustion engine.
We became familiar with Beauty and took its presence

very much for granted. And ceased conciously to Respond:
until that daily, fleeting glimpse into the heart of Beauty's
very self came suddenly upon the inner eye- flashed upon
the soul- and was gone. The duration of vision is of no con

sequence...
It cast us into sunshine. For a moment dazzled, we sud

denly saw spread before us a world made new. All the

senses of the soul were not so much refreshed as reborn,
as though after death. We were free men once again, for the
first time in months really able to live in the present mo

ment.

PATRICK THOMAS O'BRIEN III "O'Bie"
How true that life begins, and perhaps ends at 18. The

future?�Life may begin anew at 22.



RICHARD MORA O'CONNOR "Oker

Oker squirmed his way north from Santiago, Chile,

long ago in search of a true Latin aristocrat's way ot life

and almost ended up as a waiter in Mitchell Hall, unfortun

ately he got in the wrong line and was made a cadet. He

spent his first two years with the "Rocket-Ship" 14th, and

then did a stint as a Troll in 20th followed by his time as

"Skipper" of the Good-Ship Lollypop, 33rd. Oker managed
to avoid drowning his Smack Year on the rookie Swimming

Team, only to find himself on the intrumural murder roster

for the next three years. In his Greasemobile, the Spic

plans to head out the South Gate and go farther than Pueblo

with his Latin American Studies major in search of a good
time.

GREGORY COSMAS O'KELLY "Greg"
After a year at the University of Illinois Greg was

thoroughly disenchanted with its harsh concrete and glass

atmosphere and traded it tor the warmth of the granite and

aluminum at "The Great Vortex in the West". Not being

pilot qualified, and not too excited about being a navigator,

Greg has decided to cast his lot with the U.S.M.C. His post

graduation plans include (hopefully) an action packed tour

as a foot-slogging jarhead and the honor of being the first

grad to win the Medal of Honor. If he should win that Medal

of Honor, he has expressed a desire not to have a Wing

ceremony in his memory, but rather that the Wing be given

two hours of cadet time as this would be more appropriate.

WILLIAM HENRY OLDENBURG II "Bill"

Bill hopped a freight of Idaho potatoes one particularly
nasty day in 1965, only to be dumped at the back door to

Mitch's Fine Food Factory. Unruffled by this nightmare, he

hiked over the hill to "think about it" for a productive year

at the prep school. With the thin air affecting his brain,

WHO II signed in for his four year stay at the Madison

Square Air-Garden of the Rockies. Equipped with a quick

wit, and a sharp tongue. Bill's footwork dazzled both the

Dean and the Comm in round after round. During the time

in between rounds. Bill sang in the Chorale and Choir, lis

tened to classical sounds, "Honor Rep-ed" it, and occa

sionally grabbed a "Z" or two. Having won the big fight.
Bill's future holds many more in store - he should go

undefeated.

OWEN DALE OLSON Ole

Leaving the locals of Sunburg, Minnesota, Ole arrived

in gay Pariee, uh, USAFA that is, armed with bunches of

determination and a S.E.G.. All he could ever remember

wanting was to fly and to travel. After working thru a year

at the University of Minn., Ole figured there just had to be

an easier way! A self-professed attitude problem concerning

academics, he managed to take both systems in stride with

the idea it was all RENT. As a CE. major, the lowest rent,

he minned tour consecutive semesters, quite by accident.

Never one for amorous complications, Ole began his "trav

el" early-"gutless intelligence" h'- called it. Rugby, ski

ing, and women when they were convenient, were high prior

ities though he spent enough time on the lower priorities,
rent, too. In the future, he anticipates checking out TAC,

AND MAC, and maybe TWA, but whatever, it will be with a

S.E.G..

THOMAS JOSEPH O'MEARA, JR. "Tom"

"But the peculiar evil of silencing opinion is, that if is

robbing the human race; posterity as well as the existing

generation; those who dissent from the opinion, still more

than those who hold it. If the opinion is right, they are de

prived of the opportunity of exchanging error tor truth; i'

wrong, they lose, what is almost as great a benefit, tne

clearer perception and livlier impression of truth, produceo
by its collision with error." .,,.,,

-John Stuart Mill



JAMES WILLIAM O'NEAL "Ono"
Jim, hailing from humid Houston, Texas just couldn't

leave the water at home when he came to USAFA. Most of
his free time he was splashing in it down in the varsity pool,
or falling in it in its frozen state up on the hostile slopes.
Besides this, however, there were other hills to conquer.
Being the "Jack of all trade" type, Jim figured he would
take the closest thing to gen stu and go into management.
After graduation, Jim plans to head back to the home state
for pilot training.

'Sully"BRENDAN PATRICK O'SULLIVAN
In Life: Hard Work
In Reading: An Education
In Parachuting: A Challenge
In Flight: The Skill of Eagles
In Freedom: A Privilege and A Test
InMan: Hope
In the Future: Faith

Of those to whom much is given, much and more is
required.

Thanks to the days which have taught me this.
Thanks to those who have taught me this.

GARY SHIGEO OTA "Otasan"
The "Pineapple," believe it or not, emerged from a

sugar cane plantation. But a time came when he had to bid
"Aloha Oe" to the land of sunshine, surf, and "da kine."
Otasan found Ski Country USA a bit different from the
beaches of Hawaii. But nevertheless, in the true "Go For
Broke" spirit, he went out to take the slopes of Colorado.
Not one to be left out, he earned a slot on the Comman
dant's Drill Team and intermittently made the Dean's List.
With his determination and perseverance, Gary is ready for
whatever fhe future has in store for him.

MICHAEL RAY PADDACK "Mike"
"From West Texas, Mike made the long trek to Paradise,

Colorado. He managed to beat the Dean, howl in the Chorale,
and develop a love for ski slopes. Plans after graduation for
Mike include U PT, pilot's wings, and a beautiful blue sky.

"If a man does not keep pace with his companions, perhaps
it is because he hears a different drummer. Let him step to
the music which he hears, however measured or far away."

Thoreau

STEPHEN SCOTT PAGE "Steve"
Steve came to the Academy from the swinging area of

Annondale, Virginia (Washington D.C). Steve reminded youof one of the handsome "studs" in a "Playboy". He had a
groovy time in highschool, but "Basic Summer" changedhis views on life - everything wasn't so "groovy" all the
Time. Steve managed to make it through his Doolie year, andto Show you how it affected his mind - he chose to be a Math
maior. Besides being a varsity soccer player, Steve made
Tne uean's and Comm's Lists every semester. He had the
unfortunate" opportunity to attend the French Air Force

R� H "^! '^"'�'"9 the fall semester of his first class year.

sex tt *�''''�'''^'"9 t^ie French countryside for the "fairer"

I
.' ^y^ ^ad a marvelous time soaring in gliders, sur-
ving in the Alps, and going to the French Riviera on the

nr�H ^^^- '^^*^'' graduation Steve plans to go to UPT andgrad school in math S. S. Page
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THOMAS DEWEY PAINTER "Tom"
Tom-Birdman, Bossier City Louisiana, This picture is

posed, 150 words? 2500 words! The MGB the mouse in it.
My squats. My bird trips� Frisco, Dallas, New Orleans,
Tampa, Pittsburg, Columbia, Doctor Carlos Perez-Mesa,
Doc Floyd Col Mac, Ted McAdam, Evil Monda, Steve Rit

chie, Bob Beckel, Third Lt. at Nellis and Las Vegas, Air-

born, Blackjack-The Eagle- Man on the Moon, Yellow Sub
marine started it all- 9-96,0-60,103, Forms 10, beer call,
SAMI, AMI, IRI, PARADES, CONS, TOURS, RESTRIC

TIONS,� Spraying Cunningham with shaving creme at a

Friday Noon meal. Braces, Supt; Comm, he was bitten by a

parrot; Squadron parties. Graduation, The girls found on

SERE, Sleep, mountains-plains, guarding the birds, PFT,
FLYING and FIGHTING, DUTY HONOR TRUST, LOVE,
also MATURITY, LEADERSHIP, AERO and PEOPLE. 3
June 1990 I will read this, think about it, finish off my beer,
and remember the days when things were tough.

DAVID JOSEPH PALENCHAR "Dave"
Dave flew in from Los Angeles four long (?) years ago

on two wings, a smile, loads of enthusiasm and good inten
tions. The smile remains and this part time cadet, skier,
sports car lover, just plain lover, drinker and easy goin' guy
has really made his marks on Colorado. You can see them
on the stairs at Farrish andihe La Vista and a certain tree
at Breckenridge. Known for his quick smile, Dave is look

ing forward to life now and all the good things it can offer.

LOUIS EDWARD PAPE II "Lou"
Lou came to the Academy from Chicago, and returned

as often as he could. Most of his weekends were spent in
the warm clutches of the bag, catching up on the sleep he
somehow never found time for during the week. He probably
never did understand that you didn't have to take over

loads. The physics masters program sucked him in because
it "was a challenge." So much of a challenge in fact, that
he never got an A in a physics course. The dean couldn't
hold him back, however, and he aced about everything else he

touched, with the exception of tennis, squash, and handball.
Grad school is a must, and after that it doesn't look

like he'll be able to afford anything but blue suits for quite
awhile.

STANLEY WOODWORTH PARKS JR. "Stan"
A CE. major, Stan hails from the Sun and Fun capital,

Miami, Florida. After arriving at USAFA on a dismal day
in June, many moons ago, he immediately embarked on a

never-ending battle against the Dean, the Comm, and the

Academy way. During his four years at USAFA he managed
to press only half way up to speed; something about L.O.D.
Stan grew to love two things while attending the Academy;
flying and German. It seemed that while he could understand
and appreciate flying, German never understood or appreci
ated him. As the figmo factor approached infinity Stan began
to realize that perhaps the Academy was not a permanent
way of life and that the North Gate might someday be left
behind for bigger and better things like pilot training. Stan
made many lists while at the Academy, primarily the Alpha
Roster, but this left him undaunted for he has been quoted as

saying, "I have decided on a career in the Air Force, and I

owe it all to Aluminum U."

STEPHEN BLAKE PASSMORE "P-more"
The P-more� a strange creature found only in the wilds

of Idaho, but somehow magically transported to Colorado's
Brownswards. Natural habitat: mountains. Normally found
either climbing up, skiing down, or driving through; recog
nized by the smell of rope-burned flesh, the screams of

broken bodies in his wake, or a flash of red and the sound of

an open exhaust. Plans to remain a rock until he petrifies
and grabs a handful of fighter stick soon.



WADE LANDON PATON "Andy"
Born and raised in Derrick City, Pennsylvania; Didn't

"see the light" while attending the University of Pitts
burgh; Indoctrinated at Aluminum U while "doing his thing"
as a Zoomie; Departed for the "Wild Blue" - June 1970;
Duration of stay - as long as sticks and yokes need human
hands to guide them.

LLOYD WILLIAM PATTERSON "Pat"
After two years of enlisted time, Lloyd saw there was

a better way and came to USAFA. It has been said that he
was a better doolie than he was an upperclassman. He was

on the wing champion cross-country team as a doolie. He
spent a short time on the parachute team after giving up 3
weeks of leave to go airborne and has a total of 41 jumps.
Skeet occupied his time during the last two years when he
wasn't rollerskating, playing bridge, or chasing girls. Pilot
training will claim this Gen Stu major after a short stop at
the chapel after graduation. He is one of the few here who
truly loves Colorado.

JAY LAWRENCE PELZER "Jayzer"
Jay came from the lousy climate of Southern California

to the "Climate Capital of the World" � unfortunately, ev-

ry capital has its slums. After discovering that grades were

inversely proportionate to the effort applied, he allowed his
natural tendencies to drop him from perennial Academic
Probation to the embarassment of the Dean's List. Not hav

ing any definite plans for the future, he has applied for re

newed membership in the Human Race effective 3 June 1970.
No matter how bad things got during his four years at

USAFA, Jay was able to "slide by" by remembering a

statement made by his first Element Leader, "This is a

creai place to be FROM!!!"

JOHN CHRISTOPHER PENNEY "J.C."
From a little known but interesting town named Elk

Grove, California, came a little known but interesting young
man named J. C, who thought before arrival at USAFA that
he naturally would some day be Wing Commander. However
as time passed on his aspirations changed to those of mere

ly graduating. Like most cadets, John was a "whiz-kid" in

high school, but found that things were not so easy at
USAFA. The results of these circumstances were that John
made the Dean's Team and the Comm's List several se

mesters, but could never seem to combine the two. Though
his second favorite hobby was (is?) sleeping, his first love
was flying, - without an engine up front! So John left his
mark at USAFA by serving as CIC of what he considered his

"fighter squadron", the Soaring Club. As a matter of fact,
John will probably be remembered best by his squadron
mates as he who tired to make the "Real Air Force" come

true by running around the squadron area in his flight suit.
He only looks forward now to graduation, marriage, and pi
lot school, and wishes that they didn't necessarily have to
come in that order.

ROBERT DALE PENNINGTON "Bob"
"Never let academics interfere with your education."

(P.O.B.) Born into the Navy, Bob did a lot of traveling when
he was young. His father finally decided to settle down and
Bob had an opportunity to get a real North Carolina educa
tion. Undaunted, he came to USAFA to set the world afire.
His blazing 2.6 first prog doolie year was as hot as he got.
By Christmas he was on pro. Playing tag with the Dean, Bob
always seemed to be "it." Math was his favorite course.
Three F's and a D going into finals- he pulled it out each
time. Finally, he figured out the game and as a wise second
classman, got his cum up to a 2.03. His next move was to
loin the pistol team. He shot on the second team which came

through to beat USAFA's first team in the nationals. Major
ing in graduation. Bob is headed for the altar and a long ca
reer in the Air Force.



ROBERT EDWIN PENNY, JR. "Skip"
Look�up in the sky! It's a bird. It's a plane. No, it's

JOCKMAN! Able to throw buckets of water on the OIC, able
to forsake chapel that he might have breakfast with Security
Flight� and who disguised as Robert E. Penny, Jr. mild-
mannered World's Favorite, fighting a never-ending battle
to take every privilege possible and still maintain a cum.

over a 2.0. Yes, folks, it's him�the Alaskan tree who became
the first doubles champion at the first Annual Mayflower
Munch. He has enjoyed his four year visit at college and

plans to enter the Air Force after he graduates. And he was

such a fine boy.

DAVID HARRIS PERRON "Sonshine"
After returning from Norway, Dave found that nobody

loved him enough to give him an appointment, so he spent
one year at USAFA Prep, thereby becoming a member of
that infamous five-year program. As a doolie, he really
didn't even mind the fourthclass system; perhaps being on

the ski team helped. He continued his progressive develop
ment and ended up in Thirsty Third where he was given his
nickname�must have been because of his benevolent,"radi-
ant" attitude toward Fourthclassmen. After a little fun in
the hospital with the nurses, he came back with a new out
look on life: things just ain't that critical. As a Firstie, he
enjoyed his car, girls, weekends, fighting anybody, and the
jobs he had. With the announcement of his waiver (com
mission and UPT), Dave looks forward to graduation and a

chance to work in the real Air Force.

HUGH CONLEY PETEET "Hugger"
Hugh was brought up in Alabama and then moved to Co

vina, California. He came here as a "High-school Hot-Dog"
some have said. Sometime in his stay here he was given the
name of "Hugger" and he has never been the same. He
claims that he has been on the alpha roster every semester
atthe Academy.

ROGER EDWARD PETERSON "Pete"
Pete was born in Canton, China but he didn't remain

there long because his parents did not consider Chinese
Communism essential to his progressive development.
Therefore he finally ended up in the sin-suburbs of Phila

delphia. Life there was essential to his progressive devel
opment and this development led him to the Academy. Not

being one to ignore his heritage he became a Far Eastern
Affairs major although he was never famous for his aca

demic prowess. His energies were channeled more towards

taking advantage of his privileges, maintaining a presence
at beer call, and keeping gas in his cars. Sporadically he
made Dean's list and Commandants list and in four years he
went through four AOCs. After graduation Pete wants to go
to pilot training and grow a moustache and someday he plans
on becoming a pilot on a C-141.

TERRENCE LEE PETRZELKA "Terry"
Coming from the thriving metropolis of Prague, Ne

braska, with a population of 370 people, Terry found out
there was more to life than a coke at the downtown hangout.
After playing eight man football in high school, he worked
his way to a starting position with the big boys on the Fal
con football team his junior year. Due to a knee injury, his
action in his senior year was limited to the first game
against SMU. Terry's academy career started in 12th

squadron where he stayed for two years and then he moved
all of his belongings to 32nd squadron where he lived for

his last two years. Academics didn't really bother him until
his last three semesters, when the mathematics department
seemed to find all of his weak areas. His plans for the fu
ture include graduate school in mathematics and then "Who
Knows What".



JOHN JOHNSTON PETTY "John John"
They have happened and are done.
Four blue years are now gone as one.

They exposed some talents.
But unearthed more weaknesses.
They evoked an urgency to change.
But left me too exhausted to effect them.
They taught me to be inquisitive
But restricted me in acting on my "high price" knowledge.
There were Joys foo.
Solitary ones-

mountains, snows, sunrises, hikes,
car, accomplishment, flowers, and the many
certain and special people living in
many certain and special places still held sacred.
Gregarious ones too-
Frat Five, fhe Mayflower, the Wing Championship, Z. I.,
even the friends I met on the "Pad." Uppermost were the
fellowship with the Saints and the Bible Study in Duzin', and
experience of love for other people.
These are the "net Worth" of four years seen through
eyes halted in perspective by being too close.
What lives ahead, only Thou dost know.
"In all things, give Thanks."

TERRY LYNN PFAFF "Terry"
Terry came to USAFA four years ago, experiencing the

thrill of the haircut inspection, the desire to win in every
thing from boxing to academics, the blizzard while trudging
to shellroni, the victory everybody shared, the defeat every
body felt, the feeling of belonging to a group of great peo
ple, the loneliness of the dark ages, the beauty of a girl.
USAFA means many things to many people. To Terry
USAFA was both a security and a confinement. Someone
once said that only as long as we are able to laugh at our
selves are we nobody else. Terry was one of USAFA's indi
viduals that miraculously kept his sense of humor and de
veloped at the same time.

JAMES MOORE PLAYFORD "Jim"
Jim's an Air Force Brat who lived in Arkansas long

enough for it to stick. The original outdoorsman; just put a
spinning rod in his hand and watch him work. While appear
ing as a mild-mannered cadet during the week, he trans
forms himself into a crazy man as he speeds for the near

est bar in his used VW on Saturdays. He can beat anybody
in ping pong, or else he won't play them. Although not pilot
qualified, he has more hours solo in the red bed than any
other cadet. He slept through 2 years in Fightin; Fourth and
one in Second then woke up during his last year in 34th.
Playf's boasts a 2.13 cum and 2 years of AcPro, 1 CDB,
and an amazing ability to play the harmonica. He will prob
ably report to his first assignment in his levis and blue sea

man's workshirt. But no matter how the Air Force gets him,
they've got a good man.

JOHN HARVEY POMEROY "Pom"
Drifting into the Academy from a small town in Mis

sissippi, Pom found himself plagued by his accent and by a

recurring knee injury from the intramural wars. Saved by
the modernization campaign of his AOC in Second Squadron
and taught how to speak English, he played intramural
cross-country, water polo, and boxing to strengthen his
knee. Being also a disabled veteran of the optometrist. Pom
dedicated himself to academics as the path to his future
aspirations and amazed his classmates by making the
Dean's List all four years. Enjoying scuba diving as a hob
by, he ventured below the surface from California to Flor
ida Unable to decide upon the direction of his efforts. Pom
wiM probably attend navigation training following graduation
and enjoy himself until he ascertains his goals in life.



T.M. Pratt

MICHAEL KEVIN POMPHREY "Mike"
Mike came to the Academy motivated toward being a

career officer in the "real Air Force." He had the varied

background of being an Air Force brat all his life with a

brother who entered the ranks of "blue-suiters" through
the ROTC. He spent three years in Germany prior to coming
to USAFA. The last year there gave him a "good" prepara
tion for USAFA - going to night school carrying 12 to 15

hours and being a beer-drinking Alipine ski bum on week

ends. Doolie found him serving 68 confinements, on squad
ron restrictions and Ac Pro not to mention being true to his
class by building up a total of 70 demerits. Third class year
saw his GPA drop fo 1.00 at one point. He spent about 2/3 of

his time at USAFA on Ac Pro without ever being turned back

or being on "R-Flight." First class year he was unofficial

squadron Academic All-Star and at one time dropped to

Third class privileges after having used up all those priv
ileges for that month. Graduation finds him headed for Nav

training in his ski packing Firebird.

GREGG CHARLES POPOVICH "Popo"
He came to these nondescript hills from Merrillville,

Indiana with his ways and his ball. Ball has continued to

capture Popo's time during his visit at the Academy. What

he did while here may have been bad and it may have been

good, but he learned it did not matter much either way. He

has, however, learned much about life during his revealing
stay, and some profess that it was due not totally to fine
associations and tutelage. His future plans include happi
ness.

SAMUEL EDWARD POPPELL "Sam"
Sam started out as a man, being raised in the alligator

infested swamps of Perry, Florida and running moonshine
and stealing hogs for spending money. He graduated from

high school on a Wednesday and decided to come West for a

new start. Some of his friends told him that he could prob
ably make "millions" by joining Uncle Sam before there
was a big rush. So, since there was nothing better to do at

the time, he got a haircut and joined the troops. Since then
Sam has run a pretty straight life with only enough hustling
to get by, enough bustling to buck the troops up, and enough
mustering to stay ahead of the bad guys. Omar Khayyam,
an old friend of his, once said something about a jug of wine,
a loaf of bread, and a bush in the wilderness being like
paradise, and that's good enough for anybody.

WILLIAM FRANKLIN PORTER "Bill"
Bill came to USAFA from the Grove of the Elk to es

cape the sun, fun, and girls of California. He found that "Doo
lie Summer" was indeed free of the interference of females,
that Colorado didn't allow the sun to shine as much, and the

upperclassmen kept him free of fun.
Bill started out as a member of the Fourteenth Squad

ron Fraternity and then talked the computer into making him
a charter member of Baron Twenty-Six. He finally used his

good looks to establish a permanent place as a "Troll " in

Tough Twenty.
Bill has managed to stay one step ahead of the dean

most of the time with only an occasional kick at the right
time. His major in engineering manapement has taught him
that he can make a living without working. However, Bill
would rather be in the Air Force and not work.

Bill is looking forward to pinning on his pilot's wings
and a career in the friendly skies. He has learned that girls
are not so bad and that the sun is brighter anywhere else in

Colorado than here. He hopes to find a little more fun in
life in the RAF and with the friends he has made at USAFA,
he should have many lasting memories.

THOMAS MICHAEL PRATT "Tommy"
"And in the end, through the long ages of our quest for

light, it will be found that truth is still mightier than the

sword. For out of the welter of human carnage and human

sorrow and human weal the indestructible thing that will

always live on is a sound idea."
�Gen. Douglas McArthur



BRIAN PRENDERGAST "Chicken Legs"
Among the hundreds of schools soliciting his gymnas

tic and academic talents in the hard winter of '66, USAFA
and its totally glorious appeal to the innocent and ignorant
won this spartan young man's heart. And so, with the ap
proach of a blissful summer, the intrepid native trimmed
his crewcut, kissed his mother and girl (not for the last
time) good-bye and headed sixty miles south to the great,
silver buzzard roost on the plains. It wasn't long before he
found himself deeply absorbed in the man-hole program.
Distracted by poor grades, ill health, and a little bird, he
managed to avoid the readily available fame and fortune
usually associated with the Cecil B. De Mille costume he
wore daily.

Gymnastics, parties, and a Charger R/T proved to be
his real bag of tricks. No doubt he looks for a little more

phoofoo dust to throw on his future as he quilts the feathers
on his "chicken legs" and presses on into the wild, blue
yonder.

VINCENT CARL PUGLISI "Pug"
After 18 years of being an Air Force brat. Pug decided

that he had not had enough of the service. So he looked for
a place that was free, known for school spirit, had a beau
tiful location away from civilization, and would not offer
distractions that would cut into his study time. Well, he
came, he saw, they would not let him leave, so he endured.
While serving time, he maintained one of the lowest ratios
of study time to GPA ever. He also managed to drop almost
the full length of the class militarily in only one year. Who

said he didn't care? However, being a cadet has taught Pug
to look at the important things in life. After graduation,
when do I keep my parka zipped or can I have more than
one mug on my bookcase in my own apartment?

RICHARD ALAN PUSEMAN "Riek"
"The apparition of these faces in the crowd;
Petals on a wet, black bough."

Ezra Pound

JOHN JAY QUINCY "John"
arlo guthrie once said, "I create my own world." . . .

does life here necessitate one's own creation? . . . John
came from berkeley, California . . . perhaps an area of op
posite polarity ... in four years of marching, mobs, and
uniforms he discovered that outlines become vague ... he
maintained his own individuality .... Four years is a long
time not to know for sure ... so he went to the Louvre . . .

JEFFERY ALLAN QUIRK "Jeff"
Jeff left high school in Grand Rapid, Michigan looking

for a college degree, but came to USAFA instead. Doolie
year in Fifteenth saw him make the Dean's Team for the first
of eight semesters. He was drafted in the '67 league expan
sion by Twenty-ninth, where he spent his CQ year. Second
Class year brought him to "Tough Twenty Trolls." Our
Astro Major can usually be found faking on the computer
during the week and taking on Colorado's wild slopes on the
weekend. After four years of battling the no brains - no

headache people, Jeff departs for "Grad School." After
that . . . rumor has it that fhe Real Air Force is alive and
well and living in Systems Command.



GENE ROBERT QUIST "Flash"
A native of Barrett, Minnesota, Flash has been on all

three of the lists at one time or another during his pleasant
tour at USAFA. His favorites include the wonderful rack
time and the coveted "tube time". His academics have been
"boosted" vastly by just a little too much of the horizontal
position. Excelling only in ground flying tactics in his Vette
or in the air in his F-41, at least he doesn't have to worry
about returning to USAFA as an instructor with his all-

purpose pass or fail Gen Stu major. Nothing in the future
except passing, posting, and piloting!

ROGER ROBERT RADCLIFF "Ramjet"
When his great accomplishments at the Academy are

enumerated there will be only one on the list�graduating.
The United States Air Force Academy has provided the Kan
san with four years of continuing trial and moments of su

preme frustration. In spite of all his unattained goals there
have been few cadets more proud of being a part ot the Air
Force Cadet Wing and of wearing the cadet blue. Though
shoulder boards heavy with silver and academic honors
were never his, he was among the rare breed of "gung ho"
first classmen. Perhaps he was somewhat misguided, but
he really cared. To Roger the future is bright and challeng
ing. He may yet reach the starry heights to which he aspires.

DAVID JEROLD RADCLIFFE "Punkin"
While looking in the mirror, he noticed a pumpkin star

ing back at him on Halloween 1968. The bashful kid from

Waupun Wisconsin has been a Punkin ever since. A dedi
cated Green Bay Packer fan, Punkin displays his Packer

poster, helmut, and beanie for morning inspections much to
the dismay of his AOC (obviously not a Green Bay fan).
Dave drives a white spitfire, enjoys the finer things in life,
especially good clothes, and he is still looking for someone

fo drink under the table. His dream in life is to die of a

heart attack as the Packers kick a 75 yard field goal in the
final seconds to win the super-bowl. We are all looking for
ward to seeing him six years from now on TV at all the
Packer home games.

THOMAS RANDAZZA "Ratzo"
Ratzo came to USAFA only after being refused admis

sion to three Eastern universities. During his four year
binge at the Academy, he has managed to keep his distance
from the two prominent evils of "college" life - the Dean's
List, and financial independence. In the relaxed atmosphere
of the Academy his interests have ranged from a mile past
the Zuider Zee to the North Hills of Pittsburgh, Pa. Ratzo
will probably be remembered for the purple heart he was

awarded for the 1969 SERE campaign, but it's doubtful. The
future? Pilot training, and an Air Force career look prob
able. However, for a more detailed explanation, ask a cer

tain blue-eyed school teacher from Colorado Springs.

JOHN JOSEPH RANKIN "John"
I was born at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, on 14 Mar 49. I

moved around a lot, until I was ten, when I settled on Jack
sonville, 1 graduated from high school, went to Florida State,
and then came here. My ch'ild will not do the same.



EDWARD RAYMOND RASHID "Ed"
After 18 years of living all over the world, Ed decided

to settle down at USAFA where he could sit in a room and
enjoy life. He played basketball at the Academy for three
yeai-s, and, unfortunately, broke as many bones. During his
first class year, Ed played intramural football, water polo,
and rugby for Evil Eighth squadron. Ed decided to become a

SERE bad guy, and during SERE '69 he was given the position
of squadron commander. He made the Dean's list several
times, as a pre-medicine major. And this is only Ed's be
ginning; he has overcome each challenge sef before him.
Right now his challenge is to become a doctor, tomorrow�
who knows.

NORMAN RAY RASMUSSEN "Swede"
From the Seven Hills of Cincinnati, Swede descended

to the climate capitol of the world for a four year course in
marching, pencil bending and directed physical activity.
After an illustrious but short lived career as a doolie swim
mer and member of the Dean's team, he settled down to pon
der the educational opportunities offered by Vail, Denver
and Fort Benning. Interested in water polo, sailing, skiing,
and tennis, this stalwart monk plans to leave his dent in the
aluminum and press on to brown bars on a blue suit and the
real AF as a career fighter jock.

STEPHEN CHARLES RASMUSSEN "Toad"
"A man said 'Think as I think,

or you are abominably wicked.
You are a toad.'

And, after I had thought of it,
I said 'I will then bea toad.' "

Reared in Wyoming, Rass duped some congressman into
sending him to the Air Force Academy to become an Army
Officer. He owes his hard-line discipline and military atti
tude to that maker of men, the English Department.

Hailed as the Resident Subversive of 37th Sqdn., Rass
stands alone as the man the system never conquered. "If
50 million people believe a foolish thing, it is still a foolish
thing."

WILLIAM LEROY RATHBUN "Bill"
Bill was born and raised in upstate New York but moved

to the Great Northwest (Vancouver, Washington) during his
high school days. His insistance that people spell his name

correctly ('bun not 'burn) soon earned him the nickname
"Buns", in 17th Squadron. An avid sportsman. Bill enjoys
all the outdoor sports and claims wrestling as his favorite
indoor one. Plans for fhe future include a possible stop af
grad school after graduation and eventually a place in a

TAC fighter.

RICHARD STEPHEN RAUSCHKOLB "Dick"
Having been a "brat" all his life, Dick decided that

traveling and flying was what he wanted in fhe future. He en

joyed one year at fhe Prep School before coming fo the ster
ile confines of the "Blue Zoo". Being on the Dean's team for
six semesters and the Sup's slate for three gave him plenty
of privileges to check out the finer things around. Rock will
be remembered for his war stores after leave, his remarks
in the TV room, his Volkswagen, Mrs. Robinson, mayonnaise,
dead mice, short sheets, lost towels, cough medicine, and
that famous Repeating weapon. After graduation Dick plans
to go to Law School or Navigator Training. And someday
return here to teach International Affairs. Dick's future in
cludes confirmed bachelorhood with lots of girls and good
times.



GEORGE F. RAYL "F.A.T."
From the "Turkey Capital of the World" (Worthington,

Minn.) George came marching to USAFA with high hopes in
his head and a football under his arm. Making the varsity his
sophomore year was his claim-to-fame along with '70's
contribution of bringing "foo-baw" back to USAFA where it

belongs. Junior year sent him to the halls ot "In There" 23
and there he learned a very valuable lesson- if you try hard
enough, you can hide anything in a closet on Black Saturday.
Firstie year saw F.A.T. waiting for a golden machine, a

golden , playing in two post-season bowl games in

Florida, and 3 June. Pilot training and a fighter assignment
are in the near future.

THOMAS J. RAYL "T.J."
T.J. came to fhe Academy from the frozen wastelands of

Minnesota with the idea that nothing could change his "big
frog" status. Doolie year changed all that, and Tom decided
that he had better start working to stay alive. Not only was

he an exceptional jock on the football team, but he managed
to beat the Dean and Comm and made the Sup's List every
semester. It was a trying four years for T.J., and it wasn't
all roses with all those good CE. courses in cement, sew

ers and airports. He is looking forward to UPT and a little

grad school in civil engineering.

DAVID JOHN REDMAN "D. J."

John left high school a year early and attended the Uni

versity of Utah before coming to USAFA. After leaving the

powder snow at Alta, Utah, he had to settle for Ski Country,
U.S.A. Spending more time at judo, skiing and chasing
women than at academics, he majored in physics. Despite
completing T-41 without loss of life or limb (or his IP's)
John looks forward to an Air Force R&D assignment follow
ing graduation.

If you can't
Ski on it. Fly in it.
Or hold hands with it, . . .

It just ain't that critical!

CHARLES RUFUS REED "ChuCk"
"But the peculiar evil of silencing the expression of an

opinion is, that it is robbing the human race; posterity as

well as the existing generation; those who dissent from the

opinion, still more than those who hold it. If the opinion is
right, they are deprived of the opportunity of exchanging
error for truth: if wrong, they lose, what is almost as great
a benefit, the clearer perception and livelier impression of
truth, produced by its collision with error."

JOHN STUART MILL

GARY KENDALL REED "Reeder"

Coming from a farm near fhe thriving metropolis of

Dysart, lowa, Gary has been in constant verbal battle with
the "city-slickers" for four years. After surviving two

years of Fourteenth Squadron, he moved on to Twenty-
Three ("In there!"); but the Great Computer decided that

Thirty-Fifth's penthouse should be his final "home". His
interest in music has led to many days of TDY with the choir
and chorale. Geography 120 kept him on the positive side of

a 2.00 the first semester, so Reeder decided not to fight a

good thing and became one of the few "rock" men of '70.
A blue Vette and a few "beeros" have kept him off the

ground since then. The Flight Surgeon may shoot down hopes
of pilot school; but maybe a set of Navigator wings don't
look so bad after all.



HARRY JAMES REEL "Jim"
Having lived a happy eighteen years in the coal fields

of Pennsylvania, Jim decided that life was a little too easy.
So he came TDY to USAFA for four years. Jim spent the en

tire tirst year trying to get on acceptable terms with the
Dean. After that, he began enjoying Colorado. Learning how
to use a lacrosse stick and how to ski, Jim put most of his
time into these activities- not being particularly successful
in either one. With 4 of a probable 10.6 years in the Air
Force already behind him, Jim leaves USAFA with these
words of wisdom- Press On!

THOMAS PAINE REEL "Tom"
Tom came to the Blue Zoo from Tarrytown, New York

after turning down an appointment to West Point.
The luckiest decision he ever made, he says, was the

choice of Air Force blue over Army green. His luck didn't
end there, however. Surviving a 40 ft. fall on one of the
mountains behind the academy, Tom proved all of the physi
cal laws and broke all the medical ones. By the time gradu
ation finally rolled around, Tom was rather used to wearing
a supt's pin.

Tom always had great confidence in the Class of '70
("We're the greatest class ever to hit this place. We know
it and so does most everyone else around here, whether they
want to admit it or not!").

Tom feels that someday a synthesis of feeling and
thought is necessary ("The sentiments of our contempo
raries in other places and the cold realism of a majority of
people here must someday flow concurrently instead of in
conflict.").

The Class of 1970 thinks as much of Tom as he does
of Big Red.

WILLIAM JOHN REICH "Bill"
Having departed Clinton, Wisconsin on his first air

plane ride Bill arrived at Lackland AFB, and then moved on

to USAFA Prep for a rugged year of Air Force training.
Still blissfully unaware in his innocence, he took the fateful
step and entered USAFA. Seldom seen on the weekend, he
was never known to let a privilege slip by. One of those elite
few who majored in Black Magic, and infamous for the
amount of time he didn't spend studying, he seldom let those

studies interfere with the enjoyment of a good television
show, sci fi book, or Time magazine. Hopefully after gradu
ation, he'll be seen trying to cram his body into one of those
trainers at UPT.

MICHAEL THOMAS REILEY "Rex"
Rex hails to us from Alexandria, Va. Originally plan

ning on attending Annapolis where he was recruited for foot
ball. Rex decided flying was his "bag" and so packed his
gear and made it on out to Colorado. That first year proved
to be quite an experience. Coming to the conclusion that 22
hrs/sem. could make even the best man go stale. Rex de
cided a good "rally" every weekend was the only proper
remedy.

With graduation just around the corner. Rex is anxiously
awaiting U.P.T. and hoping and praying for one of the few

remaining fighter slots.

JOSEPH MARTIN RENAUD "Mario"
Big Dumb Joe came to the Academy as one of the most

motivated young men around. After easily tackling Basic
Summer, he stumbled into academics with the same results
and managed to stay off of Ac-Pro until the first progress
report. After establishing a 2.00 plus, Joe branched out into
social endeavors by having a date every semester. During
his senior year, someone made the mistake of telling Joe
where and what Denver was. Joe's success was due to his
sly, cunning, smooth-talking, polished Italian manner. As
soon as Joe acquires his Ph.D. and Astronaut rating, he
plans fo return to the Academy and become an AOC or Head
Waiter, whichever presents the bigger challenge. J.M. Renaud
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JERE WAYNE RETZER "Jere"
After breezing through his first two years as an unim-

posing member of "Thirsty Third," Jere came into his own

in his new home. Thirteenth. Against the advice of class
mates, he decided not to commute back-and-forth to classes
when it was discovered that the Second-Class shuffle had
left him with neither a job or a room. However, he "pressed
on" in true fashion and eventually claimed the title of the
"Blue Min," after spending his First Class summer as the
leader of the world-famous F-41 precision flying team.

Finding time from his masters management program, he
"managed" the Talon as its editor, and made it a publica
tion to be proud of for the first time in years. The future?
Marriage, grad school, pilot training, and a career in man

agement, probably in that order.

JEROME BARRY RICHMAN "Jerry"
Having chosen the less travelled path, Jerry left the

fast pace of life in Odenton, Maryland and came to this hal
lowed institution to enjoy fhe blissful delights of Colorado.
During the four-year interlude, he somehow never adjusted
to the fact that the University of Air Force wasn't just an
other college. Despite this unfortunate consequence, Jerry
engrossed himself in watching the tube, playing bridge, and
yes�an occasional period of studying. Never failing to ques
tion the tried and true, he escaped relatively unscathed from
several encounters witfvthe Establishment, and in the proc
ess learned something about himself and his fellow human
beings, something which made the (w)hole experience worth
while.

JAMES THOMAS RIDDICK III "Jimmy"
From Ahoskie, North Carolina, Jimmy left the possibili

ty of a boring life at some civilian school. Soon realizing his
mistake, he tried without success for three years to ex

change his thrilling cadet life for the simplistic and dull
life of a civilian. Jimmy worked to try and set some kind of
AC. PRO. record during his stay at USAFA. Becoming a

striver during the last year, after deciding he needed the
privileges to play with the "Mass", he came off Ac. Pro.
for the first time since Sept. of his doolie year. Future
plans include pilot training at Moody and flying for MAC.

ROBERT RIETDORF "Riet"
Having spent his formative years in a small, but naive.

New Jersey metropolis, Riet decided to move on. A year at

Rutgers wasn't enough to satisfy his curiosity. The aura of
the aluminum spires and the Ramparts ripped him away
from the miseries of civilian life. After the initial shock of
Doolie year, Riet settled down to the task of depositing the
usual blood, sweat and tears to the USAFA program. Should
Graduation Day ever arrive, he honestly believes that the
effort will have been well worth it. Riet looks forward with
great anticipation to the fulfillment of his life-long dream �

pilot wings and "slipping the surlv bonds."

ROGER DOUGLAS RIGGS "Ramjet"
Roger (Ramjet) Riggs hails from Palos Verdes, Califor

nia and is a surfer-nut from the word go. His love for en

gineering sciences is surpassed only by this most ridicu
lous of sports. One can see Rog keeping in shape during the
off-season months as he rides his skateboard down the ramp
to the First Class parking lot or to the tube room every
weeknight. Rog is also an outstanding artist and functions
(for a price) as 19th Squadron Cartoonist. His achievements
include caricatures of all the squadron firsties and custom-
made name tags. Wine, women, and sunshine are Ramjet's
destinies in life, and it is difficult to imagine Roger failing
in any of these respects.



STEVEN CRAIG RIGGS "Seriggs"
No one will ever know how a simple country boy like

Seriggs was lured away from the simple life in the tall-corn
country, but June of 66 found him entering the Blue Zoo with
fhe rest of fhe bewildered bunch. He has been that way ever

since. If you would like to see him, stop in at the Chapel di
rectly after graduation and you will find him once again with
the bewildered bunch.

LARRY HOWARD RITCHARD "Larry"
Dirty Thirty's own transfer student from Michigan

State, from the day he set foot at USAFA, dedicated his life
to one purpose, to getting out of everything that he could.
As president of the French Club in his 2� year, he engi
neered trips for his club to study French culture in various
parts of the US. The culmination of Larry's efforts came in
his last year when he decided thaf life at USAFA was getting
a little bit too tedious and that what he needed was a little
change of scenery, whereupon he left for France for a hard-
to-take semester. Now all that needs to be seen is what he
will do in the Air Force, and if his experiences at USAFA
are any indication, Larry may wind up spending all of his
time TDY.

RICHARD DABNEY RITTER "Tex"
After his head start at the Prep School, Tex ambitious

ly plunged into the USAFA way of life and began his studies
to be a general. Never being one to brag about his grades,
he went the other way and got his wreath several times,
holding down the Exec's job for Sexy Six. Tex's fame comes
mostly from the intramural fields and his weekend adven
tures. A high "scorer" in both areas, Tex was known for
his aggressiveness, skill and finesse. So knowing the ways
of the RAF and talking a smooth line, Tex can only expect
to go a long way.

MARK LAWRENCE ROBBINS "Ribbons"
Mark came to the Academy knowing very little, if any

thing, about the military way of life. His introduction to it
was nothing short of shocking. But, with determination and
"The Quest" in his purpose he pressed on to firstie year,
a new car, and a beautiful fiancee! He was never an academic
giant. Always working for his C's and having his share of
Ac Pro, his main aim has always been pilot training. During
first class year he found it harder and harder to study,
never being in his room on weekends. Despite this change of
attitude he managed to pull his grades up. Of all his experi
ences while at USAFA the one that will always be most vivid
in his memory is summer T-41 and a certain party at Pal
mer Lake on July 12, 1969. That is when the "Rock" was

turned to Clay.

STEPHEN MADISON ROBERTS "Steve"
Steve arrived at USAFA, lasted four years, and departed

from the aluminum abscess bewildered yet relieved�but not
without some measure of accomplishment. During his tenure
of servitude he managed to make the Dean's other list every
year. Becoming military one semester, he climbed out of
the bottom 10% on the Comm's Order of Merit list, but soon
returned to achieve his final record of being placed on Con
duct Probation three times. Not completely bitter, he parts
truly grateful for the taste for altruistic values he acquired
(in spite of, not because of) during his residence� independ
ence, integrity, and respect for individual rights�hoping he
can retain these if nothing else .... Values that inspired
Institutions like USAFA, but values that he often found him
self searching for without success� never forgetting that
trying to be anymore than all he was would have been a lie.



JEFFREY STUART ROBINSON "Jeff"
Centerville, Utah belched forth Jeff on the 27th of June

1966, and sent him to the home of the blue and the birds and
the man whole etc. As a physics major, Jeff tried to prove
that USAFA could be represented in terms of theta and phi,
but couldn't. It seems some necessary ingredients can't be
incorporated in these constants. During his tenure as a stu
dent af USAFA besides being looked up to as the world's
worst speller he made one monumental achievement, gradu
ation. USAFA belched forth Jeff on the third of June 1970
and sent him to the RAF. Neither Centerville, nor USAFA
could gver quite digest him.

ROLLAND EARL ROBISON "Robby"
Fresh from high school in the small town of Leesburg,

Indiana, Robby decided to try out his vocal chords in the
Chorale and got to see the USA like he'd planned. While
fighting the dean for four'years he actually enjoyed himself
in the continuous headwinds of Colorado. After graduation
he hopes for bigger and more challenging things such as

flying the C-5 and settling down with a good wife.

HOWARD EDWARD ROBSON "Howie"
Born and raised in New York City, Howie left the happy

life of a civilian college to enroll in USAFA University. He
became a "real" cadet by having his knee cut, teeth pulled,
and receiving not one but two "Dear John's" during his
stay. By taking the attitude that "Ca ne fait rien" , he
managed to overcome these little things. After leaving 16th
frosh year, he travelled across the mall to 25th where he
was a member in good standing of the Saturday night ac-pro
club. Once again he travelled across the mall to spend his
lart two years with "Dirty Dozen". As a member of the
"genii", he logged many hours in the airpower room. His
travelling companion until he takes the big step will be his
car "The Green Hornet".

FREDERICK MALCOLM ROCK "Rat"
Fred came to the Academy with an open mind expecting

to find a challenge filled with opportunities. After one se
mester with this attitude he began to form another point of
view. This point of view was fostered and strengthened dur
ing his upperclass years. Upon graduation Fred is seeking
to solve the mystery of the "real Air Force".



RICHARD RUSSELL RODIECK "Rah"
The Lone Star State donated one of its members to

Colorado for four years. Starting out as a green longhorn.
Rich developed his eagerness to work during his first two
years in Big Three. Rich left 03 for ninth with the new nick
name, "Rah". Truly a dedicated sort. Rich was elected
secretary of the Ethics Committee and was a member of the
Superintendent's Team. The colors of the Confederacy could
be seen frequently hanging in his room. Basking under the
sun or skiing the slopes in winter doesn't keep this Texan
from enjoying his most cherished moments in the rack.
Adaptable to any situation. Rich is more than ready to chal
lenge the Real Air Force.

JAMES O'BRIEN ROGERS, JR. "Jim, Jimmie, O'Brien"
After pulling the first "all-nighter" of his cadet career

by flying to USAFA through the night of 25 June 66, Jim
never failed to always ask "Why?" during that first year.
But getting involved in the Ski Club and struggling in the
bass section of the Chorale as a misplaced baritone soon

got his mind on other things; namely, traveling, women, and
Corvettes. After leaving Playboy 19 and tieing into a more
riotous bunch, the Grim Reapers of the 31st, the partyin',
studyln', and 'burns' came harder, faster, and longer. He
and the "Midget" could be seen almost every night lost in
their "Wonderful World of Mech- Bel ieve." Jim hopes to go
to grad school somehow, own a 1970 Corvette, and luck into
some good R&D assignments.

MICHAEL LEWIS ROSE "Roser"
Ot Army ancestry, Mike hesitantly gave up the regi

mented life to come to USAFA. Finding things a bit dis
tasteful at first, he also found things distasteful at the end
but managed to stay out of trouble with the Dean and the
Comm a majority of the time. Having served hitches in three
different squadrons, Mike prevented people from completely
figuring him out, which is the way he prefers to remain.
Aloof and apart from the crowd, he never could change
things to the way they should be and managed to conceal his
bitterness within himself. Far from the fighter jock type, he
hopes his Life Science degree will get him a slot with AFSC
and maybe a master's degree.

ROGER WARREN ROSELLE "Rog"
Giving up the sun and surf of California, Rog came east

to Colorado in search of that "ultimate" party school. Al
ways one to make the most of weekends, spending few of
them in our hallowed home, he sought the additional privi
leges that the Dean's List afforded. Enjoying beautiful Col
orado, Rog made himself a permanent fixture of the state's
ski slopes, as well as the many social opportunities that the
Springs afforded. With his eyes set on a career in the blue,
Rog plans on grad school at Indiana and then on to pilot
training.

MICHAEL HAL ROSENBLATT "Rosie"
Mick came to USAFA after a year at UCLA. After being

moved out of two squadrons, he finally decided to put down
his roots in I9th where he served as squadron commander,
playboy advisor, and eminent sage. Despite his serious
handicap of questioning and at times fighting the establish
ment, he always managed to make the Com's list. Known for
his determination to be ruled by no man, he often wonders
as graduation approaches if this will apply to a certain
woman. This will be no problem though, since Mick is one
of those rare cadets who never learned to wear a ring in his
nose. After graduation, "Rosie" plans to become a pilot,
but won't let that stand in the way of his seeking the truth.



THOMAS LEE ROSENSTOCK "Rosy"
Looking back over the past few years it is safe to say

that Rosy never was a cadet - he was a Dodo All Star. The

original "Rape of the Stock" began on June 26, 1966, a

heinous act which was perpetrated again and again during the

following four years - not to say that the Rose didn't rape
back once in a while. There could be no better personifica
tion of the "whole man" concept. He started off well with
three CDB's in one five week stretch as a dool, slowed down

by making the Dean's and Comm's lists, but finished strong
with 2nd class boards and a six and 120 slug from a Canadian
holiday. His future plans include five or six years with the
AF and then some "Easy Riding."

PAUL ROSSETTI "Paul"

HAPPINESS IS:

Skiing in a foot of powder at Vail
Taking a choir trip to San Francisco

Meeting beautiful blondes
Going home on leave
Studying about aircraft flight
Flying the same aircraft
Spending a semester in France

Sinking a 20 ft birdie putt
Graduating.

RONALD EUGENE ROUSE "Ron"
After a good year of real college life at Wichita State,

Ron came to USAFA to spend his first two years in "Crash
and Burn 23rd". Being an expert glider pilot, Ron had no

problem passing the T-41 program with flying colors. He
has been on the Commandant's List since a dool and the
Dean's List once. Since Ron has been in "Double Ace", he
has been First Sergeant and Squadron Commander. After

completing his Civil Engineering (DIRT) major at USAFA,
Ron is looking forward to a cute little wife and flight school
to start his "real" Air Force career.

GILBERT ALLAN ROVITO "Rocky"

The stomp of feet,
the flash of sabres,
the echo of command,

the Hollowness of glass walled buildings.

I came to serve my country,
to fight the enemy,
to die the death �

Old soldiers fade.

I leave to build a world,
to seek a friend,
to show to others

the person I am.

WILLIAM FRANCIS ROWELL "Bill"
When Bill left the sheltered life of his New England

town to come to USAFA, he rapidly discovered the Spartan
regime of monastery life. Finding quickly that most of his
fellow cadets didn't speak correct English- with a Bostonian
accent- he set about to change them. Although lucky with
cards and grades his knack for getting burnt on blind dates
was phenomenal. After two and one-half years in Colorado
he finally saw the light and started attacking the ski slopes.
Refreshed from a four month vacation at L'Ecole, de L'Air,
Bill looks forward to grad school, bachelor life, and a long
career in the Air Force.



BRUCE ALAN ROY "Bruce of the Jungle"
With a sine curve M.O.M. and a perennial slot in the

Dean's doghouse, Bruce finally wised up and took to cultural
figmosity against a gen stu background. Never managing to
hit the tour pad, he decided to make his name by ascending
fo fhe ranks of R-Flight '69 much to the chagrin of the Astro
Dept. With most of his wandering thoughts tied up in T.H.E.
Girl Back Home and an occasional great white slope, BAR
hopes to strive for success af UPT next year and to give fhe
R.A.F. a fair shake before he decides to take six and run or
tolerate a tenuous twenty.

RANDOLPH WAYNE ROYCE "Yogi"
An Army brat for 18 years. Yog decided that he hadn't

had enough punishment so he came to USAFA. He made all-
american curve surfer and generally made himself academ
ically inconspicuous. USAFA motivated him to become an
Aero major but despite the attractions of the heavy lab he
found himself looking forward to the weekends when he con
ducted his own investigations of the aerodynamic stability
of a certain golden bee. Yog dedicated part of a summer to
playing grunt at Ft. Benning, but decided that airborne hair
cuts were not to his liking. Yog has dedicated himself to the
life of a rock and to the premise that "You can never be
military too". Looking forward to a life in the RAF (Real
Air Force) Yog has fighters and heavenly bodies on the mind.
Veni, Vidi, Exii.

RANDALL WESLEY RUMPF "Randy"
On the first day of leave during Randy's last summer at

TSRH, a not so Easy Ride ended fhe long term dream of
flight, and twice his number almost came up. Lacrosse (in
the goal) was his love for Randy's four year stay at the
.Academy and kept him from going too far off the deep end.
Looking forward to a rewarding career in . . . Oh well,
he'll find something and there is always a Triumph to ride
up a hill or across the desert.

DON GALE RUSHING "Don"
Someone told Don that only Spartans and water-walkers

went to the Academy, and youthful exuberance urged him to
try this life. The first year cast him in the role of the dumb
jock, this being the result of a scrape wifh the Dean over a

mathematics course and a full three consecutive seasons
with Arnie's Army. Don's last three years were kind to him
academically and militarily. He came into his own in the
international affairs major and began active participation in
many extracurricular pursuits. Don's plans include a law
Degree in future years.

JOHN ALBERT RUSS III "John"
A youthful dream of flying and the love of travel brought

John from Canton, Ohio fo hopefully better things at USAFA.
Although Doolie year produced very little flying or travel
ling, John was content to serve confinements and work for
the Dean. A lover of "Black Magic", and even now fhe
blackness clouds his vision. He gained few friends while
serving as a SERE comrad for two years, but the loss was
well worth the gain in experience. T-41 and a new car helped
bring the dream of flying and travelling a little closer. A
true lover of Motherhood and Apple Pie, John intends to go
� P''�* training so that he may help fight the never ending
Dattle for truth, justice and fhe American way.



MICHAEL BARRETT RYAN "Mike"

During the last four years, many have seen Mike run

ning on the Academy's roads and through its forests. His
dedication and training have born fruit, as evidenced by a

first, second, and third place finish in the last three NCAA
cross country championships. He has thus been named to the
All-America cross country team three times. Also intrigued
by Law 200, he has been bothering the law department since
his second class year with a thousand questions about law
school. Mike has in mind a career in the Judge Advocate
General's office, preceded by law school and a June cere

mony.

HARRY J. SANDS III "Haroota"
Look at this guy! Doesn't he look like the motivated

Academy stud with that certain charisma and steely gleam
in his eye? Military training, parades, Saturday morning
lectures, IRI's and marching in Inaugural ceremonies were

among his favorites. Starting his cadet career on the Comm's
team and finishing just a tad below it (to his chagrin) Ha
roota spent a fun-packed and thrilling first semester (senior
year) in his room. The Comm felt this would be the best re
ward in view of past extra-curricular activities. Haroota
and his close friend, "Big Charles", did have some great
times at the blue monastery though, despite minor run ins
with Cry'in Charlie, Airborne Sergeants and irate barbers.
After all the many years of flying experience and training
received at the zoo, he has finally made the decision to
serve his five and go united.

STEVEN RUSSELL SARNER "Steve"
He came to the Academy with stars in his eyes� lost

them�but found new ones.

RALPH SCOTT SAUNDERS, JR. "Scott"
After a motivational year at The Citadel, Scott just

could not wait to jump right into the fourthclass system for
a second time. This extra "Training" must have been for
the good, because the Commandant smiled on Scott all eight
semesters, and right on through the perils of commanding
Twenty's Tough Trolls. Leaving the Dean out of this thing
and going right over to the "F-41," Scott plans to "smoke"
right down to U.P.T. after graduation. With his ability to

get along with people and his dedication to the Air Force,
there's no doubt about his reaching the "stars".

ROBERT A. SAUNDERS "Bobo"
Coming from a military family, Bobo thought he knew

all there was to know about the Air Force. He soon found out
different after entering USAFA. A member of "honor squad
ron" 13, his first two years, he really got a taste and an in
doctrination into the military system. Later, on becoming a

member of "Rebel" 11, he found out there were more things
to life than just studying and being military. Among the

things he will remember most about USAFA will be the

friendships that have evolved over the years, plus a certain
feeling that it is not for him to be a winner at the track. Fu
ture ambitions include a flying career, plus a try at gradu
ate school.
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PAUL REILAND SCHAFFENBERGER "Schaff"
Paul came to the academy from Wisconsin Rapids, Wis

consin. His cadet career had an exciting start when he re
ceived notification of his appointment only three days before
the BCT reporting date. After a frustrating fourth-class
year, Paul decided to take things easy� resulting in many en
counters with the Dean. When he wasn't fighting the Dean,
Paul found time to play in three different rock and roll
groups as an organist. His favorite hangouts were the Colo
rado slopes and the Radio Club room. After graduation, Paul
plans to enter the field of communications.

WILLIAM ERNEST SCHEPENS "Willie"

Oh sing a song of Willie
Sing a song of joy
Sing a song of Willie
He's a Mississippi boy

His goal was engineering
The road was long and tough
And soon he had to change his ways
His grades weren't good enough

He switched to general studies
with its culture and its art
For cupid shot an arrow
Which pierced his lonely heart

To Wi 1 1 ie say good-bye
Good-byeWillie

GARY BRIAN SCHMIDT "Gar"
After Wisconsin for a year, Gary decided that he didn't

like college, so he came to USAFA instead. With some suc
cess in high school sports, he figured he would light up the
USAFA sports scene and so he went out for an intercollegi
ate team, and another, and another .... then along came
Rugby. He helped to dispel those nasty rumors about rug
gers being stupid, helping himself to a substantial portion
of the academic pie in Astro and in Aero but finally decided
that he could make more of a contribution as a lawyer. He's
kept his sense of humor and continued to apply a motto he
picked up long ago in those rolling hills of South Milwaukee�
"DON'T SWEAT IT."

KURT THOMAS SCHLAEFER
Realizing that life in a paper mill was not going to be

terribly exciting, Kurt decided to leave the forests of New
Hampshire for the academic trees of USAFA. After a doolie
year, Kurt discovered that Colorado isn't really such a bad
place atter all. He rediscovered his old sweetheart�skiing.
He also started to see his way through the academic trees
and made the Dean's team during third class year. Kurt is
known for his punctuality, his accessory free GTO (Gas,
Tires, and Oil), and his huge capital reserves. For Kurt the
future includes a 4 June wedding, UPT, C-141's, a master's
degree in civil engineering, and flight testing.

STEPHEN RICHARD SCHMIDT "Bull"
The "Bull" arrived at USAFA from that cowboy Utopia,

Fredericksburg, Texas shocked at the prospect of a life with
no horses, boots, or sweet cowgirls. Steve acquired his nick
name at FHS, and it has stayed with him at USAFA due to a
certain characteristic physique and temperament. He was a
starter in football during his freshman year but soon real
ized that there were more critical things to being a cadet.
I.e. studying. Steve soon developed a hang-up about shining
his shoes and studying all night which led to him making the
commandant's list every semester and even the dean's list
on one occasion. After graduation, Steve looks forward to
pilot school and a successful career in the "Real Air Force."

P. R. Schaffenberger

W. E. Schepens

K. T. Schlaefer

G. B. Schmidt

S. R. Schmidt
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MICHAEL WILLIAM SCHMITT "Sehmut"
Mike came to USAFA from the warm and sunny Cali

fornia coast� where he sometimes wishes that he'd stayed.
He soon realized that fhe winter snow was good for some

thing when he joined the ski club. Starting his career in the

caves of twelver, Sehmut almost left the Zoo with a soaring
1.81, but managed to survive the Dean ever since. Between

a management major and major interests in Denver, Mike

was always busy; yet he still found time for the exciting
Academy programs like drill, inspections, or the P. F.T.

Some far distant day he may finally turn twenty-one. Gradu
ation wiHI bring a long awaited awakening and more T-41s.

JACK JAY SCHNEIDER "Jack"
Jack is a world traveller. We are uncertain why he

chose to hit Colorado, but everywhere he goes Jack makes

an indelible impression. He doesn't care what other people
think about him, particularly the Dean. But these other peo

ple recognize him as an exceptional individual. He quietly
earns respect. If a guy can go through four years here with

out getting emotionally involved, this man has done it. And

he has done it in style, the way he does everything. Jack

wants to fly where he can finally direct his efforts at worth

while objectives. When he gets there the world is going to

know it.

CARL PATRICK SCHOEN "Carl"
Carl came to us from the nearby hills of Wyoming by

taking his usual route, the longest way around. After spend
ing eighteen years as an army brat, he finished high school
in the "City of Light" and returned to the high country of

home. At the Academy, Carl's wanderlust, still not satis

fied, led him to attain the distinction of going overseas

seven times during his stay. Having begun his battle with the
Dean in a blaze of glory, his pursuit of a degree in physics
kept him a step ahead of the Dean for the remainder of his

stay. His everpresent pipe and science fiction book were al

ways a familiar sight in the halls of Seventh Squadron.

MARVIN DALE SCHROEDER "Marv"
Marv is another participant of the four year coopera

tive education program at the U.S. Air Force Academy. He
was born and raised in lowa, and moved to Colorado at the
age of seventeen. His interests range from the fourth class
system to the ODP. He is average in both intellectual and

physical qualities managing to make Dean's List six out ot

eight tries and kick his way into a green belt in karate.
While serving at the Academy, cadet Schroeder has been
awarded both the longevity and marksmanship ribbons re

flecting great credit upon himself and the United States
Air Force.

ROBERT LEE SCHULER "Bob"

He left Jersey for a long, long summer.
And it became an autumn, winter, spring.
And a summer, autumn, winter, spring, and . . .

Well thedean said, "yes", but the com said, "no".
He jumped with chute and skied on snow.
Climbed the mountains, did crash and go.

At Bragg he met the Special Forces;
At Bergstrom met the special nurses;
And here his friends knew 'where it's at'.
The ones who called him Bob or Fat.



DUANE ALAN SCHULKE "Schulk"
The Schulk came to USAFA from the thriving metrop

olis of Early, lowa. At first the Comm, Dean and Sup were
amused by his backward country ways and rewarded him by
placing his name on their lists. He was later unceremoni
ously dumped from their favor by failing to sufficiently so
phisticate himself. In a valiant effort to do this, he declared
computer science his major. He was last seen in the process
of being overwhelmed by several reams of computer paper
spewn at him by an unsolvable infinite loop in one of his
programs. If he manages to recover in time for graduation
he will undoubtedly be off to UPT and a chance to play with
a computer that doesn't use paper.

JAY KURT SCHUMACHER "Schu"
Born in beautiful downtown Bridgeton (New Jersey),

Schu has been on the alpha roster for two squadrons among
his other honors, Schu was on Dean's "Follow me" Team.
A lively partying lad, our Red Dork Flight Leader has one
true love�a pale young beauty�which inspires him to get out
of the North gate faster, and start a party anywhere! An In
ternational affairs Major, Schu plans to have a few of his
own, while flying for TWAir Command. An Air Force career
in the misty future for the Boss Dork?

ROBERT MICHAEL SCHUMACHER "Shoe"
Love of the sky was the reason he came to USAFA, but

the reason he stayed to graduate has not yet been found.
Perhaps it was his idealism and dreams of better tomor
rows . . .

Summer of the year nineteen and seventy.
A cadet is transfigured with merely a word.
Now the officer and gentleman by order of congress.
Dreams of the coming tomorrows remembering.
Yesterday's memories both bitter and sweet.
After graduation 'Shoe' hopes to fly helicopters for Aer

ospace Rescue and Recovery Service, become a navigator for
MAC. Whatever the future holds for him should provide the
challenge he desires.

JAMES GREGORY SCHWARTZ "Shrub"
The "SHRUB" was dubbed as such, because he is so

short, one dark dreary night in 6A43 new dorm. An avid
flyer with the Aero Club, fhe Shrub chalked up many honors
including an unauthorized, uncleared landing at McConnell
AFB in a T-34 amongst a flock of Thuds. From a mountain
in California, the Shrub was used to snow and weathered his
way on to the ski team. Team captain, 2nd in NCAA Cham
pionship Slalom event, most valuable skier, and first AFA
skier to be named an All-American, were some of his
branches. The Dean proposed a trade with the Shrub � your
eyes for good grades �

. The grades were taken but the eyes
are still being fought over. If he wins them back, it will be
a flying career, possible AFA ski coach, and gone to fly
somewhere.

RONALD TERRY SCONYERS "Ron"
Four years ago my mind was made up� I would and could

not become a cadet. 20 Jun 1966 I received a call from Wash
ington D.C. Six days later I was at the United States Air
Force Academy, still not a cadet, only a Basic Cadet� and
1970 looked unattainable. Buf now as graduation rapidly
nears, the past four years appear only as a fleeting glimpse
of a reflected future. Life here had its ups and downs�we

complained, protested, rebelled�we worked, played, and
studied usually in vain.

I cannot regret these past years. New friends, new

ideas, new endeavors. Now a new future, a new career, and
new opportunities.



ROBERT WALLACE SCULLEN "Seully"

Scully received the call to duty in the thriving metrop

olis of St llwater, Minnesota. He headed for camp USAFA

with high hopes oi academic brilliance and playing football m

A Force Blue. After two years on the gridiron his aca

demic vision fell by the wayside and also brought the days

of beat'ng heads to a halt. Since then he has concentrated on

?he academic side of cadet life and has frequently made the

Dean's ore-- I St. After graduation, it's off to Pilot training

for Scully His ambition is to be the meanest and fastest in

the sky.

"Pyruda"
** ah" a ""tfyTng "ear at USAFA Prep, this tall, slim

performance aircraft available.

"Don"

ceed in all three areas.

"Dave"
DAVID ALAN SEXTON ^^^.^ ^^ ^.^.^^

t-t;^'of^-an^c^L^finuei.The^^^^^:f^j:^.r^rrs^^ivsp^sc.-^-ircr^^nr^isi^^f^^T^^^^-p^^otSmg for the near future, but who knows after that

Shaf"
DONALD FRANCIS SHAFER, JR. ^

After getting carried away on a
'

B'^farr^ on R""
jhaf

making it all the way to the Zoo one fine '?' J""^^^//�;,ne
immediately jumped into ??^i"9\/^.^ ''r.^',?"' Db

�

t''"
Century Club for the Class of '70 with ??'^fj=?^^.;/ciass
five months for a 6/120 total, he came "ac^. Third ^
year by ending it off with a 1.14^ The ^e"?^/*^^^ ^�.fo^' he
perpetual Comm's wreath, whenever he wasn t o

^^^
comm's Drill Team. Shaf always showed a vast o

^

leave which was replaced by airborne, two R-FhQh's^^^^^
slew of Jack Valley Campaigns. The ?"^"'^ '^j '^d at that
pulling a Dodge Van packed full of parachutes aimed

pilot base down south.



STEVEN JEFFREY SHARKEY "Shark"
Coming from the heart of the Pennsylvania Dutch coun

try. Shark brought a big grin and a sense of humor to see

him through his four years at the Academy. After a three

year stint with intercollegiate football and wrestling, he did
his bit as an intramural coach. An econ major to the bitter
end, he has big hopes of going to pilot school and becoming
a true "Aerospace Ace", keeping an eye on a future gradu
ate school.

TIMOTHY JOHN SHARKEY "Shark"
Shark is an Ohio boy who came to USAFA to be a quar

terback, but the Brown Tide could never give him the protec
tion he needed to show his true value. He always beat the

Dean; he always beat the guy he boxed; and he still always
beats everybody to bed. Sharko hit the slopes on every snowy
Sunday, and he'd judge his day by the number of wineskins
he emptied before the skilifts closed. Shark has the rare

ability to combine business and pleasure and to get the most
out of both. It's either his thirst for knowledge or his greed
for goodies that make him want to go to grad school for econ
and later conquer the financial world. Shark will always be
remembered for being a man of his word and unwavering
resolve. It was he who once said, "I'll never get married
�especially in June!"

JEFFREY SCOTT SHAVER "Jeff"
Forced, as a little shaver, to leave his happy home in

Idaho, this wide-eyed innocent soon found that April showers
brought May flowers and June's activities could fertilize the
whole garden. Fourth class year seemed a bitter pill to

swallow, but third class year was like washing it down with

battery acid. Things finally started looking up in the next
two years, and this cadet found true happiness - a yellow
MGB called "The Road Louse" and an innocuous place in
the back rank. After graduation, his 20/100 eyes are set on

grad school, and perhaps an R and D job later, where he can

build a better fighter for his front seat friends.

GERRY WAYNE SHAW "Gerry"
Being the son of an Air Force SuperSergeant, Gerry

made the long trip to USAFA from Okinawa. After two years
in DEUCE, he moved to "Frat Five", where he kept busy
as Ring Rep, Honor Rep, and then squadron commander Fall
Semester. Gerry was always a member of "the Comm's

team", but never could see eye to eye with the Dean. After

graduation this young "space Ace" hopes for flying school
and then a fighter slot zooming to unlimited heights.

JACK WALLACE SHAW "Jack"
As an Army brat. Jack had a taste of military life be

fore he entered good ole USAFA. The "system" was not

quite what he expected, but Jack adapted quickly. After a few
years his hobby interest changed from model railroading to

the more outdoor sport of camping and shooting in the Colo
rado mountains. Post-graduation plans are strictly oriented
towards a flying career of some sort, hopefully "Flying and

Fighting" in single seaters, but maybe a more continental
viewpoint will prevail.



MORRIS EUGENE SHELKOFSKY, JR. "Shel"
Shel left the sunny Gulf Coast of Florida for the majes

tic Rockies of Colorado. With typical adaptability, Florida's
native son adjusted to the bright and gloomy sides of cadet
life. Shel spent his weekends in Colorado Springs, often

with a charming young lovely. When it stopped snowing, this
veritable semi-pro took to the links to break the moral bar

rier of one hundred strokes. In weak moments he succumbed
to a bit of nostalgia about his stay at the Air Force Academy.
When last seen, Shel was headed South to God's country.

DAVID KNIGHT SHELTON "D.K."

Hailing from North Carolina, "D.K." came out west to

see what the "blue zoo" was like. Although he was forget
ful and color blind, David's smile won him a place in the

hearts of his classmates. On weekends "D.K." was found
in the mountains or at parties. When snows opened the ski

slopes, Dave would stop at nothing to terrorize the runs.

Finally settling down in Seagram's Seven, "D.K." concen

trated his energies on intramurals, Mercy's nurses, drink

ing, and academics, in that order. Post-graduation looks

like medical school and maybe pilot training later. "D.K."

was happy when he finally passed his color vision test, he

mistakenly wore a green tie to the noon meal. The future

looks bright for this preacher's son, and we expect much
from him.

MICHAEL JOSEPH SHIRA "Mike'
From Florida he came.
Leaving sun and sand.
Seeking fortune and fame,
1 n this weather-beaten land.

His temper was Irish,
His hair was red.
Go through it again?
He'd sooner be dead.

But it's over and done.
And he's on his way.

JAMES RILEY SHIRLEY "Jim"
A Georgia boy, Shirl decided to go to Ga Tech. He soon

became envious of his buddies, the football jocks, and de

cided to try for his own free ride. At USAFA Shirl found

himself somewhat less free to move, but there were ski

trips and free dental care. He struggled through four more

years of classes to emerge, an engineer? Shirl hated study
ing, but enjoyed the intramural program and an occasional

nap. Future plans do not include grad school, but do include
UPT.

DELRAY FRANKLIN SHULTZ "Lucky"
"Lucky" came from Missouri where he worked in the

hayfields in the summer and played tootball for the rest of

the year. Having made All-State guard he played freshman
and J.V. ball. Other extra-curricular activities included a

more than usual amount of work in local churches and youth
rallies.

To Lucky, Christianity is more than a religion, it is a

personal walk. Perhaps this is why what he tries, he does.

Having mastered the "Silver Rocket", better known as

a T-41, Lucky now plans on going to pilot training and then

the wild, blue yonder; hopefully as a FAC. And, contrary to

popular belief, he is not planning on being a missionary

pilot or a high school football coach on graduation.



RICHARD LUCIO SILVANI "Rick"
From Medford, Massachusetts, Rick naturally had a

Boston accent, which he immediately lost doolie year (his
element sergeant was from North Carolioal). Sometime
during that same year he met a sweet young,thing who filled
his lonely hours, and so, he thought it only fitting to become
engaged a year later.

His life at the Academy centered around that girl,
wearing a star and wreath occasionally and sometimes stay
ing out of trouble.

He managed to graduate, and goes down on the roster of
the Commandant's Drill Team, for marching fifteen unde
served, character-building, tours. His sights are set on

marriage, flying, and attache work in Russia.

TERRY REEVES SILVESTER "Terry"
Terry has tackled as much as anyone in the Wing, and

the little mighty mite from Princeton, N.J. has done well at
everything he's tried. When not working out with the soc

cer team, he's found time to serve as 9th Squadron Honor
Rep and Squadron Commander, make the Comm's list every
semester and one or the other of the Dean's lists. Being the
only Cadet in the Wing who could sleep in a short-sheeted
bed and not know it, Terry also has trouble reaching the gas
pedal of his car. But that doesn't stop him from continuing
his exhausting search for a girl short enough, sweet enough,
and patient enough.

ALAN ANTHONY SIMONCIC "Al Monday"
Big Al came to the academy from McKees Rocks, Pa.

in an effort to blow the hardships of the steel area of Pitts
burgh and find an easier way of life. But the scene really
didn't change. Having spent two semesters on Ac Pro, he
decided it was time for a change and went OTF, and was

awarded a slot on the Comm's drill team for two months.
After this "Simon" decided to cool it for a while. His im
mediate plans after graduation call for a cycle trip through
Canada followed by a tour at weather school - preferably
the University of Texas.

THOMAS HENRY SIMONDS "Tom"
Bache . . . Back . . . Beaver . . . Bob . . . Carter . .

Coach . . . Combs . . . Ethics . . . Fair . . . Fee Bird . .

First Sergeant . . . Florida . . . Frog . . .

Scott . . . Green Mountain . . . Boys . .

Hospital . . . Jacks Valley . . . Jeff . . .

. . . Lacrosse ... La Rue . . . Loyalty .

. . . Nealon . . . New York . . . Niner . ,

pies . . . Pre-Med . . . Rios . . . Show

George . . . Great
. Hello Wall . . .

Joan . . . Keating
. . Michigan City
. Peoples Is Peo-

. . . "Som" . . .

Squadron Commander . . . This Too Shall Pass . . . Thunder
Wagon . . . Tompkins . . . Tough Two . . . Twenty-six Barons
. . . Vermont Chamber Of Commerce.

STEPHEN ANDREW SIMPSON
He left warm wonderful Miami.
He arrived at cold cruel USAFA.
He suffered two years in Evil Eight.
Heglided home in Frat Five.
He graduated.
He departed.

'Steve"



FREDERICK WILLIAM SINE "Riek"

Taking as his theme song "Did You Ever Have to Make

Up Your Mind?" Rick chose dear old USAFA and the Air

Force over the University of Louisville and the Navy. With
the start of academics, he adapted to the situation in his
usual fashion and ended up on one of the Dean's lists, but,
alas, it was the wrong one. A move from Fightin' Fourth to

Snoopy Twenty-Six improved this Kentucky lad's academic

prowess and he hit academic heights with a 2.5. The Com

Shop moved him across "campus" to Cobra Fourteen where
the balance of his cadet career was spent. With 3 weeks at

Nellis with a General Dynamics F-111 "Flying (some
times) GPU" squadron and a lot of F-105 time. Rick de
cided where his heart lay and hopes to rival the exploits of
the Red Baron.

JEFFREY ORVIN SLETTEN "Orv"
After roaming the world as an Army brat, Jeff decided

that flying would be a kick and came to USAFA for a visit.

Since he couldn't leave after he arrived, he made the best of

it by skiing his four years away. Known for his hard work

and dedication, he strived for the better life and the enjoy
ment of it. He found his happiness in doing what he enjoyed,
and his plans for the future include more of the same.

DENNIS ELLIOTT SMALLEY "Denny"
Coming from the birthplace of aviation, Denny entered

USAFA with visions of becoming the next "Red Baron".

After recovering from the shock that zoomies must march
before they fly, he managed to log many hours at the air

strip while dreaming of the day when he would get a chance
at the big ones. When he wasn't battling the Dean down in

the dirt labs, Denny was busy keeping people from running
into his yellow Corvette. After graduation it will be a fast

trip to pilot training where he hopes to earn that figher
assignment.

FLOYD MILFORD SMILEY, JR. "Duff"
Duff came to USAFA to become the man he had always

dreamed of tjeing. By the end of the summer he had achieved
this objective and wondered why he couldn't go home. But
academics started, and Duff excelled. During his last two
summers Duff was chosen for leadership positions in ABS
and First BCT due to his proven leadership ability and ef
fectiveness ratings. In four years of Sami's and IRI's, Duff
built the foundation for the character and qualities of leader

ship necessary to graduate .... Press on. Ace!!

CHARLIE THOMAS SMISSON, JR. "Charlie"
Leaving the security of a complete Navy family and his

home In Annapolis land, Charlie thought that he would spend
four quiet years at the college of his choice, USAFA. Aca
demies were not Charlie's strongpoint but he was lucky
enough to make the Dean's list for one semester. Several
fruitful years were spent running wind sprints on the la
crosse team and in Tuff Two's television room in a search
for even more knowledge. Hunting, fishing, and driving big
ears were other means of making the years pass quicker.
Charlie plans on a year in Sacramento at Mather, several
years of bachelorhood, and a happy career in the Air Force.



CHARLES LINDEN SMITH "Lin"
After spending a year at a civilian institution, Lin de

cided to "Go West" for a chance at the big time. His fourth
class year was spent in a trance from which he still has not
recovered. He flirted with the Dean's list his first semester,
and developed his "It ain't critical attitude" toward gradu
ation. Third class year Lin was on the Commandant's drill
team first semester and on the Dean's other crew sec

ond. After Third Lieutenant in Europe Lin pulled a 3.00.
The Comm and option 22 greeted Lin for his first class
summer (ABS and 2nd BCT). Five weeks in Jack's Valley
enabled him to become one of the original members of the
36 squadron Pink Panthers. Lin began to act like a figmo
firstie as soon after fhe fall semester began. Some help
from the corporation should be enough fo let pilot training
claim him, that is if they trust him with a plane.

DALE O. SMITH "Dale"
This Seventh Son migrated to USAFA from a grape

ranch in Mattawan, Michigan. Although Dale was not noted
for his appearances on the Dean's or Commandant's Lists
(although he did come close), he also never made the Com
mandant's Drill Team (although he did come close). A self-
nominated terror on the "fields of friendly strife," Dale
excelled in such sports as Rugby. An authority on the Satur
day night T.V. shows and the shortest route to the "Z" on

Friday afternoons, Sundays usually found him on the ski
slopes or working on his car. His after-graduation plans
include the peace and quiet of pilot training.

OAVID LEE SMITH "Dave"
Dave ignored opportunity and the signs of fate and, af

ter attending Michigan State University for one year, came
to USAFA anyway. Sporadically getting on the Dean's List,
he usually followed these accomplishments by getting on the
Dean's Other List the next semester. Striving for a double
major in Comp Sci and Math, he finally came to his senses

(almost too late) and settled for Math. The future indicates
marriage shortly after graduation and a move to the "land
down under" in a few years.

GREGORY LEE SMITH "Smythe"
Arriving at USAFA with nothing particular on his mind,

Greg set about the business at hand . . . graduating. Becom
ing somewhat bored with academics, he soon switched from
Aero to flying. The Soaring Club became his major interest.
By his First Class year he was a Flight Instructor with
over 50 hours flying time. T-41 absorbed his flying interest
first semester, and the Aero Club second. "On laughter-
silvered wings . . .", etc. Greg never did impress the Comm
much, but was able to make both Dean's Lists at one time
or another. Career ambition: Fighter Jock, of course.

JAMES MACY SMITH "Smitty"
Since his father had grown up in Colorado Springs and

then went to Ohio, it was only natural for Jim to leave Gen
oa, Ohio, for Colorado. It took him a little time to get es

tablished, but once he did his left pocket intermittently bore
the marks of the Commandant, or the Dean, or even the
Superintendent. Smitty earned two "Purple Hearts" on the
fields of friendly strife. Summers found him from the jun
gles of Panama to Bien Hoa, RVN. A perpetual optimist,
he has often been heard saying "Ah, it really isn't all
thaf bad here." The future hopefully holds both silver wings
and grad school. Many of Jim's friends say that he will be
a thirty year man, and while he will not yet admit it, he just
might.



RICHARD BRAM SMITH "Bram"

Calling New York City home, Bram ventured West with
visions of grandeur in his young eyes. He rudely awakened
to life at USAFA but tried to make the best of a bad deal.
Dean's list privileges and free weekends from being on the
soccer and track teams gave this aspiring athlete the
needed respite from the rigors of military life. With unbe
lievable weekend fiascoes and weekly ski trips, Bram vali

antly tried to forget he was a cadet. Many thought he suc

ceeded all too well.

STANTON THOMAS SMITH III "Tom"

Originally from Washington D.C, Tom is an Air Force
brat that now claims San Antonio, Texas as home. Never

particularly motivated towards academics, he still man

aged to get the best of the Dean the majority of the time,
while turning his attention to his real loves� flying and
mountaineering. He participated in many sports, rugby, la
crosse, and karate and a two year stint with the wrestling
team. His plans for the future include pilot training, further
study in the Latin American Area Study field, and eventual
marriage to a "rich Brazilian coffee planter's daugh".

WILLIAM BLAKE SMITH "Blake"

Being a Navy brat of an enlisted family, Blake decided
that the Air Force was the only way to fly, and the Academy
was the best way to be an officer. During his third class
summer, with the attitude "but I didn't come here to go
home on leave", he went Airborne, one of many unusual
situations Blake got into, all quite innocently. These all

taught him the true meaning of the philosophy "Live, love
and enjoy it, for tomorrow you may be married." Blake is
looking forward to the good life after graduation.

RICHARD NEAL SMITHWICK "Smitty"
After a year at the University of Wisconsin, Dick left

the snow and cold of Madison only to find bigger and better
blizzards at USAFA. Captain "Dicky" Mantle headed the
Air Force batsmen while leading them to two victorious
seasons. He was elected honor representative, and ap
peared on the superintendent's list for four years. After
graduation Dick's plans include a rush to chapel, grad
school at UCLA, and UPT. His ability to work with people
will assure him of success.

ROBERT CHRISTOPHER SNEAD "Clem"
Having enjoyed the good life almost everywhere as an

Air Force brat. Bob disregarded the warnings of brothers
in the classes of '66 and '69. Although the California beaches
are his first love, he can be found face down in snowdrifts
on winter weekends. Other pursuits include singing, play
ing the guitar, sleeping, women, econ, daydreaming, walk
ing on his hands, and maintaining a wine cellar. Having
soloed before he entered the Academy, he does not wish to
ruin the sport by flying for the Air Force.



CECIL ORVILLE SNYDER III "Cee"
'Big Cee' wandered west from New Jersey to learn the

fundamental principles of Astro. Realizing that his comic
nature and his gift of disguising all his common sense were

appreciated in 'HYPER' 22nd squadron, he settled down to
consistently making the Dean's List. Since fhe atmosphere,
or lack of same, made a virtual hermit out of a fun loving
individual for three years, he broke out during his glorious
'firstie' year with scuba diving, skiing, white water tubing,
and racing up mountain roads in "The Silver Bullet".
Somehow, he also found the time to participate in the most
interesting of sports; womenizing! He looks forward to
pilot training after graduation, with an undisguised wish for
a shot at graduate school, hopefully leading to the Astro
naut Program.

JOHN JACOB SOLTIS "John"
Born and raised in New Jersey, John came to the Acad

emy to seek a career in the Air Force. He spent three years
preparing for his entrance into cadet life as an enlisted man
and one at the Prep School. Each year beginning with his
third class year as a Cadet Staff Sgt. to First Sgt. his sec
ond class year to squadron commander his first class year,he has held a leadership position and has worn the Com
mandant's list wreath. Academically, he did have some
problems being the only President of the IEEE to be on
Academic Pro. at the same time. John's philosophy on life
is:

"God grant me the serenity to accept the things I can
not change; the courage fo change the things I can; and the
wisdom to know the difference."

BLAKE ISAMU SONOBE "Blake"
Born under the warm, tropical sun and sandy beaches

of Hawaii, and living in California for ten years, the bliz
zard of '67 came as a shock to Blake. This shock, however,
was second only to the fourth class system. The beautiful
mountains were a relief for Blake and strengthened his
f?.ith. Having the ambition to fly, but being unqualified he
turned to his ambition of being a research chemist. For the
future, he looks forward to a job in Research and Develop
ment and grad school.

MARIUS GUS SORENSON "Gus"
Being the oldest man of the class, Gus arrived at

USAFA via South Dakota, Texas, Taiwan, and the Prep.
School. Having won the Outstanding Military Award at the
Prep. School, Gus was singled out to demonstrate his tal
ents. But because of difficulties in distinguishing his left
from his other left, Gus logged many hours in the front
leaning rest. The first year was kind to Gus, and he made
all the lists. Being a glory seeker, Gus continued to make
the lists with the exception of that tight 2.98. He drew upon
his Taiwan experiences and settled into Far Eastern Affairs
and International Affairs. Graduation will see Flavius taking
marriage vows and hoping that somewhere in the world a

place exists for him.

GEORGE WILLIAM SPARKS, JR. "Frog"
George left MacArthur, West Virginia bound for USAFA

with high expectations of success, which have come true.
On the Superintendent's List for 8 semesters, George holds
the unique distinction among Aero majors of never staying
up past taps for academic reasons. George served as the
Wing Materiel Officer fall semester and still managed to
rocket up to Denver nearly every week in his Mach 1.
equipped with his corncob pipe, bib overalls, coal miner's
nelmet, and a two-volume history of Beckley, West Virginia,
^roggie promises to leave USAFA wholly unaffected by
progress. We wish the future governor of West Virginiagood luck in his Air Force career.



THOMAS HERBERT SPEAR "Bert"
Not even a citizen of the United States until just prior

to entering the Academy, Bert lept immediately into the

military side of Academy life by being asked to join the
Commandant's precision marching brigade two days after

being accepted into the celebrated Wing of Cadets. After this
"tour" of duty, he was asked to return to the brigade not

less than a year later for an extended period of time. So

cially, Bert has had many "buds" to see him through the

rigors of combat, but suffers greatly in his efforts to join
the sexual revolution, especially during football season.

Bert's real baby is, of course basketball. In basketball, he
wins some, and he loses some, but none are ended in ties;
and that kind of sums up Bert's entire existence. His career

plans? To become "beero" specialist in the Swedish
"Rear" Guard, two weeks after graduation.

RICHARD LEE SPINNER "Rich"
Inside his class ring, he put "First of Four" in hope

that his brothers would follow in his steps. Perhaps Rich's

greatest challenge at the academy was learning to say "no".

He sacrificed many hours working on the Talon and was

very active with the First Presbyterian Church of C-

Springs. As Business Manager of the Talon, he saw sub

scriptions increase along with the quality of the magazine.
Because of his effort, the number cadets attending church
downtown also increased. Despite his many "downs" while

being a cadet (Academics), Rich is proud to be added to the

growing list of Alumni of this institution.

BRIAN JAMES SPITZER "B.J."
"Leis weave the spell of Aloha"�Honolulu Star-Bulletin
"Hickam Sergeant's Son Appointed To Academy"�Hickam

base paper
"The Secretary of the Air Force invites you to proceed..."

� Invitation to Travel Letter

"...specific rules of conduct and training objectives which
are designed to permit the cadet to develop self-discipline
and a professional standard of ethics and social behavior."

� Rules of Conduct for Basic Cadets
"What is your first name again?"� Recognition Day
"The Major in Latin American Studies is an interdisci

plinary program designed to provide the student and

future officer with an understanding of the twenty re

publics comprising the region of Latin America."
-USAFA Catalog, 1968-1969

"Salud, pesetas y amor, y tiempo para gustarlos"� tradi
tional Spanish toast

"Flying is the greatest thing since the wheel"�Unknown
"Gentlemen, you are dismissed." Graduation Day

DAVID MILTON SPRINKEL "Dave "

Dave came to USAFA after having lived here for four

years while his father was stationed at USAFA. After th's

experience, he was so terrified from stories of the old days
that basic summer seemed like a pleasant relief. The aca

demic year had no such relief, however, and Dave had many
encounters with the Dean's "other" team. The core courses

had left him gasping, but he finally found enough interesting
courses to win him a star. In the meantime those all too

frequent encounters with the Dean curtailed many activities,
but hit him hardest by keeping him off the ski slopes. Ca
reer oriented, Dave has pilot training, lots of flying, and m

spite of it all, even grad school in sight.

JAMES DAVID SPURGEON III "Jim"
I am not yet born; Of ill me
With strength against those who would freeze my
humanity, would dragoon me into a lethal automaton,
would make me a cog in a machine, a thing with
oneface, a thing, and against all those
who would dissipate my entirety, would
blow me like a thistledown hither and
thither or hither and thither
like water held in the
hands would spill me.

Let them not make me a sfone and let them not spill me.
Otherwise kill me.

�Prayer Before Birth
Louis MacNeice



WILLIAM FRANKLIN STAMM "Willie"
Willie is a fun loving individual who always seems to

find a good time even under the most trying circumstances.
His stay at USAFA falls somewhat short of his great expec
tations, although it does have some interesting sidelights.
A tour of the country and some wild times are being planned
following graduation. A brief return to the Air Force (and
reality?) should bring to a close his illustrious career. 1984
will find Willie on the verge of a new life in Central Park.

WILLIAM EDWARD STANLAND "Willie"
The most significant thing about Willie's unfortunate

four years at the Academy was his ability to never let aca
demics interfere with his social life or his bridge game. His
ability to "pull-it-out" during finals kept him out of aca

demic trouble and even made him a member of the Dean's
team. He was even a military hero, being on the Comman
dant's List for awhile, but a little influence from his Nasty
Niner friends soon alleviated this unfortunate circumstance.
Plans for after graduation are not definite, but several
bottles of Wild Turkey, a few climactic moments with a

water skiing friend, and flying will be on the fop of his
agenda.

JOHN WILBUR STEALEY "Bill"
Leaving his Virginia, Wild Bill came to the land of the

wild, blue yonder via college and a sister service. Glad to
have changed green for blue. Will looked for ways to make
the most of his college years. With stays in 18th, llth, and
39th, Bill stayed on the Dean's List, studied Aero, took

privileges, and tried to find ways to get out of Colorado.
His boondoggling led him to Varsity Lacrosse, PSG, the
Math Club, . . . and many good trips. First class year led
to a class ring, a Charger, and a slowing down for the dirty
old man. The future will find him at pilot training, with six
pairs of extra glasses, and a twinkle in his four eyes.

WALTER RON STEBNER "Steb"
He came here for a free education, then he learned that

the education was not free. His stay at the Academy had its
ups and downs, but mostly it had its vacations. On those va

cations he discovered hometown was the best place in the
world for it gave him a taste of life different from Academy.
He is proud of four things in life: he was born an American,
he lived in Aspen, he came to the Academy, and his name
is Stebner.

HAROLD DONALDSON STECK, JR. "Harold"
Har calls Abington, Pa. his home which he left while

still wet behind the ears. Not wanting to be too anxious, he
waited 17 days atter high school graduation before heading
west to the "Blue Zoo", He had visions of flying like both
of his parents had done during World War II. After starting
on Freshman soccer and lacrosse, Har chose to stick with
varsity lacrosse. This distraction from studies helped him
to attain the Dean's list every semester, even after selec
ting "Black Magic" as a major. Most of Har's spare time
was spent sharing his Christian religion. Har hopes to at
tend grad school and UPT after graduation.



"Boy-Man"

^"TefnraNrue\^o^qva.vefrom.eca^
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lecture during Hell week, where ^^^^.^o* "P ^7^j,P%; whole
in his mouth again with, 'It's a ^'9 ^c ^

��J' ^pd a

wing is outside!" Future plans include flight training

FAC slot.



ERIC ROBERTSON STICE "Rick"
Since recently completing a summer whirlwind tour of

the continental United States, Rick has come to the con-

elusion thaf there are some better places to live than his
beloved smog-ridden home in Southern California. After

growing up in L.A., he got the urge to travel, and joined the
rat race of the Rampart Range, where he was told he might
also learn to fly. A four-year committment fo the local in

stitution has taught him many worldly things, most impor
tantly where the skiing is best and how to enjoy a Porsche
in the mountains. Contrary to the unpopular belief of a few
friends. Rick's near future plans do not include marriage.
To quote an idol, "Never give a sucker an even break."

CARL PATRICK STOLL "Pat"
I have gone a long way in four years, and have tried

several paths, but I think I'm on the right one now:

". . . for God's sake, learn to look beneath the surface.
Come out of the fog, young man. And remember you don't
have to be a complete fool in order to succeed. Play the

game, but don't believe in it � that much you owe yourself.
Even if it lands you in a straight jacket or a padded cell.

Play the game, but play it your own way � part of the time
at least. Play the game, but raise the ante, my boy. Learn
i-iow it operates, learn how you operate � I wish I had time
to tell you only a fragment."

Ralph Ellison

ERIK MICHAEL STOLLE "Mike"
"Mike" came to Colorado from Southern California

only to find there were no beaches and no air at USAFA.
His efforts have been concentrated on academics in the fall,
skiing in the winter, and practically doing nothing in the

spring. Mike made a name for himself by eight terms on

the Dean's List and an occasional tour on the Commandant's
and Superintendent's Lists. During those four years of pro
gressive development he has filled his time wifh parties,
cars, blind dates and an occasional jump from an airplane.
Post graduate plans include a green Corvette, a 60 day sum

mer, and graduate school someday.

BARI WAYNE STONE "Stoney"
Bari came to USAFA from a co-ed college in his

thriving hometown of Buies Creek, North Carolina. Un
daunted at the prospects of entering a sterile monastry,
he soon learned how to climb walls with the best of them.
An honor student in high school and a member of the Dean's
list in college prepared him adequately for the ranks of the
Dean's "other" list at the Zoo. Caught up in the expansion
program, Stoney became a charter member of CS-32. The

computer wasn't through with him; however, and for his
final year, he helped establish the 37th squadron "Smilers".
A career in flying and marriage are around the corner,

although not necessarily in that order.

ROBERT SHERWOOD STOVER "Smokey"
Our hero left New Mexico for the snowdrifts and sun

less days of Colorado. His new home soon warped his char
acter to such an extent that not only couldn't he see it any
more, but he couldn't hear it either. Fortunately, a few in
spirational instructors took his mind off such critical ques
tions as "Hey, mister, when was the last time you polished
your shoes?" and replaced them with "What is really hap
pening in that strange world beyond the North Gate?" The
impending threat of graduation from his beloved institution
finds Smokey searching for something to chase through life.

^ little luck and a lot of elbow grease may help him find
himself and a worthwhile goal



ROBERT FRANK STRATTON JR. "Bob"

Bob was born in Bethlehem and lives in Nazareth, Pa.

The transition into cadet life was not as smooth as he had

planned, and his first year found him on the Comm's and

Dean's "other" teams. Once the good life began, he made

the dean's starting team and remained there for the next

three years but he stayed on the Comm's bench except for a

short tour his third class year. He still believes his first

element leader's philosophy, that grades are directly pro

portional to the amount of sleep one gets. Weekends are

spent supporting the "blue plague" he drives. Bob plans to

go on to medical school and possibly flight school, which

will make him a twenty year man, although he is too big to

be an astronaut.

WILLIAM JAMES STRICKLAND "Bill"

Bill's goals at the Academy have included doing as little

homework, watching as much TV, and putting as much off

to the last second as possible, while still being on the

Dean's List every semester. He wants to fly (somehow get
ting in to T-41 on a pair ot non-waiverable eyes), but the

Air Force said "No," so future plans include grad school,
and the day after.

JOHN HOWARD STRINGFELLOW "John"
John was born and raised in California. Coming to

Colorado he found replacements skiing and USAFA. Start

ing his career constantly on the Dean's team, as low as

1.17 GPA on one progress report, he worked his way up to

a 3.14 GPA on a progress report in his "senior" year. He

spent 4 years on the Water Polo Team and won a Wing
Championship in Tennis. He is a qualified fighter jock in

the F-41 and will continue his daring deeds in the "real"

Air Force.

HAROLD THOMAS STRITTMATTER "Harry"
Harry's major obstacle at USAFA was proving to every

one that there really is a Pilot Point, Texas. Obviously
being able to take a hint, atter making the very first Ac Pro

roster he had ever seen, "lucky" Harry rode out the curve

and has barely made the Dean's other team ever since that

first semester.
He was co-host of numerous ATBR parties, and took

part in such squadron functions as birthday parties, all-

night raids on CU, etc. Not wasting a whole lot of time on

studying, Harry could usually be found roaming the halls or

watching the tube.

THOMAS RALPH STUART III "Stu"
On the decisive day a man sees the frontiers

Beyond roads and currents, on past ruts
reaching dust and dust vanishing in the wind,
on past sea reaching sky and ports gone grey.

Some turn away, looking for a barricade,
a lighthouse, a warning, an opportunity to retreat
They lie silent and still in the dry grass
of the centuries; they have no monuments.

What destiny requires. Companions, is clear: to recog
nize the frontiers of our time, harvest our resolve, and
cross over. Cross over. Past the outposts and sunrise
colours where unmapped dust and trackless seas

await us.

What shall we do? It is simple.
Pursue our dreams, whatever the cost, whatever the

prize.
The great men of history will watch with envy.



CHARLES EARL STUMB "Charlie"
With doolie determination, Charlie wandered westward

from Quakertown, Pennsylvania to buck up the system at
the Sky School. After a couple of years of clamping pretzel
holds on wrestling opponents, he turned to intramural rug
ger and football and other peaceful pursuits. Although Char
lie had to study to consistently come up with a Sup's pin, he
never let that interfere with his weekend freedom. If Char
lie wasn't at beer call discussing this week's big game,
chances are he was behind the wheel of his Jag headed for
a local ski area. For the final years of his stay in Colorado,
Charlie lent his time and talents to Double Deuce, with a

brief sabbatical on wing staff. In his future is the cool cock
pit of a hot jet.

PATRICK CHARLES SULLIVAN "Sully"
In June of 1966 Pat said goodbye to the thriving me

tropolis of Downers Grove, Illinois, and headed west in
search of the pure and simple life. Instead, he found him
self in the middle of Basic Summer discovering the delights
of cadet life. After playing off the Dean against the Comm,
he compromised and has been on the Sup's list since his
third semester. Sully spent his Firstclass year discovering
the true essence of Air Force motivation. His future plans
include grad school in economics, marriage, no more XKE,
and possibly pilot training.

CE. Stumb

P. C Sullivan

WILLIAM ALBERT SUNDERLAND "Bill"
Born under the sign of Saggitarius while the moon and

Venus appeared in the Seventh House. This unusual stellar
relation has been known to cause violent sex urges in him
whenever the tide comes in. Previous incarnations of note
include: Rama I, Merlin's cat and an Ibo porter for British
safaris in Kenya. He is expected to return next as a minor
form of virus.

W. A. Sunderland

JOHN ELLSWORTH SUTTON

"Graduated!"

'Worth"

ALLAN LEE SWAIM JR. "Al"
A two-year dropout from the Univ. of Wisconsin, Big

Al came to the Academy and was quickly branded "So

cialist" because he wore his watch on his left hand. Very
active and equally loud, "Swami" finally turned his talents
to cheerleading his last year. A crowded schedule of soccer,

cheerleading, OAT, and a brief campaign against the I. A.

Masters' Program did cause him some problems with find

ing time for other things. Once considered a potential wing
commander by his hometown news, Al's wit and humor
should take him someplace after graduation. A. L. Swaim Jr.
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DUSTIN HERBERT SWANSON JR. "Dusty"
Dusty was born in Washington DC, went to high school

in Sun Prairie, Wisconsin, the ground hog city of the United
States, and has lived in Colorado Springs for eight years of
his life. Along with that he attended the Prep School, so he
has no excuse for coming to the Academy. He likes to ski,
play golf, and drink scotch with his girl in reverse order.

Contrary to what many may think, he does want to fly for the
Air Force: at least for a while.

RICHARD EVERETT SWANSON "Teddy"
Dick got his appointment right out of high school. He

was dubbed "Teddy Bear" in Playboy Squadron and the
name stuck. The second year in 19 Mike got him out for the
infra-boxing team (they were runners up for wing champs).

Teddy went to Tough Two as First Shirt for his second
class year, came over to the New Dorm as a firstie in 34,
spent a semester on group staff, and then back to the squad
ron to ride out an academically tough last semester.

He made Sup's list every semester, and managed to fit
20 tours into his schedule. Did nothing exciting in sports
but loved intramurals (like boxing and rugger). In the world
of chickies, he stayed true to one girl. After marriage, Dick
plans to go on to get his masters in physics and then get
into pilot training to fly.

MICHAEL JOHN SYDLA "Sid"
Upon his arrival at USAFA from Palmer, Massachu

setts, Sid found himself in a wonderful world of blue. He was

to be a five year man until his junior year when he decided
to study during the commercials and became a firstie at
the end of the year. He decided to advance his academic ca

reer by taking a summer course and giving up leave his
first class summer. Thanks to his summer he plans to

graduate in the next to the last row instead of the last. To

keep his social life up to the highest standards, he became
a permanent member of the S.A.D.C, however, he was

caught early in his life by a girl from his home town 2000
miles away. He looks forward to a career in Intelligence
and marriage to that home town sweetheart.

RUSSELL LEE SZCZEPANIK "Zip"
From New England a dream did carry
A jungle, a beach, green, I am wounded
Pain, love, hate, tears, blue eyes, madras hair

A new start, a long climb, snow covered pillars
Green grass, flowing forests, soaring ideals, golden-
white

Rainbows, steel, glass, concrete, dark minds, swirling
blue

EARLY, LATE, RAGE, YOU,ME,WE,WORST, BEST
APATHY,NOT KNOWING,SHADOWS OF SILENCE,
GREEN EYES,DISTRUST,END

I SEE, I FEEL, I PRAY, I WANT, I KNOW NOT
I AM,I FIND,LIGHT,DARK,BLACK,WHITE,COLD,HOT
HONOR,LIE,LOVE, FEAR,DESIRE

A multitude did step, but oh so softly
Many more did wonder, but oh so softly
To try their wings, but oh so softly
Some will fly-Some will die, buf oh so softly

The truth, to you I do love
On your silver wings, I will a feather
me and mine, together, forever.

TERRENCE REX TABOR "Terry"
To fail means that you have tried.
To try means that you have learned.
To learn means that you have succeeded.

Many of us have succeeded where we thought we had failed.



JOHN ASHBY TAYLOR, JR. "Ashby"
Arriving at USAFA from Decatur, Georgia, Ashby soon

found that life here wasn't as glorious as his faithful "offi
cial" Air Force Academy catalogue had said. He picked out
what he liked about the place and finally came up with fly
ing, skiing, and Corvettes. He satisfied all three ambitions
but his Vette was less than ideal. It broke a lot. To make
matters worse, he found that, being an Aero major, he had
to spend too much time in books. But he finally saw the light
and realized that they don't flunk Firsties, so his weekends
were spent with skis and greasy hands (trying to fix his
broken car). After the pretending is over and the games are
through, his plans include pilot training and good times
(right)!!

RICHARD LANGE TAYLOR "Rabbit"
From Severna Park, Maryland, Rick entered the main

stream of USAFA. While passing his time at USAFA, Rick
could usually be found at Lacrosse practice, at his girl's
place, in front of the tube, or in the rack. Known to the
coaches and members of the Lacrosse team as "Rabbit",
Rick was elected team captain for '69-'70. Although Rick
didn't garner any honors in the field of academics, he did win
a few in intercollegiate athletics. Rick was the second lead
ing scorer in the nation in Lacrosse following the 1969 sea
son, and he was consistently chosen to the Rocky Mtn. Con
ference All-star Lacrosse Team. Rick's plans after gradu
ation include marriage and pilot training.

HERMAN MORRIS TEETER, JR. "Mo"
Morris was born in North Carolina. After a very happy

seventeen years, he crossed the Mississippi for the first
time and took his first airplane ride to begin his career at
USAFA. At USAFA, "Mo" divided his time between "AC
PRO", trying to miss haircut inspections, and writing let
ters to a beautiful Southern Belle, who was 1700 miles away.
After four years in this institution he has managed to kick
the "AC PRO" habit, keep his hair, and plan a June wed
ding. He is looking forward to rejoining society and to get
ting out of Colorado to begin life once again.

WILLIAM ALAN TENCH "Willie"
Willie departs his "Alma Mater" with the incompar

able joy that is only known by those who have spent four
years there. Always asking "Why?!," but never getting a

satisfactory answer, he decided then, with the help of the
Dean, to major in "Life." In trying to answer these
questions, he was one who would always try something new.
Whether it was inner-tubing down the Royal Gorge or try
ing to take Exit 71 at 130 in his 'vette, he was ready, willing,
and able (?). Off to pilot school after graduation, Willie is
destined for a short career in MAC and a long career in life.

DELBERT RAY TERRILL, JR. "Chip"
Leaving Charlevoix, Michigan, Chip headed for Prep

School in Colorado although not even having applied or in
tended on going to the Academy. However "Fate" works
"wonders" and Chip still wary of his decision was the last
of '70 to sign in that day. After two years on Supt's List and
an excursion on the Tour(ist) pad. Chip began to have vision
problems. Working on the Rally Comm., being a cheerleader,
plugging away at his ski club job, and generally just raising
hell. Chip never ceased to marvel at the military way and
continued to applaud and "enjoy" those strange but funny
"attributes" of military life. However with faith, good
friends, and a little luck the future to him looks bright-
maybe even real.



DENNIS KAY THOMAS "Jeep"
From southern California, Jeep left the simple farm

life for the better (?) life at USAFA. In four years here, he
managed to fall out of an airplane over 600 times. More
over, he claimed to be fhe biggest rock in '70, but a sweet

young thing in the Springs caught him, and the marriage is
the day after graduation. Through his battles with the Dean
and the Comm, he managed to be placed on either the Sup's
or Comm's List since doolie year and was squadron exec

fall semester. His other achievements included placing in
the top ten in the National Collegiate Parachute meet. His
future plans include pilot training, if he passes the flight
physical, and maybe law school.

JOHN MICHAEL THOMAS "X"

Coming from the wine and redwood empire north of
San Francisco, Mike became a member of the rifle team,
the choir, wing-dings, and the rally band in his doolie year.
When "hell week" rolled around, a number of upperclass
men in his own squadron who had never seen him before
were found looking up his name on the alpha roster - hence
the nickname "X".

During the next three years, Mike followed the old "frat
five" maxim "I'd rather be lucky than good". When it came
to grades, card games, skulking and painting, horse-thiev
ing, get-away attempts, and a certain 4'-ll" lovely in the

Springs.
Future plans include marriage, pilot training six weeks

after graduation, and Pan American Airlines six years af
ter graduation.

BARRY RAY THOMPSON "Bear"

Barry was exported from Lynchburg, Virginia and ar

rived at college full ot high hopes and a Southern drawl;
both of which were lost in the "Transition Week" shuffle.
Barry soon adjusted to "the system" and became a regular
super-star on the morning runs. He made the Dean's Team

first semester but soon realized the error of his ways and
was on the Dean's other team two summers later. Un
daunted by lack of wheels 1� Fall semester. Bear spent all
but three weekends on connies. In spite of, or is it because

of, all this he'll still go on to higher goals and aspires to be
the second best fighter jock in the R.A.F.

JOHN MARK THOMPSON "JT"

Buffalo Bill's
defunct

who used to
ride a watersmooth-silver

stallion
and break onetwothreefourf ive pigeonsjustlikethat

Jesus
he was a handsome man

and what I want to know is
how do you like your blueyed boy
Mister Death

ee cummings, PORTRAITVIII
"I like it because it is bitter, and because it is my heart."

THOMAS WARD THOMPSON "Tommy"
Tommy came from Fort Worth to make his mark upon

USAFA and the world. It seems he has succeeded as his
tenacity on the Commandant's List gained him a position on

Wing Staff. Unfortunately, he never had quite the same suc

cess with the Dean. One could not know Tommy for more

than two minutes without learning that he was a Texan and
proud of it. He vows he'll own the state someday and with
his abilities, that's not foo unbelievable.

His exploits at USAFA include his Superman costume
at doolie pep rallies, a scorching win in the Wing Open Golf
Tournament, his Southern drawl at P.O., and his social fi
nesse af a certain dining-in. With these credentials, how
could he help but succeed in the Air Force?



DENNIS L. THRASHER "DOC"
Denny left his home in the Arizona desert at the age of

17 for the cold, rugged mountains of Colorado to join the
ranks of Big Red. He ended an interesting and hectic first
year by taking summer leave at Fort Benning, Georgia, on

the beautiful shores of the Chattahoochee River; and after
taking on a new nickname. Doc took to the skies of USAFA.
During his four years at the Academy, Doc became re

nowned for his never-ending correspondence with the folks
back home, and could usually be found at the Academy air
strip jumping ouf of perfectly good airplanes. Doc's future
plans call for a June graduation, pilot training, graduate
school, and a long career of flying and fighting as a blue
suiter.

LARRY ROBERT TIEMAN "Larry"
Born in the cultural Mecca of Harrisonville, Missouri,

Larry escaped being a small town politician and town drunk
by entering the Air Force Academy with flying as his prime
motivation. While here he distinguished himself as an "R"
flighter, drinker, and member of the intelligent elite of geog
raphers. Larry was constantly in a battle with the Dean and
Comm and lost many an engagement. At the "ZEE" he was
an avid studier of undersides of tables and scotch.

His goal is to fly F-4's and shoot down five migs. Fly
ing is, in fact, his life and he plans on being the best.

JAY GORDON TOBIN "Toad"
Jay came to USAFA from the Motor City area to be a

fighter pilot. Unfortunately, the eye doctor did not agree so
he'll have to be satisfied with a chance at Mather and a back
seat. During his four year tenure as a college student in the
Rockies, he discovered the intrinsic value of snow and could
often be found making tracks to, and down, Colorado's many
ski slopes. A bachelor at heart, he's managed to escape en

tangling alliances so far, but it's doubtful that his luck (or
lack of it, depending on how you look at it) will continue
forever. Until then . . . there's a lot of world left.

MICHAEL JAY TORREANO "Torr"
The Cincinnati Kid found out that someone had finally

hustled him, away from those innocent high school days to
instant and enduring excitement. Being naturally military,
Mike was on and off the Supt's list, but was a four year
member of the alpha roster. Temporary activities included
gymnastics, baseball and the Calendar, but a CU coed seemed
to be his favorite. However as all good things must come to
an end, Torr has decided to end his sojourn at USAFA, just
when he was beginning to see the light. The future will have
to wait, but desires dictate grad school, pilot training, and a

June wedding. One or two out of three isn't too bad, is it?

JOHN ANTHONY TOSTI "Tree"
"I think that I shall never see
A poem lovely as a tree.

A tree whose hungry mouth is prest
Against the earth's sweet flowing breast;

A tree that looks at God all day.
And lifts his leafy arms to pray;

A tree that may in Summer wear
A nest of robins in his hair;

Upon whose bosom snow has lain;
Who intimately lives with rain.

Poems are made by fools like me.
But only God can make a tree."



FRANCIS WAYNE TOWNSEND "Fran"
Born in Oklahoma, Fran became a Texan at the age of

four, for better or for worse. Always a warmonger at heart,
he came to the Academy to fly and fight but soon found that
for four years there would be little of either. After trying
to buck the recruiting system and staying around to manage
the doolie baseball team for a while, Fran found intramurals
more to his liking, playing football, rugby, and soccer. Since
the Dean's List offered the extra privileges, he tried to hit

the magic 3.0 but usually managed a shade better. Gradua
tion fronf) Tiger Ten and USAFA will find him four days
from marriage, headed to nav training, and ready to see just
what the "real" Air Force is like.

JACK RANDOLPH TRIMBLE "Jocko"
After establishing academic records af Culver Military

Academy and the USAFA Prep School, "Jocko's" next step
was naturally to come to USAFA. Being a warm weather man

from South Carolina has not left him a fish out of water at

the Academy. He has been the Academy's top diver each

year and has made two trips to the NCAA's. In intramurals

Jack "Rat" added quick feet to Seagram's Seven's football

team. Devoted love for his "little green friend" Firebird
did not pay off as "Crash" Trimble led the squadron in

minor accidents and parking tickets. Not the worlds greatest
skier but perhaps the funniest to watch. Jocko left many a

dent in the mountain slopes. Majoring in graduation and Col

orado women. Jocko is setting his sights for a flying job
and a promising career in the "Real Air Force".

MICHAEL STEPHEN TUROSE "Ohio"

Mike, who was affectionately known as "OHIO FATS",
came to the academy after being a ROTC troop for one year
at Case Tech. The second semester there with the Twenty
Trolls, Ohio became Fastback General, commander of sec
ond class fastback staff. The extra work caused the first

miss of the dean's star. In June, he succumbed to Dodge Fe

ver and 1-80 between Denver and Cleveland has never been
the same. He was famous his firstie year for knowing how

cold the squadron refrigerator was when he was questioned
by the Deputy Commandant during a briefing. He has charged
off into the world of EE and black magic, making sparks fly.
We wish him success and to warn him to be on the lookout

for stray ohms.

RICHARD CONRAD TUSETH "Rick"
Well, here he is! Finally graduating. Usually down but

never out. Physics Major, Tuey, grins knowing he has
thwarted the evil beings that lurk in COC. They'll never get
his mind! !

Future plans: Flying and going ;o a real school.

RANDALL JULIAN UFIER "Uf"
"UF" grew up on Marine Corps Air Stations and hailed

last from "Long-Island", but saw the light, came to USAFA,
and changed home bases to sunny California. He joined "the

Frat" as a dool and shuffled over to "Tuff Two" for the

duration. He thought some things were more important than
cramming for G. R.'s, consequently spending a little time
on the Comm's Team and a lot of time on the Dean's other
team. He enjoys travelling and took part in as many Choir
and PSG trips as possible. Typical of most cadets in this

way, his love for USAFA increased with distance away. He

is looking forward to a career in the Air Force and wants to

go fly and pursue that "Impossible Dream".



GEORGE MICHAEL UMBARGER "Injun"
Leaving his wigwam, loin cloth, and squaw back on the

reservation in Oregon, Injun headed East. Looking like a

fine place to hunt Colorado buffaloes, he pitched his tent at
the base of the Rockies. Wishing to exploit his warrior tal
ents, the "long-knives" in blue recruited him. In three
years it became apparent that his horse was getting tired.
He traded it for 400 of them and a silver Corvette at Trad
er Dan's, Daniels Trading Post, that is. When the time came

to decide on his future, he consulted the Great Spirit and
found there was a need for medicine men. Heeding the call,
he has sef his sights on a medical career. On Friday nights
he can still be found doing "rain dances" in the hall. Sat
urdays have been reserved for firewater. Love-ins, and
yes, even girls.

CARL MICHAEL UPSON "Mike"
After eighteen years of being an "Air Force brat",

Mike decided to see what it was all about. Immediately going
into shock at the "change of command ceremony", Mike
found doolie year his easiest year at USAFA. He promptly
became a member of the Commandant's Drill Team at the
beginning of third class year. Not letting a few blemishes
mar his record, Mike made the Commandant's and Dean's
List pretty regularly. A mech major turned history major,
Mike might even make it to grad school. As president of
the class Mike always had his hands full doing one thing or

another. In his plans are marriage vows and flying school.

WILLIS HENRY USRY JR. "Willis"
Born into what was to become an Air Force family

Willis was destined to become a cadet. Not the world's

greatest genius, he attended USAF Prep, where he acquired
his nickname. The Academy has been a constant challenge
and rewarding experience for Willis. Oliver Wendell
Holmes' poem states his purpose:

Build thee more stately mansions, O my soul.
As the swift seasons roll !
Leave thy low-vaulted past!

Let each new temple, nobler than the last.
Shut thee from heaven with a dome more vast.

Till thou at length art free.
Leaving thine own outgrown shell

by life's unresting sea !

TERRY EUGENE VANALSTINE "Van"
Coming from Prep School, Terry thought he had the

system hacked. But after getting hacked by the system for
two years, he decided that he had better learn how to study.
Joining "Fab First" and raising that cum above 2.00
proved to be the highlights of a good secondclass year. As a

Firsty, grades began to suffer again as the new car and new

privileges began to take their toll. Having conquered these
problems and avoided the wedding bells, he is now on his
way to pilot training and a new look at life.

JOHN EVART VANDERPOEL "POOh"
John was always smiling, maybe he didn't know enough

to get mad, but there's no excuse for that, having spent 21
straight months in school not bothering to take leave his
firstie summer.

When grades kept him from playing defensive end for
the football Falcons and defense for the lacrosse Falcons,
he made himself famous as the Wing Champ heavyweight
boxer as a Doolie. John had as many as 3 blind dates on one

weekend. He likes GTO's (among other cars). Bud, bourbon
and ginger, the idea of staying in shape, eating, and busting
heads. He has resided in 22nd, 3rd, and 34th, knows every
body in the wing, and fancies himself as a stock broker.
Time's up, forget about Michigan and USAFA, the Air Force
now gets Big John, but not before he made them promise him
unlimited ODP's.



L.L. VANDERVEEN
"We should all be concerned about the future because

we will have to spend the rest of our lives together."
Charles Kettering

L. L. Vanderveen P. C Vandervelde

K. A. VanHorn R. L. Vaughn

PHILIP CHARLES VANDERVELDE
It's your thing;
Do what you wanna' do.
But watch out.
They'll stick pins in your balloon.

Happy Birthday!

'Vandy'

KIRBY ALAN VANHORN "Kirby"
You can never be too military�or�You too can never be

military. Hailing from the thriving metropolis of Bozeman,
Montana, Kirby never quite recovered from the shock of the

Prep School. Being one who was known as a striver( ! ! ! ), he

actually made the Dean's List once, promptly deciding that
he was wasting too much time studying, he initiated a 'ZERO'
STUDY" program which kept him busy, running from the
Puzzle Palace. He next decided to pursue the Sweet Young
Things that are allegedly supposed to abound in Colorado.
We hear that he has been more successful in this area than

he was with the Dean and Comm, but who knows what that
means? He has decided that his will be a solitary life for

quite a while, unless he happens to meet the right one, but
he declines comment at this time. You can never care too

much�or� live for the finer things in life� they're free, al

most?

"On thefields of friendly strife
"

General Douglas MacArthur

ROBERT LARRY VAUGHN "Larry"
Coming from the Heart of Dixie, Larry found Colorado

just a little cold, but after the great blizzard of '67 he fig
ured he could take anything colorful Colorado could hand
out. He started his academic career in chemistry at Jack
sonville (Alabama) State University, but the wild blue yonder
beckoned. So Larry turned in his Army ROTC M-1 type gun
and came to USAFA with great expectations of flying. The

Dean had other ideas about that, and Larry decided he would
continue for another four years studying chemistry since
that was so much fun. The Comm got in on the act too and

gave this Pink Panther another M-1. By this time Larry
was wondering if maybe he was having a nightmare. After
two years he finally decided it was real, and he had better
start studying. After all, chemistry is not easy even if it is
fun. First thing after graduation is pilot training� as a bach
elor of course. Then, anything; even chemistry.
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JOHN EMILIO VERARDO "EmiliO"
Coming out of the hills of Long Island, John came West

to find bigger and better things. Well he found one of the
above-bigger hills! Rather than endure for just four years
I realized I needed a year at- finishing school before I en

tered this institution. Nevertheless, "P-school" was alot
of fun and I met a great bunch of people. Finally coming to

USAFA, I immediately was confronted with two problems,
the Dean didn't like me and everyone else had an accent!
After striving for 4 years, it looks as though I might have
won. Along the way I was fortunate to find a pretty attrac
tion which brightened these years at USAFA. The opportun
ity to play a varsity sport at a service academy was a very
rewarding experience. I was lucky to play lacrosse for two

very fine coaches. As I leave the hollow halls of USAFA, I

cannot help but cherish the chance to finally get out into the
world.

FRED HENRY VESEL "Weasel"
Even though Ves had never even heard of the Air Force

Academy before his senior year in high school, when June
came around he found himself on his very first plane ride,
fo USAFA. Coming from the "City of Homes and Progress',
Berwyn, Illinois, better known as little Bohemia, he found
that USAFA caused many changes to his life. Originally a

biology, pre-med type, he quickly changed to Astro. With a

perfect record on the dean's list and a near perfect one on

the Comm's, he finds himself looking towards the future.
He looks forward to pilot training, grad school, a much,
much later marriage, and perhaps the proud bird with its
golden behind.

GLENN LLOYD VICKERY "Glenn"
Glenn came to the mountains of Colorado from the hills

of West Virginia. After completing basic summer he set off
to do battle with the Dean. A member of the Dean's list and
the Dean's other list on occasion, Glenn could often be found
in fhe maze of Electrical Engineering labs performing his
"black magic." For an escape from study (a trait he learned
early) he enjoyed skiing and shooting innocent clay pigeons
as a member of the Cadet Skeet Team. After graduation
Glenn is looking forward to the real Air Force and another
institution so common to his class, marriage.

MICHAEL JONATHAN VILBERT "Mike"

Hailing from the backwoods of West Chester, Ohio,
where only intellectuals had even heard of the USAFA, Mike
managed to work his way onto the Supt's list. Using the extra

privileges to explore Colorado, he rapidly became a ski buff
and avoided any major disasters on either the ski slopes or

the fields of social conflict. After four fine seasons of in

tramurals, drill, inspections, and academics, he is a true
veteran of the whole man concept. Looking beyond the
mounds of term papers, and the "security" of the Acad

emy, he sees graduation as the "Promised Land".

FELIPE SAPICO VILLAFRANCA JR. "Pino"
The "Pino" is a veteran of two military institutions,

having spent "plebe" year at the Philippine Military Acad

emy before coming to USAFA and to an exciting and chal

lenging "doolie" year.
After graduation from U.P. High School in Quezon City

in 1963, he had his eyes trained towards engineering; but
after two years of studying in college, he decided fo enjoy
himself instead in a military academy. By majoring in civil

engineering here at USAFA, he hopes to combine his inter
ests in the military and in engineering into a lifetime ca

reer in the Philippine Air Force.



X.G. Villarreal

D. A. Vogelgesang

R. L. Volkmar

J.E. Wade

XAVIER GUADALUPE VILLARREAL "Cook"
After applying and being turned down for a waiter posi

tion at Mitch's, Cook decided to try a tour as a cadet. He
came straight out of high school after a twelve year tour in

Spain as a cosmopolitan brat. Cook kept himself occupied
during his stay at the Puzzle Palace by trying to stay off
ac. pro. and dodging CD.B.'s as a freshman. Never could
see the real military way of things since he began in Play
boy 19th and wound up with "Steve Canyon's" Mavericks
in 28th, A true traveler, put 14,000 miles on his Vette in
41 days. Boxing was his forte as he saw a three year stint
in intramurals. After the "Longest Day" in June, he plans
to go to pilot school and scope out the flying business (A.F.
of course).

DAVID ALAN VOGELGESANG "David"
From the city with the largest Lima Bean factory, he

showed a definite tendency to be lazy and quite brief.

RONALD LOUIS VOLKMAR "Ron"
Coming from Thousands Oaks, California, Ron had to

give up girls, beaches, and sunshine for upperclassmen, the
terrazo, and snowstorms. Spending his first two years in
Seventeenth Squadron, he learned to keep in shape by climb
ing 87 steps to the sixth floor several times a day. Being a

chemistry major, Ron had to give up many ODP's for lab

reports in his secondclass year with Dirty Thirty. Moving
to the carpets of 38th, Ron, in his senior year, found the
mountains of Colorado were much more enjoyable from the
driver's seat of his sports car or on a pair of skis than

they were on survival treks. Future plans include UPT, a

Master's Degree in Chemistry, and then returning to USAFA
to ski and teach.

JOSEPH ERICK WADE "Joe"
Combine an Ac Pro letterman, a Cherokee from Cali

fornia, a service brat, and one of the original VI Bags Full,
and you pretty well have the whole picture. Joe arrived at
the Blue Zoo, happy and healthy from the beaches of LA.
bringing his rather questionable talents inland. (Have you
ever tried riding a five-gallon pony keg down the halls at
3 AM after a squadron party?) Frequent conflicts with the
Double-E and Comp Sci Departments put a damper on The
Injun's Escapades for a while, but Joe was never one to be
disposed to an inordinate amount of worry. Consequently,
his strivings at the Zoo have come to an end, as do all

good things. Future plans include pilot training, an Air
Force committment, and other s.'ndromes.

R. D. Wagner

ROBERT DAVID WAGNER "Wags"
Having smoked up to speed. Cadet Wagner gave up the

civilian world to join USAFA, throttles to the firewall. He

immediately went into a stall but pressed on for four years,
gaining a strong liking for the bag, hamburger steaks, 747's,
and the Pad. Battling the Dean, Mitch's, and the Puzzle Pal
ace's finest was a four year adventure with the outcome
certain until graduation intervened. Wags is looking forward
to an abbreviated career in the Air Force, following in the

footsteps of those past military giants: Beetle Bailey,
Snoopy, and Gen. Bullwright.
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TOME HAYES WALTERS "Tom"
Out of fhe Piney Woods of North Louisiana he came.

And immediately USAFA recognized his individuality: the
"E" on the end of Tome; the way he said Louisiana; and
the repeated use of fhe word "ya'll". Three doolie ele
ment leaders, none from further south than Illinois, could
only partially reform him. After six straight semesters on

the Comm's team, he recognized the error of his ways,
gave up mindless ventures, and sought the rewards of aca
demia. Never given to accepting the traditional, he leaves
USAFA to face new challenges with his well-worn baftlecry,
"Why?" (Career 2nd Lts. are a dying, but not dead breed.)
Pilot training, a TAC slot hopefully, and a belle from back
home are in line after graduation.

RICHARD ELLIS WALTON "Rick"
Rick is one of the few people who came to the Academy

conscientious, hard working, industrious, clean cut, and mo

tivated, and left four years later unchanged. It was an ex

citing 4 years�writing home to his fiancee' for 4 years (he got
engaged as a third classman); striving in the mech major,
and eventually leading the Sixth Squadron to its best year.
He made one mistake; however, he dropped out of the French
exchange program because of its uncertainty and a chance
to be squadron commander and he's been eating his heart
out ever since. Oh well. Rick wouldn't have enjoyed it any
way!!? Still, looking forward to grad school, pilot training,
and marriage in the near future; Rick has gotten the most
out of the Academy .... A feat very few accomplish, and
the Air Force will reap the rewards in the following years.
So to a man who makes his own breaks, good luck! We'll
see you at the top. -Tex

a

CHARLES ARTHUR WARD "Charlie"
Charlie, hailing originally from New Jersey and now

the bigger metropolis of Glasgow, Kentucky, sought his
major with the aid of computer cards which made him near

ly hairless. Frustrated by the metal brain he sought re

lease through various fruit juices. After taking his old
charter membership of the "s.a.d." club into his room he
found repentance on the "Comm's Drill Team." Needing
personal meditation Charlie joined the ski bunnies on their
slopes in the winter and his fiancee any other time he could.
When Charlie wasn't watching the all knowing boob-tube or

fixing his "expensive" Jaguar, he counted the days until
his marriage to the girl back home and looked forward to

flying the friendly skies �M.A.C. of course!
He is a great friend to everyone and contrary to his be

lief he really does care; so how can he keep from doing well?

PAUL ANTHONY WARNER "Paul"
Having decided sometime in his innocent years that

the only place to be was in the air, Paul traded the hills,
sunshine, and cool breezes of San Francisco for more ot the
same in Colorado. After four close fights tor a place on the
Dean's Team, he realized that the only critical roster was

the one to be announced on June 3, 1970. The next momen

tous event occurred when he fell in love with a cute British
model during his senior year. If was love at first sight, and

they soon discovered that they were made for each other.

Taking his aeronautical engineering degree and the philos
ophy that life is for the free, into the Air Force, he will go
either to pilot training (the waiver board willing) or to nav

school.

RANDOLPH WILLIAM WARNER "Randy"

Escaping from the small town of Nederland, Texas,

Randy came to USAFA looking for a college education and a

commission in the USAF. Having experienced many good and

bad turns of fate, he has been on both Ac Pro and the Supt. s

list. Switching majors four times. Randy chose to settle

down with General engineering. His attitude about USAFA is

best described by the following verse:

"Life is easier than you think. All you have to

do is accept the impossible, do without the in

dispensable, and bear the intolerable."



THOMAS CALVERT WASKOW "Doc

Doc has tackled as much as anybody in the Wing and

has done well at everything he's tried. When not working out

for track, he found time to serve on the Honor Committee

and Wing Staff. In all his undertakings, his natural ability
has been complemented by his conscientiousness, earning
him the award of the Commandant's List, but more im

portant, the admiration and respect of his classmates. Pi

lot training is coming up for Doc after graduation and from

there he will be delighted if a fighter jock assignment is in

the offing. The Air Force can ask no more of the Academy
than that it produce this type of dedicated young officer.

JOHN DOUGLAS WATSON "Ernst"

Ernie spent four years at the institution in an attempt
to identify with any value he shared with the established

civil-military complex. He did not succeed. He re-enters

the world as an individual still in search of himself.

STEPHEN GARFIELD WATSON
"I don't have anything to say."

"Shadow"

CHALTON JAMES WATTERS JR.
The big world will find out
about this farm
the big world will learn
the details of ehat
I worked out in my room

'Hooke"

And my curious life here
will be told so often
that no one will believe
I ever got out

�adapted from Leonard Cohen

D. A. WATTS
"We can only pay our debt to the past by putting the

future in debt to ourselves."
John Buchan



DAYTON B. WEBB "Spider"
After four hellraising years of high school in Gray,

Maine, Spider was quickly famed by the class '67 and he
settled down to a hard doolie year. He studied hard that
first year and made the Dean's list both semesters but was
quick to change paths the forthcoming year. He spent most
of his next two years on the Dean's "other" list, going
from a 3.2 fo a 1.3 in one easy prog. Spider's motivation
and drive to excel can be summed up in three words-"What,
me worry?" Shades of high school returned his firstclass
year when a spirit raising adventure to Wyoming ended with
a night in jail, a $100 fine, and a little time in his room to
think about it. Always ready for an exciting new adventure.
Spider plans to have a lot of fun when he is finally freed.

ROBERT LYNN WEBB
Opportunities missed, unused, and misused make up

any man's biography. Unfortunately, some opporti'nities
smother a man, and the most important chances ,ss un
noticed. "One day, when in the opinion of the wor' one has
long been educated, one discovers himself: the is where
the task of the thinker begins; . . . With my tears go into
your loneliness, my brother. I love him who wants to cre
ate over and beyond himself and thus perishes."

Thus spoke Zarathustra."

FREDERICK WILLIAM WEBER, JR. "Billy"
Born and raised on a small island in our fiftieth state.

Bill spent a lot of time on the beaches, playing his guitar,
swimming and surfing. After he was old enough, he spent
his summers working on a sugar plantation. In high school
he was the vice-president of his sophomore class, and pres
ident of his junior class. He played football for a year, and
ran track.

In June of 1966 Bill was appointed to the USAF Acad
emy, and coming here fo the Academy was his first trip out
of Hawaii. Since he's been here he has joined several clubs,
been on Ac Pro, and had such swinging summer options as

R-Flight, SERE, and Airborne. He is majoring in Civil En
gineering, and he plans to fly after graduation.

FREDERICK LEO WEILAND
Well, seeking the womb, I made my way to the protec

tive hermitage nestled in fhe foothills of the mighty ram

part range. Once here, I decided I may as well make the
best of it and looked into the possibilities of earning the only
star I may ever wear. From the start the Dean and I hit it
oft a lot better than the Commandant and so my many hours
of studying military decorum from the horizontal position
never brought the Commandant's symbol of excellence to
my pocket. I decided that I would have another chance to
prove myself militarily during my many years in the Air
Force after I complete Medical School. With that thought in
mind, I smoked back up to speed and got back in the game.

LEWIS SEAMAN WEILAND "Lew"
One really couldn't say that Lewie had a one-track

mind but he didn't let much interfere with his golf game
either. Buf after all, it did keep him in spending money and
booze� all the members of the golf team were indebted to
nim� in one way or another. After a wild(?) 18 years in
Jackson, Tennessee, Lewie came to AFA and settled down
to his Astro books, never coming off the Dean's list nor
losing his accent. He was also on the Comm's list for 2
semesters and did time with 6th, 29th, and 34th squadrons.A true cornbread-fed Southern gentleman, Lewie is prob
ably the only grad to go through 4 years here without ever
getting upset about anything. The Air Force is gaining a
great golfer, and a good officer besides.



WILLIAM CHARLES WEIR "Chuck"
Coming from sixty miles down the road. Chuck should

have known better than to sign on for nine. Forsaking Boul
der in favor of four years in the Comp Sci. lab. Weir tried

making a career of Comp Sci. 230.

ROBERT GEORGE WELBAUM "Bob"
A country boy from Ohio, Bob has been called many

things in the past four years, but he also answers to "Wil
ber" and "Bam". Socially a rock in good standing, he was

a member of the Professional Studies Group and an occa

sional member of the Dean's Team. Bob majored in Latin
American Studies and someday hopes to work South of the
Border. Alas, a member of the blind set, the only wings he
will probably ever wear are those of a TWA Junior Pilot.

STEFAN GEORGE WENSKA "Indian"
In this fancy, frilly, 'you-gotta-have-a-gimmick world

stands the Indian, undaunted by the crass commercialism
which surrounds him. He came to this reservation with the

hopes that he might escape the bigotted smallness of the
outside world, but instead leaped right into the fire. He is
content with fhe fact that one of these days he will be soar

ing the skies with the eagles, where nothing below can af
fect him.

DONALD ROBERT WESTBROOK "Wolf"
Don came across the name USAFA one day, in the

comic section of his Omaha Rag, and not realizing that it

was a joke until it was too late he tried to continue his ca

reer as a fun-seeker. While pursuing this career Don suf
fered a few obstacles, such as being a doolie for a year and

being required to give his pound of flesh during his second
class year. But despite these obstacles Don managed to get
his fill of playing bridge, tubing down the Royal Gorge,
checking out the bottom of bar room tables, and such other

fascinating things as eating a Mexican meal, hamburgers,
hushpuppies, pizza and candy all in a Saturday night. Due to

his keen interest in sports Don became an avid skier and
never let a lack of skill slow him down, however an empty
wine skin would force a retreat to the warming for some

more anti-freeze. Don could always be counted on to help
out female friends of friends thereby earning his nickname
"wolf". Being an ECON man Don used least effort com

binations to obtain the extra privileges of possessing a

Dean's star. Don's sound sense of judgment and true sense

of value should help prepare him for a bright and fun-

packed future.

THOMAS MASON WESTMORELAND "Tom"
Tom and his guitar came to the Academy from Flor

ence, Alabama. However, the cast which he acquired during
Basic Summer quickly became a drag. He became an avid
ski fan during his tour in the 22nd Squadron. Ski Club Rep
was the title he acquired when he made the move to the 29th
Squadron Penthouse. His gracefulness on the slopes is sur

passed only by his "swivel hips" on the varsity rugby
field. At his desk he waged the good fight with the Dean
using a pipe and a cribbage board. He plans to go to pilot
training after he takes care of some more pressing matters.



GERALD LEONARD WEYAND "Jer"
Rolling in to USAFA from firey Allen Park, Michigan,

BIG JER got his first impressions of college life ala
USAFA. Our man started things out in 15th squadron, but
he moved to 29th when fhe league expanded. The second
class shift left him in with the Tough Twenty Trolls, where
he became less than a popular fixture. Despite his last two
years, life does not seem to have cheated our lad too much.
Always a regular on the Dean's List we can't say that he
neglected his studies. In fact rumors have it that he will be
heading for a Masters Degree in Math soon after graduation.
Recent reports indicate that releasing this youth on the Air
Force could be the finest thing that's happened in four
years. Our best wishes go with this man as he goes out to
find life where it is. Keep an eye on this kid - he is going
places.

KENNETH WAYNE WHITE "Ken"
Hailing from nowhere in particular, and without really

knowing why. Ken drifted to USAFA. After spending three
years here trying to mold the Air Force to his liking and
shocking the powers that be, he soon settled down to become
one of those specialists known for generally not wasting any
effort. His somewhat amusing cadet career has been high
lighted on occasion by bursts of achievement when his val
ues and those of the Academy tended to intersect. His fu
ture plans include a certain young local miss and possibly
graduation. Says Ken of his cadet career, "It's been a lot
of laughs," and we'll be looking forward to seeing his white
silk scarf flapping in the wind at Del Rio.

MICHAEL GARY WHITE "Whizzer"
After braving a year of fraternity life at sunny, girl-

laden Arizona State University, Mike decided to migrate to
the frozen North, to give the Zoo a try. (Don't ask him why-
he still doesn't know). He survived the transition from frat
man to inmate. Since he never worried much about the aca
demic (or for that matter the military) side of life, "Whiz
zer" focused his efforts on intramurals and weekend es

capades either in Denver or at the ski slopes. If you ever
wanted to find him during the week, he would either be fly
ing, jumping, using the phone, or watching T.V. Anything,
for that matter, which would enable him to keep from study
ing or doing military things. Whizzer was also quite a

loiner, especially when it meant free trips somewhere. He
tried his hand at a number of clubs and was even the editor
ot Contrails. After graduation you will likely find Mike
flying whenever he can, and enjoying the ensuing challenges
of bachelordom.

PAUL ROBERT WHITE "Bob"
Bob left the green "mountains" of Vermont to find the

"hills" of Colorado somewhat larger. Undaunted by the
fickle weather, thin air, and Basic Summer, he soon found
himself engaged in mortal combat with the Dean. A frus-
f'-ated Aero major. Bob struggled on with engineering and
eventually made the Dean's List. A veteran of two years of
Fourteenth Squadron and the gloom of Vandenburg Hall, he
found himself relocated to the enlightened New Dorm and
the Twenty-sixth and Thirty-sixth squadrons. A member
of the rifle team, "Wild White" could always squeeze one
off. Future plans include pilot training with an assignment
to fighters and perhaps graduate school someday.

CHARLES JOSEPH WHITECHURCH "Chuck"
Chuck came to the Academy via AFROTC and lowa

State University. He soon discovered that being a doolie was

worse than being a fraternity pledge and that an early class
was one that started at 0720 instead of nine o'clock.

On the other hand, he discovered the world of skiing and
the thrill of flying sailplanes shortly after becoming a cadet.
Both activities were something old ISU just didn't have.

After a brief fling at International Affairs, Chuck found
that Econ was where his interests lay, and he quickly made
friends with marginal costs, public finance, and inevitably,
the computer.

Mather AFB and Nav. school are Chuck's goals after
graduation. As far as his four years at the Academy are

concerned, in retrospect if he had it to do all over again,
he still would have become a cadet. Now there's optimism
for you!

G. L. Weyand

K.W.White

M.G.White

P. R. White

C J. Whitechurch
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PHILLIP McCRARY WHITEHEAD "Phill"
After being a "brat" all his life, Phill came to USAFA

to see for himself what the "real Air Force" was like. Af
ter a long Doolie year, the search led him on to bigger and
better things. Making the Dean's List only one time, with a

perfect 3.00 GPA, Phill managed to stay on the Comm's List
a little longer. After three long years, Phill finally found
the "real Air Force" in his F-41. With great expectations
for the future, Phill is looking forward to pilot school and a

job with TAC. With no mixed emotions, Phill takes his Vette

through the North Gate for the last time.

FREDERICK CHILD WHITNEY II "Fred"
A love of flying and a belief in the mission brought Fred

to USAFA. After a close brush with a power line and sev

eral close brushes with the Dean, Fred found that, indeed,
"There is a way." The immediate future holds graduation,
a date in New Orleans, and Pilot Training. Who could ask
for more?

RUSSELL LEE WIISANEN "Russ"

Leaving the relative insecurity of the real world be

hind, Russ came to USAFA with great expectations. Dis

playing an uncanny ability to say the wrong thing most of

the time, he stumbled through his formative years and

fought through his years in Tiger Ten. Third Lieutenant
and T-41's convinced him that flying is the greatest thing
since sliced bread. He still has great expectations but only
as he gets into the "Green Hornet" and heads for civiliza
tion.

RICHARD CLARK WILEY "Rich"
It is not every man who can establish what is of value

to him in life, and then value these values with all his heart.

Something as simple as a cup of coffee with a buddy, can

and should be worth remembering. In such a simple activity
as this, many a tangled and complicated thought can be
brought to light and, surprisingly enough, occasionally
solved. Rich is not the one to sit amid unrealized expecta
tions; to him, speculation is only valuable in the fact that it
may be resolved into living and doing. Coming to the Acad
emy, he brought with him many ideas and ideals. He has
found, I feel, that all experiences, whether good, bad or in

different, can be of some value if looked at in the proper
perspective. Occasional failure, broken expectations, en

lightening moments, and most of all, success through de
sire, have all been a part of Rich's life at the Academy. He
is not leaving it with an empty feeling; he has learned more

than he, or any of us, care to admit. I hope that more than
achieving what he aims at in the futi re, he aims at what he
ought to achieve. To thine own self

Afriend.

THOMAS PAUL WITT "T.P."
When Walt and Hilda's little boy Tom left the warmth

and security of Lake Keesus, Wisconsin, for the warmth and
security of USAFA, he didn't know what he was in for. He
soon found out. After a few half-hearted attempts at trying,
he decided that if you can't beat them� forget them and he
made the Supt's list. It took him two years to figure out the
system, but once he did, it was a case of do less and enjoy
it more. His future plans include pilot training and a certain
home-town girl named Pat. It should be interesting.
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WILLIAM PAXTON WITT III "Bill"

Deported from East Peoria, III., Bill leaped into the

"good Life" at the west campus of good ole Falcon Univer

sity. As a good wrestler and a student that cared a great
deal. Bill spent his afternoons on the sweat mat and his

evenings behind his glasses. As Bill became a better "cas
ual observer" he decided that more weight and less "time"

were definitely in order. On this note Bill pledged Pink

Panther Fraternity and, as business manager, he became
a devoted disciple of Goren and the wild pilot of a green
"Razza-Mataz" pleasure machine (MGB). When Bill isn't

starting fires with his glasses he can be found with the OIC

cooking popcorn.

DAVID ALLAN WITTNEBERT "Dave"
Blown in by the prevailing Easterlies, Dave came to us

from the boondocks of Wisconsin. Starting his USAFA ca

reer in "Big Three," Dave survived doolie year and pro
gressed to a "super-smack." In an effort to "spread the
wealth" around the Wing, he spent the last two years wifh
the "Roadrunners" in 32nd Squadron. Confused by the com

plexities of changing sports three times a year in intra

murals, Dave decided to substitute four years on the Rifle
Team. Not being overly military, he never made fhe Comm's
Weekend Drill Team, but after a three year fight, the Dean's
Team welcomed him with open arms as a firstie. Elected
the Roadrunners' Car Rep for his last two years, Dave had
to make a decision�cars, stereos, or girls. Equally de
voted to all three, he decided to divide his time propor
tionally, and could often be seen driving to Denver on a

BP in his "plastic pig" with a girl in the right seat and the
sound system rigged for non-silent running, solely to check
out the latest "good deal" on a 1970 XXXXXXXXX. For

recreation, he stuck to water activities, joining the Scuba
Club and the Water Ski Club. Graduating as a Computer
Science vegetable, Dave is looking forward to pilot training
and grad school in the near future.

GARY ROBERT WONNEBERG
Life begins every day.

"Chicken Little"

SAMUEL HOBERT WOOD IV

Being the original gray-haired man of '70, Sam has had
lo fight being stuck with the reputation that most gray-
haired old men get. A clean cut American kid, he claims
that his silver streaks are hereditary, not gained from his
stay at the Academy. Disdainful of the academic life and

being a great believer of that inviolate bastion of democracy,
the weekend, Sam was rarely seen in fhe area, but was of
ten out enjoying the beautiful Colorado countryside and

natives. He plans on becoming a pilot and maybe someday
even slipping these surly bonds of earth- as long as he does
not have to study to do it.

RICHARD ANTHONY WOODARD "Rich"

Rich rashly left the white beaches of the Florida pan
handle to journey to USAFA. He kept a running count of

hours to graduation before he arrived in Colorado, and has

never lost count. He has, however, discovered that there is

more to Colorado than the Academy, namely the Kachina

Lounge, and the Zuider Zee. (Rich is one of the few guys
who starts wearing beer-call uniform to class on Wednes

days.)
A devout Comp Sci man from way back. Rich spends

much of his weekday time trying to show the computer who
is really the boss. He confidentially admits that to his dis

may, the computer already knows. Rich has managed fo

stay on the Dean's list most of the time, (Two min effort

3.000000000000000 's in 3 semesters) and at the same time

out of chapel. He has, however, never quite seen eye to eye
with the Comm..

W. P. Witt

D. A. Wlttnebert

G. R. Wonneberg

S. H.Wood IV

R. A. Woodard
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A.M. Wurglitz

W. Yamokoski

GREGORY WOODHEAD "Wild Wood"

Being an exceptionally gullible person, the Wild Woods
man from the North decided to give up the quiet life of Lew

iston, Maine for the promise of excitement at Zip Code
80840. With amazing zeal and determination he flung him
self into a wholehearted pursuit of the "never a dull mo

ment" life style. Doolie year was no exception as most of
the time was spent going round-and-round with Harry Bear
and cronies. With the Wild Wood issuing no slack to Great&-
noble and Cornpone Cris, things took a decided turn for fhe
better third class year. However, the squadron commander
was convinced that what he affectionately called the third
class clubhouse was really a three ring circus in disguise.
In order to combat the utter boredom of second class year,
he became involved in the "take out your frustrations in
intramurder" syndrome. Spending excessive amounts of
time in his room on weekends as a firsty made him sus

pect the possibility that his door was being nailed shut by
a sledge hammer. Not letting such insignificant setbacks
dull the original idealistic spirit of zeal and determination.
Woody could usually be heard mumbling something to the
effect that "This place really hurts!"
JOHN ERVIN WOZNY "Woz"

Born and raised in that beer-drinking town of Milwau
kee, "Woz" came straight to the Blue Zoo from high school
with a brimming interest in sports. His 'doolie' year John

played intercollegiate lacrosse but had to give up that en
deavor when he joined the Dean's 'ac-pro' team second se

mester. Since then he has played intramurals in such illus
trious sports as football, boxing, lacrosse, and rugby for
22nd squadron. Never one to be afraid of a little hard work,
"Woz" tackled the academics of USAFA with enthusiasm.

Perhaps because he never'got the Commandant's wreath,
John seemed to think that his interests laid in other areas.
So ever since his third-class year, "Woz" has been pin
ning on the Dean's star instead. Although of Polish nation

ality, "Woz" became a Latin American Studies major and
has been trying to speak espanol for the last two years
without success. Kept busy as a member of the Saddle and
Ski Clubs, he still found time to fit in a little flying in T-41
his senior year. After graduation John plans on going to

pilot training with grad school in mind later on through
AFIT. But the first thing "Woz" has got to do is drive his
'70 Charger to Milwaukee again and marry "the girl baek
home". After that, who knows what'll happen?
ALFRED MICHAEL WURGLITZ "Wurgle"

Armed this winter with a new nose, hopefully a bit
sturdier than the last two, Wurgle is heading east. After
these years at the Academy, he plans on a few years con

templation at college before the next stint. Main concerns

after graduation are sure to be morning clothes selection
and leisure time allocation. An athlete who played every de
fensive position in college football, Al loves the men he was

lucky enough to team up with and respects the "red" class
mates who are the finest.
CARL JOSEPH YAKABOWSKAS "Yak"

Coming to this place of aluminum and glass from Con

necticut, where there are real trees. Yak spent a long four

years fighting the Dean, Comm, and his roommate. If you
had to locate him in a hurry, you would probably look in his

rack, backstage at Arnold Hall, or down on the Rugby fields.
The .Tiilitary "system", such as it was, did not seem to

bother this lad, as he tried to ignore it as much as possible,
and he felt it was his duty to ride the Almighty Curve. His
second home was the A-Hall stage, where he would spend
almost half his allotted study time working on Wing Dings,
Bluebard productions, or an occasional Allied Arts per
formance. He was of the opinion that the SERE program
was the only good training program eround, and thus found
his way onto as many facets of it as he could, from resist
ance training to water survival. His 3rd Lieutenant tour of
SEA convinced him that the only way to fight a war is from
the front seat of an 0-1 or 0-2 at about 70 feet AGL. He

therefore never saw the need for airborne training, besides
the fact that he didn't think he really needed that haircut.
The future holds pilot training for this future master of the

skies, after which he figures he'll be climbing back into
another 0-2 for a closer look at the war.

WILLIAM YAMOKOSKI "Yamo"
An outdoorsman at heart. Bill missed the quiet and se

renity of wood and stream after his arrival at the Academy.
Academy life didn't come easy for him, but his methodical
and consistent performance and ability to meet and over
come challenges have helped him to traverse the rigor of
USAFA relatively unscathed and assure him of a success
ful Air Force career. Unconcerned with the more base as

pects of life. Bill devoted his entire attention to academic
and military pursuits, working under the assumption that
the two were indeed compatible. Post graduation plans in
clude the bachelor life of a hot fighter jock.



EDWARD JOSEPH YORK JR. "Joe"
Joe came way up North from San Antonio, Texas, only

fo find a multitude of problems that he would have to learn
how to live with. He gritted his way through processing de
tail and it was all downhill for the next four years. The cold
Colorado climate was a setback until he discovered the
slopes and skiing has long since become a first love. As one
of the original Pink Panthers during his senior year, his
many varied activities included washing his car, logging
tube time and joining clubs that went to Phoenix.

DENNIS RAY YOUNG "Old Man"
In June of 1966 a very determined "young" Mormon,

lacking a little in intelligence, shadowed the halls of USAFA.
It was about time, for this 22 year old dooley had spent
four years, including two different prep schools and one and
one half enlisted years in the Air Force, just trying to get
his college board scores high enough to get in the AFA. As
a high school sophomore in '60 Denny's eyes turned from
his father's farm life in California to that of a military ca
reer of going where only birds dare. He never lost sight of
that goal, even after being turned away from USAFA three
times. While at the Ramparts, Denny managed to stay ahead
of the Commandant and on his list every semester, with the
Dean it was another story. His church work played an im
portant role in his cadet career. Now that he has the es
sential instruction, experience and motivation, Denny's im
mediate plans include marriage and pilot training. The most
important lessons he carries from the Academy is a deep
love for his Country and his God.

ROBERT FLOYD YOUNG "Bob"
Coming to USAFA from the beaches of Santa Monica,

California, Bob soon discovered what "snow" really was.
Still a novice skiier, he has managed to humor himself dur
ing the bleak months at the "monastary". Bob occasionally
won the silver star for outstanding eraser-rolling. In fact,
he often surprised book dealers by turning in "new" books
at the end of each semester. One day he decided to put the
famous Rampart winds to use and took up the sport of glider
guiding. A more frequent pastime reluctantly learned was

sports car repairing of his beloved blue baby. Up to the
very last he remained a staunch individualist. Bob could al
ways be seen walking across the terrazo with his books in
his right hand and his long, though receding hair blowing in
the wind. His outspoken dislike for numbers and equations
made him decide to try for a BS in BS. Picking the easiest
majors he could find, he put his money on Engineering Man
agement and Psych. Probably the only time he was never
seen yawning was during call-to-quarters when he invariably
sat on his bed reading science fiction waiting for the week
end. With his brown bars will hopefully come another de
gree and then who knows what . . .

MICHAEL CALHOUN ZEIGLER "Mike"
Bashful Bob's ('68) prote'gd, Mike's efforts greatly ex

panded the career field of "Morals and Religion" in the
Wing. Persevering again and again, Mike made the cadet a
household topic among stews from Miami to San Francisco.
The Academy provided an impetus to his crusade by his
arbitrary "selection" as Dirty Dozen's "Bargainer of
Haircuts," and on weekends by showing him fhe slopes of
Colorado. His accomplishments, however, are probably best
shown by his only true distinction � being the last on '70s
Alpha roster. Undaunted and unscathed throughout, Mike
lives on with Bob's saying of old: "A loaf of bread, a jug of
wine, and you beside me: and I'll be fat, drunk, and in
trouble."



Wing Staff

Fall semester Staff (from left): G. Sparks, Mat.; D. Schutt, Sgt. Maj.; M. Flanagan, O 8. T Sgt ; J B. Gannon Corn-

manderTD Browder, Admin, sgt.; T Waskow, Dep. Commander; T. Thompson, Admin.; C Nichols, O & T, A. Mc

Lellan, Mat. Sgt.; C Stumb, Avt.

I
"Hear no evil . . . See no evil . . ."
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First Group Staff

Fall Semester StaH Front row (from left): R. Nash, Sgt. Maj.;
R. Huffer, Admin. Sgt. Back row: P. Whitehead, Mat.; B. Ake,
Admin.; G. Gilles, Commander; A. Desantis, Ops and Training.



Spring Semester StaH (from left): J. O'Connell, Admin.
B. Sonobe, Admin.; D. McClure, Sgt. Maj.

Sgt.; R. Sczeepanik, O & T; W. Paton, Commander; R. Warner, Mat.,
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Second Group Staff

Fall semester StaH (from left): J. Brock, Sgt. Maj.; G. Keyes, Mat.; M. Konvalinka, Admin. Sgt.; L. Vander

veen, Commander; A. Brower, O & T; H. Bennett, Admin.



Spring Semester Staff (from left): G. Martin, Commander; R. Smithwick, Admin.; W. Dewalt, Sgt Maj ; S
Greenwell, Admin. Sgt.; C Dunbar, O & T; M. McCrum, Mat.
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Third Group Staff

Fall Semester StaH (from left): J. Custer, Admin. Sgt.; R. Germer, Admin.; T. Stein, Mat.; J. Burke, Com
mander; W. Cross, Sgt. Maj.; D. Watts, O&T.
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Spring Semester StaH (from left): R. Shamess, Admin. Sgt.; R. Aragon, Admin.; D. MacGhee, Commander; A
MacDonald, O & T; T. Abbey, Mat.; R. Smith, Sgt. Maj.
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Fourth Group Staff

Fall Semester StaH (from left): M. McCarthy, Sgt. Maj.; P. Blake, Admin. Sgt.; T. Pfaff, O & T; D. Adams,

Commander; E. York, Mat.; R. Swanson, Admin.
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Spring Semester StaH (from left): T. Pfaff, O & T; S. Wood, Admin.; M. Ewig, Commander; L. Leroy, Sgt. Maj.
T. Rackley, Admin. Sgt.
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Top Graduate, Class of 1970- Steven J. Berta
Top Graduate in Academic Achievement - William Rowell
Rhodes Scholars - Scott S. Barker, George R. Keys, Jr.
Outstanding Students in Academic Majors - Erik M. Stolle (aeronautical engineering):
Jack B. Norman (civil engineering); Douglas R. Norton (area studies); Steven J. Berta
(astronautics); Harold T. Strittmatter (basic sciences); Scott M. Hoversten (chemistry);
Robert F. Baker (computer science); John J. Cusick (economics); Charies R. Bisbee
III (electrical engineering); Clark R. Nichols (engineering management); Francis R.

Heming, Jr. (engineering mechanics); Mark A. Dobbels (engineering sciences); Vin
cent C. Puglisi (geography); William P. Mockovah (psychology): Michael B. Ryan (gen
eral studies); Scott S. Barker (international affairs); Morris E. Shelkofsky (history);
John G. Jernigan (life sciences); Davis M. S. Lyons (mathematics); Karl T. Hutchinson
(physics).

Protestant Religious Council Award - Gary L. Baxter
Best Original Work in Engineering Sciences - Francis S. Heming, Jr.
Talon Editor Award - Jere W. Retzer
Polaris Editor Award - Carl P. Stoll
Fall Wing Commander - John B. Gannon
Spring Wing Commander - Charles R. Reed
Outstanding Group Commander - Mark G. Ewig
Outstanding Cadet Squadron Commander - Harry Arnold
Outstanding Cadet in Parachuting - Gregory S. Martin
Outstanding Cadet in Military Training - Jack B. Norman
Chairman of Cadet Professional Ethics Committee - Paul R. Johnson
Cadet Showing Most Advancement in Military Training - Jerome V. Brunt
Cadet Who Best Exemplifies Highest Ideals of Loyalty, Integrity, Courage - George F.

Ray, ThomasJ. Ray
Chairman of Cadet Honor Committee - Kenneth Ake
Outstanding Cadet in Soaring - John C. Penney
Outstanding Cadet in Navigation - George C. Hughes
Outstanding Cadet in Airmanship - Frederick C. Whitney, 1 1 1

Outstanding Cadet Squadron - CS-19
Cadet Squadron with Highest Academic Level - CS-13
Cadet Squadron with BestMilitary Proficiency - CS-15
Cadet Squadron with Top I ntercollegiate Performers - CS-35
Intramural Excellence- CS-7
Achievement in all Unit Activities - CG03
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Bennet, R. B.
Coffman, H. L., Jr.
Dobbs, J. R.
Landry, V. J., Jr.

Lykken, K. D.
Matthews, F. L.
McDougall, D. D.
Oleary, M. H.

Reich, M.T.
Robinson, W. E.
Sands, S. P.
Wirth, R. C.

'71

Fab First's Red Oork saw every football game.

FABULOUS F(8Sr
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Alson, R. C.
Ash, G.W.
Berlin, F. B.
Bishop, S. G.
Blue, D. V.
Colwell, W.S.

Dietrich, R.W.
Eaton, B.J.
Haaf, L. J., Jr.
Herbert, M. L.
Hemphill, W. A., Ill
Johnson, D. C.

'72
Jokerst, T. E.
Krueger, M. P.

Martin, T. A., Jr.
McMullen, W.H.

Mueller, D. H.
Oneill, S.T.

Rhaney, M. C, Jr.
Stone, J.R.

Stover, D. R.
Thompson, L. A.

Vinson, T. F.
Wilkinson, D. E.

DEF : Jousting, what t1�ey did in the "Dark Ages"
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SR-71

'73

Adams, D. S.
Butler, E. E., Jr.
Chapman, L. J.

Cohn, W. F.
Dusch, L. C, Jr
Eisenhart, J. A.

Koncel, A. W.
Kuehn, J. L.
Lesser, J. D., II
McElroy, D. N.

Fickes, R.J.
Garrity, K. S
Hansen, T. J.

Heirendt, D. S.
Karsokas, B. J
Knox, K. E.

Miller, W.T.
Moses, G. E.
Noble, B. E.
Oliver, C. W., Jr.
Rollinger, M. J.
Sanger, D. T.

Schenk, D. A.
Shagets, F. W.
Simpson, S. L.
Sisco, W. M.
Sitar, K. K.
Smith, W. L.

Stilson, D. T.
Watt, V. L.
Welcome, G. F.
Woodson, M. E.
Yestness, S. R.
Youel, R.H. i^mm^



Squadron Commander

C/Lt. Col. Thomas H. Simdons

Squadron Sweetheart

Mizzou welcomes the FALCONS.

Miss Sue Bullock 2nd Squadron
Squadron Commander

C/Lt.Col. Carl P. Upson



Arnold, C. E.
Backlund, D. R.
Brayton, A. R.
Bruns, B. J.

Callen, T. R.
Carroll, J. C, III
Childers, C. H.

'71

Second's dining-out.

Payton, G. E.
Peterson, P. T. *

Purcell, W. E.

Rajczak, W. M.
Redden, G. R.
Willadsen, L.J.

Gebhardt, M. E.

Hale, R. A., Jr
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Beck, W.C, 11

Crain, L. A.
Czapor, P.W.

Eggan, A. M.
Elliott, W.J.
Foster, C. D.

Froehlich, L. E.
Hall, J.C.
Hansen, W. A.

Herrmann, J. A.
Jackson, R. W.
Kent, D. A.

McGarry, B. J.
Moore, D. R.

Moser, C. H.
Parquette, W. P.

Ponder, P. J.
Scheid, W. W.

'72

Schmidt, P.M.
Smith, N. D.

Spindle, W. H.

Stoddard, G. V.

Voorhees, P. V.
Witters, R.C.

'Ready on the right, ready on the left, ready on the firing .
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'73

Avvento, G. J.
Beard, B. B.
Black, J. A.
Bolton, R. M.
Burkes, R. D., Jr.

Callard, J. R.
Dalrymple, S. H.
Debruin, P. C.
Dellavalle, R.J.
Derry, C. J.

Dunipace, D. B.
Dutelle, G. A.
Fletcher, D. P.
Frazier, E. B., Jr.
Gade, D. R.

Galvin, T. J.
Hitzeman, K. A.
Holum, W. K.

Jolley, R. E.
McKenzie, W. A.

Mitzel, G. E., Jr.
Rake, W. F.
Ralston, M. D.
Randolph, M. R.

Rayburn, R. L.

Rightmyer, D. W.

Rogers, J. V., Ill
Rohde, R. C.
Sage, R. L.
Smith, M, L.

Stewart, C. A.
Swertfager, T. A.
Vanheeswyk, L. R.
Veenstra, R. A.
Work, L. O.



Squadron Commander

C/Lt. Col. David H. Perron

3rd Squadron

'Did you ever hear of Fat Chance, sir?"

Squadron Commander Squadron Sweetheart

C/Lt. Col. Allen B. Bloor Miss Nancy Dotur



Brown, C. R., Jr.
Craycraft, B. E.

Cross, R. B., Jr.
Dotur, J. S.

Drowley, R. D.
Duff, T. L.

Hatlelid, J.M.
Keith, D. W.

I have slipped the surly bonds of earth; but which way is up?

'71

Pinney, E. T., Jr.
Price, F. D., Jr.
Sartini, R. J.

Skeen, J. T., Jr.
Smith, D. R.
Watson, J.G.
Wimberley, B. P.

Koch, J.W.
Kramer, W. F

Maggio, W. R
Oconnell, J.
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Buley, S. L.

Copenhafer, R. C, Jr.
Crawford, T. M., 3rd

Andrews, K. P.
Ballard, M. P.
Barchie, S.
Brown, T. E.

'72

Gardner, H. A., Jr.
Hindelang, R. D.

Holm, P. F.
McGarvey, W. J.

McLoughlin, W. J.
Ordzie, E. A.

Gotcha!

Parker, A.C, III
Patterson, W. R.
Pitzler, M. R.

Stevens, A. K.
Tanner, G. R.
Walker, W. H.
Webb, T, P.

IV



Cottrell, D. E.
Guerra, F. L.

'73

Horton, R. P.
Hummel, S. J.
Johnson, G. M.
Kaneshiro, G. T.

Lemons, J. L.
Linnell, R. S., Jr.
Love, F. E.
Mitchell, T. J., Ill
Murphy, A. W.

Ocarroll, P. J., Jr.
Parisi, V. M., II
Preble, E.G., Jr.
Robinson, P. E.
Santago, P., II

Skaiko, D. J.
Streilein, J. E.
Tonnemacher, K. D.
Vogler, J. B., Ill
Weers, R. M. ^UMmMmm



Squadron Commander Squadron Sweetheart Squadron Commander

C/Lt. Col. Russell L. Szczepanik Miss Linda Lutes C/Lt. Col. Stephen R. Schmidt

.f�I

Sir, there are 35 minutes and 42 seconds until Christmas leave begins.

4th Squadron
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. and we ended the tour of USAFA in fhe handball court.

Rossa, C. R.
Saffer, E. K.

Scott, C. S.
Sorensen, N. R. j.

Stachak, S. J., Jr.
Tracey, R. J. Mi^M^
Vangoethem, A. J.
Webster, H. T.

Wildermuth, R. L.
Zedaker, W. D.



Albin, T. S.
Chamberlin, K.
Chastain, R. L.
Conklin, J. C.
Furda, J.M.
Hatch, J.

Hillegass, W. G.
Hom, G. S. S.
McDonald, T. L.
Michaelson, T. M.

Moezzi, A. S.
Morgan, C. H., 2d

Let's see; did he say a BP or was it an SP?"

'72

Rice, R. A.
Rubacha, C. M.
Sexton, D. L.
Stachelski, D. D.

Tharp, D. C.
Thomas, D. W.

Thompson, T. E.
Wallace, R. E.

White, L. C.
Youngquist, R. A.
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BBS ^

Boyle, M. J.
Brooks, J. M.
Carolan, R. J.

Cherry, P. S.
Corley, J. D.W.

Flynn, J. H.

B-58

Fohr, B. E.
Garlington, A. R.
Gerwig, F. R.

'73 Gonyea, G. T.
Gorzoch, M. G.
Granger, M. R.

Haegele, E. S.
Hansen, S. L.
Harbeck, W. L.

Jaczinski, J. S., Ill

Jarman, L. L.
Klotz, F.G.
Kowalski, B. R.

Larson, S. E.
Lavigne, T. V.
Machovina, G. S.

Maya, W. D.
Melhorn, W. H.,
Pitchford, P. L.
Ricker, D. A.
Roberts, D. E.
Starkey, R. A.

Swider, R. J., Jr.
Vaughn, R. L.
Walsh, T. J.
Williams, L. T.
Wyatt, W. C. C.
Zynda, T. R.



Squadron Sweetheart

Miss Deena Ann Sanderlin

5th Squadron

"We are beginning our descent for Peterson Field. Please fasten your seat belts.

Squadron Commander Squadron Commander

C/Lt. Col. Gerry W. Shaw C/Lt. Col. Fred T. McGregor Jr.
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'Anyone got a copy of today's paper?"

Kieltyka, J.
Langford, C. R.
Maattala, C. L.
Marshall, D. L.

Oday, J. E.

Shay, S.J.
Shiner, J. W.

Swecker, G. A.
Teelin, H. W.
Wilson, S. H.

Brasher, C. T.
Browder, D. L
Foerster, S.
Kern, L.J.
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Chapman, R. M., Jr.
Foulois, W. B.

Greer, C. R., Jr.

Bassa, P., Jr.
Boyle, W. D., Jr.
Calcutt, H.M., Jr.
Champa, D. A.

Kito, G. W.

Knowlton, P. B.

Lakin, C. E., Ill
Legun, T. A.

Looney, D. C.
Mayfield, W. K.

McNeff, J.G.
Reilman, R. F., Jr
Ruff, E. S.

Schenk, T. A.
Smolka, J.W.
Tate, B. R., 3d

'72

Tis a privilege.
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Atchison, W. L.
Beattie, T. P., II
Benson, D. R.

Beyer, G. T.
Case, L. G.
Cooper, P. T., Jr.

F-m

Cuadros, R. G.
Davis, E. M.
Dodge, L. C.

'73
Faber, L. E.
Flood, J. B.
Freyberg, R. I.

Gore, M. L., Jr.
Greiner, J. A.
Hart, R. A.
Huber, H. E.

Kehias, G. A.
Kite, M. T. A.
Knight, J. B.
Lochry, R. G.
Marsh, R. L., Jr.
Matthews, R.J.

McCalmont, J. D.
McLaughlin, S. W.
Moss, W. D.

Nehring, K. J.
Orcutt, W. D.
Pence, R., Jr.

Phillips, A. L., Jr.
Quackenbush, D. J.
Sindrich, M.
Thomas, D. L.
Vasick, G. A., Jr.
Young, K. K. H. K.
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Squadron Commander Squadron Sweetheart Squadron Commander

C/Lt. Col. Richard E. Walton Miss Janet L. Pothoff C/Lt. Col. JohnJ. Kupko II

The old swimming hole, on "Hell's Half Acre".

6th Squadron



Blumberg, W. A,

Borg, A. J.
Butson, G. J.
Cowan, S. R.

Craig, R. G.
Cusumano, S, J.
Davis, R. A.

Folsom, T. C.

'71

The stress test of a Mitchell Hall hamburger.

Freeman, R. E.
Friedrich, R. L.

Grevillius, J. A., Jr.
Hoffman, G. L.

Jansen, G. D.
Nash, R. L.
Saitta, J. C.
Stanley, H. M.

25i



Bangert, B. T., Jr.
Bryant, J. L., Jr.
Carey, B. P., Ill
Compton, A. O.
Duke, J. M.
Gollehon, R. D.

Grant, W.C.
Hanson, J. D.
Hill, D. H.
Jensen, H. M., Jr.
Jones, D. R.
King, C. J., Jr.

Koskella, R.T.

McCarthy, P.M.
Murphy, A. A., Jr.

Neal, T.W.
Peterson, J. E.

Raymond, R. W.

Ross, J. D., Jr.

Saenz, R. A.

Schottel, S. A.

Seybold, R. W.

Snyder, D. C.

'73

And the lucky winner is .
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Abernathy, J. S.
Allen, R. P.
Atwood, H. D.
Bonn, K.
Cole, J. F.

Correll, E. A.
Day, P. L.
Droppo, G. W.

Dyche, D. D.
Floyd, D. W.

Fowler, B. W.
Haddock, B. W.

Heim, D. A.
Hinds, R. W., Ill
Holmes, H.G.

Hornburg, R. C.
Kuprel, S. A.
Legg, O. P., Jr.
Loper, C. M.
Mahood, H. A.

McClain, W. D.

Nearing, W. T.
Ochmanek, D. A.
Pretz, J.M.
Puryear, S. W.

Rosser, J. P.
Schuessler, T. L.
Sherman, P. E.
Smith, M.W.

StangI, D. P.

Thielen, W. A.
Volodzko, K.
Wachs, C. O.
Welteroth, J. R.
Yamato, M.
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7th Squadron

zznusTfiNGSo D0*M3inusTfiNGSo od:M3 falcons 2b
DOWN TOGO ToaBfllLON QTRM

THERE IS STILL TIME ! I !
REPUBLIC NATIONAL BANK

THERE ISNOWAY!

Squadron Commander Squadron Sweetheart Squadron Commander

C/Lt. Col. Richard M. Mandas Miss Penny Gall C/Lt.Col. Eric J.Myers
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Time to train somebody.

Barton, R. R.

Boyd, G. E.
Bryant, L. W

Cunningham, W. D
Gorman, J. J., Jr.
Haggerty, B. C.
Huffman, J.M., III

Hurley, M. J.
Ladd, J.R.
Maks, W, J.

May, K.
McBriety, J. D.

McKay, P. E.

Rippole, J.
Rocco, G. R.
Roesel, C. J.
Watson, O. S.
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The great white hunter.

256



Almeida, J.
Amos, J. D.
Bass, R. H.,
Beal, B. E.
Burk, M. G.
Chapman, G. S.

, Jr.

Coffman, M. R.

Davenport, M. J
Dorris, G. W.
Evans, S. A.

'73

Harman, S. A
Ireland, R. R.

Jabour, W. J.
Jensen, B. L.

Moroles, A., Jr.
Munsch, T. R.
Nacke, A. T.
Pakele, G. M.
Paquette, S. J.
Patterson, W. W.

Reed, S. E., Jr.
Rensel, D. J.
Seller, D. W.

Ulmer, R.M.
Whitt, E. E., Jr.
Young, B. C.

Johnston, G. A.
Kahoe, J.J.
Kinback, A. C.
Manson, R. A.
McAllister, T. J
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Squadron Commander Squadron Sweetheart Squadron Commander

C/Lt. Col. John J. Soltis Miss CharlotteWright C/Lt. Col. Donald E. Forbes

258



Crimin, B. E.
Cyrus, M. L.
Davis, C. E., Jr.
Dziedzic, M. J.
Evans, W. E.

Gingrich, K. S., Jr
Joy, R. E.
Leavitt, R. J.

McFarland, T. M.

'71

Metzler, J. E.
Powell, D.W.

Ragan, J. D., Jr.
Riley, T.W.

Schramm, J. H.
Scrabeck, J. L.

Shields, D.J.
Stobie, J.G.

Tibbetts, G. L.
Wolfe, L. D.

HI!
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Binn, B. A.

Bowers, J. D.
Cameron, J. A.
Charlton, T. J.
Collins, H. M.

Cosby, M. R.

Hosea, B. J.
Jayne, H. M.
Lauderdale, W. E., 5th
Makovic, W. T., II

Metzler, G. D.
Nedergaard, R. E.

Peacock, B. D.

Reed, J. E.
Richards, R. E.

Robinson, G. K.
Rosebush, K. E., Jr.

Schmidt, R.M.
Stone, R. D., Jr.

Vanbastelaar, J.
Waitte, E. J.

Webb, T. P., Jr.
Wessler, J. D.

'72

Curtain call for wing staff.

26C



'73

Burger, C. E.
Burke, D. J.
Deason, J. M.
Drake, E. P.
Dunlap, A. L., Jr.

Gargan, J. E.
Graybeal, T. A.
Hardin, S. C.
Hirschi, B. B.

lagulli, J. V.

Jakes, B. C.
Knarr, R. C.
Lisenby, T. S.
McMillan, C. T., Ill
Merideth, D. J., Ill

Miller, M. J. P.J.
Minto, D. W.

Moran, R. L.
Naigle, W. J.
Oleson, G. D.

Osborn, B. K.

Picray, R. V.
Powell, T. J.
Radov, L. G.
Schallar, R.

Searles, D. R., Ill
Sexton, S. L.
Smith, D. S.
Strauss, D. J.
Talley, W.W., Jr.

Vance, B. A.

Vancoevering, J. B.
Walker, K. A.
Weis, K. W.
Womack, K. W.
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Squadron Commander Squadron Sweetheart Squadron Commander

C/Lt. Col. Terry R. Silvester Miss Melody Lick C/Lt.Col. Ronald T. Kelly

Dear AOC,
By the time you read this note .

9th Squadron
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You say you're looking for a book.

J^(3.



Barksdale, B. W.

Barr, J. R.
Doyle, F. A.
Emerick, R. C.
Gigax, M. E.
Grant, G. H.

Harburg, F. D.
Helgeson, L. A.
Jackson, S. R.
Landsberger, B. J.

Longacre, J. Y., Ill
McClure, G. K.

Moran, T. J.

Neibert, D. A.
Niemi, G. G.

Redding, J. P.
Rooney, P.G. B.

Scace, D. R.
Schnick, R. H.

Smith, W. T., Jr.
Tindall, R. S.

Walker, W. T.
Zekoski, J.

'72

Many feel that this is the only way to spend
a Sunday afternoon.
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Arnett, J.M.
Bara, R. G.
Barcus, D. M.
Bendick, G. L.
Carpenter, W. D.

Clark, D. R. ^ydg4^
Cleveland, S. L.

Cropper, J. W.

Dayton, M. L.
Dick, D. R.

Doyle, R. T.
Glavan, J. R.

'73

Grimes, B. A., Ill
Hageman, E.C, Vlll

Keesee, J. E.
Kniffen, S. B
Koch, S. M.
Lewis, G. E.

Pettit, D. O.
Pilcher, J. W., Jr.
Rhoades, W. S., II
Schanberger, R. D.
Shumate, J. L.
Smith, M. L., 3rd

Stine, W. S.

Stuckley, M. H.
Thuotte, V. E., Jr.
Walker, J. P.
Wrisley, D. E.
Zachritz, R. E., Jr.

Manuel, R. K.
Martin, T. E.
McHugh, K. E.
Nickerson, E. J
Parry, E. L.



"But the steps don't go anywhere!"

Squadron Commander Squadron Sweetheart Squadron Com
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Black, R. H.
Brothers, W. S
Bustell, D. K.
Cross, F.C.

Spitznagel, F. R., Ill
Timmer, J. B.
Waller, F. E., Jr.
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Armstrong, J. J.
Blase, G, R.

Boley, N. D.

Briggs, L. W.
Diesel, T. A.
Engebretson, K.

Gormley, J. H., Jr.
Haas, D. 0.
Hargrave, R. L., Jr.
Harry, P. J.
Harvey, B. E.
Hawkins, R. A.

lanacone, E. M.
Johnson, J. L.

Marshall, G. E.
Massey, E. D.

Oday, T. L.
Schoen, R, J.

Shepard, M. A.
Skotte, D. M.

Sullivan, T. M., Jr.
Walsh, W. F.

Watkins, J, R.

Youngquist, C. D,

'72

III

-.^��^ .- '

Our language labs are nice, if you like languages.
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Dallas looks at America's finest.

Squadron Commander Squadron Sweetheart Squadron Commander



Boatright, R. L,
Bouchard, D. F.
Bradshaw, E. P.
Chirko, C. P.

Edris, W, P., 3D
Fox, T.J.
Gill, D. L.

'71
Hampshire, M. D.
Howell, E. B.

Kelley, D. L.
Ladd, C R., Jr.

Magness, M. C
Peterman, R. N.

Scott, J.E.
Stienke, H. L., Jr.

Sullivan, R. L.

Wahlquist, J. A.

Maybe someday?



Brown, R. B., Jr.
Cooper, L. H.
Farr, D. E., 3D
Goode, C. W.
Greenlaw, J. T., Jr.
Harrington, C. C.

Haver, J. H.
Jarecki, J. T., Jr.
Jones, J. M.
Keller, F. E.
Klepko, H., Jr.

Knutson, C J.
Kroehl, B. F.

'72

McCarthy, M. C
Miller, D. C

Neuland, M. E.
Pacini, P. M.

Porter, W. G.
Schafer, K. O.

Taylor, E. V.
Venteicher, G. J.

Windnagel, T. D.
Winn, R. E.

^nd period in 5L10 and third period I. T. in the field house.



'73

Baker, R. A.
Bennett, B. G.
Betts, K. N., Jr.
Borton, R. J.
Burger, R. D.

Cristiani, S. J.
Danielson, D. L.
Diffley, W.J.
Ergonis, R. J.
Farr, CM.

Fife, S.J.
Gillig, G.W.
Harth, M. L.
Hawkins, E. P., Jr.
Karnes, M. J.

Kintzing, E. T.
Kline, A. C
Lake, C K.

Leach, G.W., 111

Maravilla, E.

McDowell, T. E.
Ohollaren, D. B.
Olson, D. A.
Park, J. T.
Ranft, A.J.

Richardson, M. E.
Roberts, M. K.
Rooney, P. J.
Schiefer, M. A.
Scully, J. E.

Shaw, M. D.

Wigington, J. T.,
Witt, W. W., ill

Yaniglos, J.
Zwiebel, J. M.

Ill
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Squadron Sweetheart

Miss Patti Veal

"What's a Zoomie?"

12th Squadron

Squadron Commander Squadron Commander

C/Lt. Col. Michael C. Zeigler C/Lt. Col. William E. Schepens
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Biggar, S. F.
Brims, R. C
Davidson, T. E.
Dawson, D. L.
Fischer, A. M.

Haesecke, M. H.
Hamby, M. M.
Hembrough, J. F.
Joseph, D. J.
Leblanc, R. D.

Long, H. B.
McKenzie, M. A.
Pate, W. M.
Shannon, L. P.
Solomon, E. D.

^^Jj^^^P^-f^

'71
This isa Zoomie.



Bollenberg, W. G.
Buschmann, R. W.

Coyle, N. D.
Ervin, M. D.
Geddes, M. C.
Horton, C L.

Hoyle, S.C.
Jacolick, B. V.
Jones, G.
Kasson, W. J.

Kirsch, J. P.
Klein, D.J.

Lohmeyer, P. D.
Macniven, D. B.

McDonald, J. R.
McElroy, B. B.

'72

Mead, T. U.
Parks, R. D.

Pennington, C. R.
Shrum, L.W.

Underwood, T. J.
Vanorne, R. W., Jr.

Wargo, G. P.
'Vinter, C C

Gary Baxter talks it over with Coach Martin between plays.



Allen, R. H.
Brown, E. F.
Carr, J. F.
Collett, H. E.
Eller, J. R.
England, R. D.

'73

Ferris, M. E.
Frodsham, G. M
Genest, L. R.
Gerber, R. H.

Gessert, D. P.
Healy, R. F.

Hertzog, W. H., Ill
Johnston, R. A.

r

I
Jones, R. L.
Karvosky, R. J.
Malberg, E. A.
Mayhew, M. E. S

J.

Paling, R. F.
Penix, A. R.
Rasmussen, N.
Ream, T. J.
Roberts, M. E.
Solis, O., Jr.

Swan, W. S.
Westbrook, L. L.
Wilka, T. K.
Williams, L. D.
Wilson, S. R.
Wise, C H.

Mills, S. E.
Mize, R.W.

Nolen, L. D
Oliva, M. S.
Pace, J. M.
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Squadron Sweetheart

Miss Jeanne A. Worthington

13th Squadron

Chalk, Marking, White, Dustless.

Squadron Commander Squadron Commander

C/Lt. Col. William H. Oldenburg C/Lt. Col. Philip C. Moore
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Allen, D. R.
Brockway, C L.
Dewalt, W. T.

Fleury, R. D.

Glasgow, D. A.
Glaze, O. B., Jr.
Irwin, T. R.
Jacobson, D. H.

'71

CBR training in the valley.

Kays, J. G.
Matsunaga, G. D.
Mattiza, D. D.
Miller, T. G.

Parker, R. S., Jr.
Severski, J. M.
Simkins, L. H.
West, L. A.
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Artim, R .A
Banks, R .J

Berg, R. G.
Black, S B.

Burg, J. W.

Connors, R M

Deehan, P. G.
Dennen, R. T.

Herrick, G J.
Janulis, J. F.
Lenz, K. E.
Mancuso, T. J

'72

Mercier, D. E.
Nolte, J.M.

Parmet, A. J.
Porterie, G. L. N.

Ransford, E. L.
Sanders, M. R.

Simpson, C N.

Smiles, A. C, Jr.

Soles, G. A.
White, J. W., Jr.

Atypical USAFAfootball fan.



Anderson, M. E
Bond, G. W.

Boyt, T. E.

KC-135

'73

Brobeck, G. L.
Chalifoux, M.
Cost, T. M.
Cutshall, D.W

Dempsey, J. R.
Edwards, H. M
Everett, H. W.
Ferrier, J. H.
Gatel, N.

Geers, T. D.
Gempler, G.J.
Hamilton, B. S.
Hammond, L. B., Jr.
Haugh, D. E.
Hayes, T. W.

Hooten, R. L.
McDavid, S. T.

Oconnor, J. J., II
Olin, J. C
Peragallo, J. L.
Price, L. C, Jr.

Ricks, E.J.
Ryan, D. E., Jr.
Schrupp, D. M.
Schwartz, K. L.
Silver, J.W.
Smith, T. R.

Stankie, G. A.
Stewart, D. B.
Summers, R. P.
Theken, T. W.
Tucker, C. L.
Zimmerman, L. W.



Squadron Commander Squadron Sweetheart Squadron Commander

C/Lf. Col. Michael B. Ballinger Miss Debbie Ritter C/Lt. Col. Dennis A. Leuthauser

What else would a clean cut fellow want to do on a Saturday afternoon.

14th Squadron
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Baker, R. D.
Blakelock, R. A., Jr.
Breshears, J. R.

Coleman, W. T., Ill

Fenwick, L. S.
Graham, C J.

Grayson, J. H., Jr

'71

Mrs. McComas, always ready to help a cadet and his date.

Perrot, T. A.
Solem, M. P.
Steipp, T. W.

Stokes, G. N, Jr.
Vantwout, W. A.
Willett, R.M.

Herrick, D. M

Morgan, F. M
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Ahern, B. D.
Augenstein, P. M.
Auld, R. E.
Bartol, T.J.
Caltagirone, A.
Cannistraci, B. E.

Davis, E. W.

Dierker, R. R.
Hunter, A. D.
Isert, G.
Jones, A.M., Ill
Karstensen, D. W.

Lynch, M. K.
Manos, J. E.

'72

Migyanko, J. M.
Minnigerode, S. C.

Mullen, H. B., Ill
Peterson, M. R.

Sharp, P. C.
Stubben, M. A.

Tumino, D.
Tyrrell, J.T.

Vering, J. B.
Winborn, E. L.

A bathrobe at a football game!
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Blanchard, R. H.
Blohm, M. R.
Brockman, R. L.

Broderick, R. S., Jr.
Brundage, R. C.
Cardenas, R. L.

'73

Greathouse, L. L
Hamilton, T. L.
Happ, W. M.
Harr, J. A.

Hawkins, R. A.
Haylett, D. H.

Hiestand, P. F.
Kirchner, K. A.

Knain, D.M.
Long, T. L.
MacDonald, W. C.
Misslin, J. T.

Mullins, D.W.
Overman, D. R.
Pedden, R. A.
Rietsema, K. W.
Savell, S. M.

Schisler, G. H.
Sexauer, S. W.
Shaffer, P.
Sheppard, P. L.
Smith, D. G.

Speier, S. M.
Stout, P. A.
Troncoso, M. E.
Tuley, J.W.
Veatch, R. J.
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Squadron Sweetheart

Miss Jean Matthews

Not a tear was shed.

15th Squadron

Squadron Commander Squadron Commander

C/Lt. Col. Charles J. Bonner C/Lt. Col. Henry H. Huber



"Chins mister."
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"Say, who are those guys?"

Adriance, G. R.
Amelung, M. D.
Brown, R. D., II
Brumlik, T. A.

Clegg, C S.
Crane, R. L.
Griff ity, J. L.
Hampson, R. J.
Kancilia, J. R.

Marshall, D. L.
Martin, J.V.
Meyer, J. C, Jr.
Mitchell, W. L.

Morgenstern, R. K.

Nielsen, S. R.
Niemann, B. L.
Orr, H. A.
Parsons, R. S.
Petkewicz, R.J.
Rhoades, R.G.

Rugh, K.S.
Sokolowsky, M. J.
Stone, T. J.
Thornton, T. G.
Timmons, B. E.
Vaaler, J. L.





C/Lt. Col. Phillip S. Meilinger



'71

Summer Research wasn't all work.

Dziuban, G. S.
Greenwell, S. A.
Herre, R. W.
Jensen, C. L.
King, v.. I., Jr.

Konvalinka, M. J.
Kossler, F. W., Ill
Lauterbach, R. B.
Mills, K.
Tully, P. D.

Borkowski, R. A.
Brannan, R. E., Jr.

Brown, W. J., Jr.
Bryant, H. A.
Christenson, C. J.
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Getting around on the ZI.

Bentz, C L.
Burke, P. J., Jr.
Cosby, A. B., IV
Crouse, J. M.
Devore, J. S.

Dixon, J. P.
Dunn, B. E.
Gaweiek, J. C.
Gideon, W. G.
Gradle, R. P.

Haag, G. M.
Hill, J. R.
Hooker, G. L.
Jabara, J. W.

Johnson, R. E.
Lundberg, D. J.

McDonald, M.
McNerney, M. T.
Mocko, J. W.

Montoya, M. M.
Payton, G. D.
Riley, K.J.

Robinson, P. H.
Schiessler, T. L.
Sorensen, R. G.
Tuorila, J. J.
Ward, M. A., Jr.
Whitford, S. A.
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Aguinaldo, L.
Cavallo, A. S., Jr.
Cope, L. L., Jr.
Cox, J. P.
Culbertson, W. C
Dean, J. E.

'73

Emerling, L. M
Fazio, R. P.
Forster, J. J.
Gillin, W.T.

Lauten, J.J.
Maricle, W. S.
Mayberry, T. L.
Meyer, B. W.

Noss, J. F.
Ogilvie, E. S.
Paladini, S. M.
Penta, P. J., Jr.

Pride, F. M.
Reinecke, G. H.
Reynolds, T. K.
Richardson, D.J.
Robbins, R. V.
Schneider, P. G.

Smith, F. F.
Stallworth, C. E.
Sutula, D. G.
Volkman, K. A.
Whitaker, J,
Wulf, P. R. ism^in
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Squadron Sweetheart

Miss Kay Wishard

17th Squadron

'Look Mom. No prop!

Squadron Commander Squadron Commander

C/Lt. Col. Christopher J. Joy C/Lt. Col. Harry Arnold
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Jax Valley also buiit confidence.

Bell, D. E.
Doll, J. M.
Fisher, R.W

Gerber, D. L.
Greenleaf, G. L
Gwyn, R. T.

Hickey, P.T.

Mahr, T. A.
McCloy, D. L.
Oreilly, L. J.
Paradis, R. D.
Porter, D. B.

Quigley, J. H.
Seltzer, R. L.

Smith, J. A.
Snider, S. E., Ill
Sucker, M. L.

I
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Belliston, D. B.
Bentson, K. D.
Biegenwald, W.

Bolder, K. A.
Brandon, H. B.
Choat, S. E.

Dowell, D. H.
Formanek, R. H.
Franklin, S. G.
Gonyea, P. A.
Hamel, M. A.
Haney, R. P.

Heiberg, H. H. D.
Johnson, D. M.

Jones, P. L.
Kincheloe, Z. L.

Lynch, T.J. , Jr.
Martin, R.M.

Mastin, D. L.
Peterson, D. A.

Roddam, J. L.
Shields, V.W.

St. Clair, S. L., Jr.
Terbeek, D. G.

'72

Edmondson works out as cheerleader.
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Abernethy, D. J
Ammlung, F. H
Bowden, S. E.

F-101

Brammeier, C L., Ji
Brumley, R. C.
Brusino, L. A.
Bush, G. A.

Cunningham, B. A
Daniels, L. K.
Deffebach, W. W.
Eames, R. A.
Everett, W. T.

Ewert, L. L.
Forbes, M. R.
Forrester, J. D.
Garguilo, A.
Gulasey, S. J.
Henshaw, E. P.

Hoeppner, G. A.
Kearns, W.J.
Kehoe, P. L.
King, M.S. C.
Lawley, G. W.
Lease, B. B.

Lindsey, J. A., Ill
Lisk, G. D.
Loftis, S. C
Meachem, J. F. S.
Meadows, G. W., Jr.
Moudry, J. A.

Ritter, W. F.
Silsdorf, F. W.
Smith, R. E.
Stone, D. A.
Swenholt, H.C.
Wagaman, R. S.
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Squadron Commander

C/Lt. Col. Cliff R. King

Squadron Sweetheart

Some days nothing seems to go right.

Miss Kileen Vandam 18th Squadron
Squadron Commander

C/Lt. Col. Donald G. Rushing
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Bailey, L. A.
Becker, M. S.
Brock, J. R., Jr
Bryson, H. A.
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Arrington, R. M.
Barr, R. E., Jr.
Brannick, M. R.
Brown, R. W.
Buttino, L., Jr.
Carey, M.

Deeley, W. F., II
Dize, W. E.
Donohue, R. F., Jr.
Emhoff, T.A.
Fischer, M. C
Herklotz, A. G.

^mtt^m

m

E3

Leitch, A.J.

'72

Marfinsen, B. M.
McCormack, C R.

Newill, D. B.
Paluska, L. G.

Parker, A. C
Quinton, R. R.

Raines, R. M.
Sawicki, R. D.

Stephens, S. D.
Stump, R. M.

Just follow the yellow brick road.
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Albert, J.G.
Andermann, B. E
Ballard, M. R.

T-33s in diamond formation

Beard, J. H.
Bever, J.F.
Boyd, R. A., Jr.
Cleland, D. I., Jr

Clovicko, C.
Duggan, J. P.
Dunn, A. L., Jr.
Geesaman, D. E
Hay, M. R.

Mazurowski, P.
McGrath, M. D.
Miller, W. H.
Miracle, R. S.
Nichols, L. D.
Parker, S. D.

Pastiak, R.
Peffer, F. E.
Rollins, R. R.
Rolsen, J. F.
Russell, J. H.
Schineller, R. E.

Shaw, W. M.
Stewart, B. F.
Sullenberger, C. B.
Thomas, R. F.
Vandam, R. A.
Vogel, E. M.

Jones, B. W.
Kammire, F. A
Kuyk, C. F.G.
Lilly, K.
Luther, H. T.
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T. H. E. Buffer. What squadron could survive without one?

Squadron Commander Squadron Sweetheart Squadron Commander

C/Lt. Col. Michael H. Rosenblatt Miss Dale Arrighi C/Lt. Col. Dennis R. Young

19th Squadron
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Bierie, J.M.
Brigman, D. F.
Dorwart, R. H.
Fisher, B. D.

Gillman, P. R.
Hemm, R. V., Jr.
Kirby, W.C.
Logan, R. L.

'71

A few years ago you got off a bus just like this.

Parnell, D. P., Jr.
Records, L. R., Jr.
Stewart, T. A.

Strauss, F. J.
Tiemann, T. J.
Wilhelm, L. E., II

Mansfield, L. W,
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Bell, R. A., Jr.
Chambless, W. F., 3d
Cook, R. W.

Drennan, J. M.
Dunn, M. M.
Gocke, R. P., Jr.

Griffith, E.M.
Havird, J.M.
Kitchen, R. H., Jr.
Latin, R. S.

Lindstrom, L. C.
Markowski, G. J.

Nestico, J.J.
You work three years so that you may wear

this proudly.

mg
DH
flii

Prahler, D. S.
Pulis, F.D.
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Sharrar, L. L.
Smail, J.W.
Thurman, J. A.
Vandame, R. A., Jr.

Velotas, W. M.
Weaver, S. L.
West, C. E.
Wilhite, R.L.
Williams, M. A.
Wunneburger, R. L.
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Thunderbird Number 3

'73

Anderson, E. C
Ashby, M. W.
Black, C S.

Blase, T. L.
Briding, A. J.
Brier, D. L.

Brown, D. M.
Buss, S. G.
Clark, B. R.

Duncan, J. D., Jr.
Fetters, D. B.
Fulk, D. L.

Glitz, R.J.
Grier, S. L., Jr.
Hall, G. H.

Hanson, D. T.
Hartman, R. D.
Johnson, R. G.
Kanipe, D. D.
Kuconis, J. E.
Maple, D. E.

Mateos, J., Jr.
McCauley, S. F.
McNeil, F. L.
Mitchell, C. H.
Patchin, J.C.
Ramm, D. E.

Randolph, L. D.
Reinhart, S. E.
Rogacki, J. R.
Singleton, V. H.
Trent, S. N.
Wetekam, D.J.
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20th Squadron

Mill iE.^r*iiB_
II JliHiiiiMs

. and we did, 13-6."

Squadron Commander Squadron Sweetheart Squadron Commander

C/Lt. Col. Ralph S. Saunders Jr. Miss Janet Verlanic C/Lt. Col. James W. O'Neal 1 1 1
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Alderman, S. D.
Barris, B. C
Carson, R. T.
Conner, A. G.
Gilliland, D. J.
Graf, E., Jr.

Hardman, C M.
Hastings, R. C
Henderson, L. S., Ill
Krauth, L. E.
Leddy, M. K.
Murphy, M. L.

Nuzum, R. A.

Roach, R. L.
Schimmer, M. C.

Shanahan, B. G.
Storer, R. W., Ill

Wanamaker, W., Jr.
Weber, T. F.

Wickham, J. H.
Winterberger, G. A.

Wojdyla, R. A.
Yates, C. B., Ill

'72

'Can you do that?"
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Squadron Sweetheart

Miss Beverly Tehee

21st Squadron

"Yes, this is an afterburner.'

Squadron Commander Squadron Commander

C/Lt. Col. Michael J. Torreano

C/Lt. Col. Edward E. Epping
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Betsch, K. A.
Brown, G. L.
Crandall, M. D.
Flanagan, M. J.
Gausmann, R. E.

Gilmore, B. T
Gray, R.T.
Hawley, R. N.
Hooper, J. R.

'71 Lake, J.S.
Lesher, J. H., Jr.

McAleavy, T.
Miller, S.

Pelz, S. W.

Philippsen, G.

Robinson, D. L.
Simmons, W. M., Jr.

Tehee, D. O.
Thompson, J. D., Jr.

General Moorman took an active part in many pep rallies.
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Farish : A cadets' resort in the mountains.

Squadron Commander Squadron Sweetheart Squadron Commander

1

J

C/Lt.Col. RexW.Jones Miss Jane Vidman C/Lt. Col. Drew R. Beckley

22nd Squadron
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Bauman, P. J.
Cassano, R.
Ceroni, A. J., Jr.
Clovis, S.H., Jr.

Culbertson, R. A
Henderson, J. E.
Kosich, D. K.

'71

Spring fell on May 1st this year.

Petersen, A. K.
Ponder, N. E., Ill
Smith, W. A.

Stephenson, W. O. R.
Trotter, D. O.
Wimberley, A. D.

Maher, R.J.

Nagy, D. A.
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Allen, J. M.
Baldwin, A. F., Jr
Barr, H. H., II
Benton, W. D.

Boyle, J. M.
Cain, D. A.
Carlsen, J. W.

Cline, C E.
Cuomo, Gennaro

Decaro, C J.

Douglass, T. P.
Eilers, R. L.

Ely, R.O., II
Fallon, K.M.

Harmon, D. M.
Justice, D. E.
Kalkman, J. R., Jr.
Kirschman, K. C
Lacock, J. R.

Laney, M. H.
Larned, T. H.
Manley, P. R.

McDevitt, J. A.
Mitchell,�. F.

Neal, R. L.
Petersen, J.J.
Pulham, C E., Jr.
Purvis, J. G.
Qualmann, G. W.

Schoen, R. A.
Shinabarger, D. F.
Smith, G. B.
Stanberry, W. P.
Strawa, A. W.
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Sam Poppell holds one of those good 'ol squadron meetings for 23rd.

Squadron Commander Squadron Sweetheart Squadron Commander

C/Lt. Col. Samuel E. Poppell Miss Andrea Naverson C/Lt. Col. George F. Rayl

23rd Squadron
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Corty, A. C, Jr.
Downie, M. H.
Francis, V. E.
Fratzke, M. A,

Giles, L. D.
Jewell, A. T., II!
Katcherian, D. A

'71

French exchange cadet, Arneuve DeLaval, receives a saber from 23rd's Squadron
Commander at the end of his stay at USAFA.

Miller, P. W.
Nardecchia, A. C, Jr.
Newton, M. E.

Rennekamp, D. E.
Slusarz, R. J.
Witter, G. L.

Livingston, R. K.

Markellos, D. N
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Intramural football always draws a crowd.

Arnold, G. L.
Bohannon, F. B.
Bolding, W. A.
Brower, D. R.

Bull, D. R.
Carrigan, T. E.
Carroll, O. F., Jr.
Defilippo, P. M.
Emerson, D. L.

Falkenberg, B. R.
Gessner, A.
Gillmore, D. W.
Henderson, D. M.
Kapaska, D. L.

Kinzer, D. A. Nis
Narzinski, D. P. Om
Peterson, S. M. Pet
Rademacher, F. W. Pri

Sherman, D. R. Pn
Sitzmann, T. W. Ro

Slade, J. B., Jr. Sas

Sorlie, V. A. Sat

Stefaniak, J. Set

Threlkeld, G.T. Sei

Tokarchuk, J. P. Wi1

Tyler, R. F. Yo
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Abraham, R. E.
Anselm, R.
Antczak, D. M.
Barton, H. H., Jr.

Blanchette, J. G.
Bone, M. J.
Brown, A. C.
Cornell, C. O.

Cruice, E. J., Ill
Ebert, G.J.

Galle, D. R.
Gaylor, P. F.
Gillespie, B. M.
Glidden, W. S., II

Fecteau, D. J.

Nisbet, J. R.
Omara, M. P.
Peterson, Q. L.
Price, R. C.
Pruitt, F. H., Jr.
Romcevich, D. M.

Saavedra-Ferrere, A. O.
Satterlee, D.C, Jr.
Schroeder, G. D.
Seifert, J.W.
Witkowski, M. H.
Young, M. M.

Griffith, R.J.
Haack, D. E.
Krafft, G. W.
Mazza, D. L.
Naumann, W. W., 3d
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Squadron Sweetheart

Miss Katy Coyle

24th Squadron

Operation Easter gives cadets a chance to make others happy for a day.

Squadron Commander Squadron Commander

C/Lt. Col. Christian Lingamfelter C/Lt. Col. William G. Bader
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Baisden, C E.
Bresett, D. E.
Bristow, S. R.
Clay, J.L.

Coury, T. R.
Ferguson, G. L., Ill
Fuhs, Q. M.
Kalahiki, E.G.

'71

General Olds looks over one of the Academy falcons.

Perina, M. L.
Ransboftom, R. O., Jr.
Smith, R.C.

Stiles, L., Jr.
Venemon, W. R.

Wolf, J. D.

Moring, G. C
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Adamson, D. E.
Brichta, R. F.
Clarke, S. N.
Feeley, R. M.

Forker, D. B.
Gelinger, J. J.
Haan, W. D.

Jacobs, L. H.
Krasovec, G. L.

Manke, R. P.
Masters, S. E.

Mau, J. P.
Mayward, R. M.

Pydeski, J. J.
Sbach, D. M.

Shelton, E. R., Jr.
Sisson, G. E., Jr.
Stanberry, C W.

'72

Returning from a hard day on the slopes.

Striggles, J.C.
Thomasson, S. M., Ill
Thurston, L. K., Jr.
Wagie, D. A.
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Alexander, K
Allan, L. D.
Ambrose, C E., Jr

F-4s information

Baker, K. N.
Bohland, M. A
Brienzo, F. L.
Carter, D. A.

Gimborys, P. F
Harper, M. C.
Haslup, S. L.
Hedge, M.J.
Hill, M. v., II
Johnson, F. E Jr.

Lauderdale, E. C.
Lewis, W. B.
McNeills, K.M.
Neil, A.
Nicholas, C. J.
Paul, R.

Rampulla, G. M.
Russell, D. D.
Smith, J.M.
Stewart, J.G.
Thompson, W. L.
Weir, D. L.

Casey, J.M.
Catlin, B. S., IV
Chalson, D. R.
Chambers, H. G
Christal, J.M.

Collins, J. R.
Dahmer, F. K.
Davis, J. N., Ill
Ferguson, R. K,
Flynn, CC.
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Squadron Commander Squadron Sweetheart Squadron Commander

C/Lt. Col. John N.Creech Miss BobbyMartino C/Lt. Col. Robert T. Chadwich

Lt. Gen. Moorman looks on as Gen. Olds congratulates Sgt. Coltrin at his retirement parade.

25th Squadron



Barrett, H. K.
Bost, B. F.

Custer, J. F.
Douville, D. R.

Dreger, P. A.
Dysart, R. A.

Grimes, P. R.
Klimek, R. D.

Lt. Col. Garner welcomes a new member of the Class of '73.

'71

Lang, R. C.
Leahy, P. M

Merritt, M. L
Metcalf, R. C

Richardson, W. E.

Schaefer, L. A.
Smith, M. L.
Theroux, D. J.

Milbourn, J. M.
Peters, R. L., II
Rand, R. T.
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Aquino, N. G.
Bream, B. B.
Burton, D. H., Jr.
Buss, W. D.
Cisco, J. A.
Cottingham, W.O., III

Davis, D. 1 Ir.

Domke, G. M.
Fuss, J. R.
Greene, D. V.
Harp, Q. O.
Loomis, M. G.

Martin, W.C.
McCann, D. M.

McLaughlin, D. C
Monroe, S. R.

Randolph, S. T.
Riggs, G. E.

Sills, J. K.
Smith, G. L.

Stewart, T. B.
Wagasky, G., Ill

Whitlock, T. S.
Wrede, S. P.

'72

This isn't exactly the perch I had in mind.
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Anderson, C J.
Avila, E. R.
Boettcher, R. S.
Boyce, D. E.
Burke, S. F.

'73

Comtois, N. F.
Dolenc, R. P., Jr
Esty, G. C
Flavin, J. R.

Hannan, D. T.
Harrison, H. A.

Healy, M. C
Hemenway, J. R
Hicks, R. D.
Hoit, S. L.

Korthals, T.E.
Kroessig, T. A.
Malone, J. P.
Mann, J. C
McCarthy, M. D.
Newton, R. N.

Reed, D. A.
Roskey, J. E.
Schmidt, C D.
Shanahan, D. P.
Stonehouse, D. J.
Wigle, G. B.

Honkavaara, P. M
Howard, G.W.
Hudson, J. L.
Jordan, S. B.
Keckeisen, T. W.
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Squadron Sweetheart

Miss Terry Jo Robertson

26th Squadron

f flillln
Mil , wmmmmJm^^mmm mm^^^mmmm
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'Only 550 yards to go and I'll never have to take the PFT again.

Squadron Commander Squadron Commander

C/Lt. Col. James F. Barrall C/Lt.Col. ErikM. Stoole



Anderson, G. E., Jr.
Cann, R. A.
Carson, K. D.

Curnow, R. L.

Downs, J. W.

Faraone, M. J.
Gross, W. A.

Huckabay, G. C
Icenhour, D. E.

'71
Kaeser, R. R

Lauderdale, M. D.
Martin, S. A.

Self, J.W.
Slawson, R. L.

Thomson, W. D., Jr.
Wacker, D.J.

Waiss, S. F.
Weimer, T. E.

i
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Bandi, R. L.
Brown, C D.
Coburn, D. L.
Connell, J. R.
Dyer, E. L., Jr.
Gaede, G. L.

Hall, T. D.
Holmaas, J. T.
Kellerman, W. C, III
Kolesar, CM.
Marshall, C P., Jr.

'72
McNabb, M. A.
Nash, R. B.

Nelson, M. V.
Oganowski, K., 1 1

Riolo, A. M.
Robertson, J. C, II

Siebers, D. R.
Simmons, J. L.

Stites, T. S.
Weiss, M. S.

On the ZI Field Study thirdclassmen find out what
the Air Force is all about.



'73

Altman, R. W.

Balent, B. F.

Barry, J. L.
Brazen, D.W.
Burnett, D. M.

Collins, J. W.
Crane, S. L.
Dunford, D. E.
Eaves, H. C.
Englebretson, M. S.

Fenton, S. T.
Garfield, R. G.
Goodwin, M. N.
Greer, D. W.

Griffin, M.T.

Guzzardo, C C
Harris, W. M.
Heater, H. E.
Hollister, R.W.

Hoople, D. T.

Hoy, M. S.
Koehn, K.J.
Leeman, R. C
Marinella, S. J.
Massey, J. P.

Miller, D.J.
Moya-arias, R. A. J.
Mulhare, R. E.

Rowley, R. D.
Soucie, E. J.

Trout, R. A.
Vanells, M.
Vinnedge, W. C
Wilcox, D. A.
Young, C W., Jr.

at
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Squadron Sweetheart

Miss Kelly Chady

'Show me the reg. that says 'No goats'

27th Squadron

Squadron Commander Squadron Commander

C/Lt. Col. John A. Taylor Jr. C/Lt. Col. Glenn R. Leimbach
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Banks, R. K.

Blough, R. D., Jr.
Edmondson, W. E.

Frye, J. R.

Hammerud, R. C

Hogan, J. P.
Jones, T,
Lusk, W. T.

" '72

and then there was the time when '70 only had 100 nights.

Nyzio, W. R.

Ryals, R, E.

Spatola, M. A.

Williams, C A.
Wittenborn, J. L.
Woodard, E. W.

Miller, D.W.
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Anderson, R. H.,
Archey, K. J.
Asbury, C J., Ill
Baird, R. R.
Benfield, G. R.
Bobrowski, P. M,

Cantwell, F. X.
Colenda, F. B.
Dieterich, w.
Doka, D. S.
Hall, W. A.
Harlan, J. W.

Jr.

Hausold, G. B.
Henry, J. R.

Hinebaugh, R. W.
Kirchner, M. J.

Miller, E. L.
Nelson, P. E.

Peckham, B. H.
Powels, J. E.

Pranke, K. B.
Probst, K. F.

Simmons, T. E.
Weeker, S. A.

'72

A sign of spring, the melting snow.
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Allgood, J.E.
Barr, B. H., Jr.
Bates, R. L.

Blanchette, S. B.
Bounds, C A., Jr.

B^tf^/

Breckenridge, R. R
Brown, D. E.
Bullock, B.A.
Childers, F. W.
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Fox, W. E.
Guhm, K. F.

Jack, C A.
Jankowski, M. D.
Knowles, F. S., Jr
Lapsys, P. C

Ryan, J. D., Ill
Schlabs, M.W.
Smith, H.T.
Tew, M. F.
Thiel, W. R.
Ticknor, R. W.

Vargas-Charlesworth, K. J.
Walker, D. L.
Wilkinson, C S.
Willis, S. B.
Wilson, W.M., Jr.
Woods, T. L.

Lester, M. E., Ill
Mihaylo, M. M.
Muckley, D. A.
Quinnell, C W.

Rosasco, P. C
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Squadron Commander

C/Lt.Col. Peter H. Fox

Squadron Sweetheart

Miss Donna Cook

Squadron Commander

Mickey says.

WTRAMURALS

28th Squadron

C/Lt. Col. Richard W. Bonnell



Inthe valley we were taught now to protect our air bases.

'71

Alexander, D. L.
Bohlin, D. J.

Bradford, W. C.
Craig, J. A.

Gall, S.D.
Littell, W.S.

Miller, R. E., Jr.
Mott, S.J.

Noel, P. A., Ill
Nowicki, L. L.

Rogers, R. P., Jr.
Shamess, R. J., Jr

Tietz, D. E.
Warburton, J. R.
Woods, T. L.
Wuerslin, T.H.

Soltman, D. J., Jr.
Stewart, R. L.

Temple, L. P., Ill
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Amendola, G. I.
Berendt, S. E.

Boyer, F. M., Jr.
Bozeman, E. L., Jr.
Cerha, J. P.
Chatman, R.W.

Chin, A.N.
Coy, R. L.
Erwin, D. L.
Finlayson, M. L.
Godfrey, J. A.
Hudson, P. R.

Hutchinson, J. W., Jr.
Issenmann, J. H.

Lee, A. S.
McAllister, A. R.

McCuskey, R. R.
Nutt, M. A., Jr.

Price, J., Jr.
Puels, C H., Jr.

Reynolds, L. W.
Smith, B. H.

Veenstra, R. J.
Vogel, P. C

'72

She loves a parade.
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Anderson, E. D., Jr.
Bard, K. A.
Bauer, M. R.
Berdeaux, D. H.
Brown, C N.

Buse, D. L.
Chouinard, E. T.
Copenhaver, D. L.
Dendinger, M. E.
Derosa, A.

Enright, G. R.
Escobio, M. A.
Essig, D. L.
Handlin, D. W., Jr.
Harmon, M. P.

Harrison, S. L.
Hower, D. L.
Jaco, C K.

Keirnes, D. C
Minter, O. J., 3rd

Munhall, D. S.
Peluso, J.
Petro, D. L.
Powers, K. W.

Purcey, G. K.

Regni, J. F.
Renko, G. J.
Roodhouse, D. A.
Soda, K.J.
Stewart, C. D.

Thiel, R. D.

Thompson, J. A.,
Tillman, M. S.
Underwood, P. K
Walker, H.C, III

Jr.
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Squadron Sweetheart

Miss Lee Ann Hohlstein

29th Squadron

999998999SBI

'Twas the end of October and all through the wing . . . .

^^'"^'^^Mi^-.-^^'^'^

Squadron Commander

C/Lt. Col. Stephen C Braud C/Lt. Col. ThomasJ. Rayl
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Ballas, R. D.
Berube, N. A.

Fretzs, R. G.
Frostman, D. L.

Graber, G. H.
Groman, M. F.

Hansen, M. A.
Hauck, D. L.

Whada'ya mean, "Where's the ice?"

'71

Martenson, R. L
McLure, D. F.
Robinson, M. F.
Sauer, H. E.

Schumick, J. E.
Shannon, R. H.

Slazinski, L.
Turk, R. W.

Vansaun, R.

Heitmann-Rudolph, C
Hite, M. D.
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Camann, S. P.
Clark, S. P.
Crumm, W. L.

Allaway, A. W.
Anderson, S. E.
Baird, G.K.
Barton, R. O., Ill

Greene, J. E.
Happ, H. J., Ill

'72

Holub, D. L.
Mason, M. F.

Parks, D. L.
Robinson, E. P., Jr.
Rucker, R. I., Jr. ^

Short, R. L.
Smith, J.W.
Stetzler, R. S., Jr.
Taylor, J. E.

Training!
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Awtrey, C A.
Bash, D. D.
Bedore, C W

Bensch, A. D.
Brown, J. T.
Burtnette, W. R

U-2

'73

Kallenberger, R. A.
Kreykes, K. D.
Lavalley, G. C
Lister, R. D.

Cooper, R. L., Jr
Derrow, C M.

Ellis, F.T., Jr.

Fraser, R. S.
Galle, D.C.
Harveson, W. P

Marozick, P. J.
McGuffin, J. P., Jr
Mcintosh, M. H.
Neifert, M. J.
Ollis, R. B.

'^^^^HHHH^^^^^H MH^^MMM^^^^^HMMB^H i^^^^^^^^^^MB^HK�-'^ -�,�g

Polkabia, L.J.
Raynes, D. F.
Rubin, G. K.
Shamrell, R. T.

Sovey, J. B.
Stampley, M. C

Steele, D. C.
Stolberg, A. G.
Wassenar, K. D.
Wilken, M. J.
Woof ton, J. M.
Zwirko, E. J., Jr.
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Santa reviews the wing from atopMitch's.

Squadron Commander Squadron Sweetheart Squadron Commander

C/Lt. Col. Richard A. Baker Miss Kathee Clark C/Lt. Col. John H. Haselton

30th Squadron

(ill
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Carlson, P. N.
Dickinson, J. R., Jr.
Hearst, K. C
Kage, G. D., II

Lavalley, H. N.
Lowe, R. A.
McCullough, P.W.
McGann, E. J. J., Jr.

'71
Moore, C P.
Munson, W. D.

Poust, D. B.
Purcell, D.W.

Shafer, R. I.
Smith, W. D.

Smitherman, S. O.
Thomsen, D. T.

Uecker, M. E.
White, W.T., III

Every man a tiger.
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Barry. S J

Bishop, E C
Caldwell, J. B.
Camalick, J. J.
Fukey, M F.

Harrington, C K.

Harrison, B.
Hendrick, B. M.
Hummel, J. A.
Kochsiek, C. G.
Lafreniere, R. A.
Meyer, M. P.

Parker, H. A.

'72

Peters, D. E.
Polishak, M. F.

Ross, R. B.
Schank, R. A.

Shafer, J. B.
Sirmons, R. W.

Slominski, J. D.
Solheim, L. R.

Stern, G. W.
Willson, R. A., Jr.

Happiness is someone who cares.



Aylward, F R
Blandin, R R
Blecher, J. R.
Bradt. J. D
Burwell. J. B.
Carleton, J. F.

Jr.

Comer, R. L.
Crockford, W. W
Cutter, M.J.
Deblock, E. D.

Delong, H. K., Ill
Dow, J.W.

'73

Dulin, P. J.
Gast, S. R.

Gaylor, D. K.
Gee, G. F.
Gray, L.W.
Haman, R. m

Strain, G. C.
Tramontana, M. W.
Triplett, G.M.
Varn, G. L. E. D.
Winburn, J. K.
Wurster, D. C.

Hutcheson, L. W.
Kaufman, M. D.
Oconnor, G. T.
ottinger, D. M., Jr

Pitcovich, P. A.
Price, W. L.
Shurtleff, R.W.
Sisson, T. L.
Snook, K. E.
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Squadron Commander Squadron Sweetheart Squadron Commander

C/Lt. Col. Craig L. Johnson Miss Barbara Pecoraro C/Lt. Col. Paul T. Chepolis

Taking care of a few Indians on the Mall in preparation for Stanford.

^y^^O^f.
31st Squadron



Anderson, A. j.
Barringer, J D., Jr.
Buff, G L

Dougherty, D. H.

Gooden, H. P.
Gray, M. B.
Green, R. E., Jr.
Hartnett, j. j.

'71

r-i* ^T

Hasek, R.
Kramer, A. C

Moyer, R. A.
Poulsen, K. W.

Rye, B. A.
Schleser, L. C

Singleton, D. W.
Smith, L. A.

Zablotny, m. A.
Zeller, D. L.

A cadet's date cheers on the Falcons.



Bolt, R. T.

Borysewicz, M. D.
Graham, J. G
Huff, L. D.
Janssen, F. A.
Mcllwain, M. S., II

Miller, T. B.
Murkey, D. A.
Oriordan, T. A.
Otoole, B. P.
Peak, J.C.

Phillips, R. K.

Putnam, J. T.

72
Quinn, E. J., Jr.
Rasch, W. S.

Reay, J. D.
Sarsfield, H. F., Jr.

Smith, W. H.

Spillers, R. I.

Steel, M.W. , III
Stubbs, D. C

Upshaw, D. J.
Villaran, M.

Learning the Army way at Ft. Carson.
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Adams, K. C
Boehm, J.G.
Connelly, D. P.
Errickson, R. L

Faye, PA.
Gammon, H. H., Jr.
Garrard, J. M.
Gross, D W.

Hayes, R. A.

Hillhouse, R.L.
Hocks, J. A.
Hoen, T. M.
Hub, M. G.
Kelley, J. W., Jr.

Kennedy, T. M.
Klesert, A. L.
Kolar, L.C.
Kuolt, M. G., Ill
Lafferty, M. J.

Liss, RE.
Meyer, C A., Jr.
Miller, R.T.
Mitchell, H.J.
Nelson, S. D.

Saul, W. R.

Savage, J. W., Jr.
Sloan, D. W.
Smith, R. H.
Sporte, T. P.

Streib, A. B.
Torrey, S. R.
Walker, C. G.
Wren, J. D.
Yavorsky, P. G.
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32nd Squadron

Stanford welcomes USAFA

Squadron Commander Squadron Sweetheart Squadron Commander

C/Lt. Col. Michael J. Vilbert Miss Cherie Crawford C/Lt. Col. Terrence L. Petrzelka
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Curtis, J. W., II
Dziuban, S. T.
Getchell, R. W., II

Houle, G. N.
Lackey, M. B.
Laughlin, H. J.

'71

Meloy, T. A

Mino, W. L.

Ralph O. and some friends visit an orphanage during their 3rd Lt. stay at Bien Hoa.

Plecha, S. L., Jr.
Roman, M. S.
Schunk, J. P.

Sherman, C O.
Stegman, C. D.
Vickroy, R.

Morris, K.J.
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WSMm
Allison, J E.
Bethards, D. E.
Buchanan, W. E. L., Ill
Cauthen, F. C.
Ewing, M. S.
Glushko, W. A.

Henderson, C. R.
Hurlbut, S. E.
Johnson, C. L., II
Lafountaine, E. L.
Norton, J.J.

Patterson, L A.

'72
Quiros, G W.

Rasmussen, B A.

Rifenberg, R. R.
Schulte, L.J.

Smith, G. D.
Stoehrmann, K. C.

Stone, K. A.
Swettman, W. P., Jr.

Zeuty, E. J., Jr.
Zickrick, K. F.

Pass in review
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Adriance, 8 E
Bond, J R , Jr.
Bostick, J M.
Bottenus, R. J.
Bratten, G L
Calladine. G D

Childress, C Jr.
Clatterbaugh, C C.
Donaldson, K. D.

'73
Emanuel, P. A.

Jensen, D. W.
Jordan, P
Lancaster, C E., Ill
Latta, T. A., Jr.

Scheinost, B. J.
Sortland, G. L.
Taylor, P. W.
Turner, M. R.
Veldman, F. E., II
Willis, H.S. K., I

Metallo, T. J.
Morse, N J.
Niskala, G. C
Pemberton, J. C
Portnoy, R. N.

Price, J. L.
Quick, M. A.
Reynolds, M. D.
Ruddiman, T. W
Sanchez, F. P.
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Squadron Commander

I

C/Lt. Col. Richard M. O'Connor

Squadron Sweetheart

When do we take-off . . . ?

Miss Deborah Morris 33rd Squadron
Squadron Commander

C/Lt. Col. Curtis H. Emery III
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Acuff, G. M.
Autry, L. D.

Bendure, A. E., Ill
Blair, DM.

Allied Arts presents Glen Yarborough

'71

�^tm
Blake, P. A.
Brand, L. W

Derouin, L. W
Ekeberg, J. R. SS
Ellis, K. L., Jr.
Freeman, W. B

Payne, R M.

Polikowsky, A. B.
Reho, J.W.
SiUiman, R. T.

Lundquist, J. T.
McFarland, T. P., Jr.

Vanpelt, J. W.

Wellington, M. F.
White, L. G.
Wroblewski, W. D. B3^3
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Ainsworth, J. R.
Anderson, E. A.
Bowman, D. M.
Chayer, L. N.
Clauson, V. S.
Danielik, J. A.

I

^ fS* ^ A
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�

Frayei, N. H.
Frye, G. E.
Grenier, G. E.
Harris, J. G.

Harwell, R. B.

Hoskins, M. D.

i-l

Johnson, C D.
The PFT

'72

Mayer, M. V.
Meredith, K. S.
Nield, G.C, IV
Paris, R. F.

H :" ��" .J r- Jiff"-
'
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Reguli, D.C.
Romett, J. L.
Spinner, F. J.
Teel, S.C.
Tillman, S.W.
Weston, C. P.
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Ault, D V.

Blokland, G.
Braun, R L.

Buchanan, R. K.

Cannoni, A. A.
Combs, K. A.
Crozier, S. A.

'73

Cunningham, W. F., Jr
Donaldson, K. P.

Druseikis, R. L.
Gervais, W. H.

Gilliam, L. B.
Grisham, D. D.
Jones, R. C, III
Knapple, S. E.

Meister, D. J.
Mumford, M. D.
Putz, R.

Roseberry, R. M.
Rotach, A. M.
Routh, J. D.

Schmitt, P. L.
Sheldon, S. H.
Smith, G. R.
Stanley, K. C, Jr.
Wallace, R. B.
Woodcock, D. E.

Koehler, T. J.
Lindsey, J. W.
Lutz, D. W.

Mangham, W. E
McCoy, S. D.



Squadron Sweettieart

Miss Debi Ross

My men . . .

34th Squadron

Squadron Commander Squadron Commander

C/Lt. Col. David P. Knowles C/Lt. Col. Richard E. Swanson
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Amundson, R. B.
Bates, R. L.
Berger, S. F.
Bugner, J. R.
Demetrio, J.J.

Grueser, J. H
Hill, R.C.
Jacutin, R.

Lucy, C R.

'71
McKiernan, T. L.
Miller, W.J.

Nance, J.J.
Pellicore, R.

Reese, J. W.
Rodzianko, M. O.

Sands, M. L.
Swanson, J. W.

Tieszen, D. D.
Wingad, D. G.

Banana Man
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Arizmendi, T. G.
Brandon, W. H., Jr.
Bridges, D. E.
Chiabotti, S. D.

Cignatta, J. V.
Doerr, R. D.

Faucher, W. O.
Feddern, H. R.
Fitzhugh, N. R.
Gaudino, J. L.

5 ii� Graham, R. J.
Gudmundson, G.

Harley, J.T., III
Loose Hogs at work

Lamoe, S. K.
Marek, R. G., Jr. '72

McPherson, G. E.
Myers, J. E.
North, P. T.
Oiness, M. A.

taggaaa Olson, A. S., Jr.
Pollard, G.D.
Rodmyre, S. L.
West, K. M.
Westermeyer, W. E., Jr.
White, C K., Jr.
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Anderson, G. L.
Baker, J. H. E., II
Chambers, W. G.

Cleveland, C D
Cook, G. L.
Dofelmier, C T

CUI

'73

Graf, G. R.
Halfast, R. D.
Metke, J.M.
Mosier, M. L.

Dukes, E. F., 3rd
Farrell, M. G. J. A.
Ferro, F.

Foerster, C. A.
Fotinakes, R. D
Frohlich, R. A.

W E , Jr

Munson, R. A.
Nichols, G.T.
Pineiro, R.

Pope, C G.
Rabins, J. M.
Richardson, D. L.

Rothwell, W. J., Jr.
Sanders, R. D.
Schwartz, N. A.
Scoff, R. J., Jr.
Sherman, J. B.
Taylor, E. R., Ill

Wallace, B. D
Wandmacher, D. R.
Western, J. R., Jr.
Wilmert, T. L.
Yagher, R. A., Jr.
Yahr, J. D.
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35th Squadron

The Hoard

Squadron Commander Squadron Sweetheart

9^i
Squadron Commander

C/Lt Col. William T. Manning Miss Lois Stooke C/Lt. Col. Thomas R. Stuart III
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ATC Leadership � a chance to practice what the Comm Shop
preaches

J
'71

Agnew, R. H., Jr.
Bedillion, A. R.

Garvin, H. J.
Jennings, E. R.

Knott, P. D.
Nolte, E. W.

Ohagan, P.
OsuUivan, J.

Person, R. R.

Prewitt, R. K
Roof, B.J.

Stooke, W. N., Jr.
Weber, D. B.
Weilert, R. l.
Weisel, S. E.

Schutt, D. C.
Shockey, J.l.
Spiker, P. W.
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Descoteaux, L. L.
Dileo, J.

mIJI^^g
Donley, J. W., Jr.
Hays, R. L.

Baker, W B
Brennan, K. B
Cheeseman, D F.
Collins, R. J.

Corgill, J. N., Ill
Dascoli, A. V.

Lorenger, J. W.
McCotter, F., Ill

J.B.

Savage, R. A.
Sutton, G. W.

Terwilliger, F, C
Vanderweg, M. D.
Waller, R. L.
Wheat, M. E.
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Beigh, R A

Brown, J H

Calcagno, M F
Canter, B D E
Cheeseman, G R.
Cross, C A

'73

Dretar, S. P.
Drumm, M. W

Flink, F. B., Jr.
Goodman, M. J.

Griffis, W.C.
Hansel, S. E.

Kervin, J. E., Ill
Lattner, j. w.
Lineberger, V. E
McClellan, M. D.

Miller, R. B.
Mitchell, D. L.
Olson, P. J.
Patton, M. C.
Powers, V. C

Radcliffe, J.
Richter, D.W.
Samelson, K. S.
Seder, K. E.
Seiber, M. R.

Smith, C. E., Ill
Soligan, J. N.
Stone, L. F.
Taft, R. E.
Tracy, R. D.

{
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Squadron Sweetheart

Miss Pat Zimmerman

Squadron Commander

C/Lt. Col. Francis Buchan

36th Squadron

36welcomes the Yule Season

Squadron Commander

C/Lf. Col. Dennis L. Thrasher
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Blameuser, L F , Jr.
Caldwell, L A.
Denaro, R. P.
Drexler, P. H.
Fidler, L. R., Jr.

Hamilton, P.
Hetherington, R. W
Holmes, T. F.
Hunt, P. S.

lander

'71
Irwin, A. R.

Krail, K. W.

Nelson, P. J.
Oehme, J. L.

Padfield, R. R.
Strawn, C D.

Sweeder, J.
Wroblewski, J. E.

hrast>er
What's the bunny giving you tor Easter?
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Bukala, C.
Carter, D K.

Ely, C D.
Emmer, W. J.
Freeberg, S. L.
Fruit, J. D.

Gardes, P. S.
Ghelber, C.S.
Gilfeather, C A.

Hesterberg, T. W.
Huester, B. W.
Keeler, W. H., Jr.

Lockhart, S.C. J.

'72

Machacek, S. R.
McCarthy, M. S.

Myers, C. S.
Powell, J.W.

Rakitis, R. E.
Smith, G. A.

Solana, R. P.
Stall, P.M., Jr.

Verzola, M. W.
Weddum, M. W.

Smitty



'73

I

Bailey, T. D.
Barta, R. B.
Brennan, S. W.
Bright, V. A., Jr.
Crank, C T.

Crow, F. B.
Dunbar, R. J.
Geiszler, J. R.
Getchell, D. A.
Gilbert, R. L.

Henningsen, G. M.
Hough, L. W., Ill
Huelskamp, D. G.
Lauritzen, W. G.
Lawton, D. L.

Lenz, E. H.
Martin, R. B.
Metcalf, J. P.
Mitchell, J. R., Jr.
Mullvain, S. L.

Murphy, A. R.
Muse, J. R.
Perona, A. D.
Roberson, W. C
Schmitt, T. W.

Sensiba, G. S.
Stayton, R. P.
Steipp, R. L.
Stilwell, T.H.
Stollings, M.N.

Truax, M. J.
Waller, S. D.
Wood, A. D.
Yesehek, R. E.
Zeigra, C R.

BE^E

HBBB
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Squadron Sweetheart

Miss Nevin Whidden

37th Squadron

/
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Asvv-^

Squadron Commander Squadron Commander

C/Lt. Col. Jack B. Norman C/Lt. Col. William S. Hargrove
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Baumann, D. W.
Berry, T. J., Jr.

Bush, R. H.
Casada, L. L.

Cole, L. M.
Cote, R. W., Ill

Davis, W. S., Ill
Dudley, W. C.

A basic faces the realities of USAFA, hair!

Farrar, P. H
Ford, O. K.

'71

McCarthy, M.J.
Patton, D. B.
Reny, W. E.
Schultz, G. C.

Stone, B. W.
Williams, L. J.
Wilson, G.S.
Zavada, F. J.
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Allen, R E.
Arch, R D.
Bays, K J.
Carlson, R. R
Craver, L. D.
Dennis, R., Jr.

Helmen, J. L.
Hesterberg, R. C, Jr.
Humphries, J. G.
King, R. A.

Moorman, M. J.

With the end of summer the basic be
comes a cadet.

'72

Itl

Moser, R. W.
Mulder, D. M.
Nelson, C P.
Saad, J. R.

Sexton, K. W.
Shearer, M. S.
Sotak, M. V.
Sutton, P. U.
Whitney, D. J.
Woodmansee, R. H.
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Beally, T.N.
Befano, L. E.
Bromberek, C S

F-lOOs

Bullard, R. H.
Condon, J. M.
Cummins, G. W

'73

Hearnsberger, E.
Heisey, E. A.
Hoskins, R. D.

Hulsey, DM., Jr.

Elliott, H.C
Fontana, F. S.

Harrington, D. B

Ideen, D. R.
Kyle, F.M.
Matustik, R. E., Jr.
Michael, G. P.
Nenortas, V. E.
Petro, J.

Rhodes, M. L.
Rossetti, S.
Schutz, W. P.
Smith, L. A.
Soerens, S. C.
Stich, M.J.



Squadron Commander Squadron Sweetheart Squadron Commander

C/Lt. Col. Steven J, Bloomquist Miss Kathy Ehlers C/Lt. Col. Thomas Randazza

38th Squadron



'Now, when they release me from the fop of the press box
I'll pull a steep climbing turn to the north

'71

Alderson, W. H., Ill
Bader, W. L., Jr.

Butler, R. R., Jr.
Chase, J. D.

Dordal, P R.
Ehlers, D H.

Farschman, G. E., Jr.
Johnson, T. G.

g
gE3

Kelley, R. H.
Kotora, J., Ill

Kreimborg, J. L.
Kubida, W. J.



Ballard, D P

Briggs, H. C
Eldredge, B B.
Ferraioli, R A.
Frost, J. L.
Grappo, G. A.

Heppner, W. J

Kampf, A.
Kwiatkowski, D A.
Leech, W. H., Jr.
Long, B. J.
Lopert, C B.

Marchel, D K

'72

Mills, G. D. J.
Moon, P. S.

Nicholson, M. E.
Nielsen, P. D.

Plummer, J. W.

Rhea, M. A.

Romito, M. A.
Suhar, J. C.

White, L. E., Jr.
Woessner, J. K.

"Don't worry about a thing. We'll have your hair
taken care of in a minute."



Berggren, C. L.
Brenner, P. H.
Carlson, J. A.

Clemente, G. E.
Coker, L. A.
Degenhart, V. J

T-38s information

'73

Honeywell, R.
Hoover, A. D.
Johnston, B. B.
Koerner, M. J.

Eriksen, J. D.
Gibson, P. G.
Gormley, W. 5

Heely, W. E.
Hegner, J. W
Henry, K. L.

Leiser, J. H.
McMurray, J. E., Jr.
Morrison, D. L.
Mullen, S.G.
Odell, R. A.
Popper, S. E.

Ralph, R. A.

Rangel, J. D.
Sandberg, S. A.
Satter, R. M.
Slawter, B. D.
Stanton, B. J., Jr.

Stein, G. N.
Tremonte, M. F.
Vitelli, J.
Walus, J. E.
Wilson, S.

Ziegler, G. J.
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Squadron Sweetheart

Miss Gloria Respess

39th Squadron

'Sir, there are 93 steps in the spiral staircase."

Squadron Commander Squadron Commander

C/Lt. Col. Mickey S. A. Davey C/Lt. Col. Willis H. Usry Jr.



Bard. N R , Jr
Brown, R C . Jr.
Christensen, T W.

Cutlip, R G.

Garrison, A. D.
Giesecke, G F.

Gonzalez-Alvardo, E E.
Kramer, J R WS^WmH

'71 Malvik, A. B.
Matarese, A.

Murchison, D. C
Newman, K. L.

Rackley, T. G.
Ranck, J.S.

Robinson, G. L.
Thomas, R. L., Jr.

Vandenberg, R. J.

Waugh, T. R.

Kevin Duffy was always around when we needed
a cheer.
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BaKowicz, D D
Bush J. L
Cox D L,
Durham R P
Fiscus. T J.
Fox, L, D.

Jr,

Kronemeyer, D K
AtCannon AFB '72 saw all our hardware.

'72

stettler, J. A.
Thinnes, J. C
Tompkins, J. W.
Vetterlein, j. M.
Wheeler, D. F., Jr.
Williams, R. J.

I
="



0.0.0
L.
L.
1. R. P.. Jr
T J

Anderson, E R
Bare, R M
Birch, D. W.

Blanchard S. A
Bryan, R. L.
Buyske, M G

KC- 1 30 refueling a Jolly Green

Cantrall, G D
Chnsti, J A

'73

Geisse, L j
Hessney. J, s,
Kimberling, M, C
Lakin, T. D,

Iware.

Decker R l

Evans, P G

MacPherson, C. K.
Maurer, A. C
McCullar, K. L.
McKinnis, W. C., Jr.
Motley, P. B.

Odell, W.E.
Payne, j h.
Prill, M. E.
Rattley. E. A, jr.
Romain, M. G.

A

C
J w
J M

< F .Jr.
! J

Schneider, M. P.
Traeder, T. J.
Vandrie, G L.

Wehmhoefer, R. A.

Wimberg, W B.

Wright, B. A.
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Squadron Sweetheart

I
li

Miss Pat Livingston

^^1 eiija^

On your first day at USAFA you hurried to get here, only to wait.

40th Squadron

Squadron Commander Squadron Commander

C Lt Col Scotts Barker C Lt. Col. William C Weir
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Cabrera, J R
Chalk, J, W., Jr.

Dour, T. L.
Gardner, W. L.

Ginn, G. H.
Jenkins, R, B.

Kowitz, W.

Miller, J. C, II

Ernie Jennings takes a break while the defense works.

'71
Morris, I. J

Ring, P. D.

Sabala, J. V
Sprott, R, E

Sylling, CO.
Vanderveen, C R.

Wagner, N. C, Jr.

Staponski, V. D.
Suttler, G. L.
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BSBB Borenstein, R D.
Bowman, G. D.
Buchanan, J. W.

Casdorph, T. R.

Demel, S. M.
Geek, J. F.
Goodman, D. R. '72

Livingston, J. L.
Macali, G. J.

Miller, L. D.
Odonnell, D. M.

Zero to sixty in .

Rousseau, D. A.
Schlaefer, R. K.
Sturman, J. S.

Sullivan, J. E.
Townsley, J. L., Jr.
Vandervelde, G. R.
Weydert, J. C

li
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Balash, L
Brown, M. G
Chapman, R. D.

Christensen, J. L.
Comstock, L. A.
Cooper, T. W.

Crandley, J. F., Jr.
Deherrera-Negrette, M A.
Diehl, S L.

'73
Dragos, J W.
Dunham, J L
Falcon, J. R , Jr.

Foster, B.
Fritz, M. A.
Gallagher, J. K.

Griffith, K. C
Grimes, C K. J.
Harrison, C R.
Head, M. J.
Helm, P. W.

Kelsch, E. T.

Lee, S. E.
Marzluf, E. A.
McMillan, D. L.
Mead, W S.
Nishimuta, M. P.
Pariso, F.

Roeglin, R. C.
Stovall, G. W.
Stubben, D. R.
Truman, C R.
Weaver, T. L.
Winburg, R S.
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You have not drea�d
of�wheeled and soared
and swung high in the
sunlit silence. Hov' ing

re, I've chased the

snouting wind along,
and flung. sroug^^My eager craft thrc
footless halls of air. Up,*
up the long, delirious,
burning blue I've topped
the windswept heights
with easy grace where
never lark, or even eagle
flew.

And, while with silent,
lifting mind I've trod the
high untrespassed sanc

tity of space, put out my
hand, and touched the
face of God.

MAN^FDCHT
THROUGH LIFE IS

SUSTAINED BY THE

POWER OF HIS

I? KNOWLEDGE.

i



IN MEMORIAM

C/IC PHILIP C. VANDERVELDE
June 3. 194�-March 8, 1970

C/3C DAVID J. LUDINGTON
March 6. 1949� .August 8. 1969

C/2C MARK R. SCHENK
December 2, 1948�November 26-1969

C/4C JAMES L. TILLINGHAST
September 29, 1951-March8, 1970
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ACADEMICS

392



"World War I Eagles"

�^^T^ir^Ns-i^

\
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WILLIAM T. WOODYARD

Brigadier General, USAF
Dean of the Faculty

DEAN OF THE FACULTY --

ACADEMIC INSTRUCTION

I 394



Col. Wayne A. Yeoman
Vice Dean

Col. Lawrence G. Campbell
Dir. of Graduate Programs

Lf. Col. Thomas D. Wade
Faculty Executive

Lt. Col. Thomas C Brandt
Oir. of Counseling and Scheduling

Mai. Dale E. McHenry
Dir. of Educational Research

Mai. Robert W. Burton
Dir. of Faculty Research

Mai. Charles F. Stebbins
Faculty Secretariat

Capt. Richard P. Shay
Dir. of Academic Support

Capt. Eric M. Solander
Aide tothe Dean
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DEPARTMENT OF AERONAUTICS
Front row (from left): LtCol E. A. O'Hair; Capt. J. D. Hines;

Col. D. H. Daley; LtCol R. W. Milling; Mai. J- J- Beoddy.
Second row: Mai. J. M. Gromek; Mai. H. T. Johnson; Mai. E.

L. Larson; Maj. W. B. Adam; Maj. L. W. Stockham; Maj. D. H.

Meyer; Maj. P. O. Bouchard; Third row: Maj. J. S. Tinsley;

Maj. A. A. Gagliardi; Maj. R. J. Wilson; Capt. J. D. Lang; Maj.
L. M. Nicolai; Maj. J. T. Clay; Maj. R. F. Lopina; Fourth row:

Maj. G. E. Thompson; Maj. A. J. Kuprenas; Maj. P. K. Bau

mann; LtCol. C G. Baily; Capt. C A. Forbrich; Mai. C. L.

Puckette; Capt. R. P. Humphreys.

Aero offers 3 areas of

engineering specialization

CoL D. H. Daley
Professor and Head
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DEPARTMENT OF ASTRONAUTICS AND COMPUTER SCIENCE
Front row (from left): Lt. Col. B. W. Parkinson; Lt. Col. J.
P. Wittry; Col. R. R. Bate; Lt. Col. M. D. Callero; Mai. 0.
A. Conrady; Second row: Capt. T. J. Eller; Capt. V. F. Bunze;
Capt. D. A. Adams; Capt. J. E. White; Capt. L. E. Druffel;
Capt. H. T. Brock; Mai. G. F. Kelley; Mai. 0. S. Johnson; Maj.
D. L. Jordan; Capf. L. H. Buss; Capt. R. C Brandt; TSgt. J. H.

Shephard; Third row: Maj. H. M. Kepner; Mr. W. J. White-
sell; Capt. J. H. Nolan; Capf. G. D. Bredvik; Capt. M. Hubbard,
Jr.; Capt. J. C Swonson, Jr.; Maj. F. J. Hilbing; Capt. R. L.
Fretwell; Capt. B. A. Burns; Capt. P. L. Harris; Capt. V. A.
Mall.

Astro teaches use of

computers in AF mission

Col. Roger R. Bate
Professor and Head



Chem provides background
in chemical research

Lt. Col. J. R. Comerford
Professor and Head

DEPARTMENT OF CHEMISTRY
Seated (from left): Maj. L. L. Nolen; Lt. Col. J. I. Riggs; Lt.

Col. L. A. King; Lt. Col. J. R. Comerford; Lt. Col. R. W. Lamb;
Mai. V�. D. Ralph; Mai. J. S. Knox; Mai. J. H. Karnes. Standing:
Maj. D. W. Seegmiller; Capt. D. S. Olson; Capt. J. R. Wright;
Mai. T. A. Henry; Capt. N. Klausutis; Capt. R. C Lent; Capt.

M W. Moore; Lt. J. J. Delflno; Capt. J. A. Levisky; Capt. S.

R. Carroll; Mai. J. I- Biggs; Capt. R. L. Voorhees; Mai. G.

D. Brabson; Capt. R. L. Buchenauer; Lt. F. A. Hoffstadt; Capt.
F. H. Frayer; Capt. W. H. Summers; Maj. C. B. Jeanes; Mai.
R.W. Burns.
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DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL ENGINEERING
Front row (from left): Maj. J W. Hale; Lt. Col. G. D. Siaastad;
Col. W. E. Fluhr; Col. W. Grande, Mai. H. E. Auld; Mai. E. S.
Doderer; Back row: Capt. D. N. Burgess; Maj. G. S. Flora;

Mai. C. Lindbergh; Maj. S.

Capt. D. D. Piepenburg.
E. Schultz; Mai. D. H. Merkle;

CE prepares cadets for

professional field work

Col. W. E. Fluhr
Professor and Head
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DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMICS AND MANAGEMENT
Front row (from left): Maj. D. 1. Heide; Maj. P. A. Martinelli;

Lf Col E B Opperman; Col. W. A. Yeoman; Lt. Col. S. E.

Schoderbek; Mai. E L. Claiborn; Mai. O. B. Martinson, Jr.;

Back row: Capt. D. W. Krahenbuhl; Capf. A. Ramseur, Jr.;

Capt H G. Brost; Capt. R. O. Heavner; Maj. M. Molitoris, Jr.;

Maj. C T. Pinkham; Capt. J. J. Jasinowski; Capt. L. 0. Bad

gett; Capf. J. E. Jackson; Capt. E. A. Hanushek; Capt. J. A.

Nehring; Capt. E. B. Stewart; Capt. W. R. Kirschling; Capt.
K. H. Fleming; Mai. M. R. Bryant; Lt. R. D. Beland; Lt. W. B.

Tye.

Cadets learn theories,
techniques of economic

analysis

Lt. Col. E. B. Oppermann
Professor and Head



EE provides depth study
in electronics,

communications

Col. R. E. Thomas
Professor and Head

DEPARTMENT OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Front row (from left): Maj. E. G. Royer; Maj. C E. Hall; Lt.
Col. N. D. Arnold; Col. R. E. Thomas; Lt. Col. W. D. Peele;
Lt. Col. C H. Allen, Jr.; Maj. G. L. Von Tersch; Maj. H. C

Schilcht; Second row: Maj. R. E. Pitts; Maj. R. J. Bubick; Mai.
M. J. Barth; Mai. K. S. Schroder; Mai. S. B. Franklin; Maj.
F. R. Davis; Maj. D. W. Buehler; Mai. J. A. Krupinski; Capt.

P. L. Cloutier; Maj. E. P. Schelonka; Back row: Mai. L. A.
Gibson; Maj. R. j. Gowen; Maj. D. C Lancaster; Maj. H. R.
Mannex; Capt. E. R. Brown; Capt. R. O. Neel; Maj. G. H.
Mumpff; AAaj. H. C Falk; Maj. W. D. Anderson; Maj. D. R.
Carroll.
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Engr mech offers study in
dynamics, stress analysis

Col. p. J. Erdle
Professor and Head

DEPARTMENT OF ENGINEERING MECHANICS
Front row (from left): Mai. R- M. Goodwin; Mai. T. E. Kirch

gessner; Mai. P. S. Harvill; Col. P. J. Erdle; Lt. Col. R. K.

Saxer; Mai. S. G. Ebner; Mai. M. L. Bishop. Second row: Capt.
D A. Carey; Mai. J- C. Galen; Mai. M. R. Keating; Capt. P. T.

Blotter; Maj. I. E. Reep; Mai. R- F Gebhardt; Capt. S. A.

Crist; Lt. L. J. Larson; Mai. U. L. Barnwell; Mai. C. V. Mil

ler; Mai. R. A. Mollicone; Capt. J. M. Bruner; Capt. G. P.

Ganong; Maj. J. D. Morgan; Back row: Capf. J. R. Wohnsigl;
Capt. W. M. Henghold; Maj. J. R. Bruce; Capt. F. L. Bar
rett; Mai. G. F. Elsbernd; Capf. E. A. Osborne; Capt. C A.
Fisher; Capt. J. J. Russell; Capt. F. H. Tubbesing; Capt. G.
R. Verfuss; Maj. J. A. Snide.
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(

DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH
Front row (from left): Maj D O. Sandfort; Lt. Col. G L. Rule;
Lt Col, J. C Powell; Lt. Col. R. B. Weaver; Col. J. C Gatlin,
Jr.; Lt. Col. E. Taylor; Lt. Col. M. J. Mendelsohn; Lt. Col.
J A Berthelot; Mai. D. L. Carson; Second row: Maj. F. T.
Kiley; Capt C J. Nolan; Lt. R. C Hughes, Capt. W. G. Mayo;
Capt. R S. Cammarota; Maj. J. M. Shuttleworth; Lf. G. C
Sands; Capf. F. B. Cooper; Mai. W. A. Belford; Mai. J. F.

Tuso; Capt. J. R. Pfeiffer; Mai. J. I. Kitch; Lt. W. F. Jones;
Capt. D. T. Hanks; Maj. H. F. Lippincott; Back row: Capt. D.
K. Vaughan; Capt. D. T. Thomson; Capt. E. D. Wheeler; Maj.
W. F. Dater; Capt. W S. Pine; Lt. S. E. Meats; Capt. J. B.
McTasney; Maj. P. W. Anderson; Maj. J. L. Jay; Lt. D. H.
Willard; Maj. J.M. Grathwol; Capt J. A. Grimshaw.

Cadets taught enjoyment,
benefits of literature

Col. J. C. Gatlin, Jr.
Professor and Head
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DEPARTMENT OF FOREIGN LANGUAGES

Front row (from left): Capt J Medina; Capt. P. J. Aunia;
Maj. J. Galdiz; LCmdr F. A Perry; Col. F. W Mclnerney,
Jr.; Maj P. Kao; Capt H J Wuest; Maj. E. Maldonado; Capt.
C W. Swanson; Second row: Lt. Col. M. Fatiuk, Capt. M. V.
Mikolainis; Capt. D. C Hannaway; Capt. W. F. Hoehndorf;
Capt. C Muirheid; Capt J L. Ferrell, Capt. R. A. Trautsch;
Lt. Col. N. P. Vaslef, Lt Col. S Guzman, Jr.; Capt. W. R.

Ouellette; Capt. P. G. Daunic; Mai. C. J. Guinchard; LtCol.
V. T. Metz; Capt. L. M. Hansen; Lf. W. D. Barnette; Back
row: Lt. Col. F. J. Zagorski; Lf. Col. P. Strieker; Lt. Col.
H. Janczewski; Capt. H. Matschall; Maj. P. H. Gottschalk;
Capt. W. G. Astor; Maj. Y. R. Geneste; Capt. R. E. Berls, Jr.;
Capt. H. A. Negroni; Capt. S. H. Newcomb.

Cadets taught foreign
languages in support of
worldwide AF mission

Col. F. W. Mclnerney, Jr.
Professor and Head



Cadets gain understanding
of complex geographic

relationships

Col. R. G. Taylor
Professor and Head

DEPARTMENT OF GEOGRAPHY
Front row (from left): Lt. Col. M. W. Dow; Lt. Col. W. J.
Acker; Col. R. G. Taylor; Lt. Col. L. C Endsley; Second
row: Capt. D. G. Janelle; Maj. H. W. Emrick; Maj. W. N.

Duffett; Capt. J. T. Neal; Capt. C L. Smith; Capt. T. K. Hinck
ley; Capt. C A. Houston; Capt. A. P. Tribble; Capt. D B Cole;
Lf. Col. C D. Page; Mai. L. Seig.
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DEPARTMENT OF HISTORY

Front row (from left): Lt Col. M. D. Wright; Lt. Col. V. D.
Sutch; Lt. Col W. Geffen; Lf Col. T. A. Julian; Col. A. F.
Hurley; Maj. T. M. Faurer; Lt. Col D K Mangels; Lf. Col.
E L Johnson; Sqd Ldr R A Mason; Second row: Capt. T.
R. Johnson; Capt. B F. Oppel, Capt. C A Nicholson; Capf.
D. M. Tocado, Capf. E. P. Brynn, Capt. J. E. Merchant; Mai.
P. T. Ringenbach; Capt. S. J. Underal; Capf. N. I. Lee; Maj.

D. M. Goldstein; Mar 0. E. Wilson; Capt. A. M. Osur; Maj.
J. R. Pralle; Capt. F. H. Williamson; Third row: Maj. W. J.
Prout, Capt. R. J. Cooper; Capt. R. W. Mank; Lt. Col. D. C
Allen; Mai. R B. Adair; Capt. L. M. McDermott; Capt. R. R.
Sexton; Capt. D. W. Nelson; Mai. R- D. Kennedy; Maj. D. Mac-
Isaac; Capt. K. J. Alnwick.

History offers
understanding of past
affecting the future

Col. A. F. Hurley
Professor and Head
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/^
Law provides understanding
of American legal system

I '^r*-

Col. M. E. Kinevan
Professor and Head
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DEPARTMENT OF LAW
Front row (from left): Lf. Col. J. D. Mazza; Lt. Col. J. R. B.

Matthis; Col. M. E. Kinevan; Lt. Col. A. L. Zbar; Maj. W. H.

Carnahan. Second row: Maj. B. A. Waxstein; Maj. P. D. New-

house; Mai. A. I. Herman; Mai. G. E. Schieman; Mai. R- H.
Perkins; Mai. G. H. Anderson; Mai. R- R- Lee; Mai. T. F.
Burke.
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Life sciences emphasize use

of laboratory methods

Col. P. B. Carter
Professor and Head

DEPARTMENT OF LIFE SCIENCES
Front row (from left): Mai. M. Stansell; Mai. W. Ward; Capt.
D. Johnson, Col. P. Carter; Maj. J. Ronaghan; Maj. W. Wallace;
Capt. R. Bickerstaff. Second row: Maj. J. Hegele; Mai. C E.

Brown; Lt. J. Lynett; Mai. J. Schlatter; Maj. R. Kilton; Capt.
R. Bruner.
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DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS
Front row (from left): Mai. J- C. Ruth; Maj. R. P. Yantis; Maj
M. E. Nightengale; Lt. Col. W. A. Orth; Lf. Col. M. D. Coffin,
Lt. Col. R. H. Johnston; Lt. Col. B. H. Houston; Maj. D. G
Balish; Maj. W. W. Welch, Maj. R. C Dutnell. Second row

Capt. J. W. Taylor; Capf. M. J Gray; Lf. S. E. Hamm; Maj
J. M. McKean; Maj. E. B. Nelson; Capt R. G Crawford; Capt
W. S. Powell; Maj. R. F. Markham; Mai. W. A. Henson; Maj
D. J. Johnson; Maj. M. V. Clegg; Maj. C A. Schmidheiser
Third row: Capt. J. C H. Smith; Capt. N. P. Philliber; Capt
J. L. Hein; Capt. M. W. Smith; Capt D D. Stevens; Capf. D
B. Smith, Jr.; Maj. W. T. Carter; Maj. T. H. Davies, Jr.
Maj. O. O. Mclntyre; Maj. D. D. Rowland; Maj. R. C Gerhardt
Capf. G. G. Carson; Capt. J. D. Fisher; Capf. P. W. Elder

Fourth row: Capt. A. R. Wylie; Capt. M. A. Blackledge; Capf.
P. L. Musmaker; Maj. D. J. Usry; Maj. C N. Beer; Mai.
F. J. Federici, Jr.; Capt. J. M. Carroll, Jr.; Lt. C E. Fosha,
Jr.; Maj. T. H. Gough; Capt. A. G. Dibrell, III; Capt. W. T.
Hodson, III; Capf. J. A. McEwen; Maj. R. D. Hensley, Jr.;
Capt. J. M. Riley. Fifth row: Maj. L. W. Gierhart; Maj. A. J.
Baggiano; Mai. E. G. Platf, Jr.; Capf. G. W. Hahn; Capt. J.
C Henry; Capt. J. R. Holley; Maj. R. A. Coffland; Capf. R.
E. Carr; Capf. D. C Washburn; Capf. D. R. Richard; Capt.
T. R. Brown; Capt. J. T. Pearson; Capf. D. L. Campbell, Jr.;
Capf. A. R. Geldbach. Back row: Maj. D. G. McCoy; Maj. R.
W. Schaefer; Maj. P. G. Ruud; Maj. M. R. Kowalczyk; Maj.
O. V. Monto; Capt. G. K. Pritchard.

Math prepares cadets to
solve AF technical

problems

Lt. Col. M. D. Coffin
Professor and Head
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DEPARTMENT OF PHILOSOPHY AND FINE ARTS
Front row (from left): Maj C J. Kielcheski; Maj. E. L. Stevens; Col. M M Wakin; Maj J. D. McCarthy; Back row: Capt. J.
H. Conley; Capt J W. Bois, Capf. J. T. Jenkins.

Philosophy sharpens
aesthetic appreciation

of AF issues

Col. M. M. Wakin
Professor and Head
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Physics offers broad
education in physical

sciences

Col. W. B. Haidler
Professor and Head

DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS
Seated (from left): Mai. J. L. Griggs; Maj. J. C Balogh; Mai.
D. R. Smith; Lt. Col. J. T. Humphries; Col. W. B. Haidler;
Lt. Col. T. B. Welch; Maj. R. D. Rose; Maj. L. G. Kirchner;
Maj. A. D. Maio; Second row: Maj. J. D. Munson; Capt. C.
H. Robison; Mai. E. M. Henry; Capf. V. E. Roseboom; Capt.
R. J. Almassey; Capt. J. N. Jense; Capt. J. F. Cornetet; Capt.

T. A. Black; Mai. C. R. Fraime; Maj. L. R. Nunn; Capt W
M. Hodgson; Capt. E. B. Danber; Mai. W. R. Robertson; Third
row: Mai. W. L. Schrader; Maj. R. F. Tudor; Capf W C Sim
mons; Capt. J. W. Fisk; Capt. J. D. Kempton; Fourth row
Capt. E. A. Peterson; Capt. R. E. deMichaels; Capt D A
LaBar; Capt. J. H. Head; Capt. P. R. Owens; Maj A R Cole
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Poly Sci students explore
nature of government

Lt. Col. Charles R. Coble, Jr.
Professor and Head

DEPARTMENT OF POLITICAL SCIENCE
Front row (from left): Mr. J. E. Crump, FSO-4; Mai. R- N.

Hoffman, Jr.; Mai. A. R. Thoeny; Lt. Col. C R. Coble, Jr.;

Maj. B. R. Cooper; Maj. R. G. Thompson; Maj. G. Bass. Sec
ond row: Capt. D. J. Peterson; Capf. C R. Guthridge; Capf.
F. B. Horton, 111; Maj. A. D. Barrett; Capt. G. Kolt; Capt.
W. P. Dickey; Lt. Comm. V. E. Arvin; Capt. G. L. Butler;
Capt. C H. Gobrecht, III; Mai. J- E. Endicott; Capt. J. F.

Wheeler; Maj. H. G. Harris. Third row: Maj. G. D. Harlow;
Maj. J. G. Schroeder; Sqd. Leader John G. Hill, RAF; Capt.
R. R. McDonald, Jr.; Maj. P. M. Smith; Capf. L. R. Robinson,
111; Maj. D. W. Williams; Maj. R. H. Bucher; Maj. R. R. Fuller,
Jr.; Capt. D. L. Mansfield; Maj. D. M. Goodrich; Capt. A. D.
Thrush; Mai. R. L. Kuiper.
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DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHOLOGY AND LEADERSHIP
Front row (from left): Lt. Col. J. P. McDonough; Lt Col
Sexson; Col, J. E. Madden; Lt. Col. V. F. Phillips; Lt. Col.
T. B. Aldrich. Second row: Mai. J. R. Kluttz; Lt. Col J W
Williams; Maj. P. R. Ferdinand; Capf. J. M. Koonce; Capt.H. L. Lefferts; Capt. L. A. Browning; Maj. H. D. Blout; CaptS. D. Stephenson; Maj. H. S. Coyle; Capt. R. E. Bluhm; Capf

J. N. Singer; Mai. L. R. Chason; Capf. G. A. Berry; Mai.D. C Prather; Mai. G. R. Kaats. Back row: Lt. Col C A
Kennedy; Capt. W. H. Hendrix; Mai. H. W. Hendrick; Mai.
J. A. Cammaileri; Maj. W. C Pittman; Capt. G L Jones;
Capt. D. E. Brown; Capt. T. P. O'Hearn; Lt. R. C Hughes;
Maj. D. S. Fujii.

Cadets gain understanding
of human behavior

Col. J. M. Madden
Professor and Head
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DFIT, Research Lab, Library
provide valuable academic support

LIBRARY STAFF
First row (from left): Mai. CJ. Johns, Jr.; Capt. B.C. Glidden; Mr. D.J. Barrett;
AIC D.H. Krier; AIC R.L. Vance; AIC F.J. Moran; AIC LJ. Lamb; AIC D. Rogers;
Mr. J.J. Waldron; Mrs. M. Powell; Mrs. E. Blea; 1st Lf. JK. Mayeski. Second row

(from left): SSgt G.D. Bass; Sgt FT. Roth; Sgt M.D. Barnett, Jr.; Sgt J.F. Weed; Mr.
L.C. Bassetti; Miss E. Fleenor; Mr. G.L. Campbell; Mr. W.P. Conklin, Sr.; Mrs.
A.M. Chenoweth; Mrs. D.J. Zetterberg; Mrs. J. Ferguson; Mrs. J.M. Wesa. Third
row (from left on stairwell): Mrs. E.T. Jones; Mrs. E.A. Phelps; Miss B.L. Coen,
Fourth row (from left on stairwell): Miss T.V. Thennes; Mrs. R.N. Stuart; Mrs.
M. Stewart; Mrs. A.A. Thompson. Fifth row (from left on stairwell); Mrs. D.S.
Hocamp; Mrs. EB. Myers; Mrs. BJ. Watson; Mrs. M.F. Vidal. Sixth row (from
left on stairwell): Mr. E.E. Hoven; Miss R.A. Jones; Mr. R.L. Migneault. Seventh
row (from left on stairwell): Miss P.J. Harris; Miss F.F. Klemm. Eighth row (from
left on stairwell): Miss B.H. Fogler; Mrs. S. Henry. Ninth row (from left on stair
well): Miss S. Ludwikowski; Mr. R.S. Shaffer. Tenth row (from left on stairwell):
Miss E.G. Coxe; SSgt B.C. Anderson.

Maj. CJ. Johns
Director of the Library
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DEPARTMENT OF INSTRUCTIONAL
TECHNOLOGY

Front row (from left): Mr. H.L. Zawadke; Mr. J.C Lewis; Capt. J.M. Sedlik; Mr. J.C
TSgt J.G. King III. Back row: Mr. BP. Riggs; Mr. E. Colosimo; Mr. WM. Redding;
C Endsley; TSgt. J.W. Webb; l^r. OE. Means. Seated: MSgt J.E. Schmidt.

Robinson;
Lt. Col. L.

i
Lt. Col. L.C. Endsley

Director, Instructional Technology

FRANK J. SEILER RESEARCH LABORATORY
Front row (from left): Capt. J. Davidson; Mai. J. Hyde; Col. M. Sprinkel; Lt. Col. H. Beck; Mai.
A. Brown, Jr.; Mai. J- Winstead. Second row (from left): Capt. R. McGuire; Dr. H. Reich; Capt.
D. Finkleman; Capt. R. Gallington; Lt. R. Cochoy; Mai. G. Hennig; Capt. K. Senne; Capt. j. Or
mand, Jr.; Capt. G. Rhodes; L. Pflug; Lt. R. Gillham; Capt. M. Ciletti.

Col. Milton D. Sprinkel
Commander, Frank J. Seller

Research Laboratory
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'Bombing CorregicJor"
By Robert Laessig
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Club Officers: L to R : G. Schmidt, V-Pres.; G. Sparks, Pres.

Radio Club: Cadet Hams

AIAA
Promotes
Professionalism

Ttie USAFA Student Ctiapter ot the

American Institute ot Aeronautics and

Astronautics is a professional organiza
tion for aerospace engineering cadets.

Cadets have the opportunity to associate

with nnilitary and civilian engineers and

to learn more of the challenges and

opportunities of their career field. Sev

eral trips are taken each year to various

research and industry locations across

the country. Guest speakers, dinner

meetings with the Rocky Mountain Chap
ter of the AIAA, and student paper com-

petitijDn comprise a large part of the

club's activities.

The radio club has the general
goal of furthering cadet interest in
electronics and radio communica
tion. It is left to the individual cade*
to determine what his particular
interest will be. Some cadets devote
much of their time to designing
and building. The outstanding proj
ects of the past year included a

transistorized 160 meter transmit
ter, a 6 meter transmitter, and a

T.V. camera. There were numerous

smaller projects. The most popular
activity in the club is ham radio.
Most of the club members have
licenses and regularly talk to other
hams around the world. During the

past year the hams of the club

participated in the ARRL Sweep
stakes Contest, made a trip to Den

ver for the purpose of upgrading
their licenses, and put up new

antennas. It is important to note

that by running phone patches the

cadets of the radio club perform
a public service. By means of a

phone patch, which is an electronic

connection between transmitter, re
ceiver and telephone, cadets are

able to provide communications to

virtually anyone, anywhere.

Club Officers: L to R

Jabour, QSL Manager
R. Bolt, Sec; P. Schaffenberger, Mat.; R. Thomas, Pres.; W.
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Art club: learn about fine arts
The purpose of the Cadet Art

Club is to provide cadets with the
opportunity to learn about and
participate in the Fine Arts, and
to provide the occasion to com
municate with and visit other in
stitutions concerned with the Fine
Arts. The Art Club also represents
fhe Academy in public art exhibits.
In the past, the Art Club has done
art work and design for the Polaris,
and members have contributed
works singly to the Talon, Dodo
and Rugby Clubs. The Art Club is
ably led by the masterful Maj. C.
J. Kielcheski, while cadet guidance
and leadership was afforded by
Dave Chereb as club president.
Between esoteric and erotic paint
ings, Dave Porter provided vital
support as vice-president and Jon
Wroblewski managed to turn out a
few arty pieces as sec-treasurer.
The Art Club looks forward to field
trips to cultural centers of various
cities around the country.

MANS FLIC-
THROUGH LIFE IS

SUSTAINED BY THE
. POWf'^ ^F HIS

DGE.^-

Clubofficers: from left - D. Douville, Sec; D. Chereb, Pres.; D. Porter, V-Pres,

Galactic gazers: astronomy club
The purpose of the Cadet

Astronomy Club is to promote
cadet interest in astronomy, to
increase cadet knowledge about
the universe and to enable cadets
to use effectively the astronomi
cal equipment available at the Air
Force Academy. Club activities
include astrophotography, optical
and radio telescope construction
and field trips.

During the 1969-70 academic
year, cadet members of the
Astronomy Club photographed the
sun, moon, planets and some
nebulae. They assisted in the
night observation hours of the
Navigation 371 (Descriptive
Astronomy) course. Two tele
scope mirror blanks were pur
chased and optical grinding was
started. This work will lead to
the completion of a telescope in
the next year.

In April Dr. Howard of the
Mount Palomar Observatory was
the guest of the Astronomy Club.
Dr. Howard is a noted astronomer
and an authority on the physics
of the sun. He spoke to classes
and to a dinner meeting of the
club.

Clubofficers: from left- R. Thomas, B. Young, J. Ballard, R.Jones, G. Cash



Autosports stresses driver safety

A TR-4 drifts through a tight turn during one ot the gymkhanas.

The Cadet Autosports Club was

established to promote cadet driv

ing skill and safety. The club spon
sored several Gymkhanas this year,
including a mileage test and rally.
The Club also sanctions driver train

ing and drag competition at Con
tinental Divide Raceway for cadets.
Sox and Martin, the famous drag
racing team, and Mr. Carrol Shelby,
designer of the Shelby Cobra, visited
the Academy under the auspices of
the Club to give demonstrations
and driving tips.

Club officers from left � B. Ham, D. Sexton.
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Aero club starts many flying careers

ub was

;f driv-
b spoo
ls year,
j rally.
r train-
It Con-
cadets.
s drag
Shelby,
visited
lices of
rations

The Cadet Aviation Club mo

tivates and assists cadets in ob

taining instruction leading to
Federal Aviation Agency licenses
and ratings. The club holds
groundschool to prepare the
cadets for Private, Commercial,
Instrument, and Instructor Pilot
Written Examinations. The club
also supports a flying team which
competes in the Rocky Mountain

Flying Conference and the Na
tional Intercollegiate Flying As
sociation. The team competes
in a cross-country event, power-
on accuracy landing event,
power-off accuracy landing
event, and bombing event. They
are currently the Rocky Moun
tain Champions. The club plans
trips annually to the Reno Air

Races, The Mid-America Air

Exposition, and the Fairview Fly-

l^rm

Club officers trom lett - Captain L Freeman, J Doll, G. Bagliebter, O. Watson, D.
Doka, R Reilman

The brass section blares away during practice.

Band furthers
cadets' music
interests

The Cadet Band, under fhe leadership
of C IC Mike Gwinnup and directed by C 2C
Mike Uecker, has had a busy year beginning
with the football season and pep rallies. They
were even able to follow the team to North
Carolina and contribute their spirit to the
defeat of fhe Tarheels. Then came basketball
in which they supported every home game and
some away games, most notably, the Berke
ley and Stanford games, even being seen on
nationwide television during the Georgia Tech
game. A large measure of the success of
the Cadet Band throughout the year has been
due to the efforts of the OIC, Lt. Col. Jack
T. Humphries and the NCOIC, MSgt William
A. Stokes.

H tit

Club officers from left � Maj.
Humphries, OIC; M. Gwinnup,
Ldr , M Uecker, Director
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A Big Brother and

his ward

Big brothers aid young boys

The Big Brother's Club with a

present enrollment of about fifty
members, has become one of the
more active clubs at the Academy.
The purpose of the club is to pro
vide young boys, who have little con

tact with older men, an opportunity
to expand socially and emotionally.
The club sponsors programs for

boys in two age groups: 4-11 and
12 - 18. The younger boys come

from Colorado Springs school dis
tricts and meet with their cadet
Big Brothers every Friday evening
for group activities in sports and
recreation. The olders boys come

out to the cadet gymnasium regular
ly on Sundays for afternoons of

swimming, basketball or whatever
sports they wish to play. Both

groups are escorted to some of the
various sports events during the
year. The club sponsors trips and
with the aid of these has had suc

cess in relating to the boys. There
is a monthly dining-in to discuss
the club's activities and plan for
future ones. We have had speakers
for our dining-ins to tell us about
our progress with the boys we work
with and about the National Big
Brother's Club. The members of the
Big Brother's Club enjoy the work
they are doing and find their ex

periences rewarding.

Big brothers (from left): L. Chayer; M. Magess; D. Wiltenson; M. Herrera; L. Deromin.
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The Biology Club is designed for those cadets interested in
pursuing medical careers in the Air Force in such positions as

physicians, physiologists, biomedical engineers, and medical re

searchers. The club holds seminars in which noted speakers dis
cuss topics related to the club's interests. Members have oppor
tunities to visit Air Force and civilian medical centers and
research facilities.

Clubofficers: (from left) K. Lehman, J. Kupko, J. Warburton.

Club officers: (from left) Mai. G.
Stumff, G. Weyand, M. Turose, J.
Shaw, R. Walton, w. Horton, MSgt
C. Malouff.

Former scouts assist area scouting
The Cadet Scout Club is an organization of cadets who have been Boy Scouts. Its pur

pose is to aid Scouting in the local area and to motivate eligible boys to join Scouting.
Club members are available to aid troops in the Colorado Springs area. This year

cadets have assisted in presenting Eagle awards to several boys at troop Courts of Honor.
The club has given instruction in survival techniques and followed up by organizing sur

vival campouts for interested troops. The club's biggest annual project is the organization
and operation of the Rampart Range District Winter Camporee. Cadets were entirely
responsible for planning and supervising all activities for the camporee at Camp Alexan
der near Lake George, Colo. At the request of an Academy officer who doubles as a

scoutmaster, a club member spoke to scout - age boys at Monument Jr. High to acquaint
them with the Scouting program in the area.
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Club officers from left � L. Buttino, R. Carparelli, J. Cabrera

Thespian aspirations fulfilled
by bluebards

The Bluebards Society provides
an outlet for the Wing's singers,
actors, artists, and people who just
like to work with stage productions.
The result is some fine entertain
ment for the Wing and its guests.
The Society sponsors the infamous

Wing Dings, and presents a Fall

Play and Spring Musical.

A scene from the Fall Play, Tom Jones.
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Club officers
'ield, R Padfi

from left - S. Lambert, W. Smith, M. Herrera, Lt. Col. Solinski, H Sars-eld

Target archers and bowhunt-
ers alike make up Robin Hood's
(alias C IC Moses Herrera) band
of merrymen who are always
ready to shoot the king's deer or

carry off a fair maiden. Whether
practicing on the indoor range in
the bowels of the New Dorm,
competing savagely on the 28-
target outdoor range, or stalking
stealthily in the sylvan mountains
of Colorado for an elusive buck,
the Robin Hoods of the wing dis
play fine skill in the age-old
sport. Besides shooting in the
Colorado State Archery Tour
nament, mail-in tournaments,
and various other invitationals,
the club members sponsored their
own shoot on the field range and,
of course, won it.

Robin Hood alive and
well in new dorm

Bowmen check their targets at the indoor range.



Bowling: one of the oldest clubs at usafa
Tne cadet Dowling club is one of the oldest clubs at the Academy. Over

the years the club has compiled quite a record, including an NCAA champion
ship. Interest in the club is growing and hopes are for a larger membership
next year.

Cadet alchemists get
in lab practice

The purpose of the Chemistry Club is 'to provide its

members, with an opportunity to better appreciate the field

of chemistry through lectures from men in the field, both

Air Force and civilians, as well as through tours of the

many local industries in which chemistry plays a major
part. Trips to Air Force bases at which research is done

are also planned to give the cadets a better feel for what

the Air Force is doing in chemical research. The Seiler

Lab here at the Academy is one of the major research labs

in the Air Force and this gives the cadets in the major
an opportunity to see and use the many complex instruments

used in research. Demonstrations are given at all Academy
open houses as well as by invitation.

Basically the club is a common for officers and cadets

to discuss careers as Air Force chemists and to motivate

the cadets in the field of chemistry.

Club officers from left
R Vaughn B Senobe.

Capt. N Klausutis, D Tietz,
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Jon Stevens contemplates a grand
slam hand.

Bridge club members area champs
The Cadet Bridge Club is a rec

reational club dedicated to having fun
and learning bridge, but at the same

time representing the Academy in Na
tional Intercollegiate competition and
American Contract Bridge League
tournaments. The club, under the

guidance of a new OIC, Captain Mike

Gray, sports a new face this year.
Meeting time has been changed from

Friday afternoon to Friday night, mem
bership has been enlarged, and an ex

panded schedule of activities has gone
into effect. Fractional master points
are awarded on a weekly basis and
four club championships are held each

year in which additional points are

awarded.

Club officers from left � R Jones, Mai. A. Bache,
A Brayton. L, Willadsen, L. Bailey



Chorale: Academy's
musical representatives

The Cadet Chorale, having established an

outstanding reputation from past nationwide
broadcasts and local concerts, is trying to better

its reputation by expanding its repertoire and

developing a skill in presentation unsurpassed
by many professional choral groups. Under the

guidance of Mr. James Roger Boyd, the chorale
has continued to develop with only minimal

rehearsal time. The chorale represents the Air

Force and the Cadet Wing through music and has

had numerous opportunities to perform in the

Rocky Mountain Region. With the continued out

standing accompaniment of Mr. Edmund Ladou-

cer and the help of Major D. A. Conrady, the

officer-in-charge, the chorale hopes to become

even a better representative of the Academy,
and the Air Force.
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Civil engineering provides
practical experience

The Cadet Civil Engineering Club was organized to stimulate
interest in the practice of civil engineering among cadets and to
provide practical experience through actual participation in the
civil engineering field. During the past year, the club traveled to
the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation on U.S. Geological Survey in Den
ver, and to Cheyenne Mountain complex of NORAD. The highlight
of the year was the trip to the Nevada Test Sight near Las Vegas,
where the members inspected Defense Atomic Support Agency and
Plowshare nuclear explosive test sites, and enjoyed the recreational
facilities of the Las Vegas area.

Club officers from left- R. Kessel, Activities; J. Norman, V-Pres.; M. Keller, Treas., J Keown, Pres.

Computer science cadets master computer
The purpose of the Computer Science Club is to organize cadet

interest in the art of computer science. Cadets work with the Seiler
Research Laboratory in developing their computer skills. Though
many cadets have had long nights and frustrating battles with the
Burroughs 5500 card eating ogre, the cadets of the Comp Sci Club
have leashed this machine for their education and enlightenment.

Club officers from left �

R Baker, Chairman,
Capt. P Harris, OIC; R.
Hasek, Treas.; W Mc
Guire, V-Chairman; j.
Jones, Sec.
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first guidance

Contrails staff (from left)
Price.

G. Greenleaf, J. Warburton, Temple, M. White,

The Contrails staff publishes
two times yearly. The first and
most important is the Contrails
Handbook a bible for incoming
fourthclassmen. It contains all the

Information a basic cadet will need
for survival during his doolie year
and valuable literature on the Air
Force and the Academy. The sec

ond publication is the Contrails
calendar which includes cartoons
about Academy life.

The 'true' word

from 'the dodo'

"The Dodo" tells the REAL story of
the Academy. Between Ac Pro and CDB's,
the Dodo staff is hard at work digging up
the obvious. The mighty censor's pen has
saved many an unsuspecting AOC. Hookus
and his underground crew bring to light,
and not too gently, a few tender mishaps at
the zoo.

More of fhe Dodo staff
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Far eastern studies uncover the orient
The Far Eastern Studies

Group provides interested
cadets with an understanding
of the Orient. During a club
trip to San Francisco, the
cadets had the opportunity to
view Chinese culture, as it
exists transplanted in this
country. Club discussions
have covered such topics as

Chinese movies and music,
slide presentations on South
east Asian culture and re

lationships between the Chi
nese and Japanese languages.
Such discussions are drawn
from both cadet and officer
experiences.

CluboHicers: (from left) R. Herre, Mai. P. Kao, D. Norton.

The 'compleat' anglers
Club officers (from left): R. Vandenberg, Capt. W. Ouellette, A. Van Goethem, B. Senobe.

Members of the fishing
club have the opportunity to
take advantage of the many
fine lakes and streams lo
cated in Colorado. By pro
viding the cadet with fishing
equipment, information on

the fishing areas and advice
on the best fishing techni

ques, the club prepares its
members for individual or

club trips.
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Officers from left � Capt T Hanks,
S. Forester, R FrA/ick, L. Rand
lett, Capt W. Pine.

Dean's team: forensic club
Known as the "Dean's Team," the Forensics Club is the only purely academic com

petitive organization at the Academy. The club represents the Academy in all forms of

individual events and debate on a nationwide basis.
Coached by Capt. William S. Pine, Capt. Tom Hanks and Capt. Arlen Diamond, the

cadets travelled to tournaments in California, Texas and the East Coast, as well as area

competition in Denver and Colorado Springs.
Cadets Rick Franck and Larry Randlett comprised the top debate team with good

performances turned in by Dale Turner and Schuyler Forester.

Officers from left � S. Barker, Capt.
D. Peterson, C. Reed, B. Hansen,
J. Burke, J. McCullough, T.
O'Meare, Capt. G. Kolt, R. Fishman.

Cadet forum presses contemporary issues
The Cadet Forum on Public Affairs is an organization dedicated to bringing dis

tinguished speakers on contemporary subjects to the Academy. In addition to sponsoring
its own speaker program, the Forum cooperates with similar organizations at nearby
schools.
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Club Officers from left � Capt. W. Ouellette, OIC, S Blomquist, R. Woodard, J. Kelly, J. Fine

French club hits mardi gras

The Cadet French Club

attempts to develop an in

terest in cadets to further
their knowledge of the
French language and culture
and to make use of this

knowledge. It serves to link
the academic study of the

language to the people and
life style of French-speak
ing societies. French Club
activities include local trips
to French plays and other
local college French Clubs
and organizations. Trips
are also made to cities or

institutions of French cul
tural significance. Such trips
have been made to the Mardi
Gras Festival in New Or

leans, to the Defense Lan

guage Institutes in Mon

terrey, and will be made to

Montreal, the second largest
French-speaking city in the
world.

German club boosts international relations
Barker, Capt.

d, B Hansen,
Cullough, T.

t, R. Fishman.
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The purpose of the USAFA Ger
man Club is to aid members in at

taining a better understanding of both
the German culture and the German

language through formal means and
social situations.

The highlight of the year's various
activities was a tour of the German

training facilities at Fort Bliss (head
quarters of the German Air Force

Training Command in the U.S.) on

19-21 February. Hosted by seven Ger

man Air Force Lieutenants, fifteen

lucky club members became familiar

with German military operations in

America, exchanged experiences and

ideas with their hosts, and even had

time for a short visit to nearby Juarez,

Mexico.

swains""!"" ''�"' '"* ~ ^- ^�^''''- ^- Stepputat, R. Ufier, Capt. C.
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Handball: air force-wide sport
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The Handball Club or

ganizes and promotes hand
ball as a major carry-over
sport at the Academy. Hand
ball is one of several gentle
men's activities that is popu
lar throughout the Air Force.

It would seem that if the Air

Force officer can find a

blank wall, he will start a

handball game. Many of the

cadets in the Handball Club
will become future greats in

the handball society.

Front Row: (from left) G. Winterberger, J. Stobie, B. Mayfield. Middle Row: Mai. Davis,
J. Sweeder, S. Clark, S. Sturman, Mai. Oaks. Back Row: C. Gray, P. Parnell, G. Ferguson,
P Nelson.

History club supplements
regular curriculum

The purpose of the Cadet

History Club is to promote an

appreciation for, and supple
ment the study of, history
beyond that offered by the

regular curriculum. In ac

complishing this purpose the

Club engaged in a wide range
of activities during 1969-70.

Perhaps foremost among these

were a trip to Sacramento to

visit Sutter Fort and pro

viding the Wing with movies
of historical interest such as

"Charge of the Light Bri

gade", "Lord Jim", and
others. The Club also spon
sored lectures by members
of the faculty as well as

civilian historians.

Club OHicers: (from left) Capt. R. Sexton, OIC, R. Roselle, D. Zeller, D. Kieth, T. Riley,
R. Hale, D. Backlund.



Hunters enjoy the outdoors

The Hunting Club allows
many cadets to participate in
an exciting outdoor pastime:
big game hunting. The Colo
rado area is an almost ideal
area for hunting, providing
such game as antelope, elk,
pheasant, duck, and bear.
Each hunting area is scouted
prior to the cadet trips for
safety and game abundance.
This activity provides cadets
with equipment and hunting
advice and safety.

Club OHicers (from left): T. Woods, S. Passmore, K. Van Horn, J. Bores, P. Edsell, S
Mott.

IEEE increases cadets' electronics ability
The Cadet Electrical En

gineering Club is a Student
Branch of the Institute of
Electrical Engineers, Inc.
The club was established to

provide cadets with knowl

edge of theory and practice
of all aspects of electrical
engineering. This year the
club visited the fighter wea

pons school at Nellis AFB,
Nevada, and the Security Ser
vice.

Club OHicers (from left): J. Soltis, H. Levalley, M. Turose.
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Judo club
in fourth

year
During this, its fourth

year as an established club,
the Judo Club has raised

cadet interest considerably.
The club has competed suc

cessfully in several local
and national meets, and has
met some nationally-ranked
teams. Though still inex

perienced, the club expects
great success in the future.

Club Officers from left

Capt , B Lincoln, Capt.
J. Ragan, Sec; J. Redman., Co-Capt.; P. Warner, V-Pres.; D, Norton,

Club Officers from left � R. Reynolds, C. Calvert, Mai R. Gerhart, P. Meilinger, W. Kirby

Math club
most

active club

"The purpose of the Math
Club is to familiarize the

cadet, regardless of his ac

ademic major, with the role
of mathematics in the Air

Force. The club promotes in

terest in mathematics by pre
senting monthly seminars on

advanced math topics and

monthly meetings on topics
of general engineering.

Field trips to various
civilian and military institu
tions in the United States are

used to provide firsthand

knowledge of engineering ap

plications. This year the club

visited Lockheed Missile &

Space Div., Sunnyvale, Calif.;
Air Force Flight Test Center,
Edwards AFB, Calif.; A/C

Electronics Co. and Museum

of Science & Industry, Chica
go, III.



Model engineers show
miniature air power

The Model Engineering Club devotes its time to

the building of land, sea, and aircraft models. The
club presents flying exhibitions on special occasions,
and competes against other clubs in local and national

competition. Many a halftime fan has thrilled to the

whirring of tiny props and the snapping of tiny wing
spars.

A club member constructs a model Spitfire.

Joe Connell prepares his plane for a halftime show.

Club Officers from left � J.C. Penny, G. Smith, D. Kronemeyer
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Mech club stresses officer-engineer combo
Consisting of only a small group of cadets a

few years ago, the Engineering Mechanics Club

has grown to be a relatively large organization.
Today there are oyer 150 cadets on the membership
roster. Growth has been stimulated by such club

activities as field trips, meetings with guest lec

turers, and bi-annual awards banquets for outstand
ing cadets in Engineering Mechanics courses.

Highlights of this semester include two trips to
the St. Louis area to observe AF Communications
Service and McDonnell-Douglas Corp.

Club oHicers from left � O. Wright, M. Downie, Capt. F. Barrett, K. Morris, W. Wrigfit

Ramparts perfect backdrop for mountaineers

Club oHicers Standing, from left
P. Carlson, A. Parker

S. Lambert, T. Smith, Capt. J. Nehring, W. Stephenson. Kneeling:

The Cadet Mountaineering Club provides its
members with experience and training in all phases
of mountain and rock climbing. In 1969-70 the Club
sponsored two technical climbing schools for new

members, in addition to several trips to noted Col
orado mountains. The highlight of this year's sched

ule was an overnight trip to Crestone Peak and
Crestone Needle, two of the most challenging peaks
in the state. The club also branched out into winter
act'vity this year, assaulting Pikes Peak and Mount
Elbert � Colorado's highest � on skis.
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A team jumper drops into the SERE camp at Saylor Park.

Club OHicers from left - D. Thrasher, Asst. CIC; G. Adkisson, Pub. Rel.; G. O'Kelly,
Trng; B. O'Sullivan, Saf.; C. Humphries, CIC; Capt. C. Elliott, OIC

National

collegiate
parachuting
champions

The Parachute Branch of the Airman
ship Division under the direction of Cap
tain Craig D. Elliot, MSgt. Vernon Morgan
and MSgt. Morton J. Freedman captured
fhe title of "The best Collegiate parachute
Team in the Country" for the second year
in a row by defeating 47 other teams at
fhe National Collegiate Championships
in Phoenix Arizona over Thanksgiving.
This is the first time in the meets history
that a single team has won twice in a row.
In winning, the Academy captured all
but one of the trophies that they were

eligible for. Greg Martin, Craig Hum
phries and "Jeep" Thomas had a one
centimeter total distance which took a
first in the team event while Greg Mar
tin's outstanding performance gave him
the first place trophy in fhe individual,
overall award category.
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I
Physics club: future air force physicists
Under the continued guid

ance of Major Donald Smith
and Mejor Armand Maio of
the Department of Physics,
the Physics Club provides op
portunities for cadets to dis

cuss current topics in physics
and to become acquainted
with fhe Research and Devel

opment facilities both within
and associated with the Air

Force. In the fall, a trip was

made to the Lawrence Radia
tion Laboratory in California.

Planned field trips for the

spring included visits to the

Boeing plant in Seattle and
the NASA Space Flight Center
in Houston. In addition, sem

inars and social activities as

club ski trips and picnics were
also on the agenda.

i/iiii/^liUil

Club OHicers from left � M. Ligocki, Mai. 0. Smith, OIC, L. Fenwick, J. Redman

Professional studies group watches air
forces operations

Ckib OHicers from left - Capt. K. Alnwick, OIC, M. Cobb, W. Mockavak, T. Mirczak

The Professional Studies

Group is a career-orientated
club designed to familiarize
interested cadets with Air
Force commands and their

operations, including current

developments and existing
special activities of the for
mer. This design is carried
out by visits made to different
facilities of each command,
and by maintaining a cadet

workshop for professional
studies. The group also spon
sors speakers connected with
the various career aspects
of the Air Force, and aug
ments these personal insights
with films. The group has
included in its program this
year a trip to Cape Kennedy,
Florida, Davis-Monthan AFB,
Arizona, and the Pentagon.
The club enjoys the sponsor
ship of a handful of dedicated
officers who encourage the
cadets in the club to "run
the show."
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Photo club urges
expertise

The Photo Club increases its membership
every year. The club, because it furthers cadet
creativity, is one of the most popular. Classes
in technique, developing and printing are part
of the club activities. This year the club spon
sored several contests, for both members and
non-members.

John Cignatta uses the club's enlarger.

Hight: A club member takes his prints from the dryer.

Club officers from left � T. Wuerslin, Capt. Becker, OIC, J.
Severski, D. Champa

I' i\ /I/'-f
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Polaris: The

Academy Story
The members of the Polaris

staff are amateur journalists, will

ing to devote much of their free

time to the production of a year
book that will be a current story
of cadet life, as well as an historical

document commemorating the Acad

emy and the Class of 1970. With the
aid of the two Officers-in-charge,
this year's Polaris is one of the
first to be backed by real jour
nalism skill. This year's book tells
the inside and outside story of the
Cadet Wing from June 1969 until

June 1970.

Capt. Gene SarnJi, OIC, Lt. Rlctiard Campbell, Asst OIC.

John Gunyou, Cadet Lite Editor Pat Edsell, Sports Editor



Business StaH (from left) Rich Storer, Ron Leblanc '71 Business Edi

Editor" ''"''� ^"' ^'^'"^^^ ^"^'^ ^�*"^'�^' Gerry weyand Busings Rich Wirth, Assf. Editor, '71 Editor

L"::t:;b:ch,'?;:''p7.e"''' """ '�**'^ * '��*"'*' �'^^ '^''�^''-'-' �-<'^

John Allison, Summer Training
Editor, '71 Asst. Editor.

Dave Strawn, Photography Editor
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I
Club offers insight
into psychology

The Psychology Club gives members an oppor

tunity to keep abreast of developments both in and

out of the Air Force. This year the club has toured

the laboratories at Hollomon A.F.B. and participated
in the workings of the psychiatric ward at March

A.F.B. Meetings have covered such diverse topics
as problems in the ghettos and group therapy with

adolescent hippies in the Denver community. Tours

of Wright-Patterson's human factors engineering
facility and the Manned Space Center at Houston are

planned for later in the year.

Club officers: from left
M. Lebouitz.

W. Strickland, Capt. O'Hearn, OIC,

Rally club: night fighters
The Rally Committee was established

to get the Wing moving toward team sup

port. Though many well thought out plans
have been squelched at the last minute by
righteous minded OICs or clamping regs,

these guys have managed to keep the Wing
rolling during hard times. If you don't want

your sorority house painted before the game,
don't schedule USAFA. The Rally Committee, with Capt. Nelson hiding on the left.
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Nav club trains future air force navigators
The Cadet Navigation Club was organized to

promote cadet interest in the science and art of

navigation. In past years, a cadet was taught the

basic navigational techniques in Navigation 470.

Once he had completed the course, he had no means

by which he could maintain his proficiency. The

members of the club are afforded the opportunity
--naa

to further their navigational skills through frequent
continuation flights in the T-29. Club members sup
plement the crew on most of the regularly scheduled
Nav 470 flights. Among the other activities are the

sponsorship of guest speakers and hosting the Inter-

Academy Symposium on navigation during the serv

ice academy exchange weekends each year.

t;4
mi wfm 911

Club officers from left � Mai. ST. Clair, M. Vecker, F. Whitney, C. Moore, S Barnes

Russian club promotes
interest in soviet customs

The Russian Club consists of cadets who have

an interest in the Soviet Union or the Russian lan

guage. Trips are taken during the year to give the

members a broader knowledge of the Russian heri

tage and culture. Activities have included a trip to

the West Coast Division of the Defense Language

Institute in Monterey, California and a local trip to
the Russian Orthodox Church in Denver. The visit
to the church allows the members to meet native
Russians and gain a better understanding of their
culture.

Clubofficers: from left � W. Kubida; M Cobb, Pres.; Capt. M. Mikolainis, OIC; D. Smiley, V-Pres., R. Curnow, Sec-Treas.
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Club officers: from left � J. Young, T.

Mooney, R. Carparelli.

Saddle club brings
back old west

The purpose of the saddle club is to provide cadets

interested in riding with low cost riding facilities. The
club has participated in group riding activities with
other area schools to famous Colorado landmarks. The
club plans to provide new members, for many Saddle
Club members are novice riders, with riding instruction
in conjunction with the Base Riding Club. Club mem

bership is around 500, for the beautiful mountain scenery
makes any riding trip a pleasant one.

Right: Rod Wood fights his trusty steed all the way to the stables

Ralph Person leads a riding group up a mountain
road.
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The mud, the blood, the beer . . . rugby!
The Rugby Club is a wild,

fierce bunch of guys interested
in one of the roughest and ex

citing sports, for participants
and spectators alike. This year,
the club battled many Colorado
clubs from summer to spring, and
ended the season with a 19-15

victory over the Denver High
landers for the Colorado Cham

pionship and the appropriately
named Coors Cup. The Club's
record this year was 13-2-1. If

you want some wild action while

relaxing with a couple of cans

of your favorite brew, come to

a game of rugger or two.
Club officers: from left � Sqd. Ldr. Masons, Coach; Capt. Osur, OIC; Capf. Hubbard,
Coach, G. Schmidt, Capt., A. McDonald, Capt.; C. Stanberry, CIC.

A loose scrum close fo fhe touch line.



Club officers: from left � J. Ferguson,
Oper and Trng ; L Harveson, Pres.;
Capt D Johnson, OIC; W Harrell,
Mat.; J. Pomeroy, Tres.

Scuba club teaches diving technique
The SCUBA Club is designed to provide cadets with an op

portunity to learn scuba diving and practice the sport on recre

ational trips. Instruction is provided by cadets with advanced
scuba experience and knowledge. After a cadet finishes the course

of instruction, consisting of both written work and water work, he
is awarded a certification card signifying that he is a qualified
scuba diver. A trip to Puerto Rico over Thanksgiving break was

sponsored by the Ramey AFB Sea Lancers, and everyone had a

great time. More trips to either Puerto Rico or California are

being planned, and until then the Colorado lakes always have the

potential for cold but interesting dives.

Skeet team

competes nationally
The USAF Academy Cadet Skeet Club is

actually composed of two programs, recreation
and competition. From the club membership of

approximately 200 cadets, up to twenty of the
better shooters are chosen to represent the

Academy as a competitive team. While most of
the team competition takes place within the
Colorado Springs area, intercollegiate matches
take place as far away as Connecticut. During
the year, the Air Force Academy Cadet Team
has been privileged to participate in both the

regionals at Yale University and the National

Championships held in lowa City, lowa. Over

ninety colleges and universities participated in
the intercollegiate programs.

Club officers: from left - Mai. Ferdinand, OIC; P. Moore, Pres.



Club Officers (rom left
C. Terril, D Browder.

J. Bugner, W Reny, J. Schramm, S. Mac Isaac, Mai. Holstein, OIC, Col. Fry, OIC, J. York, M. Robbins,

Ski club:
think snow

The Cadet Ski Club has the singular dis
tinction of being the most popular and largest
club in the Wing. With over 50% of the wing
as active members, the Ski Club is able to
offer more and more in the way of good equip
ment, good trips, and most of all� fun.

Under the direction of Lt. Col. Frye and
Ski Club President Joe York the club this

year operated very smoothly. With the use of

"coupons" from all the areas the cadets use,
the club was able to offer its advantages to
all base personnel.

Besides regular Sunday ski trips to

Arapahoe, Loveland, Breckenridge, Winter
Park, and Monarch, the club also scheduled
several two or three day trips throughout the
ski season to such places as Vail, Crested
Butte, and Steamboat Springs.

A club member warms up inthe lift line.
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The sky is not the limit for sailplanes

Club officers from left � D Funne
mark. D. Forbes, G. Sparks, G.
Smith, J C. Penny, F. Whitney.

In the past few years, the Soaring Club

has become one of the fastest growing
activities at the Academy. The Club has pur

sued the Soaring Program mission of pro

viding flying training, operational experi
ence in aviation and motivation for cadets.

The increased size of the Soaring Club is

the result of an ever growing number of

cadets desiring to fly sailplanes and learn
the art of soaring. The Soaring Club achieved
its objectives this year under the leadership
of its CIC, John Penney, and four flight
commanders, Denny Funnemark, Greg Smith,
Chuck Whitechurch and Fred Whitney.

Jim Nance after a satisfying landing Mai. Brandon shows the guys, especially the new guys, how
to plan a cross country.
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Squash club completes
successful season

The Squash Club

The Squash Club finished a successful
eleven match, 3 tournament season this year
after a generally inactive 68-69 season. Only
four members returned for the 70 season, so
the year was tabbed for rebuilding. Despite
the club's inexperience, it fared well against

some tough clubs throughout the nation. For
the first time in the Academy's history, ca
dets competed in the intercollegiate squash
championships. Future plans for club hold
a hope for more competition, and success

through experience.

Club officers from left � N. Sornson, B Spitzer,
Mai. E Maldonado, L. Simpkins.

The Spanish Club offers an opportunity
to all cadets with an interest in the language
not only to improve their speaking ability,
but also to increase their understanding of
the Latin American culture. With the help
and participation of foreign exchange officers

assigned to the faculty, the club has devel
oped an atmosphere of both learning and
entertainment, as well as a basic familiari-

Spanish club aids
Mexican-American

neighbors
zation of the Latin American people, various
activities during the year have proven in
valuable in facilitating this familiarization.
Members of the club travelled to the Defense
Language Institute in Monterey, California
to study methods of teaching Spanish, as

well as a visit to the Inter-American De
fense Board in Washington, D.C.
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Talon staff.

Talon:

the cadet

magazine
The Talon staff is responsible

for composing and publishing the
official cadet magazine. Though in

the past the Talon has lacked real

imagination and literary achieve
ment, this year's staff, spurred by
editor Jer Retzer, has produced a

Talon that has approached head on

some vital issues to cadets, as well

as adding some imaginative art

work and fiction. The Talon has
been judged by literary circles as

one of the nations best college
periodicals.

Water polo club
new aquatic
power

The Water Polo Club established
itself as a power in the aquatic
world with a strong showing last

season, highlighted by a third place
finish in the Eastern Intercollegiate
Invitational Tournament at West
Point. With their only loss being a

disputed overtime decision against
West Point in the Semi-finals, the
team churned its way to the third

place trophy while setting numerous

records including most goals scored
in one game and most goals scored
in a tournament.

Club officers from left
Marett.

G. McLain, D. Hallman, T. Heublein, J. Lipp, Capt. J.
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Water skiers
find scant

resources
The Cadet Water Ski Club is

composed of cadets interested in
water skiing. Although Colorado is
noted for its fantastic snow, the
water skiers still manage to find
weather and water for their pur

poses. The club has several tow

boats and several sets of skis for
cadet use. The club is low on mem

bership now, but as interest grows
within the Wing, the club will gain
momentum.

Water Ski Club Officers

Weightlifting
club stresses

fitness
The Weightlifting Club is

formed by cadets interested in phy
sical fitness and body development.
The members stress proper lifting
techniques and equipment care. The
club is well equipped, and plans to

enlarge its facilities.

Club Officers from left � A. Stepputat, G. Vandervelde, V. Francis, P. Vandervelde,
A. Box.
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Honor committee, class of 1970
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R. V. Jones, K. Ake, K. A. Hudaska, G. W. Shaw, J. J. Kupo,
D. K. Shelton, J. E. Brechwold, T. R. Silvester, R. Rietdorf,
J. D. Dustin, J. J. Petty, W. H. Oldenburg, D. H. Leuthauser,
C. J. Bonner, P. S. Meilinger, H. Arnold, D. G. Rushing, R. J.
Almeida, R. H. Smithwick, W. J. Calvin, B. J. Spitzer, S. E.
Poppell, T. G. Abbey, W. C. Clohan, J. H. Bores, R. M. Ger

mer, C. B. Harmon, P. C. Sullivan, R. A. Baker, P. T. Chepo-
los, M. C. Hanzel, C. H. Emery, D. P. Krowles, W. T. Man

ning, M. L. Blowers, J. B. Norman, T. B. Waskow, G. W.

Sparks, S. S. Barker, P. R. Johnson, T. H. Simonds, T. J.
Graff, J. M. Thompson, R. L. Silvani, R. E. Walton, J. E. Har-
lelid, D. E. Forbes, R. R. Rodieck, R. L. Wiisanen.

Honor committee, class of 1971

M. D. Mathers, E. T. Pinney, J. A. Blind, D. L. Browder, R. G.
Craig, M. J. Hurley, J. G. Stobie, W. D. Kennedy, C. A. Mor

gan, R. L. Sullivan, L. P. Shannon, W. T. Dewalt, T. W. Seeipp,
T. F. Vranish, W. J. Brown, S. E. Snider, J. R. Brock, D. P.
Parnell, J. N. Torblaa, R. Hawley, J. F. Henderson, A. T.

Jewell, M. L. Perina, D. R. Douville, R. R. Kaeser, R. R.
Hammerud, J. A. Craig, H. E. Sauer, R. A. Lowe, D. H.
Dougherty, S. T. Dziuban, R. Pellicore, W. N. Stooke, Jr., P.
Hamilton, T. J. Berry, L. F. Leroy, T. G. Cutlip, P. D. Ring.
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i Ethics committee, class of 1970

p. Johnson, T. Simonds, T. Graff, J. Thompson, R. Silvani,
R. Walton, J. Hatlelid, D. Forbes, R. Rodieck, R. Wiisanen,
D. Little, A. Brower, D. Demand, J. Kendall, H. Huber, R.
Mack, M. McCrum, C. King, R. Gillespie, F. Heming, A. Si

moncic, B. Barnes, C. Humphries, T. Stein, G. Umbarger, R.
Bereit, C. Colyer, J. Burke, G. Hamill, D. Vogelgesang, V.
Hooper, M. Vilbert, H. Lambert, T. Sturat, E. York, S. Ras
mussen, D. Palenchar, K. Duffy, T. Pratt.

Ethics committee, class of 1971

R. Bennett, P. Peterson, T. Duff, W. Zedaker, H. Johnson, G.
Hotfman, W. Maks, R. Leavitt, E. Schofield, R. Marley, D.
Bouchard, H. Long, T. Miller, W. Vant Wout, W. King, H.
Bryant, T. Mahr, J. Perrigo, P. Maffey, D. Hislip, R. Gaus-

man, S. Clovis, A. Corty, G. Moring, P. Dreger, W. Gross,
M. Spatola, R. Rogers, M. Groman, R. whitmore, A. Kramer,
C. Stegman, J. Reho, J. Bugner, R. Person, C. Martin, D. Hor
ton, W. Kupida, J. Kramer, C. Van Der Veen.
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Class Councils

1971 Class Council
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1972 Class Council
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1973 Class Council
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1971 Ring Committee

Squadron Representatives
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Heritage committee watches air force growth

rhe Heritage Committee The Heritage Committee records and publicizes
occurances in Air Force history that are of interest
to cadets. The committee also acquires displays and
historical items for the Academy. This year, the
committee worked on getting an F-4 static display,
and the aircraft was presented to the Wing during a

June Week dedication.

Leadership, sportsmanship stressed by FCA
Cadet Fellowship Of Christian Athletes
Officers (from left): Capt. O. Sampson,
Officer Advisor; G.
Pres.; P. Bauman,
Coach Tom Landry
boys. Guest Speaker;

Baxter, 69-70 FCA
70-71 FCA Pres.;

of the Dallas Cow-
Lt. Gen T. S. Moor

man, Supt.; Chaplain, Mai., A. Chace,
Chaplain Advisor. The picture was taken
during the FCA Winter Banquet.
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Protestant cadet religious council
� - � � � >*^

Row 1: (from left) G. L. Baxter, E. C. Egbert, Chaplain,
Captain, R. L. Browning, Assistant Protestant Cadet Chap
lain; Chaplain, Colonel, H. C. Wolk, Jr., Command Chaplain;
Chaplain; Maior, A. R. Chace, Assistant Protestant Cadet

Chaplain; H. D. Steck, Jr., J. W. Stealey. Row 2: P. W. Miller,

F. D. Harburg, R. M. Mayward, W. H. Keeler, Jr., L. W.

Shrum, R. E. Richards. Row 3: L. A. Helgeson, K. C. Stoehr

mann, E. R. Jennings, D. L. Sexton, C. R. Pennington. Row 4:
D. K. Shelton, Jr. J. B. Slade, T. L. Duff, C. O. Sherman.

Catholic cadet religious council

Row 1: (from left) Chaplain, Lt. Colonel, C. J. Conaboy,
Catholic Cadet Chaplain; W. P. Horton, j. R. Aberle, G. P

460 Wargo, M. H. Haesecke, Chaplain, Maior, R. F. Auer, Assist
ant Catholic Cadet Chaplain. Row 2: H. F. Davis, D. J.

Wacker, A. C. Nardecchia, Jr., P. L. Jones, W. E. Reny, H. R.

Feddern, B. E. Cannistraci. Row 3: D. E. Baron, P. A. Gonyea,
M. J. Dziedzic, A. M. Wurglitz, E. E. Epping, J. C. Gaweiek,
M. K. Pomphery.



f/i Jewish cadet

religious council

First row (from left): P. M. Guttman, R. L. Fishman. R. L. Seltzer,
Chaplain, Maior, N. M. Landman, Jewish Chaplain. Second row: S. D.

Alderman, D. H. Jacobson, G. S. Ghelber, D. E. Brown.

Jewish cadet choir

R. L. Fishman, R. L. Seltzer, S. D. Alderman, R. D. Boren
stein, G. S. Ghelber, R. K. Morgenstern, A. J. Parmet, D. E.
Brown, P. M. Guttman, S. R. Mandel, A. G. Sfolbery, Chaplain,

Maior, N. M. Landman, Jewish Chaplain;
rector of Jewish Cadet Chapel Choir.

Mr. T. N. Ellis, Di-
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Protestant cadet upperclass choir

p. A. Bauer, M. R. Cobb, J. N. Creech, D. B. Demand, T. A.
Kinnan, W. H. Oldenburg, 11, W. J. Reich, F. W. Sine, T. R.
Sfuarf, 111, T. R. Tabor, G. R. Wonneberg, D. R. Allen, R. K.
Banks, N. R. Bard, K. A. Betsch, R. H. Black, D. E. Bresett,
H. A. Bryant, P. N. Carlson, T. W. Christensen, R. B. Cross,
Jr., J. W. Curtis, 11, L. W. Derouin, P. R. Dordal, D. L. Frost
man, A. D. Garrison, K. S. Gingrich, Jr., J. M. Hatlelid, E. B.
Howell, R. L. Jones, E. C. Kalahiki, B. W. Kollmar, R. J.
Leavitt, K. D. Lykken, P. W. Miller, C. A. Morgan, 111, W. D.
Munson, L. J. O'Reilly, A. B. Polikowsky, N. E. Ponder, 111,
D. R. Range, L. A. Schaefer, G. C. Schultz, J. E. Scott, R. L.
Stewart, L. Stiles, Jr., F. J. Strauss, C. O. Sylling, H. W.
Teelin, H. P. Thode, III, T. J. Tiemann, W. T. White, J. H.

Zwanziger, D. E. Adamson, R. C. Alson, R. B. Brown, Jr.,
D. H. Burton, Jr., W. F. Chambless, 111, D. A. Champa, S. G.
Coker, A. O. Compton, M. R. Cosby, J. P. Dixon, D. S. Doka,
M. C. Fischer, P. K. Garvey, M. C. Geddes, J. J. Gelinger,
W. D. Haan, C. R. Henderson, R. W. Hinebaugh, C. L. Horton,
J. W. Hutchinson, Jr., R. W. Jackson, D. W. Kerber, A. S. Lee,
A. J. Leitch, R. P. Manke, A. R. McAllister, J. R. McDonald,
M. S. Mcllwain, II, R. W. Melton, K. W. Metz, D. H. Mueller,
P. T. North, R. A. Nuzum, A. S. Olson, Jr., A. C. Parker,
C. R. Pennington, G. D. Pollard, J. W. Powell, P. B. Pruett,
T. A. Schenk, J. B. Slade, Jr., D. L. Slone, G. D. Smith, P. U.
Sutton, D. G. Terbeek, W. T. Walker, T. P. Webb, M. A. Will
iams, C. B.Yates, III.
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Catholic cadet upperclass choir
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J. R. Aberle, J. L. Acurso, K. M. Berg, T. N. Butt, R. Car
parelli, M. E. Cotnoir, E. E. Epping, M. G. Ewig, F. C. Goelz,
M. C. Hanzel, F. S. Heming, Jr., W. A. Hudak, K. T. Hutchin
son, W. H. Jenney, P. C. Krasnicki, J. J. Kupko, II, S. E.
Limoges, R. J. Mack, A. R. Marietta, J. J. McCandless, P. S.
Meilinger, R. A. Northrop, M. K. Pomphrey, P. Rosetti, T. H.
Simonds, J. M. Thomas, R. J. Ufier, L. F. Blameuser, Jr.,
D. F. Bouchard, W. J. Brown, Jr., R. Cassano, H. L. Coffman,
Jr., F. C. Cross, D. B. DeDona, J. M. Doll, R. H. Dorwart,
P. H. Drexler, M. J. Dziedzic, D. L. Gill, P. R. Gillman, O. B.
Glaze, Jr., M. F. Groman, J. T. Hoffman, P. A. Hofmann, Jr.,
R. R. Kaeser, P. D. Knott, F. W. Kossler, 111, P. M. Leahy,
T. A. Mahr, J. D. Maldazys, D. L. McCloy, R. A. McDonald,
R. A. McFarland, D. M. McKelvy, W. J. Miller, M. E. Newton,
A. K. Petersen, G. Philippsen, W. E. Purcell, B. A. Rye, D. J.
Shields, L. Slazinski, R. J. Slusarz, M. P. Smith, C. D. Steg
man, J. L. Stevens, R. J. Tracey, P. D. Tully, D. C. Ulmer,

T. F. Vranish, S. F. Waiss, T. R. Waugh, K. J. Yanni, R. A.
Bell, Jr. F. B. Berlin, B. B. Bream, T. A. Brumlik, J. W.
Burg, A. Caltagirone, B. E. Cannistraci, J. V. Cignatta, R. M.
Connors, D. L. Davis, Jr., W. F. Deeley, 11, W. Dieterich, J.
DiLeo, W. O. Faucher, H. R. Feddern, M. F. Fukey, J. C.
Gaweiek, A. Gessner, P. A. Gonyea, R. J. Graham, G. E.
Grenier, G. L. Gunther, M. A. Hamel, H. J. Happ, 111, D. M.
Henderson, E. M. lanacone, J. L. Johnson, D. J. Klein, C. M.
Kolesar, M. K. Leddy, T. J. Lynch, Jr., M. S. McCarthy, B. J.
McGarry, K. S. Meredith, S. C. Minnigerode, H. B. Mullen, 111,
A. A. Murphy, Jr., J. J. Nestico, J. H. Porter, E. J. Quinn, Jr.,
T. W. Rochelle, J. L. Romett, R. D. Sawicki, R. K. Schlaefer,
D. R. Siebers, J. W. Smail, W. T. Smith, Jr. R. G. Sorensen,
J. Stefaniak, J. C. Suhar, D. W. Thomas, R. C. Ullrich, G. J.
Venteicher, M. W. Verzola, P. C. Vogel, W. F. Walsh, G. P.
Wargo, J. D. Wessler.
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CADET ATHLETICS



'Prelude to History"
By James Niel Boyle
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Col. Frank E. Merritt
Director of Athletics

DIRECTOR OF ATHLETICS STAFF

(From left): Mai. B. Schields; J. Bowman; Mai. M. Watshon; R. Wohlegemuth; Col. C. Oliver; Col. F.

Merritt; Lt. Col. F. Fischl; Mai. W. Summerhill; Capt. G. Lewis; Capt. J. Potter; H. Bateman.
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The PE department develops men

The Department of Physical Education plays a very
important role in the life of each cadet. This department
has the responsibility of leading the cadet through nu

merous areas of physical endeavor and instruction de

signed to maximize the benefits of physical activity.
The courses range from golf to boxing and from badminton
to unarmed combat resulting in the development of the
traits of courage, aggressiveness, self-confidence, good
physical condition, and an intense desire to win.

Merritt

Lt. Col. C. W. Oliver
Head, PE Department

letics DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION
First row from left � Mai. P- F- Arata; Lt. Col. A. R. Cillo;
Col. C. W. Oliver; Col. F. E. Merritt; Lt. Col. H. J. Walter;
Mai. W. 0. Kennedy; Capt. P. H. McHargue. Second row: Mr.
D. A. Smith; Mai. E- R- Anastasio; Mai. J. 0. Davidson; Mr.
A. U. Arnesen; Capf. W. R. Muhr; Capt. O. Sampson; Capt. K.
J. Pichette; Mai. 0. J. Minihan; Capt. K. A. Stowers; Capt. H.
J Eichin; Capt. G. T. Delaino; Mai. R. B. Garver; Capt. C. L.

Medley, Jr.; Capt. E. R. Cliatt; Capt. J. D. Pietila; Capt. R.
M. Ruana; Capt. J. R. Marett; Mai. J- H. Keating, Jr. Third
row: Capt. J. F. Dworaczyk; Lf. H. P. Wetzler; Capt. J. R.
Shire; Capt. D. I. Harris; Capt. E. F. Miranda; Capt. W. H.
Oehrlein; Capt. J. E. Robinson; Capt. R. J. Harnsberger;
Capt. R. J. Tosti; Capt. W. E. Delaino; Capt. R. S. Kem; Capt.
J. V. Potter; Capt. P. C. Aehnlich.

�
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Cadets learn physical skills



The PFT strikes again!

The Physical Fitness Test is
given to all cadets in the wing once

every semester to determine if he
meets the required physical stand
ards. This test consists of pull-
ups, pushups, sit-ups, a broadjump,
and a 600 yard run, all of which
are done in a 15 minute time period.

Is It really worth it?

He'd make a good AOC. Tired, but finished.
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Wing opens boxing championships
Every year the Air Force Cadet Wing holds the

Wing Open Boxing tournament. It is open to all cadets,
since the 'weight classes range from 130 lbs. to

heavyweight. The action is always fast and furious,
as the finalists in each weight class put on one of the

best shows the wing sees each year.

Rudy Aragon gets some last minute advice

from his handler.

A knock-down preceeds a TKO for Hank Kaiser.
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The champions

fB ,

t
Ken AlbrightUOIbs. Rudy Aragon-137 lbs. Charlie Stallworth-145 lbs.

Hank Kaiser.l52lbs. Dorsey Battles-160 lbs.

Paul Dordal-167 1bs. Mark Prill-177lbs. Charlie Longnecker-Heavyweight.
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Falconers train mascot

A handler and his charge.
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Cheerleaders rally
the wing

The cheerleading squad is probably the second most

important "activity at the football games. They not only
rally the wing behind the team, but entertain the wing
with skits and lead the team onto the field. The guys
that lead cheers work all week on pep rallies, skits,
and their cheers, yet they never fail to be up for the

Saturday games.

standing (from left) - Greg Woodhead, Kevin

Duffy, Bryan Rye, Ed Edmundson Kneeling
Animal Ed leads "Whop'em upside fhe head'
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Ben Martin, Head Coach

1969 Air Force Academy Football Coaching Staff (Kneeling, l-r) Leland
Kendall, def. line; Ben Martin, head coach; Jack Braley, def. bkfld; Spike
Hillstrom, off. line. (Standing, l-r) Marty Bezyak, JV; Bernie Raetz, off.
bkfld; John Carney, linebkers; Jim Bowman, frosh; Don Ellis, recvers.

Falcons complete 6-4 season

The Falcon football team completed the 1969
season with a 6-4 record. This does not tell the

whole story, as all four of their losses were to

nationally-ranked teams. They lost heartbreakers
to 5th ranked Missouri and to Wyoming, and were in

the game the whole way with 9th ranked Notre Dame

and 13th ranked Stanford. The Falcons displayed
a potent passing attack that was led by quarterback
Gary Baxter, and receivers Ernie Jennings, Charlie

Longnecker, and Dave MacGhee. They also showed
that they had the ability to move the ball on the
ground with the running of Jim DeOrio, Curtis Mar
tin, and Brian Bream. The defense which played
stingy football all season was led by ends Mark
Ewig and Evans Whaley, linebackers Denny Leutheu-
ser and Glen Leimbach, and defensive backs Terry
Petrzelka and Al Wurglitz. On the whole, it was an

outstanding season of exciting football.
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Bottom Row (L-R) � Ken Hassen, Jim DeOrio, Dennis Leu-

theuser, Charlie Longnecker, Gary Baxter, Ed Epping, Dave

MacGhee, Mike Keller, Mark Ewig, Bob McKinney Second
Row (L-R) � Al Wurglitz, Terry Petrzelka, Mike Reiley, Glen
Leimbach, Tom Rayl, George Rayl, Bob Lewis, Dave Patton,
Scoff Hamm, Bob Parker. Third Row (L-R) � John Bierie,
Rich Shannon, Larry Smith, Curtis Martin, Tony Pease, Charles
Richardson, Mel Blowers, Cyd Maattala, Tony Marietta, Bill

Mayfield, Jom Smith. Fourth Row (L-R) � Tim Duff, Harold

Whaley, Joe Breshears, John Vering, Tom McKiernan, Phil
Bauman, Virgil Staponski, Darryl Haas, Art Allaway, Al Fis
cher, Mike Bolen, Greg Philippsen. Fifth Row (L-R) � Ernie
Jennings, Brian Bream, -Bob Borkowski, Dick Kaeser, Steve
Luce, Paul Bassa, Don Sexton, Kent Bays, Jim Johnson, John
Greenlaw, John McClellan.

AIR FORCE

26

17

25

20

60

SEASON RECORD (6-4)

OPPONENT

. . . SMU 22

. . . Missouri 19

. . . Wyoming 27

. . . North Carolina 10

. . . Oregon 13

28 Colorado State 7

13 Army 6

38 Utah State 13

34 Stanford 47

6 Notre Dame 13



Gary Baxter, QB Jim DeOrio, FB Ed Epping, DT Mark Ewig, DE

Ken Hassen, FB MikeKellar, OG Glen Leimbach, LB Bob Lewis, OG

�Mi

George Rayl, C Tom Rayl, TE Terry Petrzelka, DHB Al Wurglitz, DHB

1970 Seniors



AF squelches SMU
The Falcon offense, led by the running and passing of

quarterback Gary Baxter and the field goal kicking of Denny
Leuthauser, ripped nationally ranked Southern Methodist Uni

versity for 23 points in the first half. At the same time, the
defense, led by Tony Marietta and Mark Ewig, held the vaunted

SMU offense scoreless. The second half was a complete rever

sal of the first, however. The Mustang's All-American quarter
back Chuck Hixson penetrated the Falcon's pass defense again
and again to bring the 'Stangs to within four points at the end.
The final score, 26-22, shows how close and exciting this

nationally televised contest was.



Longnecker grabs another Baxter strike.

I
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AF loses heartbreaker, 19-17
Air Force got off to a slow start against Missouri, falling behind 16-7

at halftime. Missouri's running game seemed unstoppable as the big Mizzou
backs broke at will through the Falcon line. An interception by Phil Bauman
brought the only Falcon scoring in the first half. The second half was a

different story. Denny applied his skillful toe for a field goal in the third
quarter while the defense, led by Harold Whaley and Tony Pease, throttled
the Tiger's efforts. Trailing 16-10, the Air Force got the ball with two
minutes remaining in the game. On fourth and 26, Gary Baxter found split
end Mike Bolen open on the Mizzou 22. Two plays later, Charlie Longnecker
took a Gary Baxter pass into the end zone, dragging two Tiger defenders
with him, and putting the Air Force ahead 17-16 with 31 seconds remaining.
However, a miraculous long pass by Missouri broke the Falcon "victory"
defense, and a 30 yard field goal with 11 seconds left tore victory from
the grasp of the AFA. It was a black day for the Falcons.



)ehind 16-7
Dig Mizzou
ll Bauman
lalf was a
I the third

. throttled
with two
ound split
ongnecker
defenders
emaining.
"victory"
tory from

Longnecker fights a Tiger defender for the ball.

A hard rush doesn't stop Baxter's
passing.
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Bolen makes a great catch on the
Cowboys' 10 yd. line.

The line sets up ifs pass
blocking.

4aA



It was another heart-breaking Saturday for the
Falcons as they lost their second in a row to a na

tionally ranked team. Arch-rival Wyoming squeaked
past the Cadets 27-25. While losing, the Falcons set
ten offensive records, nine of them in the passing de

partment. Gary Baxter, who completed 31 passes in

51 attempts for 388 yds, accounted for many of the

records, with receivers Ernie Jennings, who caught
15 passes for a school record, and Charlie Long
necker setting the rest. It was a see-saw battle with
the decisive factor being the Wyoming kicking game,
which kept the Falcons bottled up throughout the sec

ond half.

Cowboys squeak
past cadets, 27-25

Jennings pulls in another pass on the way to a new single
game pass-catching record.

!i� i
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Haas spirals a punt while De
Orio blocks.
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Falcons
steamroll

Tarheels, 20-10

The Falcons traveled down to sunny Chapel Hill to take on the
Tarheels of the University of North Carolina and returned to their

winning ways. Things did not look promising as the Tarheels

jumped off to an early lead and the sluggish Falcons could not
seem to mount a drive. But in the second quarter, Q. B. Gary
Baxter teamed up with tight end Dave MacGhee for a 60 yd TD

pass that got the Air Force rolling. The Falcons came out in the
Good execution leads to a big gain. second half looking like a new team. The defense, sparked by

tackle John Biere, linebacker Denny Leutheuser, and end Evans

Whaley stopped the Tarheels cold, while Gary Baxter and halfback
Jim Deorio set the offensive machine in motion. Baxter scored on

a 13 yd. roll out to put the Falcons ahead for good, and the Air
Force went on to post a 20-10 victory.

Baxter fires over his line.



Leutheuser boots one of many
three-point tries

Leutheuser blocks a Duck
punt.
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An official watches DeOrio
dive for a touchdown.
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Martin struggles for valu
able yardage. Falcons make duck soup

The Air Force returned from the sunshine of North Carolina to hand the Or
egon Ducks a sound defeat in heavy fog. Oregon, who had been upset by San Jose
State the week before, was expected to be up for the game. Though the Falcons
scored first, the Ducks came back early in the first quarter with a substantial
drive and a tying touchdown. That was the last moment of good fortune the Ducks
had for the rest of the game. Air Force defenders recovered 7 Oregon fumbles,
tying an Academy record, and erased all hopes that the Ducks had of victory in an

almost hilarious game. Most of the Air Force scores were the result of Oregon
mistakes, and the forlorn Ducks went to the locker room at halftime behind 40-7.
The snake-bit Oregon team, perhaps a bit too keyed up for the game, finally man

aged to score another touchdown late in the game, but not before Air Force added
20 points, bringing the final score to 60-13. The win put the season record on the
winning side, and showed that the Falcons could really roll into action.

I
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Falcons shear the sheep, 28-7

The Falcons displayed a potent ground attack
while subduing Colorado State University, 28-7. The
Air Force defense, led by Mark Ewig and Denny
Leutheuser, held the Rams to one touchdown and
contained their offense for the entire game. The

Falcons, on the other hand, moved the ball almost

at will in rolling up 440 yards of total offense. The
balanced attack featured the running of fullback,
Jim DeOrio, and tailback, Brian Bream, and the

passing of quarterback Gary Baxter, who threw two

touchdown passes.

Richardson recovers another Ram miscue.



Another meeting of the minds.
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The Falcon huddle .

Falcons streak

mules, 13-6
This was a typical interservice clash. Both

teams were over-excited and made many mistakes.
The game turned into a line of scrimmage battles,
with Air Force able to move at will between the
20's. However, as the Air Force moved into scoring
range, a fired-up Army defense and errors in exe

cution stymied the Falcon drive. The turning point
came in the fourth quarter with the score tied 6-6.

Army kicked off to Ernie Jennings, who headed up
the middle, broke to the sideline, and outraced the
defenders 96 yards to the goal to give the Falcons
a 13-6 victory.
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Falcons
bomb

Utags, 38-13

The day belonged to Ernie Jennings, who tied a NCAA
record by catching five touchdown passes in one game.
Utah State tried man-to-man coverage on Jennings the en

tire afternoon, allowing him to put his good moves to work.
With Baxter and Parker on target, there was no stopping
Ernie, and the Falcons posted a 38-13 victory. The Utags
began their efforts slowly, penetrating Air Force territory
only once during the first half. That was on a fourth down-
short yardage gamble by the Falcons on their own 29 that
failed. The Utags scored four plays later. From then on,
the Air Force defense proved too much for the Utags.
Denny Leuthauser, supported by the rest of the Gringos,
made passing a dangerous game and stifled the Utag run

ning attack. This was the fifth straight win for the Falcons.

Ewig grounds the Utag quarterback for a loss.
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Jennings scores the first of five TD's.
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Indians scalp
Falcons, 47-34

The Falcons came out on the losing
end of one of the wildest scoring games
in Air Force football history. Stanford,
led by All-American quarterback Jim
Plunkett, played an almost perfect of
fensive game in defeating the Air Force
47-34. The Falcons led twice in the
first half and were still very much in
the game until the Indians returned a

punt for 63 yards and a touchdown in
the middle of the fourth quarter to put
the game out of reach of the faltering
Air Force offense. The Falcon of
fense was led by tailbacks Curtis
Martin and Brian Bream, while the
defense was sparked by linebackers
Glen Leimbach, Phil Bauman, and

Denny Leuthauser.

All alone, fhe quarterback looks for a

receiver.



Bauman and Bays stop an Indian
runner.

Whaley "whales" on another 1 ndlan.
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Ed Epping makes his appearance.
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When the Falcons arrived at South Bend, the

.ntiospitable Irish said that, "We hope you can

make the game interesting." This "scrawny" Air

Force team did more than that; in fact, they made

,t downright embarrassing for the llth ranked Irish.

Although the Falcons lost by a 13-6 score, they
forced the Irish to fight every step of the way to

preserve a narrow victory. After a 28 yard touch

down run in the first quarter by the Irish, the Fal

con defense, led by end Mark Ewig, backs Tony
Pease and Cyd Maattala, and linebacker Denny Leu

thauser, held them to two field goals for the rest of

the game. The offense never could generate a touch

down, but they threatened continuously, and did

score two field goals. Thus, the season ended on a

losing note, but a proud one.

Irish luck out 13-6

The Falcon defenders

stop another Irish fry.



Air Force kickers have great season

Capt. Hank Eichin

AIR FORCE

3 Ottawa (OT) 2

4 Wisconsin (OT) 2

5 St. Benedicts 2

14 Regis 2

6 Brigham Young 2

1 Michigan State (OT) 1

6 Wyoming 0

1 San Jose State 2

6 Santa Clara 2

2 Army 3

4 Stonehill College 0

4 Denver 2

7 Colorado College 0

7 Colorado University 1

0 San Jo^e State (40T) 1

Head Coach

Kneeling from left � (?obert Julsonnet, Dave Higgins, Henry
Huber, Al Swaim, Duane Weeks, Richard Smith, Mike Blassie,
Ray Barleben Standing from left � Paul Brown (Mgr), Hugh
Parker, Frank Janssen, Tom Webb, Chet Ladd, Dito Ladd,

Dan Ulmer, Kevin Krail, Gene Kraay, Dick Peterson (Mgr),
Randy Graham, Dan Narzinski, Thomas Riley, Joseph Sullivan,
Tom Diesel, Richard Ferriaolli, Capt. Hank Eichin.



Mike Blassie, LFB Dave Higgins, FB Henry Huber, Rl

Bob Julsonnett, HB Richard Smith, LFB Al Swaim, CF

1970 Seniors

The Falcon soccer team posted an 11-3-1
record and became one of the most successful in
fhe history of the Air Force Academy. The Falcons
won their second consecutive Rocky Mountain In

tercollegiate Soccer league title by defeating five
regional foes. The three losses came at the hands
of Army, and San Jose State twice, while the tie
came against defending NCAA champion Michigan

State. The Falcons were led by the scoring of Dan
Narzinski, Dan Ulmer, and Dave Higgins, while the
defense was led by goalie Gene Kraay and defense
men Mike Blassie, Dito Ladd, and Kevin Krail. In
summing up the season. Coach Eichin stated, "Good
team effort accounted for many wins. Our players
were poised and confident, and performed well under
pressure.



Hugh Parker heads for

Denver's goal.



raay. in action.

� liff
The starting line-up is introduced.



Kneeling (from left) � Don Peppers, Mike Ryan, Mark Haesecke, Tim Whitlock, Bill Blum

berg. Standing (from left) � Coach Arnesen, Bob Hilb (Mgr), Dennis Sbach, Bill Glushko,

Bob Brodel, Bob Banks, John Jones, Jim Issenmann (Mgr), OR: Mai. Keating.
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Arne Arnesen,
Country Coach

Varsity Cross

Cross Country is a grueling sport

AIR
21 .

31 .

24 .

FORCE OPPONENT

Wyoming 40
Ohio State 26
Tennessee 31

33 Nebraska 25
18 Colorado State U 43
21 Adams State 37
19 Utah State 19

The varsity cross country team won five meets
and lost two on the way to a winning season. They
were led by three time All-American Mike Ryan,
who set a Central Collegiate Conference Four-Mile
record this season. Other strong competitors were

team captain John Jones, Paul Maffey, and Dennis

Sbach, all of whom were consistently in the top
finishers. While not the best season the Falcon har
riers have ever had, it was, nevertheless, a good
one.
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AFA cagers
complete successful
season

The 1970 Falcon basketball team can best be
described by the word balance. This year's cagers
ended up with a balanced 12-12 record, but also
showed balance in other areas. Six players appeared
in all 24 games and the spread in shots-attempted
among five of these was only 37 shots. Further,
Senior Greg Popovich and Junior Ron Weilert tied
for the team scoring title, each with 342 points. In

all, the Falcons set 10 records of various types
during the season and came close to posting the
best record in school history. Seven of the dozen
losses were by five points or less. All in all Coach

Spear's team posted a successful season.

Head Coach Bob Spear

Kneeling from left � Jim Jaeger, mgr; Coach Bob Spear;
Greg Popovich; Joe Burke, Ron Weilert, Mark Bean; Bert

Spear, Asst. Coach Don Wolfswinkel Standing from left �

Russ Huffer, mgr; Lt. Col. Hal Walter, Spc Asst.; Bill
Evans; Hal Sauer; Bill Purcell; Joe Kreimborg; Don

Pflueger; Dave Kapaska, Truman Hall; Jim McCloskey;
Charlie Brown; Jim Conboy, trn, Lt. Col. Marty Coffin,
Ofc. Rep.
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1970 Season Record
AFA OPP

58 Colorado 81

85 . ... Arizona State 68

81 ... Valparaiso 65

"67 Wyoming 70

62 Colorado State Univ 71

74 Concordia 59

81 Xavier 80

93 Doane 67

87 Southern Colorado State 80

92 Western State 64

56 California 55

69 Stanford 90

46 Denver University 68

48 Georgia Tech 51

88 Regis 83

61 New Mexico 64

74 Marquette 79

81 New Mexico State 99

80
84
78
105
101

Adams State 76

Denver University 85

Utah State - 80

Regis 78

Tulane 85

73 Wyoming 77

1970 Seniors

Mark Bean Jim Cooper

Greg Popovich Bert Spear



Ron Weilert dumps in a two pointer.

Junior Rod Bates stretches to get the tip.
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Rod Bates pulls in a retxjund for the Falcons.

Greg Popovich gets a two-pointer.

Mark Bean sneaks one in.
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Coach Rudy Ruana

J. S. Allen, J. G. Schwartz, J. V. Sabala, G. W. Dorris, J. M. Metke, D.

M. Carlson, J. C. Clay, H. M. Stanley, S. J. Fife, G. C. Niskala, R. R.

Schlaefer, D. A. Stone, S. R. Yestness, Capt. R. M. Ruana, Lt. Col. H. J.

Schmitt.

Ski team flashes to excellent season

1970 Seniors
N ^

Jeff Allen Doug Carlson Greg Schwartz
(All-American)
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Falcon fencers go undefeated

The 1970 Falcon fencing team was rated the best
in the Midwest by a poll conducted by Ohio State

fencing coach Charles Simonian. Coach Nick Toth's

squad finished the season with an 11-0 dual meet

record and won the Western Intercollegiate Fencing
Championships for the sixth year in a row. This

year's team was led by Seniors Moses Herrera, foil;
Bob Webb, sabre; and Dick Bereit, epee.

Head Coach Nick Toth

Standing from left � Bob Webb, Andy Garrison, Rich Bereit, Chan Dickey, Jim Bachmann. Kneeling from
left � Joe Kubala, Mases Herrera, Dick Gray, Mark Lewonowski.



Touche fo you fool
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standing from left � Capt. M. Gray, S Hoit, B. Cunningham, E. Nickerson, V. Clauson, Head Coach Karl Schwenzfeier

Mai. K. Schwenzfeier (coach), B Tracy, B. Fretzs, D. Schanberger, D. Roskey, R.

Solana, Capt O. Sapson. Kneeling - B. Ritter, B. Pendergast, R. Oakeshott, C. Kennedy,
G. Lowe, B. Eaton, D Alexander, J Radins, D. Berdeaux (Mgr).

Falcon gymnasts use depth for victory
Head coach Karl Schwezfeier's gymnastic squad

finished the 1970 season with an 8-1 dual record, one

of the best ever. Schwenzfeier feels that this year's
team which was led by Chuck Kennedy and Brian

Pendergast is the best ever produced at the Academy.
The successful season was the result of team effort

and great depth.

1970 Seniors

Chuck Kennedy Brian Pendergast Greg Lowe Ray Oakeshott



A Falcon gymnast dismounts from the high bar. A perfect handstand on the rings.
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The floor exercise presents a new view of things.
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Grapplers muscle opponents
The 1970 Air Force Academy wrestling team

may have been the youngest in history, but it turned
out to be the best. The Falcons composed of six
freshmen, three sophomores, and four juniors

posted a 10-2 dual meet record and finished second
in the Rocky Mountain Intercollegiate tournament.
The Falcon's top point getter was freshman Jim
Callard who posted a 13-2 record.

Head Coach Karl Kitt

Front row from left - J. Falcon, K. Donaldson, J. Callard, G
Markowski, M. Reynolds, D. Reay, S. Weaver, K. Donaldson
Second row - M. Shearer, P. Gooden, D. Horton, M. Scrabeck
F. Sanchez, R. Christy, J. Black, J. Ford, R. Hinebaugh, b'
Bullock. Third row - K. Snook, G. Jones, H. Hudson, M Gore

A. Briding, J. Carr, B. Diffley, K. Jones, D. Sherman. Back
Row from left - Coach K. Kitt, T. Kroessing, P Yavorski
D. Maple, G. Ash, J. Griffith, K. Bolder, H. Mitchell, C.
Myer, P. DeFilippo, J. Kahoe.
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A Falcon grappler pins his opponent.

It looks like a predicament.
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Head Coach Jim Bastian

Front row from left � J. Cerha, P Whitehead, R. Denaro, B. Voorhees, R Marusiak,
C Bang Back row from left - Lesher (mgr), F. Humke, J. Witt, B. White, D. Burton,
H Mitchell, B Bruns, M McClelland, R. Denaro, T. Rochelle, G. Hodge (coach), J.

Cabrera, J Bastian (coach).

Falcon shooters go undefeated

The Academy rifle team finished the 1970 sea

son with a 10-0 mark. This team which was led by
senior Tom Witt, junior Barry Bruns, and sopho
more Jim Cerha is considered to be one of the fin
est ever and has a good chance to win the national

championships. First year coach Jim Bastian has
been immensely satisfied with the team's showing
as the cadets complete one of their best seasons

ever.

How the target sees it.



The 1970 Falcon pistol team enjoyed a fine sea

son as it compiled a 16-0 record. This team, which
is undefeated in its last 28 dual meets, was led by
John Cusick and Robin Jenkins. Head Coach Al

Cummings rates this year's team as one of the best
in Academy history and seems to have been proven
right by the team's record.

Senior Collie Norman blasts away.

Al Cummings , Coach of the Pistol Team.

Kneeling from left � T. Slawinski, J. Farschman, F. Wright, G. Giessecke, J. Cusick,
C Norman Front row standing from left � Tsgt. A. Cummings (coach), W. McGarvey,
T Mead, J. Young, R. Jenkins, J. Watkins, D. Young. Back row standing from left �

M Jayne, J. Burg, G. Suttler, D. Bustell, J. Goodale.



Front row from left � Capt. P Arata, Coach; Sgt. T. Fritz, Asst. Coach C. Scott, B.
Rasmussen, J Grueser, W Flaherty, J. Graham, B. Deeley, B. Rye, B. Nieman. Back
row � G. Nield, D. Weber, B. Fisher, J. Hampson, C. Hutchinson, C. Puells, M. Oiness,
R. Bolt, J. Trimble.

Head Coach Paul Arata

The 1970 Falcon Swimming team continued the
nation's longest dual-meet victory string by stretch

ing it to 40 victories. They were 12-0 this season

and have not lost a dual meet since 1967. This

year's squad was led by team Captain Bob Nieman
and Bruce Fisher in free-style events. Bill Laurit

zen in the individual medly, Jim Thompson and Mark
Chun in the backstroke, and also Seniors Warren

Flaherty and Jack Trimble. Coach Arata's swim
mers also won the Western Intercollegiate
Championship.

Falcon tankers splash to

40 consecutive wins



Another cadet splashes to victory.

A winning dive
is shown.

He's off, as the Falcon relay team moves ahead.
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Falcon skaters show great improvement

1970 Seniors

"Right on schedule" is the way ice hockey coach
Vic Heyliger termed the success of the Falcons after

finishing their second varsity season. The Falcons, who

wound up with an 11-17-1 record, have progressed ac

cording to coach Heyliger's long range plans. He said,
"This year's team is 30 percent better than last season

and they played a caliber of hockey which earned a lot of

respect from our opponents. This year's squad was led by
junior Steve Hall, and freshmen Tom Murray and Dave

Skaiko. Also, having a fine season was goalie Kim New

man, whom Heyliger considers to be one of the best in

collegiate competition.

Sitting (from left) Tom Perrot, Tom Waugh, Bob Stewart, Willard Heppner, Kim Newman, Tom Mur
ray, Doug Johnson, Dave Skaiko, Bob Burger. Standing (from left) Vick Heygler (coach), Mai. Dan
Buchalder (team physician), Roger McFarland (mgr), John Hanson, Dave StangI, Jerry Droppo, Steve
Jordan, Tom Starkovich, Mai. Ray Bubick (OR), Grayson Morrow, Steve Mullvain, Bob Ross, Steve Hall,
Mike Henehan, Sgt. Ron Willard (team trainer), Harry Davis (mgr), Sgt. Larry Cronk (Asst. coach).

Head Coach Vic Heyliger



Kim Newman makes another save.

Jubilant Falcons celebrate another goal. A stiff Falcon defense prevents a goal.
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Sluggers post 21-12 record
The 1970 Air Force Academy baseball team was one of the

hardest hitting ever, and wound up with one of the best records
ever. The team batted .297 for the season, and set or tied 11

school records. Coach Goewart stated that his team had a great
year, and that the season was better than he had expected. High
lighting this year's team was senior Dick Smithwick who led the
team in batting with a .441 average and set school records for
hits, home runs, and runs batted in.

Capt. Terry Goewart, Coach

Front Row (from left) Stringer (mgr). Hall, Cole, Riddick, Ben
ner, Smithwick, Levoy, Weir, Jenney, Finnern, Jackson. Back
Row Goewart (coach). Smith, Maggio, Miller, Woodmanese,

McDonald, Long, Reynolds, Sullivan, Camalick, Brown, Jones,
Manke, Hendrick, Robison (asst. coach).
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Perfect .torm is showp.,(5y this



Hall puts the tag on an Indian base-runner.

1^

A Falcon hitter attempts to beat out a slow roller.
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Denny Hall is set tor action.
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Falcon thinclads post undefeated season

Coach Arne Arnesen summed up the 1970 outdoor

track season as "one of the most gratifying in my coach

ing career." Despite bad weather and a tough schedule,
his squad was undefeated in six dual meets. The top per
former was junior distance runner John Jones who set an

Air Force track record in the three-mile run and qualified
for the NCAA championships. Also singled out by Arnesen

were sophomore Dick Van Dame, and seniors George Cato,

Fred Rock, and Mike Ryan in the track events. There

were also many top performers in the field events.

Front row (from left): F. McCloy, B. Brodel, J. Metsler, F. VanDame, R. Cote, A. Jones. Back row: Lt. Col. J. Jones, A.

Madison, P. Bauer, B. Stamm, J. Perrigo, M. Ryan, J. Bend- Arnesen, K. Patty, T. Whitlock, N. Fitzhugh, P. McCullough,
rick. Second row: B. Blumberg, T. Stone, C. Hough, D. Good- B. Chambless, R. Rucker, D. O'Holloran, W. Brothers, Capt.
man, A. Bryant, P. Bobrowski, B. Spindle, B. Brandon, D. C. Draper, Lt. S. Meats.

Arne Arnesen, Coach
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A Falcon pole vaulter makes a successful jump. He's really striding now.
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Kneeling (L-R) Jake Juffman, Tim Bench, John Disosway, J. R. Chatfield, Lewis Weiland.

Standing (L-R) Coach Richard Garver, Dave Mastin, George Crasovek, Chris Young, Bob

King, Jim Reed, Scott Marks, Col. Glenn Alexander, (OR).

Capt. Richard Garver, Coach

Falcon golfers finish season undefeated
The 1970 Falcon golf team concluded the second

undefeated golf season in Air Force Academy his

tory by sweeping 10 dual meets. In addition, Air

Force placed high in three tournaments during the

year. This year's team was led by seniors John

Disosway, Tim Bench, J. R. Chatfield, and Lew
Weiland.

Team Captain John Disosway prepares to uncork a tee shot. Senior Tim Bench attempts an approach shot.
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Dan Dougherty makes a fine backhand return. Jack Shunk lets loose with a terrific forehand.

Falcon tennis team sets school record
The 1970 Falcon netters set a school record with

14 victories this spring which topped the previous
win mark of 13 set in 1964. The Falcons final record

was 14-9 and included a sweep of the regional op
ponents. Standouts on this year's squad were Jack
Shunk, Dan Dougherty, and Mike Blassie.

Capt. Walter Oehrlein, Coach

Kneeling (from left) D. H. Dougherty, G. W. Stern, J. P. Shunk, R. L. Putz, L. Weir. Stand
ing (from left) Capt. Duffel (asst. coach). Col. Jarrell (OR), C. L. Middleton, C. J. Bang,
J. J. Bang, J. J. Jarecki, M. J. Blassie, A. S. Moezzi, Coach W. H. Oehrlein. 537



sitting (from left) Verardo, Chuck Kellerman, Jim Bechtel, Mike Bristow, Rick Taylor, Tom
Rosenstock, Bill Stealy, Jim Reel, Brian Bell, Brad Hansen (mgr), Adam Croumer (trnr).
Bill Hemphill (mgr) Kneeling Mark Kuno, Frank Morgan, Dan Ulmer, Mike Faraone, Frank

Fontana, George Houle, Tom Metallo, Steve Tiller, Mike Kaczmarski, Bob Silliman, Mike

Merritt. Standing Jerry Enright, Larry Patterson, Jim Livingston, Lt. Col. Cillo (coach).
Col. Hurley (OR), Jim Keating (coach), Ray Niemec, Chip Malvik, Mike Sands.

Maior Jim Keating, Coach

Falcon lacrosse team wins

rocky mountain conference
One of the best seasons in Air Force Academy

lacrosse is now history. The Falcons put the wraps

on the 1970 season by capturing the Rocky Mountain

Lacrosse Association championship with a 13-12

victory over the University of Denver. This victory
gave Air Force a 12-2 mark for the year (the best

ever) and a 10-0 RMLA record. This years winning

team was led by Senior Rick Taylor who single-
handedly rewrote much of the record book. Taylor
led the team in scoring with 71 points and set six
individual marks. Other top competitors were Sen
iors Jim Reel, Jim Bechtel, Tom Rosenstock, and
Mike Bristow; Juniors Dan Ulmer, Ray Niemac, and
Mike Sands, and Freshman Mike Kaczmarski.
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Jim Bechtel attacks the Denver University goal.

Mike Kaczmarski gets a "garbage" goal.
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A face-off starts the game.

J im Reel lets loose with a shot.
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16th takes
intramural
football crown

Champion-CS-l(i
Runner-up-CS-07

V -'4

I

Is it a run or a pass? Not even the quarterback knows for sure. Champion 16 gives chase to Runner-up 7.

Kneeling from left - Reynolds, TK; Sorenson, RG; Tieman,

LR, Whitford, SA; Baker, RM; DeVore, JS; Tully, PD. Stand

ing from left - Quist, GR; Carparelli, R; Dean, JE; Kossler,

FW; Robinson, PH; Meilanger, PS; Reinecke, GH; Jordan, WC;
Gaw, DL; Mai. Wilkinson, AOC.
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Kneeling (L-R) - Bisbee, CR; Hudacsko, KH; Koch, JW; Deh

mer, RL; Holm, PF. Standing (L-R) - Monahan, JD; Tanner,
GR; Brown, TE; Pitzler, Mr; Patterson; WR; Hindelang, RD;
Diewald, MG; Wawthorne, SE.

3rd sweeps to lacrosse championships
Champions-CS-03
Runner-up-CS-40

A mad scramble for the ball develops



^Sixth flits to

flickerball title ^^
-

Champions-CS-06F^^
Runner-up-CS-18 i^^'

f
A great, but Illegal catct).

Kneeling (L-R) - Bangert, B; Bryan, J; Horton, P; Sprinkel, D; McClain, B; Standing (L-R) - Peterson, J; Seybold R John
ston, R; Ritter, T; Grayson, L; Volodzko, K.
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40th nets tennis

Championship 1 ft 6i ^

Kneeling (L-R) - Wagner, N; McKinley, L; Grimes, C. Standing (L-R) - Schneider,

J; Harrison, C; Cooper, T; Winburg, R.

A vicious service wins in intramural tennis.
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Intramural boxing
Champions-CS-40

A swing, anda miss.

I !<., ^ .^e go again!

Row 1 from left � Sprott, R.E.,
Howard, A.A., Fritz, M.A. Row
2 from left - McKinley, J.L.,
Longnecker, C.H., Helm, P.W.,
Mai. Waddle, AOC.
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Intramural wrestling champions-CS-29

Front row from left � Ellis, FT., Cooper,
R.L., Zwivko, E.J. Back row from left�
Rayl, T.J., Thomas, O.K., Glass, S.T.,
Mai. Hohlstein, AOC.

Ouch!
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Intramural polo
Champions-CS-10

Whicttway did itgo? I've got It.

Front row from left � Gormley, J.,
Quirk, M., Black, B., Hill, R., Baillie,
C. Back row from left � Hughes, C,
Clark, C, Hargrave, B., O'Day, T.,
lanacone, E., Wenger, M., Wagner, B.



Intramural handball

Champions-CS-17

A good service is worth some points.

A hard over-hand shot makes an

opponent duck.

Row 1 from left � Seltzer, R.L., Jones, P.L., Sletten. J.C. Mastin, D.L. Row 2 trom left � McBride,
R J Bettner. JM., McCrum, M.R., Mayer. M.W., Sucher, M.L., Maj. Dugan, AOC.



^

Intramural squash
Champions-CS-18

There's more than one way to get at
that ball.

Squash is a fast moving game.

J�*.

T
#
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A spike gets 35th

squadron a point.

Intramural volleyball
Champions-CS-02

Row 1 (L-R) Beard, B., Carrol, J.,
Arrento, G., Herrmann, J. Row 2

(L-R) Schmidt, P., Rohde, R., Back
lund, D., Ellis, D., Upson, M., Mai.
Tompkins, AOC.
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Kneeling (from left) B. Holt, M. Haman, G. Gage. Standing (from left) B. Dietz,
E McGann, B. Blandin, S. Gast. Missing W. Smith, R. Shank.

Intramural swimming
Champions-CS-30

Swimming is a groove. He's off, literally.

i



Kneeling (from left) J. Conklin, R. Starkey, S. DeHaven, K. Chamberlain, C. Morgan, W.

Hillegass. Standing (from left) R. Radcliff, T. McDonald, J. Furda, W. Zedaker, G. Ro

vito, D, Battles, M. McCarthy, R. Vaughn, R. Carolan, D. Tharp, D. Thomas, G. Baxter,
R. Marshall.

Intramural rugby
Champions-CS-04

It's a vicious game.



It's a two-pointer for 39th squadron.

Intramural basketball

Champions-CS-32
Kneeling (from left) C. Dickey, P. Jordan, K. Sfone. Standing (from left) T.
Petrzelka, M. Vilbert, P. Taylor, A. Meloy. Missing M. Hanzel, B. Rasmussen,
R. Rifenberg.

Mick Davey drives through a crowd.
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Intramural soccer

Champions-CS-09

#^�

fi

Kneeling (from left) S. Cleveland, R. Manning, T. Moran, T. Silvester, S. Todd,
G. Grant, R. Emerich. Standing (from left) D. Scace, R. Shnick, W. Stine, F.

Sanchez, J. Zekoski, W. Patton, D. Wrisley, P. Kelley, T. Painter.

A race for the ball ends up in a tie.
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Intramural
Cross country
Champions-
CS-03

Kneeling (from left) D. Skaiko, R. Linnell, F. Guerra, E. Pinney. Standing (from left) T.
Huey, C. Brown, G. Craycraft, D. Cottrell.

The winner crosses the finish line.



SUMMER TRAINING
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'Doumer Bridge"
By Keith Ferris
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Basic summer begins long road ahead
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USAFA gained 1402 new "basics" on 23 June

1969 as the Class of '73 prepared to tackle the

rigorous fourth class training of the following
months. Shots in both arms, short hair (or should
we say no hair), millions of forms to fill out and
hundreds of validation tests seemed commonplace
as '73 began its transition into basic summer.

First BCT soon followed and the new basics
found that USAFA would be no easy test of what a

man's got inside. Rigorous physical exercise as

well as classes on our Honor Code and military life
took up most of the time and soon the days seemed
to be longer than 24 hours. Fond memories of morn

ing runs. Obstacle Course testing, and intramurals
still remain as '73 tackled the long hard summer of

First BCT.

You get your money's worth with a basic cadet haircut� plus
more!

Physical conditioning included many long
hours under fhe hot Colorado sun en

gaging in such activities as rope climb

ing.

The obstacle course offered many basics an opportunity to see just how well
they could fair in rugged physical exercise.
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Top: Pugilisfics was a question of at
titude; fight or be beaten. Right: Survival
offered the basics a chance to see if they
could live without the comforts of home.
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The Confidence Course, both challenging and beneficial, included such obstacles as the
belly-buster.

Second detail produces self-confidence
With the close of First BCT, the

basics packed up and headed for
Jack's Valley and Second BCT be
came a reality. The Valley proved to
be a complete change of both scenery
and instruction as '73 began its train
ing in field operations. Once again,
under the guidance of the members of
'70 and '71, the basics learned many
skills in element tactics, weapon
firing, and patrolling, not to mention
the fun at the Group Reaction and
Confidence Courses or the agony of
the Assault Course. Two weeks in
the valley thus constituted the greater
part for field training.

The third week of field training
was devoted to survival in Saylor
Park. Again under upperclass super
vision, the basics learned the arts of

making shelters, night navigation,
navigating over rough terrain, and
above all surviving for a week on

only a kit of survival rations. A loss
in weight was exchanged for a vast
increase in knowledge about survival.



Left: The distinctive uniform of the cadre, a sight not soon forgotten. Above:

Interrogation began as soon as the 'prisoners" were unloaded and were in a

state of confusion.

SERE�the toughest obstacle of all

A chance to show what you were made of !
While '73 plodded along through

Basic Summer, '72 began their sum

mer training with SERE, Fort Carson,
and ABS.

"If I should become a prisoner
of war" was a common phrase in

everyone's mind as the agonies and

hardships of SERE became a grim
reality for '72. After six days of
some of the hardest training ever

encountered by a cadet, we headed
for brighter skies.

Fort Carson proved to be an

interesting experience as the Army
gave us a feel for their version of
military life. A fantastic firepower
demonstration highlighted the week-
long activities which included the In
filtration Course, weapon firings, and
driving APC's and tanks.

Airbase Security rounded out the
three weeks with five days of train
ing in the Valley followed by a 24-
hour "war" in which '72 had to de
fend the "airbase" set up in the
valley against the upperclass "bad
guys".



Headquarters Camp ABS.

Pent-up frustrations were vented in perfect ambushes during daytime patrols.

General Old's airstrike during the ABS "war" kept
the aggressors at bay
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Motivation and

experience . . .

Left and Above: Warm and friendly wel

comes greeted us at each of our stops.

Training aids. . .

Getting fitted for a parachute wasn't bad at
all if it meant you were one of the lucky ones

to fly a fighter type aircraft.



. . . ZI field study
After three weeks of training at

USAFA, the Class of '72 split in half
to make a two and one-half week trip
of five Air Force Bases in the United
States. Using a fleet of five C-141
aircraft assigned to each of the two

groups, '72 traveled to Norton AFB
in California, Canon in New Mexico,
Wright-Patterson in Ohio, Little Rock
in Arkansas, and Tyndall in Florida.

The "real" Air Force showed
their wares to '72 as each base pre
sented a comprehensive program ex

plaining its mission and the activities
of the command with which it was

associated. Highlights such as the

firepower show at Canon, aircraft
orientation rides at the various bases,
and numerous social functions all

provided '72 with a look at the way
things are done on the outside and
the prospects of the bright future
that we can expect in the Air Force.

And F-1 11 crew module actually used in an emergency was an

interesting sidelight at Wright-Patt.

Just to prove that lectures can be fun, AFSC added some
beautiful attractions who had no trouble keeping attention.
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Third lieutenant helps
complete career selection

Coming in for a wet landing.

Operation Third Lieutenant, a

three week tour of duty at an Air

Force base, entitles cadets to get a

first hand look at the day-to-day busi

ness and social functions of an Air

Force unit. With tours ranging from

overseas assignments in SEA to

special training at various bases to

administrative iobs with a unit, 3rd

Louie serves as an effective liaison

between the Academy and the Air

Force.

The Special Warfare Center at Tyndal offered realistic training in survival

and related activities. Here, a cadet prepares for a parachute landing in the

water.



t^5r

Jet fighter missions became a daily routine
for some cadets and provided a chance to
do as well as learn.

Third Lt. was not all work, as some got a chance to tour a few of
Thailand's splendid sights.

In Vietnam, a cadet helps adiust a seat-belt for a mama-san during an evacuation operation.
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Former followers

now leaders
After devoting half their summers to following,

cadets become leaders in their second and first

class years. Training lower class cadets becomes

an important part of their training to be leaders in

the Air Force.
This summer, the Classes of '70 and '71 got a

chance to make the decisions and take the initiative

by instructing other cadets in BCT, Basic Survival,
the third class training on SERE, ABS, and Fort

Carson, and individual options such as AAA 490,

Summer Research, and Lackland Basic Training.
It is often the case that the leaders learn more than

the men they are instructing, as any member of the

SERE detail will tell you. It is nowhere more obvious

than in these programs that the Academy is training
today the men who will lead and command the Air

Force in the future.

At Lackland, upperclassmen exercise leadership by instructing
newly inducted Air Force basics.

Members of the Cadet Parachute Team give Academy basics a lesson in pin-point landings.
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Summer Research - a chance to pursue one's academic interests
(and others of course) in a relaxed atmosphere.

Airborne Training at Fort Benning gives cadets a chance to

earn their wings and continue lumping in various Academy
programs during the academic year. At the Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories the scientific mind has a chance

to explore, question, and expand while furthering the Air Force's mission.
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JUNE WEEK
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'One Small Step for Man"
By Pierre Mion
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June Week is that time of
the Academy year when all ac
tivities are brought to a close.
Awards are presented, honors
presented and degrees and
commissions conferred. While
the members of the First Class
receive their diplomas and
bars, the members of the Sec
ond Class assume command
of the cadet wing. The Third and
Fourth Classes advance to

greater responsibility in wing
affairs.



Academics are over

and the effect of the grade
reports has worn off.
June Week is a time to

relax, have fun and watch
the girls . . ,
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During June Week out

standing members and
organizations of the cadet
wing are publicly recognized
for their contributions
throughout the year ....



The three formal
balls held during June
Week include the Crad
uation Ball, the All-Class
Formal and the Ring
Dance.

The First Class
marks its graduation
with its official func
tion, the Graduation
Ball, in Arnold Hall.



mi
The All-Class Formal

signifies the commence

ment of the June Week ac

tivities.
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The Second Class

comes of age with the

presentation of its class

rings and the celebration

of the Ring Dance.

�� � :
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class
'i the
class

nation
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Parades are an important
part of June Week. The flashing
sabers, rustling banners, rattling
rifles-the Wing on parade is quite
a spectacle. Many do not realize,

however, that those impressive
ranks are formed by men whose

feet get tired, hats get hot and
heavy, and arms cramp. "Pass

in Review! . . . ."
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Secretary of Defense Hon.

Melvin Laird addressed the

graduation crowd of 40,000
during- the final and most im

portant program ofJune Week.
The Secretary presented the
Honor Graduates with their

diplomas, and delivered a

speech on the responsibility
of the United States in the

world today. The graduation
ceremony meant the end of
four years of effort by the

Class of W70, and the begin
ning of a challenging Air

Force career.
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"Ttie 1970 Polaris is the product of many hours of work by members of the
cadet wing who wanted to insure that the year's events at the Air Force Academy
were accurately recorded ifi a pv'nrianerqt document. It's' -most appropriate tlwt
recognition be a'ccQrded \6 \t\os,e other tfiart staff members who assisted i'n'the-
pubNcbtion,<5.f ttiis-jbook. Wit^' d^ep .^ppreciafiort, the Polaris staff thanKs" Lt.'
Ron.-6ce�nMQld, Coyr of th^ InJeV'nil l-nforrnation Division; USAFA; AASgl Marvey

^ lr>ouye/NCOIC,;^^demY,*Spor't5 li^orw^tion; AAr. Atlee LeAA'a'sters, Production
Ifdntrol,.pFIT; HA'r>,J,t. Robinsdn, .Chi�f, Ptio'tp tWvisio'n, DFIT; Captains-G. E,
MitchertrTcn-e-and Gary Gyimond, Airman Magarine; AAajorsGil Amelio ajid Mike
McRS/ney, Atademy Protocol DivisiTon, and AAajor JeraW Till, MSgt C^M Pierce

r J^r>d TSgt -Broland i*�>Jraby, Cadet Personntel Services.' 'i� special word of thanks
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TRW canput it
all together

As airborne electronics are called upon to satisfy a

growing number of functions, the need for truly
integrated avionics grows more acute. TRW has the
demonstrated capability of identifying the right pieces
and making them fit together with proven systems
engineering concepts and with LSI and other ad
vanced avionics technology,
TRWs broad background in airborne electronics

has been demonstrated in numerous aircraft, space
and missile applications. We possess a proven
capability in avionics system engineering and in pro
ducing related subsystem hardware and software,

. Currently, as a member of the McDonnell Douglas
Space Shuttle team, TRW is responsible for require
ments analysis, and definition of an integrated avionic
system. In addition, we will provide detailed designs
of the guidance and navigation, communication,
power conversion and conditioning, instrumentation
and data bus. and data management subsystems.
For more information about TRW avionics capa

bilities, contact Marketing Services.
^^_^^_,� �

TRW Systems Group, One Space ^gM^MMw
Park. Redondo Beach. Calif. 90278 # ^mWW^

The Syslems Group is a ma/or operating unit ol TRW Inc . where
more than 85.000 people at over 300 locations around the world
are applying advanced technology to products, systems, and
services tor commercial, industrial, and government markets.



Boeing 747 superjet, the world's largest
commerciol jetliner, is now in service,
ushering in on entirely new ero of spa
ciousness and comfort in air travel.

NASA's Apollo Saturn 5 moon rocket,
largest, most powerful in world, launches
Americorrs on spectacularly successful

voyages to the moon. Boeing builds the

first-stage booster, integrates Saturn 5
with Apollo command, service and lunar

modules, and performs systems engineer
ing, launch and integration support for
NASA on entire Saturn 5 system.
Lunar Rover. Sometime in 1971, two astro

nauts will set off to explore the moon

surface in a Boeing two-seater Lunar

Rover. The vehicle, one of four now

being designed and built by Boeing for
NASA, will be carried to the moon in the

storage bay of a manned lunar module.

Twin turbine Boeing helicopters, built by
Vertol Division, ore deployed to Vietnam.

They serve with U.S. Army, Navy, Marine
Corps.
Boeing B-52 global nuclear weapons
carrier and missile-launcher-bomber has
demonstrated its versatility hy carrying
out conventional bombing missions

against the Viet Cong,
Minuteman is U.S. Air Force's quick-firing,
solid-fuel ICBM. Boeing is weapon sys
tem integrator, responsible for assembly.

test, launch control and ground support
systems.
Burner II, USAF's new Boeing-built upper
stage vehicle, is smaller, less costly than
other upper stages. It's applicable to
almost all USAF launch vehicles, also
scientific experiments, weather, naviga
tion or communications satellites.

SRAM. A Boeing B-52H is shown carrying
U.S. Air Force short-range attack missiles.
Now being flight tested, SRAM is a

rocket-propelled air-to-surface bomber-
launched missile. It is designed to provide
stand-off capability to assist in pene
tration of sophisticated enemy defense
systems.

B-52 eight-iet stratofortress



Navigation
Systems

North American Rockwell



Calling us just a telephone company
is like calling

LeonardoDaVmci just apainter.

"1 0
Leonardos paractiute

General Telephone & Electronics is in

volved in domestic and international tele

communications . . . home entertainment. . .

every type of home and industrial lighting. . .

computer software systems. . .and all phases
of advance research. ^ � ^

But please don't get us wrong. We started

in the telephone business. We grew up in
the telephone business. And we're -till very
much in it.

So we don't really mind your referring to
us as just a phone company.

It simply serves to remind us of how far
we have come.

GeneralTelephone & Electronics



Creating
anew
worldwith
electronics

Isn't that
a pretty big

claim?
Hughes designed and
built the first successful
stationary satellites,
ncluding the Syncoms and
Early Bird. We've put up
more ground stations for
satellite communications
than any other company.
We developed the first
operational laser. We built
all the famous Surveyors
that soft-landed successfully
on the moon. And we

produce advanced missiles
for the Army, Navy and
Air Force. Today over 550
activities are all going
on at once at Hughes.
Creating a new world with
electronics? We're making
a good try. | 1

! HUGHES :

uGHis AincD



We believe fhof peaceful co-exisfence 'S best moinroined by bemg ,00 tough to tockle

Mason & Hanger-Silas Mason Co., Inc.
ENGINEERS and CONTRACTORS

Designers of Explosives Processing Plants

ond Explosion Resistant Structures

Builders ond Operotors of Ordnoncc Focrlilies

500 FIFTH AVENUE

NEW YORK

LEXINGTON

KENTUCKY

in

heat transfer
coils

AEROFIN Sm^^-fl^
Heating and Cooling Coils
� High ratio of surface area

to face area

� High air velocities without excessive
friction or turbulence

AEROflN Corpora
Lynchburg, .Virginia

TION

In 1969,
more senior academy cadets
insured their automobiles
with USAA than all other

insurance companies combined.

Why? Because of our consistently low
net cost and prompt claims service

since 1922.

USAA
United Services Automobile Assn.

USAA Life Insurance Co.
USAA Building

San Antonio, Texas 78215

Happy Landings

to the

CLASS OF 1970



Westinghouse develops systems for all environments.
from underseas to the moon.

Underseas, our diving systems extend
man's depth and time underwater; our
sonar makes detailed pictures of the
ocean bottom; and our Deepstar sub-
mersibles will soon take explorers to

20,000 ft. We produce nuclear reac

tors, turbines, generators, and other
propulsion equipment for our fleet,
plus missile launching equipment and

torpedoes for submarine service.
On the surface, we're a leader in

mobile 3-D radar, long-range ground-
based radar, shipborne communica
tions, and air traffic control. And we've
developed a worldwide survivable
communications system.
For aerospace, we're building air

craft electrical systems, airborne ra-

You can be sure...'if it's Westinghouse

dar for military and mapping pur
poses, electronic countermeasures
and a variety of weapons-delivery
systems. We built the first nuclear
rocket reactor for space, the first
space radar for rendezvous missions.
And we developed the compact cam
era that sent you live color TV from
the moon. dm.j.jo



CONGRATULATIONS TO THE CLASS OF 1970

All Air Force Officers

On Active Duty Are

Eligible to Join The

Pentagon Federal Credit Union
Members Can Save With and Borrow From PFCU For Life

Latest Dividend '^ v ^ ;^-. �-

5.50% Compounded -a�S^.'-:.^i>fc-
Semi-Annually '"^'v r. * ctir'*'^

BORROW

For Any
Provident
Purpose

FOR DETAILS WRITE:

PENTAGON FEDERAL CREDIT UNION
P.O. Box 9649 (F), Rosslyn Station
Arlington, Virginia 22209

YOUR BEST FRINGE BENEFIT

Armed Forces
Co-operative Insuring Association

FORT l.K.W KNWORTH. kWS.VS (S()()27

For Officers Of The

AIR FORCE-ARMY-NAVY-MARINE CORPS-COAST GUARD

BROADEST PERSONAL PROPERTY FLOATER COVERAGE AVAILABLE

AT LOWEST NET COST

IVSIHK ^()LU KKKKCTS (Cl.itliim;. Cainrrav Ki.wi�[miil Kino. Hi. ) KOK THKLT KKOM .ALTO � LOSS -MVSTKKIOL S

DIS.VPPKAK.ANCK� lilOT � \WDAl.LSM � KIKK� KI.OOD � .AND OTHKR HAZARDS
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Even tough guys
like nice things

Harry Sugerman, Inc
P. O. Box 2078

San Antonio, Texas 78206

MILITARY INSIGNIA

n

^r
r

Iwicc as

much time
for \oiir
mone>

Thf sel I-M I nding Zodiac
At'ospace GMT tells time an,
two places on eanh

SiTiulIaneousiy Shows 2400
hours leils AM or P M givi-^
dale roo Want mof� tor yout
money? The Aerospace GMT h.i^
" jewel precision movement
unbreahaoic mainspring it s
wflter-iesisiant letled lo 660 let-i
A great watch a gfeai giM, a gu'.ii
r^cw Idea for anyone who travels
Model 176JW $H0

0Zodiac
WATCH COMPANV

1212 Avenue ol the Amcncas, NY . N V IOOJ'.

^ ^ ^

EMBLEMS OF EXCELLENCE

^ i!^ ^ ^

WhiteStag
Tnc ^VARNACO GROUk

Largest skiwear maker
in the sA/orld

There was a

young private named
Jack,

Who sighted a

beautiful WAC.
She said, "With that
brass

you won't meet
this lass;

Get Brasso and then
call me back!"

a

$5 and thanks
to PFC Joel
Hochberger,
Btry C,

3/ 19th Arty,
1st AD,
Fort Hood,
Texas

SMl//

"'. � CH.O*'*

TENN-SHUNN!
Send yojjr Brasso limerick to
Brasso Div.. R. T. French Co.,
Rochester, N. Y. 14609. U.S.A.
We'll pay you $5 for each limerick

published.
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Two ot America's most magnificent 18's. . .

IMdv
Purr In the ihouuhtlu! embrace cit every urji loui re-

sor? servK e, v^rietv <>' fet re^tion and pampered <omturt

Our ib holes ot < liampionship Rolt links are luM the
starter Every hour ol your (irojdmtHK experienc e is dis-
( erninnK tou( hed with the unifiue

(tear alpine sunshin*- Award-winninn anomniodii
tions and dinmn An inlernalumallv-noled wine i e'lar
And. (or your uxJays, the spectacular lorever ol the
Ko< kies

rhe Gcxxl Li*e So otten described simply as I he
liroiuimfKir

And a 19th that's legend

""Broadmoor
( .Jtif-uloSprinus (.ttUit.uii

.._,;'�'^;
... hur.'. lllll i..t. . .

7"^f^^

THE HERALDRY OF MERIT
Thf alxnf Iradfiiiark has oariied thf iij;ht Id lie

considered as such. It signifies a dependable
STAM)\Ri) l.f Ql ALITY that has al�a^s heen

distinctive and recognized. We are proud of this.
as \ou men are of \our career.

ART CAP COMPANY, IXC.

599 BROADU.AY. NEW YORK. N Y 10012

CAREER
OFFICERS
// you nave mau service

you can nave the

FULL BANK SERVICE
Of Riggs National Bank

Whether you are m Washington. D C, or

some remote corner of the world, you can

have the comfort of knowing lhat your finan
cial affairs are being handled by one of the
largest banks in the world

Savings accounts, checkms accounts, bank-
by-mail, trust services, and money lor prac
tically any good purpose are part of the full
bank service available lo you through Riggs
National Bank

Serving Washington and the Armed Forces
since 1836, we arc proud to have served such
distinguished people as Admiral David Farra-
gul, Ceneral Winfield Scolt and Dr Samuel P.
Langley we d be proud lo serve you, also

Tk. RIGGS
NATIONAL BANK

OF WASHINGTON. DC . HOINDHD 183ft

WASHINGTON'S LARGEST IN SIZH AND SERVICK '

M,mKc,-f-,J,rJ Drpo.,, |�.���., C-,.,po,..l,.,n
.Mfml,.rr� P,J�il R,.�.�.. ?�|en,



Monofmg
Zhe Class

of

1970

As the years go by your fine class ring by Josten's
will become increasingly precious as a symbol of
achievement, a mark of recognition and a guideline
for leadership.

When ordering future Class Rings, Class Pins,
Miniatures, Wedding Announcements or Wedding
Bands,

Write lo:

GARY D. AUTREY
3328 South Oneida Way
Denver, Colorado 80222

THE RECOGNITION PEOPLE

A-11
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LUTLECAR
"SOPEN

_^

FOR BUSINESS.
Vega 2300 is here at last. Because now you Can buy what we at

We'd have brought it out sooner, but Chevrolet have come to modestly believe is

you know how it is. We've got a lot riding on the best little car in the world.

this little car and we wanted it to be right. We don't expect this ad to convince you.

really right, before turning it over to you. We expect the car to, though.
Now we're ready. Vega. The little car that does everything
And you were wise to wait. well. Look into it.

��IIHV^MU-IW.'*O

VEGA
CHEVROLET

A-12



ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS
IF YOU MAKE US LAUGH!
Military service is a serious business.
But it has its funny side, too.
Here are some samples of amusing anecdotes from the
"Humor in Uniform" Department in Reader's Digest.
Each one has earned $ 1 00 for its contributor.

Whili. I was serving with a military-
police battalion in Berlin, I sat down to

lunch one day, only to discover a large
chunk of metal in the mashed (xitaKxrs.
It turned out to be a nut off a bolt. I
found the mess sergeant and. showmg
him the nut, said, "Hey, sarge, Kxik
what I found in my mashed potatoes'"
Without a change of expression, he

took the nut from my outstretched

HDk^^^
hand, turned and shouted back into
the kitchen, "Charlie, I told you nol to

worry about that mixer. I got the nut

and bolt, and we should be getting the
washers any minute now."

� Donald C. DiivLt IC.incinnati. Ohio)

The Berkshire County Savings
Bank in Massachusetts ran an adver
tisement in the local paper promoting
loans for boats. The ad was headlined:
NEED A M.\RINE LOAN'

The next day the bank received the
following letter: "Yes, I need a Marine
loan. He's still at Parris Island. Could
you please arrange for them to lend
him to me for a few days.' Thank
you. A lonely wife."

� Pillffield. MaM.. Berkshire Emgte

Because of the extreme dampness in
Vietnam, the Army has replaced its
conventional combat boot with a light
er, faster-drying model, complete with
a specially designed removable inner
sole. On this inner sole is printed the
manufacturer's warning, "Do not

BOIL," under which one battle-weary
Cil scrawled, "Just peel and eat."

� PVT. KiNNBTH Tucker

(Abfrdeen Proving Ground, Md.)

During basic training for the Army
Nurse Corps, wc were required to

spend one week in the field roughing
it. It rained the entire week. We arose

daily in our swampy tent, took a cold-
water beauty bath from our helmets,
donned our pistol belts and ponchos,
and trudged through the mud to set up
field hospitals. Obviously, our personal
appearance frequendy left much to be
desired.
TTie final blow to our feminine pride

occurred while wc waited in the mess

line in the mud and rain. A young pri

vate came by with a camera and asked
to take our picture. "It will prove to my
girl," he said, "that she has no reason

to be jealous!"
�CATHtaiNt G. LUTU (TtUmMdge. Ohio)

Twt RtcRLiT in the checkout line at

the base PX was asked by the pretty
cashier if he had any identification
verifying that he was in the service.
The young man replied. "Yes," and,
leaning toward her, ttKik her hand and
placed it atop his closely shaven head.

-Kenneth F. Cailfy, Ir. (Clitlon, NJ.i

Deep in Vietcong country near the
Cambodian border, the chaplain was

conducting services for the men of an
artillery battery. As he neared the con

clusion of his sermon, two rifle rounds
whizzed close overhead. Hoping to set

the men at ease, the chaplain looked
toward the jungle and addressed the
unseen Vietcong rifleman. "All right,
Charlie," he called out, "the sermon

wasn't that bad."
The whole congregation broke into

laughter as a man piped up: "What
makes you think those were enemy
rounds, chaplain.'"

� M^J. RoR�RT R, Johnson i'racoma. Wmli.)

On his first day of retirement, an

ex-Navy chief was asked, "How do
you feel now that you're out.'" His re

ply: "Fine, just great. When I joined
the Navy, I had $19 in my pocket. To
day 1 have J 18. Now where else can

you stay for over 20 years for a dollar.'"
�C. W. NoTTACt {San Diego. Cahf.]

When my soldier-nephew received
his absentee-ballot application shortly
before the past election, he wrote a let
ter of gratitude to his election board:
"Thank you for the ballot application.
It came as a welcome and flattering
surprise. This is the first time that I
have been invited to express an opinion
on anything in 18 months."

� loAN C. Wasserman (LiJo beach. N.Y.)

If you have an amusing true story about life in service�preferably one that shows a
serviceman demonstrated understanding of human nature and ability to handle men�send it to
Dept HU, The Reader's Digest, Pleasantville, N. Y. 10570. You could win $100!



There's
one very good
reason why

our hehcopters
are so good...

our

customers
wiU settle for
nothing but
the best.

BELL UH-IN TWIN HUEY . . . FOR THE UNITED STATES AIR FORCE

BELL HELICORTER
Fort Worth, Texas � A textronI Company



The Ace label is your guarantee that the finest
workmanship and the best of quality materials
have achieved the handsomest, longest-
wearing cap made. Ace caps are always cor

rect, always comfortable, worn always with
pnde. Look for the Flight Ace label.

GREATEST NAME IN MILITARY CAPS

ACE MANUFACTURING COMPANY, INC. P. O. BOX 7429, Sta. A., SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS. 78207
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IfAJECTOR BUDES

PLATINUM PLUS

Gillette's Championship Team.



The Vought A-7: New world standard
for tactical support aircraft.

The Vought A-7 is so versatile it fulfills the tactical sup
port requirements of both the U. S. Air Force and the
U. S. Navy.
The A-7 has been in quantity production since 1965,

in service since 1966 and is scheduled for duty well into
the foreseeable future.
The A-7 is being considered for purchase by a number

of other nations.
During two years of operational duty, the A-7 has

proved superior in two important ways:
It ranks as one of the world's outstanding weapon

systems offering many performance guarantees includ

ing its highly accurate navigation and weapon delivery
capability.

It is the most cost-effective close-support and interdic
tion aircraft ever developed. No other aircraft economi
cally neutralizes targets with so few sorties and such a

high probability of survival.
The Vought A-7 is the new world standard for tactical

support aircraft.

For more information, write Vought Aeronautics Com

pany, LTV Aerospace Corporation, P. O. Box 5907,
Dallas, Texas 75222.

X.f-V/' ^^.^f^O^Pj^Gi
VOUGHT AERONAUTICS � LTV EDUCATION SYSTEMS � SERVICE TECHNOLOGY � VOUGHT HELICOPTER

SYNETICS � LTV RECREATION DEVELOPMENT � KENTRON HAWAII � INTERNATIONAL TECHNOVATION

I
A-17
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:# Real life calls for real taste.
For ttie taste of your life�Coca-Cola.

A-18
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UNITED STATES AIR FORCE ACADEMY

COLORADO

The importance of the role played by the

in the Academy hfe of the Cadet Wing cannot

be overestimated.

? ? ?

A smartly dressed Cadet in a

uniform is both outstanding and distinctive.

? ? ?

Together with other business firms,

^^^kdc^ /y^ez
is happy to be of service to the Cadet Wing. We
are proud to have been selected to furnish the

military uniforms for the Cadets of the United
States Air Force Academy.



National Bank of
Fort Sam Houston

AT SAN ANTONIO

1422 East Grayson Street
San Antonio, Texas � 78208

SPECIALIZING IN SERVICING MEMBERS
OF THE ARMED FORCES SINCE 1920. One of
the first banks to inaugurate special services to

militay personnel � Regardless of whether
active or retired and regardless of where sta
tioned or residing. Now the permanent banking
home of many thousands of military personnel
stationed and residing throughout the World.
Liberal personal signature loans at reasonable
rates. Write, wire or phone for further infor
mation.

Directors

Maj. Gen. W. E. Prosser
U.S.A., Retired

Maj. Gen. M. E. Tillery
U.S.A.F., Retired

Brig. Gen. E. W. Napier
U.S.A.F., Retired

Col. H. E. Fuller
U.S.A. Retired

Mr. J. H. Andrews
Executive Vice Pres

Col. D. B. White
U.S.A.F., Retired

Mr. W. Evans Fitch
General Insurance

Mr. R. L. Mason
President

Mr. W. L. Bailey
Vice Chairman
of the Board

Mr. Jess J. Laas
Chairman of the Board

MEMBER FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION

Colts is
)lving tomorrows

tactical
field problems

through
ivancedweapons
technologies

@iColt Industries t^T^ Coil's Military Arms Division
�rt%t Um. va Win

We're as tough as yourCOl,
but better iooking.
Samsonite takes batterings and bruisings that would destroy a lesser luggage
We've been run over in traffic. Been jumped up and down on. Been at
Ihe bottom of the pile in the luggage hatch of the 747. And come

out on top.
We make big bags, little bags, carry-ons, two and three-
suiters, folding wardrobes, weekenders, ovcrnighrers
and everything else you might need.
In colors. In patterns. In grains. In prints
and flowers for your wife.
There's something for everyone.
And even the tough
"old man."



Introducing the
people ofAmerica
to thepeople of

America.
Because Avco believes that its never been more

important for individuals to be heard, we are tuming over
our television commercial time this year to the people of
America.

Eachof the commercialminutes on the programs
we're sponsoringwill be devoted toan individual American.
Telling his countrymen what's on his mind. Saying what
he thinks is right or wrong wdth America. Saying what he
would like to see changed.

The rest of the countrymay not agree with every

thing they say. We at Avco may not agree. The important
thing is: we will all have seen and heard them. Individual
Americans speaking their minds.

AVCO
CORPORATION

A-21



If you are a member of the graduating class .

YOU QUALIEY EOR A PREFERRED
DISCOUNT-RATE CHARACTER LOAN'

rwortheastern
mjationalbank

?

?
*
?
*
?

*
*
*
?
?
*
?
?
*

In addition, should you wish money
for the purchase uf an automobile.
there is no encumbrance involved'
Vou retain title�even take car over

seas if you wish'
For all underclassmen Free bank by-
mail checking account service while
at the Academy and for a lull two and
one-half years after graduation'

fo' more intormolion write 'O

Wesley B, Simmers, Vice President

NORTHEASTKRN NATIONAL
Scronton, Pa 18501

Bsnklni For The Military Since 1940!
Member fOIC

Northeastern Pennsylvania National Bank & Trust Co.

COMPLIMENTS OF A FRIEND

22
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